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CaliforniaWages Desperate Battle Against Raging Fires
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FURNACE: Major wildfires continued to plague California on Friday, many of them around the heavily populated San
Francisco Bay Area. One of the nearly 12,000 firefighters deployed across the state doused flames in Boulder Creek. A3

When nursing homes began barring visi-
tors to keep the coronavirus out, Jack Eccles
decided to move in.

Hillcrest Convalescent Center in Durham,
N.C., had turned him away on March 12
when he arrived as usual to spend much of
the day with his wife, Gerry, who suffers
from Alzheimer’s disease.

So he returned the next day with a suit-
case of clothes, books, medications and his
computer. Hillcrest had agreed to rent him a
single room in its assisted-living area so
that he could care for Gerry, who is 91.

Dr. Eccles, who is 93 and a longtime Bap-
tist pastor, remains under lockdown at Hill-

BY ANNA WILDE MATHEWS

Runners Are Still Racing
Marathons—In Local Parking Lots

i i i

Lonely virtual races replace in-person
events; no crowds or porta-potties

Gordon Flett, a diehard run-
ner, is joining road races almost
every weekend this summer in
his hometown of Winnipeg,
Canada. Absent
are the usual
cheering specta-
tors, the water
stations—even
the other run-
ners.

The coronavi-
rus and restric-
tions on large
gatherings has
canceled in-per-
son running events, from

neighborhood 5Ks to the presti-
gious Boston Marathon, and
prompted many to transition to
“virtual races.” Participants run
when and where they want
within certain dates. They typi-

cally track their
own times, then
send race orga-
nizers the infor-
mation. In return,
they get medals
in the mail that
they celebrate
with other run-
ners in online fo-
rums.

For a recent
PleaseturntopageA9

BY JENNIFER LEVITZ

All downhill from here

ROLL CALL
Why there still aren’t
enough paper towels

in stores. B1

crest. For five months, he hasn’t left and has
rarely seen the sun—the window in his room
faces a brick wall.

He isn’t allowed to walk around the 154-
bed facility, except to Gerry’s room, where
he feeds her, and sometimes to the lobby,
where he can see family members through
the windows. Hillcrest sometimes feels like
a prison, he says, but he won’t move out and
leave Gerry until it reopens to visitors.

“We’re married. I want to be with her.
She took care of me for 70 years, and now
it’s my turn,” he says.

The coronavirus cut a deadly swath
PleaseturntopageA6

Billions for Virus Fight
Remain on Sidelines

Billions of dollars in federal
funds earmarked for boosting
nationwide Covid-19 testing
remain unspent months after
Congress made the money
available, according to the U.S.
Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

In April, Congress allocated
roughly $25 billion for federal
agencies and states to expand
testing, develop contact-trac-
ing initiatives and broaden
disease surveillance.

According to HHS data,
only about 10% to 15% of that
total has been drawn down,
meaning the cash has been
spent or committed to various

BY SCOTT PATTERSON
AND SARAH KROUSE

and remote learning—can’t
work full-time for partial pay.

They also indicate an econ-
omy cleaving to two tracks: one
where the livelihoods of white-
collar professionals in certain
industries have remained
largely intact, and another for
lower-income workers, many of
whom work service jobs in
hard-hit industries such as
hospitality, travel and retail.
Millions of them have lost jobs,

PleaseturntopageA8

cording to an analysis by con-
sulting firm Compensation Ad-
visory Partners.

Now, a number of compa-
nies, including Walt Disney Co.,
General Motors Co. and Yelp
Inc., are restoring executive
and some white-collar worker
salaries to previous levels,
while others are paring earlier
pay cuts. At many firms, the
moves reflect an acknowledg-
ment that stressed-out work-
ers—many juggling child care

In the first weeks of the pan-
demic, companies contending
with government-ordered lock-
downs, plummeting orders and
closed stores reasoned that cut-
ting pay could stave off greater
job losses. Many targeted
higher-level executives’ com-
pensation as a sign of solidarity
with furloughed workers earn-
ing much less. By mid-July,
roughly a quarter of major pub-
lic companies reduced pay for
CEOs and other executives, ac-

Some companies are begin-
ning to restore cuts they made
to managers’ salaries and bo-
nuses in the early, bewildering
days of the pandemic shut-
downs, a sign that some indus-
tries—and their white-collar
workers—are benefiting from
glimmers of a recovery while
millions of others continue to
endure job and income losses.

BY PATRICK THOMAS
AND CHIP CUTTER

Companies Start Rescinding
Managers’ Pandemic Pay Cuts

Home sales surged in July,
signaling how the pandemic is
reshaping where and how
Americans want to live during
a period of social distancing
and working from home.

Home buyers who were re-
luctant to venture out in March
and April when much of the
country was under lockdown
have returned in force since
late spring. With the effects of
coronavirus showing little signs
of abating, many home shop-
pers have new priorities for a
place to live, or are accelerating
existing plans, brokers and
economists say.

Buyers are ready to move
farther from cities, now that
many workers aren’t commut-
ing every day. The pandemic
has spurred some households
to live closer to family, or
somewhere that offers more
space with so much time spent
at home, according to people in
the industry.

“People that were in condo-
miniums are looking for town-
homes, and people in town-
homes are looking for single-
families,” said Bob Chew, a

PleaseturntopageA2

BY NICOLE FRIEDMAN

Home
Sales
Reach
Lofty
Heights
Pandemic, millennials
revamp market in a
rare bright spot for
the U.S. economy

When a Nursing Home Shut
Down, a HusbandMoved In
93-year-old Jack Eccles didn’t want to leave his wife on her own

‘I want to be with her,’ Jack says of Gerry, who has Alzheimer’s.
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� Nursing homes need more help, panel says... A6

� U.S. recovery gains steam
while others sputter.............. A2

� Stock-market gains are going
to fewer people......................... B1

efforts. The funds for various
testing initiatives were part of
the Paycheck Protection Pro-
gram and Health Care En-
hancement Act.

The Trump administration
has taken a state-led approach
to testing Americans for
Covid-19, dispatching funds
and helping states procure the
swabs and reagents they need
to facilitate testing. The strat-
egy, federal officials say, helps
states identify and cater to
their specific needs.

Of the $25 billion, some
$10.25 billion was sent to
states and U.S. territories in

PleaseturntopageA7

� New infections decrease from
highs in July............................... A7

� Home sales surged in
July, signaling how much
the pandemic is reshaping
where and how Americans
want to live during a pe-
riod of social distancing
and working from home. A1
�The U.S. economy gained
momentum this month as
firms shook off the effects
of the downturn, though
recoveries elsewhere
slowed, surveys of purchas-
ing managers indicated. A2
� Some companies are be-
ginning to restore cuts they
made to managers’ salaries
and bonuses in the early days
of pandemic shutdowns.A1
� JeffWilke, a close lieuten-
ant of Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos who helped build what
began as a small online book-
seller into a tech titan, is re-
tiring from the company. B1
� David Pecker is step-
ping down as chief execu-
tive of American Media,
publisher of the National
Enquirer, ending an era for
the supermarket tabloid. B3
� Palantir privately dis-
closed to investors the extent
of its steep and stubborn
losses ahead of a long-de-
layed public listing planned
for as soonasnextmonth.B10
�The S&P 500 and Nasdaq
closed at records, rising
0.3% and 0.4%, respec-
tively, while the Dow in-
dustrials advanced 0.7%. B11
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Billions of dollars in fed-
eral funds earmarked

for boosting nationwide
Covid-19 testing remain un-
spent months after Con-
gress made the money avail-
able, according to HHS. A1
� Nursing homes need an
aggressive federal approach
to the Covid-19 crisis, ac-
cording to recommendations
from a panel convened by
the Trump administration.A6
� The postmaster general
defended his efforts to make
the USPS runmore efficiently
and said the service could
handle an expected surge in
mailed ballots this fall. A5
�KremlincriticNavalnywas
being taken to Germany for
treatment. His supporters al-
legehewaspoisoned, but doc-
tors in Russia said they didn’t
find toxins in his system. A8
�Nearly 12,000 firefighters
across California were bat-
tling major wildfires,
many of them around the
heavily populated San
Francisco Bay Area. A3
� Libya’s two rival gov-
ernments declared a
cease-fire in the country’s
civil war on Friday, easing
months of tensions. A9
� Actress Lori Loughlin
and her husband, fashion-
designer Mossimo Giannulli,
were sentenced to prison for
their roles in the college-ad-
missions cheating scandal.A3
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members are working remotely
during the pandemic. For the
foreseeable future, please send
reader comments only by
email or phone, using the con-
tacts below, not via U.S. Mail.

case evidence didn’t include
these details from a Justice
Department report.

Notice to readers
Wall Street Journal staff

fatal shooting in which Mr.
Wilson shot Mr. Brown at least
six and at most eight times. A
U.S. News article July 31 about
the St. Louis County prosecu-
tor’s re-examination of the

After an initial struggle at
Ferguson, Mo., police officer
Darren Wilson’s car on Aug. 9,
2014, Michael Brown fled, and
Mr. Wilson gave chase. A sec-
ond confrontation led to the

CORRECTIONS� AMPLIFICATIONS

justed for inflation, NAR said.
Some economists warn that

the recession and high unem-
ployment could damp home-
buying interest later on.

Still, buying surveys suggest
demand looks strong in the
near term. About 40% of home
buyers polled by Realtor.com in
June said they are looking to
buy a home sooner because of
Covid-19, while only 15% said
the pandemic slowed down
their timeline. (News Corp, par-
ent of The Wall Street Journal,
operates Realtor.com.)

which make up about 10% of
the market, have also roared
back this summer.

Home sales can have positive
knock-on effects for the econ-
omy, as consumers spend more
on goods and renovations.

The strong demand and a
shortage of supply pushed the
median home price to new
highs, which could make houses
less affordable for some first-
time buyers. The median exist-
ing-home price rose 8.5% from
a year earlier to $304,100, a re-
cord high nominally and ad-

Compared with the last time
sales were this high, in 2006,
lending standards are tighter
and the supply of homes for sale
is much lower, Mr. Yun said.

Demand is so robust that
68% of houses that sold in July
were on the market for less
than a month, NAR said. Bro-
kerage Redfin Corp. said more
than half its offers in July faced
at least one competing bid.

In many cities, agents say in-
ventory can barely keep pace
with demand. There were 1.5
million homes for sale at the
end of July, down 21.1% from
July 2019, according to NAR.

Rachel Crawford and her
husband had already planned to
move to a different state to be
closer to family. After they
listed their house in Fall City,
Wash., in July, it received mul-
tiple offers and sold within a
month. They then had to make
offers on multiple homes in
Parker, Colo., before they had
one accepted.

Brittani Baynard and Sam
Krueger decided to spend
money they’d saved for their
wedding to buy a four-bedroom
home in Madison, Wis., in June.
They had planned to buy a
house in the next two years,
but the pandemic made them
want to move sooner out of
their apartment into more
space for Ms. Baynard’s 8-year-
old daughter, she said.

Fearing another phase of the
pandemic, Ms. Baynard said, “I
want us all to be comfortable.”

In Billings, Mont., buyers are
coming from as far away as
Texas and New York. Some are
buying houses without seeing
them in person, said Deb
Parker, president of the Billings
Association of Realtors.

“It makes for a very compet-
itive market, that’s for sure,”
she said. “If they can sell some-
place where the values are
much higher, they can come in
and pay cash for a house in
Montana.”

break, pent-up demand is push-
ing the market even higher.
Homes typically go under con-
tract a month or two before
closing, so July figures largely
reflect purchase decisions
made in May or June.

“The housing market is actu-
ally past the recovery phase
and is now in a booming stage,”
said Lawrence Yun, chief econ-
omist at NAR. “New demand
has been created because of the
pandemic, with the work-from-
home flexibility.”

First-time buyers accounted
for 34% of sales in July, NAR
said, a category that includes
many millennial buyers.

This group, who range from
their mid-20s to their late 30s,
are a growing presence in the
housing market. Older millenni-
als who delayed getting married
and having children are now
reaching those milestones,
which increases homeowner-
ship demand. Younger millenni-
als entering their 30s are start-
ing to buy homes more actively.

The housing market offers
one of the few signs of strength
in the U.S. economy, which has
sputtered under the pandemic.
Housing starts soared 22.6% in
July from June, well above ex-
pectations. New-home sales,

Commerce Department said.
Economists surveyed by The
Wall Street Journal earlier this
month expected an 18.3% an-
nualized pace of increase in
the third quarter.

Other indicators suggest
the U.S. economy remains vul-
nerable. New applications for
jobless benefits rose last week,
the Labor Department re-
ported Thursday. Payroll gains
slowed in July from June.
More pain could be on the way
as several companies, includ-
ing Boeing Co., have an-
nounced job cuts.

The Federal Reserve said
last week that industrial pro-
duction was still 8.2% below
its level a year ago. Restaurant

lost momentum or gone into a
bit of a reverse but they don’t
seem to have materialized.
The economy seems to be
powering ahead.”

Economists warned that the
unusual economic environ-
ment—a sharp and deep con-
traction in the spring caused
by a global pandemic—makes
it harder to interpret recent
data. For instance, Mr. Pearce
said, because the PMI numbers
measure only month-to-month
change, they don’t show how
much ground the U.S. still
needs to make up.

U.S. output fell at an annu-
alized rate of 32.9% in the sec-
ond quarter, the worst con-
traction on record, the

chain had been recovering,
driven largely by cooped-up
leisure travelers eager to get
out of the house. “I am no
more optimistic about the vi-
rus than I was a month ago,”
he told analysts last week.

In Europe, IHS Markit’s
composite PMI for the euro-
zone fell to 51.6 in August
from 54.9 in July, indicating
its expansion slowed.

This comes as infections are
again surging in Europe, hit-
ting the services sector partic-
ularly hard, including the tour-
ism industry at what is usually
its busiest time of the year.

Those affected have been
much younger on average than
during the first wave of the

reservations are about 50% of
where they were a year ago,
according to OpenTable, an
improvement from April and
May, when they had almost
completely frozen up.

A rise in demand drove the
August expansion, IHS Markit
said, thanks to returning cus-
tomers, new marketing cam-
paigns and the easing of lock-
downs overseas, which helped
boost exports. Survey respon-
dents said they remained opti-
mistic about the next 12
months although they ex-
pressed concerns about the
pandemic.

Arne Sorenson, chief execu-
tive of Marriott International
Inc., said business at the hotel

pandemic, and hospitalizations
have been much lower. Ac-
cording to economists, that
makes it less likely that gov-
ernments will revert to wide-
spread lockdowns, which
would likely send the eurozone
economy back into contrac-
tion.

In contrast with the ser-
vices sector, some of Europe’s
factories reported strong
growth in August, with Ger-
man businesses citing a pickup
in orders from China. How-
ever, their French counter-
parts saw growth slow
sharply.

The eurozone’s economy
contracted more sharply than
the U.S. in the second quarter,
reflecting that the European
lockdowns were more restric-
tive and longer-lasting.

Eurozone policy makers had
hoped that by getting a firmer
grip on the virus, the currency
area’s economy would see a
stronger rebound during the
remainder of the year and into
2021. If the surveys are backed
up by other data in recording
a slower-than-expected expan-
sion, the European Central
Bank is more likely to provide
additional stimulus in the
coming months.

The IHS Markit survey indi-
cated that Japan’s economy
contracted again this month,
with the composite PMI un-
changed at 44.9 in August.

for two years and then says
you can’t come in, what do
you do?”

In some instances, a pro-
gram’s method of data collec-
tion didn’t change, but its
base of operations did.

The Office of Employment
and Unemployment Statistics
collects about a quarter of the
monthly jobs-report data by
phone, with 350 employees
placing calls from four re-
gional data-collection centers.

THE NUMBERS | By Jo Craven McGinty

Government Data Collection Takes a Hit
Numerous

sets of govern-
ment data
used by pri-
vate busi-
nesses, public

agencies and policy makers
are collected in person.

So what happens when a
pandemic hits, and govern-
ment workers can no longer
visit homes and businesses to
retrieve the information?

Before Covid-19 shut down
the economy, 65% of the Com-
modities and Services Survey
and 50% of the Housing Sur-
vey were done in person, ac-
cording to Jay Mousa, associ-
ate commissioner for field
operations at the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Both are com-
ponents of the Consumer Price
Index, the most important
measure of inflation.

About 90% of the Producer
Price Index, 69% of the initial
enrollment of the Interna-
tional Price Program, 51% of
the Occupational Require-
ments Survey and 35% of the
initial enrollment of the Na-
tional Compensation Survey
are also typically conducted
in person.

The BLS data sets—which

are just a sample of those af-
fected by the new coronavi-
rus—provide critical informa-
tion about the economy, and,
in some cases, inform other
government programs.

The CPI, for example, helps
establish tax brackets, Social
Security payments, poverty
thresholds and eligibility re-
quirements for food stamps
and school lunch programs.

“It’s fair to say the CPI
touches the fabric of nearly
every social program that has
been instituted by the federal
government,” said Michael
Horrigan, president of the
W.E. Upjohn Institute for Em-
ployment Research and a 30-
year veteran of the BLS who
previously ran the agency’s
price and unemployment pro-
grams.

T o keep the data current
while coping with tem-
porary business clo-

sures and stay-at-home or-
ders, the BLS and other
agencies adjusted the way
they collect information, in
some cases shifting in-person
visits to telephone calls or for
the first time culling material
from alternative sources such

as credit cards and company
websites.

“This has in a way liber-
ated some of the creative
minds in the Census Bureau,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics
and the Bureau of Economic
Analysis to find new ways of
either keeping their custom-
ary series going despite new
challenges or coming up with
new products that are di-
rected at identifying what’s
going on in the economy in
these extraordinary times,”
said Ken Simonson, chief
economist at Associated Gen-
eral Contractors of America
and previously a member of
the BLS Data Users and Cen-
sus Bureau Scientific advisory
committees.

This isn’t the first time gov-
ernment agencies have been
faced with roadblocks to data
collection, but the difference
during the pandemic has been
the length and scope of the in-
terruption.

“Hurricanes come up the
East Coast and knock out a
bunch of establishments for a
week or two,” Mr. Horrigan
said. “The Covid-19 pandemic
is obviously more widespread.
If a store owner lets you in

“We had to shift everybody
to remote work,” said Nicholas
Johnson, a supervisory econo-
mist in the office. “We had
never done that before.”

Workers were sent home
and issued laptops and cell-
phones to use remotely.

“The plan is to return to
normal operation at the data-
collection centers, but we’ve
made a permanent decision to
keep all staff telework-ready
moving forward,” Mr. John-
son said.

B ut perhaps the most
significant disruption
has been to the decen-

nial census, which aims to
count every person living in
the U.S.

Among other things, the
numbers are used to divvy up
seats in the U.S. House, re-
draw voting districts and allo-
cate $1.5 trillion of federal
money annually.

After an initial period of
self-reporting, the Census Bu-
reau expected to complete the
head count with enumerators
going door to door from May
through July. But the pan-
demic delayed the operation
for three months.

The majority of census of-
fices began follow-up work on
Aug. 9, and to make up for lost
time, planned to stay in the
field through October while
asking for a four-month exten-
sion to provide apportionment
and redistricting data.

Instead, the agency was
told to finish data collection
by Sept. 30 and meet its nor-
mal deadlines, submitting ap-
portionment numbers by the
end of December and redis-
tricting figures by the end of
March 2021. At this point, the
self-response rate is at
around 64%, although resi-
dents can still respond by
phone, mail, or online.

“They’re already up against
it,” said John Thompson, a
former director of the Census
Bureau. “If we stop there, the
undercount will be enormous.”

Without a full and accurate
count, the precision of gov-
ernment surveys whose sam-
ple frameworks, population
controls and statistical
weighting are based on the
census will be diminished.

And that would be a blow
to many of the data-collection
programs that have otherwise
rallied during the pandemic.

Percentage of survey
conducted in person

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
*Initiation phase only

Producer Price Index

International Price Program*

Commodities and Services Survey

Occupational Requirements Survey

Housing Survey

National Compensation Survey*
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35

The U.S. economy picked up
momentum this month as
companies shook off the ef-
fects of the pandemic-induced
downturn, though recoveries
in other parts of the world
slowed, according to new sur-
veys of purchasing managers.

The data released Friday
suggest U.S. firms are seeing
demand return as they reopen
from the lockdowns imposed
in the spring and early sum-
mer. They also indicate the
economy has so far managed
to weather July’s sharp rise in
new infections and business
closures that threatened to
knock the recovery off course.

Data firm IHS Markit said
its composite purchasing-man-
agers index, a measure of
manufacturing and services
activity, rose to 54.7 from 50.3
in July, an 18-month high, with
both sectors seeing a big in-
crease. A reading above 50 is a
sign of expansion while a
reading below 50 is a sign of
contraction.

The index of manufacturing
output was up to 53.6 from
50.9 in July. The services activ-
ity index rose to 54.8 from 50.

“It’s solid,” said Michael
Pearce, senior U.S. economist
at Capital Economics. “We’ve
had a few reasons to worry
that the recovery might have

BY DAVID HARRISON
AND PAUL HANNON

U.S. Recovery Gains SteamWhile Others Sputter
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Composite output indexes, which reflect activity across the
manufacturing and service sectors, showedmixed fortunes
acrossmajor economies in August.

Composite purchasingmanagers output indexes

Sources: IHS Markit (Eurozone, U.S.); IHS Markit/CIPS (U.K.); au Jibun Bank (Japan)
Note: Readings below 50 indicate contraction, above, expansion.

group leader at Berkshire Hath-
away HomeServices PenFed Re-
alty in Ellicott City, Md. “People
are at home, and the more time
they spend in the home, they
realize, ‘I want some different
features in my home.’ ”

The July sales numbers were
among the strongest the hous-
ing market has ever seen. Sales
of previously owned homes
jumped 24.7% from a month
earlier to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 5.86 million, the
National Association of Real-
tors said Friday. That was the
strongest monthly gain ever re-
corded, going back to 1968. It
was also the highest sales pace
since December 2006.

Mortgage rates that hovered
near all-time lows helped the
housing market break out of a
long slump heading into 2020.
Now, after a sharp decline in
the early spring due to the out-

ContinuedfromPageOne

Housing
Market
Sees Surge

Europe Rolls Back
Tariffs on Lobsters

The Trump administration
and European Union agreed
Friday to a limited tariff roll-
back, providing relief to Ameri-
can lobster exports and to a
range of European items.

The reductions were an-
nounced in a joint statement
from U.S. Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer and EU Trade
Commissioner Phil Hogan. They
would be the first negotiated
tariff reductions in more than

two decades.
The EU will drop tariffs on

U.S. live and frozen lobsters. The
American lobster industry has
found itself struggling because
the EU reached a free-trade
agreement with Canada that re-
duced lobster tariffs. With no
comparable agreement with the
U.S., European imports of Cana-
dian lobsters were soaring.

“The elimination of the EU
tariff on U.S. lobster products
is a significant achievement,”
said Annie Tselikis, the execu-
tive director of the Maine Lob-
ster Dealer’s Association.

—Josh Zumbrun

Sales of previously owned homes jumped 24.7% from a month
earlier last month. A pending home sale in Bexley, Ohio, in June.
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there is an injustice.”
One of the protesters, Cas-

sandra Greer-Lee, 43, gradu-
ated from high school in En-
glewood, and her mother still
owns a business there. Ms.
Greer-Lee said some of the
money spent on police could
be used to open a job training
center in Englewood or on
other community projects.

Some business owners said
they needed more support
from police than from protest-
ers. Humberto Leon owns a
popular T-shirt shop in the
neighborhood, where tables
are piled high with tees selling
for as little as $1.50. “The only
problem with the police is that
they don’t show up,” he said.

The Chicago Police Depart-
ment said it always works to
protect residents and business
owners.

Butler, founder of the Resident
Association of Greater Engle-
wood. She posted her question
on the group’s Instagram page
last week, after protesters
came to Englewood and loot-
ers descended on other city
neighborhoods, including the
downtown retail strip known
as the Magnificent Mile. En-
glewood was just getting back
to normal before last week’s
trouble, Ms. Butler said.

The appearance of angry
residents surprised protesters,
several of whom were from
Englewood.

“We are not the agitators,”
said Frank Chapman, part of
the Chicago Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repres-
sion. “We reject this whole
thing about, ‘You can’t come
into this community and pro-
test.’ We can protest anyplace

are affected by neighborhood
violence. A person living in a
safer part of Englewood may
like the idea of cutting police
budgets, while neighbors on a
more dangerous block proba-
bly worry about what will hap-
pen with fewer police.

The intersection at 63rd
Street and Ashland Avenue, in
the heart of Englewood, is
marked by a train line and a
few small businesses, includ-
ing ones boarded up against
looting. In the days following
the May 25 killing of George
Floyd in Minneapolis, looters
in Englewood attacked a block
of businesses in the neighbor-
hood, and some are fearful of
further looting.

“Are we mad enough to
support Black businesses and
invest back into our own com-
munities yet?” said Asiaha

Black leaders in other cities
have pushed back against ac-
tivist demands to shrink or
abolish police departments. In
New York and New Jersey,
some Black and Latino law-
makers recently urged their
colleagues to hold off on pro-
posals to slash police budgets.

Nearly nine in 10 Black
Americans said major changes
were needed to overhaul polic-
ing in the U.S., according to a
recent poll from the Gallup
Center on Black Voices. Yet
only 22% of Black respondents
supported the idea of abolish-
ing the police, the poll found,
compared with 20% of Latinos
and 12% of white respondents.

Lance Williams, a professor
of urban community studies at
Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity, said opinions likely de-
pend on how closely people

U.S. NEWS

tained, Cal Fire officials said.
The largest, the LNU Light-

ning Complex, grew to 219,067
acres as of Friday, making it
one of the biggest wildfires in
California history. The uncon-
trolled inferno was burning in
parts of five counties, includ-
ing the Napa-Sonoma wine
country.

The LNU Lightning Complex
stood at 7% containment Fri-
day as more than 1,000 fire-
fighters battled it from the
ground and air. The Complex

so far remains less destructive
than the deadly Camp Fire of
2018, which claimed 85 lives
and 18,804 structures, leveling
the town of Paradise in the Si-
erra Nevada foothills. The Oc-
tober 2017 Tubbs fire, which
also devastated Napa and
Sonoma counties, burned 5,636
buildings and killed 22 people.

On Thursday, three people
were confirmed dead in Napa
County and a fourth in neigh-
boring Solano County, said Cal
Fire spokesman Scott Ross. A

helicopter pilot died in a crash
while battling a fire in Fresno
County on Wednesday. Cal Fire
officials said they expected
significant growth of the fire
to continue as it moves into
large areas of dry timber.

Weather conditions could
help firefighters gain more
control over the blaze, officials
said, as forecasts called for
calmer winds and lower tem-
peratures than earlier in the
week when this and other Cali-
fornia fires exploded in size.

But more concerning in the
forecast was the potential for
more of the kind of dry light-
ning storms that ignited the
fires last weekend, predicted
for Sunday, Monday and Tues-
day.

Overnight evacuations were
expanded to include the cam-
pus of the University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz, which is
surrounded by woods, and
firefighters again said they
were overwhelmed by the
blazes.

SAN FRANCISCO—Nearly
12,000 firefighters across Cali-
fornia were battling major
wildfires that continued to
rage intensely on Friday, many
of them around the heavily
populated San Francisco Bay
Area.

The wildfires and wildfire
complexes—clusters of large
and small blazes—have caused
at least five deaths, destroyed
more than 500 structures and
forced tens of thousands of
evacuations.

Statewide, the blazes
stretched north to Humboldt
County, south to San Diego
County, and east the Sierra Ne-
vada, with nearly two dozen of
these blazes considered major
infernos, officials said.

The fires had burned more
than 771,000 acres as of Fri-
day, territory roughly the size
of the state of Rhode Island,
said David Berlant, a spokes-
man for the California Depart-
ment of Forestry and Fire Pro-
tection, or Cal Fire.

Nearly 14,000 homes, with a
total estimated value of
$9.6 billion, were at risk of de-
struction across northern Cali-
fornia, with the Vallejo-Fair-
field metro area being the
most affected, according to an
analysis by Realtor.com pub-
lished Friday. News Corp, par-
ent of The Wall Street Journal,
operates Realtor.com.

Three major fire conglomer-
ates continued to threaten the
San Francisco Bay Area. They
had become close to covering
500,000 acres Friday, with less
than 10% of those blazes con-

BY ALEJANDRO LAZO
AND JIM CARLTON

Firefighters Attack California Blazes

People watched the Walbridge fire, part of the larger LNU Lightning Complex fire, from a vineyard in Healdsburg, Calif., on Thursday.
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power to redeem myself.”
The judge ordered both to

report to prison in November
and ordered fines of $150,000
for her, and $250,000 for her
husband.

Prosecutors said Mr. Gian-

telling Ms. Loughlin that she
had led a “fairy-tale life.”

“Yet you stand before me a
convicted felon, and for what?”
he said. “For the inexplicable
desire to grasp even more.”

The hearing was held over
Zoom due to the pandemic.
Ms. Loughlin, well-known for
playing Aunt Becky on the sit-
com “Full House,” appeared on
the screen next to her lawyer,
and for the first time spoke
publicly about her role in a
brief statement to the judge.

“I am truly, profoundly and
deeply sorry,” she said, wiping
away tears.

She said her “awful deci-
sion” gave her daughters an
unfair advantage and exacer-
bated inequalities in educa-
tion. “That realization weighs
heavily on me,” Ms. Loughlin
told the judge, saying she
would “do everything in my

nulli, who also expressed con-
trition at his hearing Friday,
played the more active role
but that his wife was fully
complicit.

Ms. Loughlin and Mr. Gian-
nulli were the 21st and 22nd
parents to be sentenced in Op-
eration Varsity Blues for
crimes that the judge on Fri-
day called acts of “wanton ar-
rogance” by privileged people.

The case has spawned
charges against 55 people, in-
cluding Division 1 coaches and
dozens of mothers and fathers.
Judges have sent all but one to
prison for terms ranging from
two weeks to nine months.

Ms. Loughlin and Mr. Gian-
nulli, who is known for his for-
mer Target fashion line,
pleaded guilty in May after 14
months of denial. Until Friday
they had said little about how
they got involved with William

“Rick” Singer, the admitted
mastermind. Parents paid Mr.
Singer large sums to have ACT
and SAT tests rigged and to
bribe college coaches to
falsely tag their children as re-
cruits for sports the teens of-
ten didn’t play. Being tagged
as an athletic recruit can all
but guarantee admission.

The U.S. Attorney for Mas-
sachusetts sought prison time
for both parents, saying they
involved their daughters in the
fraud by asking them to pose
for bogus athletic profiles and
instructing one daughter on
how to hide the scheme from a
guidance counselor at the pri-
vate Marymount High School
in Los Angeles.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Jus-
tin O’Connell portrayed the
couple as “not content with
the distinct advantages they
already had.”

Television star Lori Lough-
lin and her husband, fashion
designer Mossimo Giannulli,
were sentenced to prison Fri-
day for conspiring with a Cali-
fornia college counselor in a
$500,000 deal to falsely pitch
their two daughters as crew-
team recruits to get them into
the University of Southern
California.

A federal judge sentenced
Ms. Loughlin, one of the best-
known defendants in the na-
tionwide college-admissions
scheme, to two months incar-
ceration after imposing five
months in prison on Mr. Gian-
nulli in a separate hearing ear-
lier Friday.

During the sentencing, U.S.
District Judge Nathaniel Gor-
ton described himself as
dumbfounded at the crime,

BY JENNIFER LEVITZ

TV Star and Husband Sentenced to Prison

Others said they need to
keep money in the community.
Cherice Price, 43, owns an in-
surance company near 63rd
and Ashland and this week
wore a T-shirt that read,
“Black Dollars Matter.”

Some residents said pro-
testers would do more good
working in the neighborhood.
They pointed to community
groups that give away food
and other necessities, and a
local dance troupe leader who
said he pays for practice space
from his own pocket. The
neighborhood wish list in-
cludes a youth center and
mental-health workers, resi-
dents said, as well as police
officers who are on the scene
quickly when there is trouble.

Joseph Williams, a 31-year-
old married father of five in
Englewood, said he would like
to see police better engage
with residents to build trust
rather than disband. He’s try-
ing to coordinate a dialogue
with the protest organizers:
“If there’s no police at all,
what’s the backup?”

For Mr. Harris, the business
of policing is personal. His son
was killed when a car accident
on Aug. 8 escalated into a
guns-drawn altercation. The
shooting was among 31 re-
ported in Chicago that week-
end, three of them fatal.

Mr. Harris said he under-
stands that change takes time,
and that the way forward
needs to include building bet-
ter relationships with police.
“If the police are wrong, we
hold them accountable,” he
said. “If they’re right, we work
with them.”

For now, he said, he wants
police to do their job and find
justice for his son.

CHICAGO—Three days after
his 29-year-old son was shot
and killed, Keith Harris joined
a group of residents who
clashed with protesters during
a demonstration outside the
Chicago Police Department’s
Seventh District station in the
Englewood neighborhood.

The turbulent confrontation
last week pitted demonstra-
tors seeking to defund the po-
lice against crime-weary resi-
dents who say they want the
department to better serve
them. “I don’t see how defund-
ing the police is going to help
anything in Englewood,” said
Mr. Harris, 53 years old.

A day later, Mr. Harris
made funeral arrangements
for his son, Keith Richmond.
“I’m the last person who
would be a police cheerleader,
because I’ve had my own run-
ins with them,” he said. But,
he added, “What are you going
to do when they’re not there
to protect you?”

The Englewood neighbor-
hood on Chicago’s South Side
is the kind of community that
activists say they are fighting
to help—a poverty-stricken,
mostly Black area with en-
demic crime. There have been
200 shootings this year in En-
glewood, an 80% increase over
the period in 2019.

Yet an increasingly vocal
number of business owners,
community leaders and resi-
dents say they are tiring of
calls to defund police depart-
ments, viewing protesters
largely as outsiders unwilling
to do the hands-on work they
say is required to improve
Black communities.

BY JULIE WERNAU
AND ERIN AILWORTH

Some Neighborhoods Push Back on Moves to Defund Police

LOS ANGELES—Joseph
James DeAngelo Jr., com-
monly known as the Golden
State Killer, was sentenced to
life in prison without the pos-
sibility of parole by a Sacra-
mento County judge for kill-
ing 13 people and raping
dozens more during the 1970s
and ’80s.

“When a person commits
monstrous acts they need to
be locked away where they
could never harm another in-
nocent person,” Sacramento
Superior Court Judge Michael
Bowman said Friday.

The sentence brings an end
to a four-decade effort to de-
liver justice for Mr. DeAn-
gelo’s victims. The burglaries,
rapes and murders ultimately
spanned at least a half-dozen
California counties, and dur-
ing his decades at large, he
was known as the East Area
Rapist, the Original Night
Stalker and the Visalia Ran-
sacker. It wasn’t until 2001
that DNA testing led officials
to realize the rapes in North-
ern California were commit-
ted by the same man who
killed people in Southern Cali-
fornia, and he was dubbed the
Golden State Killer.

Mr. DeAngelo, a 74-year-
old former police officer, was
arrested in 2018, after police
used a DNA registry to tie
him to the crimes. Last year,
he pleaded guilty to the 13
murders and more than 50
rapes. He also admitted to a
number of other crimes that
weren’t charged, including at-
tempted murder, kidnapping
to commit robbery, rape, rob-
bery, first-degree burglary
and false imprisonment. As
part of his plea deal, the
death penalty was taken off
the table.

Six district attorneys, from
across the state, prosecuted
the case against him, and the
murders they prosecuted
ranged from 1975 to 1986. On
Friday, Dinah Becton, the
Contra Costa County district
attorney, called him “the
boogeyman, the man whose
unspeakable crimes devas-
tated the lives of so many
people.”

On Friday, Mr. DeAngelo
sat with little expression as
the judge read the long list
of charges against him. Be-
fore the sentence was issued,
he apologized to his victims:
“I am truly sorry to everyone
I hurt.”

BY IAN LOVETT

Golden
State Killer
Gets Life,
No Parole

Lori Loughlin got a two-month
sentence and a $150,000 fine.
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Cherice Price owns an insurance company in Englewood neighborhood on Chicago’s South Side.
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Seattle Mayor
Vetoes Cutbacks

Seattle Mayor Jenny Dur-
kan vetoed a city budget pro-
posal that would have made
significant cuts to the police
department.

The proposed budget
would have eliminated about
100 of the 1,400 police offi-
cers and reduced spending on
training, recruitment and spe-
cialized departments.

It also included a $20,000
pay cut for Police Chief Car-
men Best, the city’s first
Black police chief, who an-
nounced plans to step down
after the city council ap-
proved the budget proposal.

—Alicia A. Caldwell

.
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Dispatches from the
Nation’s Capital

BY GABRIEL T. RUBIN

The star of the Democrats’
convention this week was
nominee Joe Biden, of
course.

Not far behind, though,
was President Trump, who

was discussed
almost as
much as the
man who will
oppose him
this fall. And
that says a lot

about how Democrats view
the race ahead.

Convention speakers of-
fered a lot of arguments for
Mr. Biden, of course, but
there was an equally heavy
dose of arguments for get-
ting rid of Mr. Trump. Some
of the most high-profile
speeches of the week—in-
cluding those of former Pres-
ident Obama and Sen. Bernie
Sanders—contained notably
stark warnings of dire conse-
quences if the president wins
a second term.

That appeared to be an at-
tempt to both reflect and
capture the sentiments of
Democratic voters, many of
whom are motivated first of
all by a desire to dump Mr.
Trump. Indeed, in the latest
Wall Street Journal/NBC
News poll, almost 6 in 10 Bi-
den voters said they would
be casting their vote more to
get rid of the president than
in support of Mr. Biden.

More broadly, if there was
any doubt that the fall elec-
tion will be mostly a referen-
dum on the incumbent, and
that Democrats are happy to
have it that way, convention
week eliminated the doubt.

Meantime, the most pas-
sionate arguments for Mr.
Biden also were noteworthy
for what they emphasized.
More than policies or plans,
those arguments often
stressed Mr. Biden’s personal
character. The terms decency
and empathy were common.

In his own acceptance
speech, Mr. Biden declared:
“Character is on the ballot.
Compassion is on the ballot.”

That approach also re-
flects an important piece of
Democrats’ general-election
calculus. “The vote for presi-
dent is the most personal
vote people cast, and this
convention delivered the
message that Joe Biden is a
good person,” says Demo-
cratic pollster Peter Hart,
who helps conduct the Wall
Street Journal/NBC News
poll.

One word that was un-
mentioned by Mr. Biden or
other top speakers: impeach-
ment, a topic Democrats ap-
pear eager to leave behind.

�
THIS
WEEK

school debt, and then have any
balances canceled.

The Biden campaign said it
hasn’t calculated the cost of his
plan or decided how to pay for
it. Mr. Biden has separately
called for tax increases of
about $4 trillion over a decade
through levies on corporations
and high-income households to
pay for a variety of programs.

Mark Kantrowitz, publisher
of savingforcollege.com, which
advises families on financial
aid, says Mr. Biden’s proposed
debt forgiveness could cost as
much as $1 trillion.

Under the measure to cancel
$10,000 across the board,
roughly 15 million borrowers
would have their entire bal-
ances forgiven, Education De-
partment data show.

Defaults typically happen
among borrowers who owe less
than $10,000, the department’s
data show, including many who
dropped out of college or at-
tended trade schools. Borrow-

ers with bigger balances often
attended selective private col-
leges and public and private
graduate schools.

James Kvaal, a former ad-
viser to President Obama who
now heads the Institute for
College Access and Success, an
advocate for student borrow-
ers, said Mr. Biden’s policies
would make whole many bor-
rowers who were defrauded by
colleges or who never landed
the well-paying job they had
expected.

Federal law entitles borrow-
ers who can prove they were
defrauded to have their loans
canceled, and the Biden cam-
paign says he would aggres-
sively use that law.

Mr. Cooper of the Founda-
tion for Research on Economic
Opportunity said Mr. Biden’s
plans would help some high
earners who least need the
help. Most student debt is
owed by people with college
degrees, and roughly 40% is

owed by those with advanced
degrees. College graduates
earn far more than high-school
grads, and those with graduate
degrees earn even more.

He adds that forgiving stu-
dent debt would set up the ex-
pectation among future bor-
rowers for forgiveness. “It’s
going to create this massive
moral hazard,” Mr. Cooper
said.

The Biden campaign says
other policies like tuition-free
public college would reduce
Americans’ reliance on student
debt. Mr. Biden would increase
Pell Grants, which help mod-
est-income households pay for
tuition.

Mr. Biden stops short of the
plan to cancel all student debt
put forth by Sen. Bernie Sand-
ers of Vermont, his former ri-
val for the Democratic nomina-
tion—an idea that was opposed
by 57% of Americans in a Sep-
tember 2019 Wall Street Jour-
nal/NBC News poll.

All borrowers would have
the option to pay 5% of their
discretionary income each
month toward their debt, down
from the current 10%, with bal-
ances forgiven tax-free, after
20 years.

Borrowers in public-sector
and nonprofit jobs would have
$10,000 a year forgiven for five
years, on top of an existing
Public Service Loan Forgive-
ness program. And it would be
easier for all borrowers to can-
cel student loans in bank-
ruptcy.

President Trump’s campaign
declined to comment on the Bi-
den proposals.

Mr. Trump, a Republican,
hasn’t endorsed wide-scale stu-
dent-debt forgiveness. His ad-
ministration has previously
urged Congress to allow all
borrowers to make monthly
payments equivalent to 12.5%
of their income, for up to 15
years for undergraduate debt
and 30 years for graduate-
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WHERE DO DEMOCRATS
STAND ON CLIMATE POLICIES?
The party’s convention this week
left some environmentalists con-
fused and concerned about the
path the party plans to take if it
wins the presidency and the Sen-
ate, with key policy makers con-
tradicting each other on policy
prescriptions. The party’s left
flank used a side session on cli-
mate change to make the case
for why the Green New Deal is
necessary and popular, even in
purple districts and swing states.
But in a bid for party unity, Sen.
Bernie Sanders noted in his key-
note address Joe Biden’s plan to
transition to 100% clean electric-
ity in the next 15 years, slightly
slower than the Green New Deal’s
timeline but still generally praised
by environmental groups.

Starker gaps developed not
between Biden and the left, but
Biden and the party’s own plat-
form. Biden’s climate plan, along

with the Biden-Sanders unity task
force and the 2016 party plat-
form, called for ending subsidies
for fossil fuels. Yet that provision
was struck from this year’s plat-
form, a move condemned by envi-
ronmentalists and members of
the 2016 platform committee.
“Hoping this was just a mistake,
because ending fossil fuel subsi-
dies is a no-brainer,” said Bill
McKibben, who helped write the
2016 language. Greenpeace USA
graded the party’s platform a C+,
in contrast to their B+ grade for
Biden. The American Petroleum
Institute has long argued that tax
policies that allow oil and gas
companies to write off certain
production costs are needed to
“close the income gap and create
jobs.”

Biden “continues to be com-
mitted to ending U.S. fossil fuel
subsidies,” said Biden policy direc-
tor Stef Feldman, emphasizing
the gap between the campaign
and the party platform.

Reading the tea leaves: Wash-
ington Gov. Jay Inslee spoke at
the climate session and said he
was “tickled pink he could stay
home and be with his grandchil-
dren,” rather than come to Wash-
ington, D.C., as president, after his
primary campaign sputtered.
Some climate hawks would like
to see him come in a Biden ad-
ministration, perhaps as Interior
secretary.

OHIO REPUBLICAN Rep. Mike
Turner tries to turn a scandal for
the state GOP against his Demo-
cratic opponent, Desiree Tims.
Turner, a nine-term congressman,
was outraised during the last
quarter by Tims in his Dayton-

WSJ/NBC News poll, with 79% of
voters describing their interest
level in the election at a “9/10” or
higher, up 2 points from July. At
similar points in 2008 and 2012,
those numbers were 72% and
68%, respectively. The previous
high point in recent elections for
summer enthusiasm was 73% in
2004.

REPUBLICANS WERE FEA-
TURED HEAVILY at the Demo-
cratic convention, as Biden tried
to make the case for a big-tent
approach with testimonials from
former John Kasich, Colin Powell
and others. No Democrats have
yet been announced as speakers
at the Republican convention,
though there have been discus-
sions about including some. One
notorious “Trumpocrat” will be do-
ing his part from the sidelines,
though: former Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, pardoned by Trump
this year, will host a fundraiser
and watch party for a GOP state
Senate candidate during Trump’s
acceptance speech. Tickets start
at $150.

MINOR MEMOS: Amid Postal
Service controversy, retired Sen.
Orrin Hatch pays homage to his
favorite postal worker: Utah Jazz
Hall of Famer Karl “The Mailman”
Malone .… Surplus of signed mer-
chandise? Trump campaign offers
$10 off Trump-signed photos .…
Sen. Elizabeth Warren plants
“Easter eggs” behind her during
DNC speech broadcast from a
classroom, including blocks spell-
ing out “BLM,” tributes to Massa-
chusetts authors and companies,
and a child-size postal worker
smock.

BY GERALD F. SEIB

Trump Is
Big Part of
Pitch by
Democrats

Joe Biden wants to cancel a
substantial portion of Ameri-
cans’ $1.5 trillion in federal stu-
dent debt—while maintaining
the loose lending standards that
contributed to its rapid growth.

Mr. Biden would cancel all
or some debt for many public-
college graduates, public-sector
workers and victims of fraudu-
lent practices by some for-
profit schools. For any remain-
ing debt, the Democratic
presidential nominee would
slash monthly payments.

Borrowers could have hun-
dreds of billions of dollars of
debt canceled. Mr. Biden also
proposes tuition-free public
college for students from fami-
lies earning less than $125,000
a year.

Mr. Biden’s plans aim to help
the poor and middle class while
limiting aid for the wealthy,
said Stef Feldman, the Biden
campaign’s policy director.

“They’re carefully tailored
policies to make sure that
we’re eliminating cost or bur-
densome debt from being a
barrier to people achieving the
education they want or pursu-
ing the career goals they have,”
she said.

Mr. Biden hasn’t called for
changes to federal lending
standards. Those policies es-
sentially allow households—
through a combination of loan
programs for undergraduates,
parents and graduate stu-
dents—to borrow whatever is
needed to cover tuition, with
only a minimal credit check
and no consideration of a bor-
rower’s ability to repay. Some
studies have linked the govern-
ment’s lending policies to
schools’ tuition increases.

One component of Mr. Bi-
den’s plan would forgive
$10,000 for every one of Amer-
ica’s 43 million federal student-
loan borrowers to help during
the pandemic. That would ben-
efit some wealthy borrowers.

Preston Cooper, a visiting
fellow at the center-right Foun-
dation for Research on Eco-
nomic Opportunity, said that
part of the plan would cost
$370 billion, more than what
the government spent on stim-
ulus checks as part of the
Cares Act.

“If you’ve decided you’re
willing to spend $370 billion,
why have we decided people
with student debt deserve it
more than other people,” in-
cluding people in low-paying
jobs who never went to college,
Mr. Cooper said.

Under Mr. Biden’s plan, bor-
rowers earning less than
$125,000 would have any debt
forgiven that covered under-
graduate tuition at public col-
leges and minority-serving
nonprofit colleges.

BY JOSH MITCHELL

Biden Takes Aim at Student Debt
Plan would cancel large
chunk of money owed
but not change loose
lending standards

Under the Biden plan, borrowers earning less than $125,000 would have any debt forgiven that covered undergraduate tuition at
public colleges and minority-serving nonprofit colleges. Above, graduation at Pasadena City College in California in June 2019.
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area district, which President
Trump carried by 7 points in 2016.
His new ad tries to tie Tims to
the recent racketeering indict-
ments of Ohio GOP leaders, in-
cluding statehouse Speaker Larry
Householder, by noting that she
has received donations from indi-
viduals in New York, San Fran-
cisco and Washington, D.C., and
was a registered lobbyist. Tims
lobbied for the League of Conser-
vation Voters. None of the dona-
tions to her campaign or her work
as a lobbyist was related to the
Ohio GOP scandal, in which every-
one charged has pleaded not
guilty save Householder, who
hasn’t entered a plea.

“Republicans using a huge
GOP scandal against a Democrat
is…something,” said nonpartisan

election analyst Nathan Gonzales.
A Tims spokeswoman dismissed
the ad as “cheap campaign tac-
tics.”

POLITICAL ADVERTISING ON
Google is up nearly 11-fold from
2018, and presidential campaign
ads account for roughly 75% of
that spending, according to an
analysis by progressive group
Tech for Campaigns. In the period
May 24 through July 12, the
Trump campaign outspent Biden
$15 million to $8.6 million on
Google ads. The type of ads each
party buys differs sharply: 82% of
the growth in image ad spending
came from Republicans, while 61%
of the growth in video ad spend-
ing can be attributed to Demo-
crats.

NANCY PELOSI TAKES SIDES
in the Massachusetts Democratic
Senate primary, endorsing Rep.
Joe Kennedy III over Sen. Ed Mar-
key. The race has scrambled the
usual progressive-moderate battle
lines, with Progressive Caucus
members like Reps. Pramila Jaya-
pal, Mark Pocan and Raul Grijalva
endorsing Kennedy along with
moderates like Arizona Sen.
Kyrsten Sinema. Markey has ar-
ranged an unusual coalition fea-
turing the center-left Boston
Globe editorial page, along with
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and
a stable full of Bernie Sanders-
aligned organizations.

LET’S VOTE ALREADY: Inter-
est in the election has reached re-
cord highs, according to the latest

A Greenpeace USA-organized demonstration against the fossil-fuel industry in Los Angeles in March.
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About 24.6 Million
Watch Final Night

About 24.6 million TV view-
ers tuned into the last night of
the Democratic National Con-
vention on Thursday, according
to Nielsen data, as Joe Biden
accepted his party’s nomination
for president, capping a four-
day virtual event.

Viewership decreased about
17% compared with the audi-
ence that watched former Sec-
retary of State Hillary Clinton
accept the Democratic nomina-
tion in 2016, according to Niel-

sen. About 29.8 million people
watched her acceptance
speech.

The coronavirus pandemic
forced Democrats to hold their
convention virtually, with only a
few delegates traveling to Mil-
waukee, the host city.

Beyond the telecasts, people
had a range of options to
stream the convention on digi-
tal platforms, and many saw
snippets of the event through
clips shared on social media.

Mr. Biden’s campaign said
the convention programming
garnered 35.5 million total on-
line-streaming views during all
four days, across the digital

platforms of organizations and
individuals that streamed the
convention from their social-me-
dia pages.

MSNBC delivered the most
viewers in prime time Thursday,
according to the Nielsen data,
with 6.1 million tuning in from
10 p.m. to 11:15 p.m. EDT.

TV viewership of the con-
vention was highest on Thurs-
day night. Former President
Obama and vice-presidential
nominee Kamala Harris deliv-
ered the second-largest audi-
ence, on Wednesday, with the
broadcast reaching about 22.8
million people.

—Benjamin Mullin

.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Vista Equity’s CEO
Is Facing Tax Probe

Robert Smith, the billionaire
chief executive of Vista Eq-
uity Partners, is the subject
of a tax-related probe by the
Justice Department, according
to a letter the private-equity
firm sent to its investors Fri-
day.

The letter, a copy of which
was viewed by The Wall
Street Journal, was sent after
Bloomberg News reported that
federal investigators have
been conducting a yearslong
criminal inquiry into whether
Mr. Smith failed to pay U.S.
taxes on about $200 million in
assets that passed through
offshore vehicles.

Mr. Smith hasn’t been
charged with wrongdoing, and
he might not be.

Vista confirmed in the let-
ter that the investigation re-
lates to the tax treatment of
its first fund, which it said no
longer exists.

The firm said it wasn’t the
subject of the inquiry and that
Mr. Smith and his legal team
were “working on reaching an
acceptable resolution with the
DOJ, which we hope will be
achieved in the near future.”

Mr. Smith is trying to re-
solve the case with a civil set-
tlement, according to a person
familiar with the matter.

—Miriam Gottfried

COURTS

Group Sues to Block
Ban on WeChat

A WeChat users group that
says it isn’t affiliated with the
app’s owner filed a lawsuit
against the Trump administra-
tion late Friday, seeking to block
an executive order that would
bar transactions with WeChat.

The lawsuit, filed in U.S. Dis-
trict Court in San Francisco,
claims the executive order is un-
constitutional. It was filed by
U.S. WeChat Users Alliance, a
nonprofit organization, as well as
other plaintiffs including a small
business and several individuals.

The plaintiffs aren’t con-
nected with the popular app or
its Chinese-based parent, Ten-
cent Holdings Ltd., representa-
tives said. They said the user al-
liance was formed by people
who depend on WeChat in their
business and personal lives.

WeChat combines social media,
text messages, mobile payments,
corporate marketing and other
functions, and is used extensively
in China—including by U.S. compa-
nies that do business there—and
within the Chinese diaspora.

Details of the ban, which is
set to take effect late next
month, were left to the Com-
merce Department to sort out.
The plaintiffs hope the suit will
also force the administration to
provide advance notice of exactly
which transactions would be pro-
hibited under the order, said one

of their attorneys, Michael Bien.
The lawsuit alleges the ban

violates WeChat users’ rights to
free speech, due process and
equal protection under law. Plain-
tiffs also contend the ban ille-
gally targets Chinese-Americans,
Mr. Bien said.

The White House declined to
comment. The Commerce De-
partment said in a statement
last week that it is weighing
which transactions must be
barred and “is considering rele-
vant information from all sources.

—John D. McKinnon

NEW YORK STATE

New SUNY Chief Is
Longtime Cuomo Aide

The State University of New
York named a longtime aide to
Gov. Andrew Cuomo as its next
chancellor, forgoing a national
search to find a leader for one
of the country’s largest public
university systems.

Jim Malatras, 42 years old,
was appointed by SUNY’s trustees
on Friday. Mr. Malatras has been
president of SUNY’s Empire State
College, a mostly online institution,
since 2019. He previously served
as Mr. Cuomo’s director of state
operations, and in recent months
has advised the governor on his
response to the pandemic.

Mr. Malatras succeeds Kris-
tina Johnson, who resigned as
chancellor in June to take the
helm at Ohio State University.

—Jimmy Vielkind

cus on his core supporters and
to drive out what it believes are
hidden Trump voters.

“There’s a rational explana-
tion for why he never reached
across the aisle,” said GOP poll-
ster Micah Roberts, who isn’t
affiliated with the campaign.

Despite the enthusiasm Mr.
Trump generated among core
supporters, it wasn’t a surge of
new voters that won the elec-
tion in 2016. Turnout among
white, noncollege voters, in fact,

was down from 2012 levels in
Michigan and Wisconsin, Mr.
Frey’s analysis shows.

“So far I don’t see evidence
that there’s an impending wave
of 2016 nonvoters who are pro-
Trump,’’ said David Wasserman,
an analyst with the nonpartisan
Cook Political Report.

The strategy is vital, as Mr.
Trump has lost support in the
suburbs among women espe-
cially, polling shows. But the
strategy faces a challenge in the

personal history of Joe Biden,
the Democratic nominee, who
has long sought to play up a
blue-collar appeal. The Biden
campaign didn’t respond to re-
quests to comment.

Should Mr. Trump drive
turnout among white noncollege
voters to Mr. Bush’s high levels
of 2004, Mr. Frey’s analysis
shows that the electorate would
grow by some 222,000 voters in
Michigan, 175,000 in Wisconsin
and 130,000 in Pennsylvania.
Mr. Trump won the three states
by a combined 78,000 votes.

The analysis doesn’t consider
turnout changes among other
voter groups at a time when
Democratic efforts include try-
ing to boost the relatively low
turnout of 2016 in some states
among Black voters and other
minority groups.

An analysis by 0ptimus Ana-
lytics, a data-science firm, found
Democrats have added 125,000
more new voters to the rolls
than Republicans in Pennsylva-
nia since the 2016 election. But
Republicans have benefited
more than Democrats from
party-switching among people
already in the voter pool.

Not long ago, white working-
class voters flooded to the polls
in unusually large numbers to
help the GOP win the White
House. But that year wasn’t
2016. It was 2004, and the pres-
ident they turned out to re-elect
was George W. Bush.

Today, Mr. Bush’s achieve-
ment in driving turnout sug-
gests an opportunity for an-
other Republican re-election
bid. President Trump’s cam-
paign has said its strategy is to
boost voter registration and
turnout among the people who
most support him—largely, the
white working class—a goal dis-
tinct from trying to persuade
undecided groups or Democrats
to move his way.

An analysis of voter data
shows that the opportunity, at
least on paper, is substantial.

White voters without four-
year college degrees make up
the largest share of nonvoters in
many battleground states, and
Mr. Bush showed that it’s possi-
ble to boost turnout signifi-
cantly among that group.

Assuming the same turnout
rates as in 2016, about 62% of
Michigan’s nonvoters this year,
or 1.6 million people, would be
white residents without a four-
year college degree, according
to an analysis of census data by
William Frey, a Brookings Insti-
tution demographer. In Pennsyl-
vania, white residents without
degrees also would account for
about 62% of nonvoters, or 2.1
million residents. In Wisconsin,
they would account for 67% of
nonvoters, or more than
800,000 people. Mr. Trump won
each of the three states by less
than a percentage point.

Those pools of potential vot-
ers are so large that even a mod-
est increase in turnout would
boost Mr. Trump, assuming that
he maintained his 60%-plus
share of their vote from 2016.

Mr. Trump’s campaign has
said the key to victory is to fo-

BY AARON ZITNER
AND ALEX LEARY

Trump Team’s Hopes Rest on
White Working-Class Turnout

A Trump flag outside a house in Warren, Mich. The Trump team is focusing on its core supporters.
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AMERICAN BEAUTY: Lonnie Nave of Masonville, Ky., polished the front grille of his 1970 Chevrolet
Chevelle while showing the car at the 14th annual Street Legends car show Friday in Owensboro, Ky.
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Joy urged Congress “to enact
legislation that would provide
the Postal Service with finan-
cial relief to account for the
impacts of the pandemic on
our financial condition.”

“Legislative actions have
been discussed and debated for
years, but no action has been
taken,” he said, referring to
long-running debates over the
mail agency’s operations, while
adding that the Postal Service
must do its part to adapt to “the
realities of our marketplace.”

Mr. DeJoy, a former logis-
tics-company executive and
Republican Party donor, had
sought operational changes,
such as reducing extra delivery
trips, which postal-union rep-
resentatives have blamed for
delaying deliveries. Complaints
about delays have spilled over
into concerns about the elec-
tion, in which mail-in voting is
expected to hit historic highs
because of the pandemic.

Democrats said Mr. DeJoy
had been slow to respond to
inquiries about the delays,
which they said harmed busi-
nesses and individuals. Repub-
licans largely defended Mr. De-
Joy’s actions as financially
responsible but pressed him to
address concerns about delays
and make other commitments
not to hamper service.

“I am concerned about the
delays that we have seen in
Ohio and elsewhere,” said Mr.
Portman, adding he had heard
from a number of veterans
who said they weren’t able to
get their medication.

Sen. Gary Peters (D., Mich.)
said the delays led one constit-
uent’s daughter who gets her
epilepsy medication through
the mail, “to ration what few
pills she had left. As a result
[she] suffered seizures and
was transported to a hospital.”

The Postal Service says it
has ample capacity to handle
election mail this fall but has
urged voters to mail in ballots
at least a week before their
state’s due date, if not earlier.

Postmaster General Louis
DeJoy defended his efforts to
make the Postal Service run
more efficiently and said the
mail agency could handle an
expected surge in mailed bal-
lots this fall amid concerns,
particularly from Democrats,
that his actions would interfere
with the presidential election.

Mr. DeJoy, who has been at
the center of controversy over
efforts to curtail costs at the
Postal Service, appeared Fri-
day before the Senate Home-
land Security and Governmen-
tal Affairs Committee,
controlled by Republicans.

Sen. Rob Portman (R.,
Ohio), who said he votes every
year by absentee ballot, asked
Mr. DeJoy if he supported vot-
ing by mail.

“I think the American public
should be able to vote by
mail,” Mr. DeJoy said. “We will
deploy processes and proce-
dures that advance any elec-
tion mail, in some cases ahead
of first-class mail,” he added.

Mr. DeJoy testified that he
had never spoken to President
Trump about the Postal Ser-
vice, other than in receiving
his congratulations on becom-
ing postmaster general.

In opening remarks, Mr. De-

BY ALEXA CORSE
AND JENNIFER SMITH

Postmaster General
Defends Changes
Before Senate Panel

U.S.WATCH

Louis DeJoy seeks more funding.
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Pennsylvania

50%

Michigan

Wisconsin

White noncollege
White college
Black/Hispanic/Asian/ Other

Estimated 2020 non-voters
by selected attributes

Source: Analysis of census data by William Frey, Brookings Institution
Note: Percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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622 Royal Street, New Orleans, LA • 888-767-9190 • ws@rauantiques.com • msrau.com

Since 1912, M.S. Rau has specialized in the world’s finest art, antiques and jewelry.
Backed by our unprecedented 125% Guarantee, we stand behind each and every piece.

Intricate craftsmanship. Elaborate design. Nautical artistry.
This exceptionally rare silverplate floor fountain was specially
designed tobedisplayed inside thehome. Standingnearly 5 feet
tall, it could also be used during special events to serve wine or
champagne for a truly impressive display. Floor fountains over
100 years old are a rarity, and this example is among the most
spectacular of its kind. Circa 1900-10. 23”dia. x 57”h. #31-1488

View a video of this incredible fountain online at msrau.com/31-1488.
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Jack and Gerry Eccles celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary
in the lobby, above. Left, the couple on their wedding day.
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gled to be patient as he ac-
cepted what he believes is
God’s plan. A couple of times,
he lay down on the floor during
a meal, so frustrated he had to
take a break. After the meals,
he typically needs a nap. “I just
have to flop. I’m exhausted, it’s
an emotional thing.”

A smile
John R. Eccles first spotted

Geraldine Knobel in 1949, out-
side the dining hall at Whit-
worth College in Spokane,
Wash., where they were stu-
dents. “She smiled, and that
was all it took,” he says.

Gerry, a serious-minded 19-
year-old, wasn’t immediately
smitten with the 21-year-old
Merchant Marine veteran.
When he invited her to a bas-
ketball game, she replied that
she went home on weekends.
“For a less persistent person,
that would have been the end,
but not Jack,” she wrote in a
wedding album.

He won her over with ges-
tures including the gift of a car-
ton of vanilla ice cream with a
heart-shaped strawberry core
down the middle. Both were
from small Washington towns
and committed to their Chris-
tian faith. That spring, when he
said he wanted to marry her,
she was surprised. “I told him I
didn’t feel that way about him,
but to wait awhile,” she wrote
in the album.

At home, while Jack studied
and wrote, Gerry ran the
household. She tucked in the
children at night and delivered
home remedies like baking soda
for stomachaches. She hand-
squeezed the lemon juice Jack
liked to drink and ironed his
shirts.

Their children say they don’t
recall any arguments. But “if
she didn’t like something, she
said [so] very gently, and I took
the hint,” Jack says.

Jack didn’t watch the birth
of any of the children. When he
tried once, he says, he nearly
passed out before he even got
to the birthing room. “It was
more than I could handle.”

He still feels guilty about
that—and other things, he says.
“There are many times I didn’t
pay attention enough to Gerry,”
including her birthdays. “We
didn’t do anything special. Now
I can’t talk to her, and I
thought, ‘Man, I’ve been miss-
ing this all my life.’ ”

Gerry also handled the fam-
ily’s finances, which were often
tight. She darned socks and
made rag rugs. In 1971, when
Jack left a church in Spokane,
Gerry took a job selling prod-
ucts door-to-door. Later that
year, Jack got a new position at
a California church, and the
family moved again.

In the early 1980s, Jack went
to a church in San Jose, where
he stayed for more than two
decades. Later, the couple

started another congregation.
By 2015, the family could see

signs that Gerry’s memory was
fading. She groped for words.
She burned tea kettles. Her
fluid piano playing, which had
long been at the center of fam-
ily gatherings, became more
halting.

That March, she lost her
new glasses. “Jesus I love you,”
she wrote in her journal, in jag-
ged fragments unlike her usual
perfect cursive. “Please help
me. Please help Jack. He is re-
ally upset.”

In October 2015, doctors
confirmed a diagnosis of Alz-
heimer’s. During the exam,
Gerry couldn’t name all of her
children or recall her birthday,
but was able to write a sen-
tence: “The person I love the
most is a few jumps away.” Her
family was sure she meant
Jack.

For the first time in their
married life, Jack cooked—sim-
ple things like toast and boiled
eggs for breakfast.

On Feb. 3, 2017, just a few
days before his 90th birthday,
Jack broke his pelvis. After the
hospital, he needed to go to re-
hab. The couple’s youngest
daughter, Roberta Drewry, had
offered to have them live with
her in North Carolina. Jack
didn’t want to leave California,
but he finally agreed.

Decline
Jack couldn’t seem to get

started packing up his thou-
sands of books, mostly reli-
gious texts, according to his
daughter Kathy. His son-in-
law, Steve Martin, says he told
him, “Jack, you’ve got a differ-
ent job. Your job is to take
care of Gerry.”

Soon after he arrived in
North Carolina, Jack sent his
résumé to local churches. He
began teaching a Bible class.
Gerry continued her decline,
and in 2018, she moved into
Hillcrest. Roberta and Jack
came every day to feed her
meals. In the evening, Jack
and Gerry would watch old
episodes of “M*A*S*H” and
“The Andy Griffith Show” in
the lobby.

In March, after Roberta saw

reports of families cut off from
their loved ones in the Kirk-
land, Wash., nursing home that
has been tied to dozens of
Covid deaths, she spoke to her
father. Jack didn’t believe Gerry
could return to the house, and
when Roberta asked if he
would move into Hillcrest, he
agreed it was the best option.
Hillcrest gave him a room and
charged a special rate because
he doesn’t get staff care.

The Eccles children say they
were scared for both parents.
Jack says he wasn’t afraid of
catching the virus. “I could kick
the bucket any time. I don’t
think about it,” he says.

Jack says he never expected
his stay at Hillcrest to be so
long, because he thought the
virus threat would subside.
“You really miss being out-
doors,” he says. But he won’t
leave. He has been studying
German and worked on a ser-
mon he has posted on YouTube.

On July 16, eight of the nine
Eccles siblings and some of the
couple’s 20 grandchildren and
24 great-grandchildren gath-
ered in a Zoom session to cele-
brate Jack and Gerry’s 70th
wedding anniversary. Roberta
and her husband set up an iPad
outside the lobby windows and
held up an intercom device next
to the screen so the family
could talk to Jack and Gerry.
Each family member spoke
briefly.

Jack sat next to Gerry, be-
hind the glass of the Hillcrest
front lobby, waving and smil-
ing, their wedding photo beside
them. Gerry was quiet, impas-
sive, her hands mostly in her
lap. Jack fed her bites of gold-
accented cake. He prayed, and
led the family in “Amazing
Grace,” conducting and singing
through the intercom.

At one point he told them,
“Mommie said something. I’m
sure it was, ‘I love you guys.’ ”

After about an hour, nurs-
ing-home workers packed up
the rest of the cake. Jack put
on Gerry’s mask and his own.
He told his family he loved
them, waved good night, and
slowly wheeled away Gerry’s
chair.

—Jon Kamp contributed to
this article.

The following April, Jack
gave her the diamond engage-
ment ring once worn by his
mother, and on July 16, 1950,
they were married at Gerry’s
family church.

After college, Jack went to a
Baptist seminary. Gerry soon
became pregnant with their
first child, a daughter named
Susan. She was followed by
eight others, a total of six girls
and three boys.

The family moved every few
years, as Jack went from
church to church around Wash-
ington and California, some-

times working at radio stations
or teaching for extra income.
He got two different doctoral
degrees from theological insti-
tutions, and Gerry painstak-
ingly typed his dissertations.

She drove church vans, led
women’s groups, played the pi-
ano at services and accompa-
nied church members on accor-
dion when they went Christmas
caroling. The church was “what
their lives rotated around,”
says Kathy Martin, one of their
daughters.

Months ago, Gerry
stopped saying ‘I
love you’ to Jack, or
any other words.

U.S. NEWS

through senior-care facilities,
with more than 70,000 deaths
so far, according to a Wall
Street Journal tally of state and
federal data. Hillcrest has seen
two cases of Covid-19, both in
patients who came from a hos-
pital in late April. One died.

A less-obvious toll is the
tens of thousands of lonely res-
idents cut off from relatives
and other social interaction.
Some states have begun per-
mitting more family visits, gen-
erally with strict limitations.
North Carolina has not.

The impact is particularly
acute for residents with mem-
ory loss. Federal health offi-
cials estimated at least 15,000
more Americans died from
Alzheimer’s disease and de-
mentia than otherwise would
have this spring, many of them
in senior-living facilities. Doc-
tors believe the disruption of
routines and disappearance of
familiar faces in many cases
led to health declines among
fragile nursing-home residents.

“There are public-health
consequences of loneliness, iso-
lation and loss of connection to
a beloved person that may be
equally devastating” as
Covid-19, said Lisa Gwyther, an
associate professor at the Duke
University School of Medicine.
For those with dementia, “the
greatest fear is the fear of
abandonment in a world that
doesn’t make sense.”

Jack and the rest of his fam-
ily say they believed Gerry
would fail to eat without one of
them nearby. Jack also feared
he would never see her again.
Though their children were
nervous about the risk, they
agreed with their father’s deci-
sion, one nursing homes hardly
ever encounter.

“They were never apart,”
says Genece McChesney, one of
their nine children.

Three times a day, Jack ar-
rives at Gerry’s room, which is
shared with a roommate and
decorated with pictures of their
family. She sometimes resists
eating or dozes off between
bites. Wearing a mask and gog-
gles, Jack spoons cereal and
purée from a tiny plastic spoon,
meticulously checking that she
gets the required 40 ounces of
liquid a day. He positions her
head and neck carefully to be
sure she doesn’t choke.

Months ago, Gerry stopped
saying “I love you” to Jack, or
any other words, and she no
longer smiles in recognition of
him, he says. But “there’s some
radiance about her….That per-
sonality still comes through.”

When she refuses to eat, he
often sings songs like “Chatta-
nooga Choo Choo,” pausing to
exhort, “Chew, Gerry!” A meal
often takes about 90 minutes.

Hillcrest staffers say his ef-
forts have made a huge differ-
ence in his wife’s health.
“That’s something we can’t do.
We haven’t been with her for
70 years,” said Olivia Jacobs, a
Hillcrest dietitian. She and oth-
ers working at the facility say
Jack is unfailingly gentle: “He’s
always having a good day, he’s
always happy to see her.…He’s
with his love, and that’s where
he wants to be.”

Jack, who uses a walker and
has a history of heart trouble,
says the sessions aren’t easy,
and he has sometimes strug-

ContinuedfromPageOne
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the pandemic and offer action-
able recommendations to in-
form future responses to in-
fectious disease outbreaks
within nursing homes,” a

should ensure that all nursing
homes get three months’ worth
of protective gear, and that it
create a national strategy to
guarantee access to rapid-re-
sults testing for all nursing
homes, the people with knowl-
edge of the matter said.

The commission is also rec-
ommending that the federal
government help nursing
homes address staffing issues,
with one option including pro-
viding funds for hazard pay,
the people said.

The coronavirus is cutting a
deadly swath through senior-
care facilities, with more than
70,000 deaths so far, according
to a Wall Street Journal tally
of state and federal data.
Deaths in long-term-care facili-
ties account for at least 40% of
all U.S. deaths tied to the virus.

After Covid-19 cases in nurs-
ing homes appeared to dip in
June, there was a resurgence,
particularly in some states
where infections are rising

among their broader popula-
tions. Nationally, the number of
new cases in the week ended
June 28 was 7,569, rising to
11,478 in the week ended July
26, and falling to 9,728 in the
most recent week available,
ended Aug. 9, according to a
Wall Street Journal analysis of
CMS’s most recent weekly data.

The Journal’s analysis of
the federal data included only
nursing homes that reported
data that consistently cleared
the government’s data-quality
checks and excluded some ad-
ditional nursing homes that
reported more Covid-19-linked
deaths than total deaths in
any week. CMS sometimes ret-
roactively updates prior data
in its new releases.

The Trump administration
launched the commission, for-
mally called the Coronavirus
Commission on Safety and
Quality in Nursing Homes, “to
independently and comprehen-
sively assess the response to

spokesman for CMS said.
He also said that while the

agency has “received some
preliminary information from
the commission,” CMS Admin-
istrator Seema Verma has “not
seen or been briefed on any
recommendations at this time
because the commission’s
work is still in progress.”

The draft recommendations
echo months of calls from nurs-
ing-home industry officials and
outside researchers for the fed-
eral government to take more
action to help stem the effects
of Covid-19 in nursing homes.

“The federal government
needs a more coordinated re-
sponse to the outbreak in
nursing homes,” said Hye-
Young Jung, assistant profes-
sor of health-care policy and
research at Weill Cornell Med-
ical College, who isn’t on the
commission. “It’s more testing,
more [personal protective
equipment], more resources.”

The commission is overseen

by Mitre Corp., an outside
contractor that works fre-
quently with the federal gov-
ernment. Its membership, an-
nounced in June, includes
nursing-home industry offi-
cials, academic researchers
and consumer advocates, who
were asked to sign nondisclo-
sure agreements about the
group’s workings. Its meetings
weren’t open to the public.

Mitre referred questions
about “public release of the
recommendations” to CMS.

The Trump administration
previously promised two
weeks’ worth of protective
gear to nursing homes, but
some facilities said the mate-
rial they received was unus-
able. The administration has
said it is focused closely on
nursing homes, and officials
announced in July that the fa-
cilities would get an additional
$5 billion in funding from the
previously passed coronavirus
stimulus package.

The nation’s nursing homes
need an aggressive and com-
prehensive federal approach to
the Covid-19 crisis, including
supplying facilities with per-
sonal protective gear, assisting
with staffing shortages and of-
fering coronavirus testing with
rapid results, according to rec-
ommendations from a com-
mission convened by the
Trump administration.

The commission is due to
deliver its final report Sept. 1,
but it has already provided
slides with a draft list of rec-
ommendations to the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices, the agency that spear-
headed the panel’s formation,
according to people with
knowledge of the matter. The
recommendations could change
before the final report emerges,
according to the people.

The commission is suggest-
ing that the federal government

BY ANNA WILDE MATHEWS

Nursing Homes Need More Help, Panel Says
Weekly Covid-19 cases in U.S.
nursing homes

Source: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services

Note: Analysis excludes nursing homes that
failed federal data-quality checks in one or
more weeks or that reported Covid-related
deaths that exceeded total deaths.
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A school employee checked the temperature of a student returning to class at Baldwin Park Elementary School in Orlando, Fla., on Friday.
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safely reopening the economy.
After surging through most

of July, U.S. testing rates have
slowed somewhat in August.

The seven-day average of
new tests run was 709,347 on
Thursday, according to the
Covid Tracking Project, down
from 781,156 a month earlier.
There were weekly declines in
testing in 21 states as of
Thursday, according to Johns
Hopkins University.

Some of those declines
were the result of testing site
closures during a hurricane
earlier this month and labs
clearing backlogs from July,
Adm. Giroir said. Some states
have also revised testing crite-
ria to reduce demand, while
the federal government
changed guidance for return-
ing to work, eliminating a rec-
ommendation that individuals
receive two negative tests.

Of the $25 billion in PPP
funds for testing, $5.7 billion
was to be sent to various gov-
ernment agencies involved in
testing, such as the Centers
for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and the Food and
Drug Administration. As of
this week, $1.62 billion of
those funds had been obli-
gated or committed to the
agencies, according to HHS.

Agencies including the Na-
tional Institutes of Health were
to use those funds to buy diag-
nostic and serological tests,
source lab supplies and de-
velop new testing technologies.

Federal relief packages also
included $2 billion to pay for
testing uninsured individuals.
Of that, $235.5 million has
been spent.

tributed yet, Ms. Heck said.
“HHS continues to monitor

the situation and support re-
sponse and recovery activities
supported with additional
emergency supplemental re-
sources,” she said.

Sens. Chuck Schumer (D.,
N.Y.) and Patty Murray (D.,
Wash.) in June sent a letter to
HHS Secretary Alex Azar call-
ing on the Trump administra-
tion to disburse the $8 billion
immediately, with an emphasis
on addressing contact-tracing
efforts and collecting data on

racial and ethnic disparities in
coronavirus cases.

Testing for coronavirus is
seen as a key part of the na-
tion’s campaign to beat back
the disease, allowing officials to
track new outbreaks and quar-
antine people who test positive.
While testing capacity has ex-
panded rapidly, some experts
say it isn’t enough to capture
the full extent of the pandemic.

Federal officials have advo-
cated for testing of those with
symptoms and known contact
with infected individuals,
rather than widespread, regular
testing as part of return-to-
work and school plans. Some
public-health officials argue
that broad, regular, widely
available testing is critical to

HHSwon’t know
how the funds were
used until the fiscal
year ends Sept. 30.

hasn’t dropped below 1,000
since July 26, according to a
Wall Street Journal analysis of
data from Johns Hopkins. That
metric was closer to 500 at the
beginning of July. Experts say
deaths lag new cases, as the
disease often progresses over
the course of several weeks.

A change could be on the
horizon, as hospitalizations
appear to be declining. For
Aug. 20, 41,988 people in the
U.S. were hospitalized, down

from 47,228 a week earlier, ac-
cording to the Covid Tracking
Project. The number has
largely been falling since
around the end of July.

The country’s percentage of
positive tests has also de-
clined, another positive sign.
The seven-day average positiv-
ity rate for the U.S. was 6.48%
for Aug. 20, down from 7.5% a
week ago and 8.48% a month
before, according to data from
the Covid Tracking Project.

Of Thursday’s new cases,
roughly a third were concen-
trated in three states that
were hot spots throughout
July. Texas added over 5,000,
California added nearly 5,000
and Florida added more than
4,000. Nearby, Georgia re-
ported more than 2,000 and
North Carolina added 1,979, its
highest tally in the past two
weeks.

Iowa reported more than
1,000 new cases in a day for

the first time since the pan-
demic began. Illinois, Mis-
souri, Ohio and Tennessee also
all added more than 1,000
cases, with Alabama nearly
adding that many as well.

The seven-day average of
new cases in California, Flor-
ida, Georgia, Ohio, Tennessee
and Alabama is lower than the
two-week average, according
to a Wall Street Journal analy-
sis of Johns Hopkins data,
suggesting cases are declining.

mand, some states opted to
narrow testing criteria to fo-
cus on those with symptoms
or who are high risk.

The total number of con-
firmed coronavirus cases
across the U.S. climbed to
nearly 5.6 million, accounting
for just under a quarter of the
global tally of 22.7 million, ac-
cording to data compiled by
Johns Hopkins University. The
nation’s death toll rose to
more than 174,000.

Across the U.S., 1,078 deaths
were reported Thursday, the
14th day since the beginning of
August with more than 1,000
reported deaths. In July, there
were 11 days with more than
1,000 deaths reported and in
June there were three.

Nearly half of the deaths re-
corded Thursday came from
four states that emerged as
major hot spots last month:
Texas, California, Florida and
Arizona. Reporting standards
vary state to state, so deaths
reported on a certain day may
not have happened on that day.

However, the persistently
elevated death toll is reflected
in the seven-day average of
deaths across the U.S., which

New daily coronavirus cases
continued to drift down from
July highs this week, but
deaths remained elevated, a
legacy of the surge of new in-
fections that swept the South
and West last month.

Across the U.S., 44,023 new
Covid-19 cases were reported
Thursday, the sixth day in a
row with fewer than 50,000
cases. At the same time, the
number of new tests per-
formed nationally fell by more
than 200,000 to 635,809
Thursday from 880,729 a week
earlier, according to data from
the Covid Tracking Project.

The seven-day average of
tests across the U.S. fell to
709,796 from 736,273 over the
same period. That metric had
climbed as high as 822,583 in
late July.

Experts have said robust
testing and contact tracing are
critical tools to managing the
virus’ spread. Overwhelming
demand for diagnostic tests in
July strained supply chains
and led to lab backlogs and
delayed results, impeding con-
tainment efforts. Amid the de-

BY ALLISON PRANG

New Infections
Decrease From
Highs in July

May to expand testing and de-
velop contact-tracing pro-
grams at their discretion, but
as of Aug. 14, just $121 million
of that pool of funds had been
drawn down.

Reasons for the lack of
spending vary. Some states are
still identifying the testing
and contact-tracing services
they think will be the most ef-
fective. It can take time to so-
licit bids, award contracts and
pay for services rendered.
Also, states aren’t spending
money on some testing mate-
rials such as reagents that the
federal government helps
them source, HHS spokes-
woman Mia Heck said.

HHS won’t know how the
funds were used until the fiscal
year ends Sept. 30, she said.

HHS is focused on expand-
ing testing and sending the
right types of tests to the right
types of settings, Adm. Brett
Giroir, assistant secretary for
health at the agency, said on a
call with reporters Wednesday.

“There are plenty of tests
and that’s growing substan-
tially,” said Adm. Giroir, who
has overseen U.S. testing ef-
forts.

Still, overwhelming demand
for diagnostic tests in July as
cases spiked in the Southern
and Western regions of the
country led to lab backlogs and
weekslong delays for results
and hindered contact tracing
and containment efforts.

There were about 25 mil-
lion tests done in July and
Adm. Giroir estimated the U.S.
will have 90 million tests
available in September.

“No health department or
state can cry poor during this
health crisis,” said Will Hum-
ble, executive director for the
Arizona Public Health Associa-
tion. “It’s not a matter of more
money. It’s a matter of using
the money that has already
been given to counties and
states effectively,” he said.

More than $8 billion of the
$25 billion is to be spent at
the discretion of HHS. Much of
that money hasn’t been dis-

ContinuedfromPageOne

be expelled if they didn’t obey
the rules.

North Carolina State Uni-
versity said Thursday it has
canceled all in-person classes
following a series of off-cam-
pus parties. More than 500
students are now in quaran-
tine or isolation, according to
a letter to the school by Chan-
cellor Randy Woodson.

Northeastern University in
Boston is trying to stay ahead
of the curve. Students will
start moving in next week, but

the school caught wind of a
poll on social media by a first-
year student asking his class-
mates whether they planned
to attend parties when they
got to school. Despite restric-
tions by the university, 115
said yes and 640 said no, ac-
cording to Renata Nyul, a
school spokeswoman.

When the pollster was con-
tacted by the school he turned
over all the names of the stu-
dents who said yes. On Friday,
Northeastern sent an email to

the students and their parents
dressing them down.

At the University of Kansas,
an outbreak of cases among
fraternity and sorority mem-
bers prompted Chancellor
Douglas A. Girod to remind
the school to adhere to health
and safety guidelines.

At the University of Notre
Dame, where in-person classes
were canceled this week be-
cause of an increase in cases,
the number continued to
rise—though at a slower pace.

Leaders of colleges and uni-
versities are issuing increas-
ingly desperate demands to
students to help curtail the
spread of the coronavirus on
campus: Wear masks, and rein
in your back-to-school party-
ing or go home.

The messaging accompanies
new outbreaks at schools
around the country as stu-
dents return to campus, lead-
ing several this week to halt

on-campus instruction and
punish some rule breakers.

The directives are being
broadcast to all students, but
specifically aimed at hot spots
which include fraternities, so-
rorities and upperclassmen
throwing off-campus parties.

In two of the harshest re-
bukes so far, Purdue Univer-
sity on Thursday suspended
36 students who attended an
off-campus party and Syracuse
University suspended 23 in
connection with a large gath-

ering on the quad.
Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity suspended the Phi Kappa
Psi fraternity on Thursday af-
ter videos surfaced on social
media showing an indoor
gathering on Wednesday of
more than 15 people who
weren’t wearing masks or
staying 6 feet apart.

President Eric Barron wrote
a note to students chastising
them for ignoring the guide-
lines the school had laid out
and to warn them they would

BY DOUGLAS BELKIN

Colleges Warn Students to Stop Partying to Halt Virus

Reasons for the lack of spending vary. Above, a walk-up coronavirus
testing location in Los Angeles earlier this month.
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ble to move. Mr. Navalny was
cleared to fly Friday after his
wife published a letter asking
Mr. Putin for help.

Mr. Navalny’s sudden, unex-
plained illness comes in the
midst of what has been a diffi-
cult year for Mr. Putin.

Political analysts said it is
unclear what role if any the
Kremlin might have had in Mr.
Navalny’s illness. But in the
short term it could have a chill-
ing effect among Mr. Putin’s
opponents at a time when he
has been facing new challenges
to his authority, from a wave of
protests in Russia’s Far East to

upheaval on the country’s west-
ern border, where mass pro-
tests in Belarus are threatening
to chase one of his closest al-
lies from power.

“I can’t say that this opposi-
tion will disappear,” said An-
drei Kolesnikov, chair of the
Russian Domestic Politics and
Political Institutions Program
at the Carnegie Moscow Center.
“But at the same time, we must
admit that we describe the po-
litical landscape of Russia as a
permanent adverse relationship
between Navalny and Putin.”

For more than a month now,
demonstrators have been tak-

ing to the streets in Khaba-
rovsk and the surrounding
area to complain about the ar-
rest of a popular local gover-
nor who defeated a pro-gov-
ernment candidate in an
election two years ago, in what
some see as a symptom of Mr.
Putin’s heavy-handed rule. Ser-
gei Furgal was accused of be-
ing involved in organizing two
murders and an attempted ho-
micide 15 years ago, and de-
nies any wrongdoing.

Some of the people in Kha-
barovsk, 4,000 miles and
seven time zones away from
Moscow, have been embold-

ened by protests in Belarus, a
former Soviet republic, where
President Alexander Lukash-
enko claimed 80% of the vote
in a presidential election
widely derided as a sham.

At times, crowds in the cap-
ital there, Minsk—at 440 miles
from Moscow, much closer
than Khabarovsk—have grown
to 200,000 or more as Belaru-
sians press their demand for
Mr. Lukashenko to step down
for rigging the vote. The Euro-
pean Union has said it doesn’t
recognize the result of the
Aug. 9 election. President
Trump also said it didn’t look
like there was much democ-
racy on display in the former
Soviet republic.

Mr. Putin so far has de-
flected Western countries
from taking stronger action in
support of opposition leader
Svetlana Tikhanovskaya and
her supporters.

EU leaders are wary of a re-
peat of what happened in
Ukraine in 2014, when they lent
their support to a popular up-
rising that swept away a pro-
Russian president, providing
Mr. Putin with a pretext for an-
nexing Crimea and supporting
pro-Russian separatists in the
east of the country in a conflict
that is still rumbling on today.
Belarus is also more tightly
bound to Russia than Ukraine,
by trade pacts and a similar
language and culture. Moscow,
its main trading partner, exerts
considerable economic influ-
ence.

The fallout from the Navalny

affair, as with the demonstra-
tions in the Far East, might be
less predictable.

Mr. Navalny, 44 years old,
made his name leading street
protests against the Kremlin,
and his online following of mil-
lions gave him a reach other
opposition politicians only
dreamed of. Often he used it to
investigate the excesses of
Kremlin-connected business-
men and politicians, delving
into their personal lives to
stoke rage among ordinary Rus-
sians tired of corruption and
dwindling living standards.

More recently, he spear-
headed attempts to boycott a
referendum on constitutional
amendments in July, including
a provision that could allow
Mr. Putin to stay in power un-
til 2036.

Mr. Navalny was in Siberia
to lend support to independent
politicians who were planning
to compete in local election
races there, his colleagues said.

Mr. Navalny’s exposés, based
on forensic analysis of land reg-
istries and filings of offshore
companies as well as drone
footage, have infuriated a broad
spectrum of businessmen
aligned with the Kremlin. He
had enemies, raising the ques-
tion of who might have taken
action to silence him. There has
been a spate of political killings
in recent years, including those
of journalist Anna Politkovs-
kaya, who was killed in 2006,
and politician Boris Nemtsov,
who was shot dead in 2015
near the Kremlin.

MOSCOW—A plane carrying
opposition politician Alexei
Navalny, who was in a coma in
a Siberian hospital after sud-
denly falling ill, departed for
Germany for treatment after
disputes over his condition
and whether he was stable
enough to travel.

“The plane with Alexei flew
to Berlin,” his spokeswoman,
Kira Yarmysh, tweeted early
Saturday morning. “Many
thanks to everyone for their
support. The struggle for
Alexei’s life and health is just
beginning, and there is still a lot
to go through, but now at least
the first step has been taken.”

Mr. Navalny, a vocal critic
of Russian President Vladimir
Putin, fell ill on a flight from
Siberia to Moscow on Thurs-
day after drinking a cup of tea
at the airport that his sup-
porters say they believe was
laced with poison.

Doctors treating him in
Omsk, the city where the plane
made an emergency landing,
said they hadn’t found any tox-
ins in his system and at first re-
fused to hand him over to a
German team waiting to trans-
fer him to Germany for treat-
ment, saying he was too unsta-

BY THOMAS GROVE
AND ANN M. SIMMONS

Sickened Kremlin Critic Departs Russia
Plane carrying Navalny
leaves for Germany
after alleged poisoning;
fallout unclear for Putin

A doctor at the Omsk hospital where Alexei Navalny was treated addressed the media Friday.
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BEIRUT—Hours after a cat-
astrophic blast ripped through
Beirut on Aug. 4, hundreds of
volunteers fanned out across
devastated neighborhoods,
caring for the wounded, as-
sessing damaged buildings and
clearing rubble. The people of
Lebanon had little faith their
government could rise to the
challenge.

Lebanon’s state institutions
have failed the country—be-
fore and after the blast. The
tragedy was the result of years
of government neglect that al-
lowed a stockpile of explosive
chemicals to be stored in the
heart of the densely populated
Lebanese capital.

In the week following the
explosion at least 27 donor
countries pledged $297.8 mil-
lion to help rebuild Beirut—
but said the aid would be de-
livered directly to the people,
bypassing the country’s politi-
cal leadership.

“The government has been
completely absent since the
blast,” said Mounia El Kik, an
activist who has helped set up
a base camp in the blast zone
that is a headquarters of the
volunteer effort. “A lot of peo-
ple are saying, ‘We are in a
stateless country.’ ”

A spokesman for Lebanon’s
government said authorities
are offering shelter for dis-

placed people in hotels, pro-
viding compensation to repair
residents’ homes and cars, and
have launched a citywide as-
sessment of the dam-
age, among other efforts. His
statement didn’t address resi-
dents’ concerns that govern-
ment agencies had been
largely absent in the days af-
ter the explosion.

Widespread corruption en-
abled by political patronage, a
chronic lack of funding, and an
ossified bureaucracy have hob-
bled Lebanon’s public services
for years. Lebanon endures
power cuts that plunge parts
of the country into darkness
for hours at a time.

In 2015, Beirut experienced
a garbage-collection crisis that
left the capital city drowning
in trash for weeks and trig-
gered political protests.

Lebanon’s government,
which included most of the
country’s political forces and
religious sects under a broad
power-sharing arrangement,
resigned under pressure from
protesters in the wake of the
blast. But for now the same of-
ficials continue governing the
nation in a caretaker capacity.

These politicians are in-
creasingly coming under pres-
sure—domestic and interna-
tional to uproot corruption.

In the weeks since the blast
most groups have relied on a
mix of online crowdfunding
and donations of supplies

from Beirut residents and
businesses. The United Na-
tions humanitarian aid agency
is helping match foreign do-
nors with relief projects.

“As more money floods in
and the work becomes more
complex, the whole response
will get increasingly chaotic,”
said Alex Simon, co-founder of
Synaps, a Beirut-based re-
search organization.

Lebanon’s High Relief Com-
mission, a government agency
that should have been leading
the relief effort, has been
mostly uninvolved, except for
sending a few trucks to re-
move rubble, according to vol-
unteers on the ground.

Calls and requests for com-

ment from the commission
went unanswered. The spokes-
man for the caretaker cabinet
said the commission was offer-
ing compensation for repairs.

The Lebanese military set
up a relief committee and or-
ganized search-and-rescue ef-
forts in and around the port,
where the blast hit, and re-
ceived deliveries of aid from
foreign governments. But the
search efforts focused on the
port itself and not on the
neighborhoods around it,
where residents say they have
received little to no help from
any government body.

Lebanon’s military didn’t
respond to a request to com-
ment.

Government hospitals have
also treated the wounded, but
quickly became overwhelmed
with thousands of bloodied
Beirut residents stumbling
through their doors.

When Lebanese political
leaders and officials have ap-
peared in public they have
faced fury from outraged resi-
dents. Protesters punched and
kicked the convoy of former
Prime Minister Saad Hariri
when he rolled through central
Beirut days after the explo-
sion. Party officials who
showed up to a vigil for fire-
fighters who died were thrown
out by the local organizers.

Ms. El Kik, who used to
work in Lebanon’s wine indus-

try before the country’s eco-
nomic crisis left her unem-
ployed this year, joined others
she knew from antigovernment
protests at their base camp in
an old train station in the Mar
Mikhael neighborhood.

On a recent day, the make-
shift camp bustled with volun-
teers arranging food deliver-
ies, dispatching teams to
examine buildings, handing
out tools and construction
supplies, and scrutinizing
maps of neighborhoods in the
path of the blast.

“We’re in no way profes-
sionals who can do this. This
isn’t our job,” Ms. El Kik said.

—Nazih Osseiran
contributed to this article.
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BY JARED MALSIN
AND RAJA ABDULRAHIM

Beirut Citizens,
After Blast, Fill
Government Void

Volunteers carry rubble from a house that was badly damaged by the Aug. 4 Beirut port explosion, which killed about 180 people.
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pandemic would abate by sum-
mer. Most executives make the
bulk of their compensation in
stock-based awards or other
long-term incentives, so many
observers consider the initial
salary cuts largely symbolic.

Not all companies restoring
pay have bounced back, and
many, such as Disney, have fur-
loughed workers and are re-
porting big losses. New applica-
tions for unemployment
benefits rose last week after a
series of declines, the Labor
Department said—an indication
fresh layoffs are occurring even
as the economy broadly is
showing signs of recovering.

Disney will lift, as of Aug.
23, some salary reductions for
executives, despite posting a
nearly $5 billion loss in the
quarter that ended June 27. A
number of executives took pay
cuts beginning in April. Bob
Iger, Disney’s executive chair-
man, will forgo nearly his en-
tire salary through the last pay
period in the company’s fiscal
year, which ends in September.

Others said the decision to
reinstate full compensation re-
flects an improved outlook.
Yelp, which laid off 1,000 work-
ers and furloughed more than
1,100 others in the spring, said
in July it is bringing back
nearly all of its furloughed
staffers, and would fully restore
employee pay and hours. The
company in April announced a
20% to 30% cut in executive
pay. In a July note to employ-
ees, Yelp Chief Executive Jer-
emy Stoppelman said “the hard
steps we took early on have put
us in a stronger position.”

In April, General Motors an-
nounced it would temporarily
trim 69,000 workers’ salaries
by 20%, then repay the money
with interest in March 2021.
Those salary deferrals for its
white-collar workers ended on
Aug. 1, sooner than expected,
and the company plans to re-
pay the lost wages with inter-
est in the fourth quarter of this
year, GM spokesman Jim Cain
said. “The business is recover-
ing faster than expected, so we

$1.33 million in 2019, according
to the company’s latest proxy
filing. The company also re-
stored lower-level employee
salaries on July 1, a spokes-
woman said.

Virginia hospital operator
Sentara Healthcare said it plans
in October to stop the 20% pay
cuts its senior executives took
and the 10% reduction its phy-
sicians received. Sentara also
reinstated its previously sched-
uled salary raises earlier this
month that had been post-
poned and resumed contribu-
tions to employee retirement
plans, said Becky Sawyer, se-
nior vice president and chief
human resources officer. Sen-
tara said the temporary cuts
were meant to avoid layoffs
and that its business bounced
back after it was able to re-
sume elective surgeries and
non-urgent procedures.

Many larger U.S. companies
are also still planning on giving
their employees pay raises and
annual bonuses over the next
year, according to a recent sur-

vey fromWillis Towers Watson,
an advisory firm. Companies
gave employees pay increases
between 2.5% and 2.7% this
year and are projecting average
salary increases of 2.8% in
2021, according to the firm.
Salary increases have hovered
around 3% for the past decade.

Only 7% of companies aren’t
planning pay increases next
year, down from 14% this year
and less than 1% in 2019, a sign
that many companies have cau-
tious optimism for 2021, said
Catherine Hartmann, North
America Rewards practice
leader at Willis Towers Watson.
She said that while companies
are going to remain wary
through the next year, many
are still planning to reward
their best-performers.

“We are right now in a
phase of restabilization, people
are looking back at the choices
they made in the first three
months and saying which of
these were appropriate and re-
thinking what they were do-
ing,” she said.

been furloughed or seen their
hours cut.

“When we first started out,
it was like, ‘Yeah, everybody’s
in this together, this is a tough
time, we’ve all got to take sac-
rifices and pull together,’” said
Susan Schroeder, of Compensa-
tion Advisory Partners, who
noted large companies have
been more likely to restore ex-
ecutive pay. “Now that it has
dragged on, I think things have
changed a little bit.”

Some boards and executives,
she said, may be pushing for
compensation changes since
many pay cuts were initially
billed as short-term, set at a
time when many expected the

ContinuedfromPageOne

Companies
Reverse
Pay Cuts

were able to restore pay and
we will repay people faster
than planned,” he said.

Oil producer Occidental Pe-
troleum Corp. in late July said
it would restore the salaries of
some executives. The company
had capped the base salaries of
executive officers to $250,000

in early April, but in July said it
would double that to $500,000,
which the company described
in a securities filing as a “par-
tial restoration” in pay. The an-
nualized base salary of the
company’s chief executive offi-
cer, Vicki Hollub, will be ap-
proximately 53% lower than
last year, the company said. Ms.
Hollub earned a base salary of

Disney will lift some
salary reductions
despite a $5 billion
quarterly loss.

.
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WORLD NEWS

SEOUL—South Korea,
praised for its Covid-19 con-
tainment, is having a bout of
coronavirus déjà vu, with ris-
ing coronavirus cases linked to
a large church.

The country is teetering on
the verge of a national out-
break, local health officials
warn, and faces a possible re-
turn of its most stringent so-
cial-distancing measures. On
Friday, the country reported
324 new virus cases—its larg-
est one-day rise since March
8. Daily infections have hit tri-
ple digits for more than a
week straight.

“It’s the biggest crisis since
coronavirus came into our
country,” South Korean Presi-
dent Moon Jae-in said Friday.

One of the first countries to
be stricken by the virus out-
side China, South Korea grap-
pled with a February outbreak
at a mysterious church that
failed to divulge its full mem-
bership. Some followers went
into hiding, as their affiliation
with the Shincheonji Church of
Jesus, called a “Korean cult”
by lawmakers, had been so
closely guarded that many
didn’t tell their own families
they were members.

Now, a similar case threat-
ens the record of what has
been one of the world’s
Covid-19 success stories.

At the center of the new
uptick is the Sarang Jeil
Church, a far-right Christian
group. Its leader and pastor,
Jun Kwang-hoon, calls himself
a right-wing crusader and tells
followers the Moon adminis-
tration is trying to destroy
South Korea.

Earlier this week, Mr. Jun
tested positive for the virus
and has suggested any outbreak
within the church’s followers is
a secret North Korean plot. He
had organized an antigovern-
ment rally in Seoul last week-
end that drew about 20,000.
Sarang Jeil has yet to produce
a full list of its membership,
with hundreds of followers still
unaccounted for, health offi-
cials say. More than 730 cases
so far are linked to Sarang Jeil.

The church didn’t respond
to requests for comment. Sa-
rang Jeil members, at news
conferences and on YouTube,
have decried the South Korean
investigation a witch hunt.

BY DASL YOON
AND TIMOTHY W. MARTIN

Seoul Tries
To Control
New Covid
Outbreak

the other market.
He is working with Emirati

partners to establish a kind of
chamber of commerce or pro-
fessional organization to for-
malize bilateral business ties,
Mr. Eyal said.

Before the move to formal-
ize relations, conducting busi-
ness between the two coun-
tries required some degree of
stealth. Deals were struck
through subsidiaries in third
countries, such as Singapore
or Cyprus. Direct calls be-
tween parties required over-
seas numbers. Virtual private
networks were needed to ac-

cess websites blocked by the
governments. And some used
foreign passports to travel be-
tween the two countries.

Gadi Nir’s small Israel-
based company Bo&Bo Ltd.,
which sells physical-therapy
machines, can now move
ahead with direct sales to the
U.A.E.—a less expensive op-
tion than shifting some opera-
tions to China, which would
have allowed him to enter the
market before the two coun-
tries moved to establish for-
mal ties.

Under a deal announced
Tuesday, an Emirati firm,

which hasn’t been named, will
be Bo&Bo’s exclusive Gulf dis-
tributor for around $1 million
a year that the distributor
pays the Israeli company.

“For a small business in Is-
rael, this amount is amazing,”
said Mr. Nir.

Because trade between Is-
rael and the U.A.E. has been
largely routed through third
countries, official figures
aren’t available. The Tony
Blair Institute for Global
Change, a U.K. nonprofit or-
ganization that does govern-
ment advisory work, estimated
that total Israeli trade with

WORLD WATCH

Opposition supporters rallied Friday to celebrate the ousting of Mali’s president, Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, in the capital city of
Bamako. The junta that conducted the military coup has promised to eventually hand power to a civilian transitional government.
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the Gulf Arab states is only
about $1 billion.

Investors in both countries
hope the rapprochement will
spawn more opportunities
than the cold peace with
neighboring Egypt and Jordan.
Treaties forged with these
countries over a quarter cen-
tury ago have produced mea-
ger economic dividends.

In 2018, Egyptian exports to
Israel measured about half a
billion dollars in 2018, with
imports under $115 million, ac-
cording to the World Bank.
Trade with Jordan is even
more paltry—less than $80
million in each direction.

Turkey, which restored dip-
lomatic ties with Israel in
2016, conducted total trade
with Israel of more than $8
billion in 2018, much of which
was in petroleum products,
World Bank data showed.

One upside for the U.A.E.: It
doesn’t share Egypt’s and Jor-
dan’s history of conflict with
Israel.

But most Arab states have
resisted rapprochement with
Israel until there is a durable
peace deal with the Palestin-
ians. Direct flights between Is-
rael and the U.A.E. will require
permission to fly over at least
one neighbor, Saudi Arabia,
that still doesn’t recognize Is-
rael.

Israeli Prime Minister Ben-
jamin Netanyahu has said he is
trying to secure that permis-
sion.

Investors in Israel and the
United Arab Emirates are
moving to strike deals in a
business environment trans-
formed by a diplomatic break-
through between the two
countries.

Last week’s surprise move
by the U.A.E. to normalize re-
lations with Israel in a U.S.-
backed shift paves the way for
establishing direct flights,
opening telecommunications
links, exploring joint ventures
and, in some cases, bringing
commerce that has long been
underground into the open.
The change has the potential
to warm ties between Israel
and the Arab world and bene-
fit a range of business sectors,
from aviation and finance to
health and tourism.

Emirati billionaire Khalaf Al
Habtoor, who owns one of the
U.A.E.’s largest conglomerates,
Al Habtoor Group, said he has
launched talks with Israir Air-
lines Ltd., a domestic Israeli
carrier, to open direct com-
mercial flights.

Avi Eyal, the managing
partner of Israel-based ven-
ture-capital firm Entree Capi-
tal, says he has received doz-
ens of LinkedIn messages and
phone calls from Israelis and
Emiratis interested in entering

By Felicia Schwartz
in Tel Aviv and

Stephen Kalin in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Israel-U.A.E. Ties Open Avenues for Trade

Tourists at the Al Naseem hotel in Dubai. Direct commercial flights from Israel are under discussion.
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draws thousands of runners.
This year’s race, canceled for

the first time since 1973, went
virtual. Its website touted the
new format: “Feel free to over-
sleep on race day,” and “No
lines at the porta-potties. In
fact, no porta-potties at all.”

Lynn Barnes, an avid road-
racer, was leery when a 5K she
had signed up for in Bridgewa-
ter, N.J., announced it would be
a “virtual race only!”

She did her race as a 3.1-
mile solo loop around a park.

Yet, many runners crave
races on their calendars, per-
haps now more than ever. The
49-year-old Avon saleswoman
entered one virtual race after
another, and connected on so-
cial media with runners doing
the same. She’s done 19 since
the pandemic began.

One race sent an “amazing
goodie box,” Ms. Barnes
gushed, including medals that
magnetize together to form a
miniature mountain range.

In Richmond, Ind., Amanda
Jetmore spent the summer pre-
tending to run across Tennes-

den, and all that good stuff.”
Few virtual races offer

prizes given the obvious loop-
holes: Runners often track their
own times with GPS watches
that can’t tell who is actually
doing the running.

“They could put it on their
dog, their bike or their car,”
says Victoria Jones, the direc-
tor of “Run the Peninsula,” a
Washington state race series
that is nearly all virtual.

One recent event called
“Survival of the Fastest” did of-
fer some prize money, but or-
ganizers noticed something
fishy. Submitted GPS elevation
data revealed the problem:
Some participants were run-
ning entirely downhill.

“People were bombing down
mountains, running absurd
times,” says David Alfano, a co-
organizer and New York City
physical therapist. They in-
structed runners to stick to flat
surfaces in a subsequent event.

Staci Whitman is set to run
the 2020 Boston Marathon—in
Flagstaff, Ariz. The in-person
race, normally held in April,

was canceled for the first time
in its 124-year history.

Entrants got the option to
race virtually, sometime be-
tween Sept. 7 and 14, and
nearly 18,000 are expected to
show up—somewhere, anyway.

There will be no official win-
ner and no prizes. Participants
will get ample swag, including
a runners app with audio of a
cheering crowd, and if they fin-
ish, a unicorn medal. That’s the
traditional race symbol.

Ms. Whitman, plans to run
with two friends on a self-de-
signed course, which briefly
veers onto a freeway heading
toward the Grand Canyon.

Ms. Whitman says they will
build a “super fun” finish line
by stringing finishing tape
across the street and hanging a
balloon arch, in Boston Mara-
thon blue and gold colors. A
homemade sign will temporar-
ily rename the street “Boyl-
ston,” like the final stretch of
the real Boston Marathon.

“We’re gonna try to make it
as Boston as possible,” she
says.

LIBYA

Rival Governments
Declare a Truce

Libya’s two rival governments
declared a cease-fire in the
country’s civil war on Friday, eas-
ing months of tensions that
threatened to draw forces from
Turkey, Egypt, Russia and other
regional powers into a wider
conflict.

Prime Minister Fayez al-Sar-
raj, the head of Libya’s U.N.-
backed government in Tripoli, “is-
sued instructions to all military
forces to immediately cease fire
and halt all combat operations in
all Libyan territories.”

The cease-fire, announced
separately by leaders from both
governments, comes after weeks
of diplomatic pressure from the
U.S., Germany, and other coun-
tries calling for a truce. Turkey
and Russia, which back opposite
sides in the conflict, had also
agreed to pursue talks toward a
cessation of the violence.

The deepening involvement of
foreign powers has led to some
of the worst fighting in Libya
since 2019, when militia leader
Khalifa Haftar launched a 14-
month assault on the capital
Tripoli with the help of military
support from the United Arab
Emirates and Russian military
contractors.

The Libyan factions face a
difficult road ahead to resolve
the deeper issues driving the
conflict. Libyan oil exports re-
main shut down due to a block-
ade by Mr. Haftar and his allies.
The two sides called for exports
to resume on Friday, but there
was no confirmation that the
ban would be lifted.

Both sides cited the coronavi-
rus in Libya as a reason for the
cease-fire. The country has re-
ported a surge in new infections.

—Jared Malsin

TURKEY

Erdogan Touts
Natural-Gas Find

Turkey has identified a vast
natural-gas field in the Black
Sea, President Recep Tayyip Er-
dogan said, a discovery that
could help the country ease its
reliance on energy imports.

The reservoir, appraised by a
Turkish drilling ship in July, con-
tains 320 billion cubic meters of
gas, Mr. Erdogan said Friday, a
volume equivalent to roughly
seven times what Turkey im-
ported in 2019. The president
said authorities aimed to launch
the offshore field into production
in 2023, coinciding with the

100th anniversary of the Turkish
Republic.

“We are determined to funda-
mentally resolve the energy is-
sue,” Mr. Erdogan said in a tele-
vised speech from Istanbul, as a
giant screen next to him broad-
cast live footage of the state-
owned Fatih drilling ship. “The
major source of our current-ac-
count deficit is energy….We can’t
stop until we become a net ex-
porter of energy.”

Energy experts cautioned
that Turkey had yet to disclose
any information on the commer-
cial viability of the Black Sea
field and the quality of the gas
it contains and said bringing its
gas to market in three years’
time sounds overly ambitious.

Turkey is straining to cope
with a drop in tourism and ex-
port revenue caused by the pan-
demic, as well as with a rapid
erosion of its currency.

—David Gauthier-Villars

MALI

Opposition Leaders
Support Junta’s Plan

Thousands marched Friday in
the streets of Mali’s capital to
celebrate the overthrow of Presi-
dent Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, as
the West African nation’s politi-
cal opposition backed the mili-
tary’s junta plan to eventually
hand over power to a civilian
transitional government.

The international community
continued to express alarm
about the coup that deposed
Mali’s democratically elected
leader this week. There are con-
cerns that the political upheaval
will divert attention away from
the more than seven-year inter-
national fight against Islamic ex-
tremists who have used previ-
ous power vacuums in Mali to
expand their terrain.

Mr. Keita was first elected in
a 2013 landslide the year after a
similar military coup, but his
popularity waned amid jihadist
attacks. After dozens of legisla-
tive elections were disputed this
spring, demonstrators began
calling for his resignation.

—Associated Press
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“Family Ice Cream Run” 10K,
Mr. Flett, who is 60 and retired,
ran back and forth at a near-
empty industrial park.

“There are no people,” he
says of his route. “Well, there
was this one truck driver
cheering me on.”

Before March, virtual run-
ning was a footnote to lively
competitive road racing. The
main events were in-person
bobbing rivers of sweaty hu-
mans. Now RunSignup, a race
platform, listed 7,704 virtual
running events between March
1 through July, compared with
846 in the same time last year.

The annual “Sound to Nar-
rows” race in Tacoma, Wash.,
in June, for instance, usually

ContinuedfromPageOne

Lonely
Runners
Compete

see.
The pandemic nixed her

plans to do in-person half mar-
athons. So Ms. Jetmore, 43
years old and a bookkeeper, en-
tered the Great Virtual Race
Across Tennessee, a draw for
runners in all states. Thousands
of participants are running
roughly 630 miles between May
1 and Aug. 31. A digital map
shows where they would be if

they were truly trotting across
the state.

On a Facebook page, runners
post comments cheering one
another on as they virtually
traverse Chattanooga and
Knoxville. Ms. Jetmore barely
left her neighborhood.

“It’s pretty boring at times,”
she says. “You see who’s
mowed their yard that week,
who needs to weed their gar-

Lynn Barnes has run at least 19 virtual races.
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MARCEL ADAMS
1 920 — 2020

Tanner’s Son Built
Real-Estate Empire

T hough he was hardworking
and good with numbers,
Marcel Adams had trouble

settling into a career. History
seemed stacked against him.

The son of a tanner in Romania,
he and other Jewish men were
forced into labor by the Nazi-
aligned Romanian regime during
World War II. With Zionist friends,
Mr. Adams fled to Palestine in
1944, tried raising cattle there and
served in the Israeli army during
the Arab-Israeli war of 1948.

He grew disillusioned with Is-
rael when his cattle were confis-
cated without compensation. His
best entrepreneurial chances, he
decided, were elsewhere.

After emigrating to Quebec City
in Canada in 1951, he found a job
at a small firm dealing in animal
hides.

“I had a burning desire to do
bigger things,” he wrote in an un-
published memoir. In the
mid-1950s, he moved on to devel-
oping real estate, first apartment
and office buildings and later
shopping centers and malls in Can-
ada.

When he returned to visit Is-
rael, it was as a benefactor. Gifts
from his family support a brain re-
search center at Tel Aviv Univer-
sity and graduate students in sci-
ence at various Israeli universities.

Nine days after his 100th birth-
day, he died Aug. 11 at his home in
Montreal. Mr. Adams is survived
by four children, 11 grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren. His
wife, Annie, died of multiple scle-
rosis in 1997.

He was born as Meir Abramov-
ici on Aug. 2, 1920, in Piatra
Neamt, in the Carpathian moun-
tains. He changed his name to
Marcel Adams after emigrating to
Canada, partly because his first
boss there thought Abramovici
was too confusing for customers.

His father owned a tannery and

was a dealer in animal skins and
hides, a business that allowed the
family to afford running water at
home, a rare luxury.

In the 1930s, as persecution of
Jews increased in Romania, he
joined Zionist groups. “We
dreamed and sang of resettling in
Palestine,” he wrote later.

A fter Romania joined the Axis
powers, Mr. Adams was put
into a labor battalion and

periodically forced into labor, in-
cluding digging bomb shelters and
clearing away rubble after an
earthquake.

In April 1944, he obtained a
place on a leaky boat that carried
him and other emigrants from the
Romanian port of Constanta across
the Black Sea to Istanbul. Upon ar-
rival, Mr. Adams wrote, “we broke
into shouts of joy.”

He traveled by train and truck
through Turkey, Syria and Lebanon
to reach Palestine, then under Brit-
ish administration. For the first
time he tasted a banana. He pre-
pared to live on a kibbutz but soon
tired of communal living and end-
less debates.

Working at a hospital, he saved
money and invested it in a small

BY JAMES R. HAGERTY cattle-raising operation. During the
war of 1948, he was drafted into
the Israeli Defense Forces and
helped transport soldiers and
weapons.

While on a furlough, he discov-
ered that his cattle had been requi-
sitioned to feed the troops and no
compensation would be offered. “I
began to question the ethics and
judgment of those in power,” he
wrote.

Discharged from the military in
June 1949, he got a job at an
agency in France training Jews
from Morocco and elsewhere for
life in Israel. He and some of his
friends debated where they could
find the best opportunities. Aus-
tralia seemed too far away. The
U.S. had racial clashes. Canada
looked like his best bet.

He sailed to Canada in Novem-
ber 1951 and was seasick for most
of the voyage. Within a week, he
found work at a firm dealing in
hides and skins in Quebec City.

In 1955, he bought nine apart-
ment buildings with 72 units in
Quebec City. After selling those
buildings, he bought land and built
an apartment building and later
converted an old apartment house
into offices.

In the late 1950s, he switched his
focus to shopping centers. His first,
in Quebec City, opened in 1960. He
later developed shopping centers
and malls elsewhere in Quebec and
Ontario and office buildings in Al-
berta. In 1990, he bought Green-
wich Studio City, where the “Flip-
per” and “Miami Vice” TV series
were filmed, in Miami.

Mr. Adams turned over the reins
to one of his sons, Sylvan Adams,
in 1997 but continued showing up
at the office into his 90s. In his
pocket, he carried paper with
handwritten phone numbers and
to-do lists. “My laptop,” he called
it.

� Read in-depth profiles at
WSJ.com/news/types/obituaries

She advised the World Bank on
water-treatment programs and
spoke on the importance of clean
water at the United Nations.

In 2003, when Ms. McClelland
was in her 70s, she returned to
the University of Toledo, where
she had earned bachelor’s and
master’s degrees, as an adjunct
professor. She retired eight years
later as dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences and advised the
university on the establishment
of the Dr. Nina McClelland Labo-
ratory for Water Chemistry and
Environmental Analysis.

Ms. McClelland, who died Aug.
16 at the age of 90, was also an
avid athlete and outdoorswoman,
who spent summer days on Indi-
ana’s Lake George.

—Patrick McGroarty

N INA MCCLELLAND
1929 — 2020

Chemist Worked for
Cleaner Drinking Water

S udsy foam spewing out of a
wastewater treatment plant
sparked Nina McClelland’s

career in environmental protection.
Working at the Toledo, Ohio,

plant in the 1950s, Ms. McClel-
land was horrified by the white
bubbles that would cover the wa-
ter after city residents washed
their clothes and dishes.

So she got involved in work to
make compounds in household
detergents more biodegradable.
After earning a Ph.D. in environ-
mental chemistry at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, she spent nearly
half a century drafting industry
standards and public policies to
safeguard clean water.

“It’s scarce and it’s going to
get scarcer,” she often told
friends and colleagues.

CESARE ROMIT I
1 92 3 — 2020

Fiat Chief Took On
Unions and Won

R OME—In October 1980, Ce-
sare Romiti, longtime chief
executive of car maker Fiat,

won a battle that marked a turn-
ing point for Italy’s economy.

During a strike by labor unions
that crippled production at Fiat
for over a month, he orchestrated
a counterprotest by some 40,000
Fiat employees. White-collar and
some blue-collar staff marched
with managers through the
streets of Turin, Fiat’s home city,
demanding the right to work.

The next day, labor unions
agreed to end the strike, which
had been triggered by Mr. Ro-
miti’s plan to shrink the work-
force. More than 20,000 workers
were furloughed and eventually
left the company.

The Fiat CEO’s victory over the

unions brought to a close a de-
cade of lengthy strikes and some-
times-violent conflict between la-
bor and capital in Italy. “It was
the end of an era in terms of in-
dustrial relations,” said Giuseppe
Berta, a historian at Milan’s Boc-
coni University.

Mr. Romiti, who died Aug. 18
at the age of 97, became an em-
blem of corporate Italy’s quest to
modernize and escape from the
social conflicts and economic cri-
ses that had shaken the country,
like many others in the West, in
the 1970s.

As the brusque right-hand man
of Fiat Chairman Gianni Agnelli,
Mr. Romiti forced Fiat’s unions to
become more pragmatic and ac-
cept the need for leaner factories.

—Giovanni Legorano

OBITUARIES

ADVERTISEMENT

For over 30 years, The Great Courses has brought the world’s foremost

educators to millions who want to go deeper into the subjects that

matter most. No exams. No homework. Just a world of knowledge

available anytime, anywhere. Download or stream to your laptop or

PC, or use our free apps for iPad, iPhone, Android, Kindle Fire, or

Roku. Over 700 courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

Sit. Stay. Learn. Discover
Science-Backed Dog Training
You love your dogs and want to do right by them. While there are numerous
benefits to owners having a well-behaved, obedient dog, there are surprising benefits
to the dog as well—one of which is the potential for a significant improvement in
both the quality and length of your dog’s life. But how do you know which training
path to take when there is so much conflicting advice? How do you make sure
you’re not doing more harm than good?

Cutting through the clutter, Dog Training 101 brings you a training method
validated by the latest scientific research on dog behavior. Led by Jean Donaldson,
the founder and principal instructor of The Academy for Dog Trainers, this course
teaches you the whys of dog training basics, not just the hows. Over 24 packed
lessons, you’ll get exclusive access to a trainer of dog trainers who delves into dog
cognition, behavioral science, husbandry, and more, demystifying the popular and
unsuccessful theories out there. Going beyond the basics of training and getting into
why training does and doesn’t work will give you a better understanding of—and a
stronger relationship with—your best friend.

Offer expires 09/05/20
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Dog Training 101
Course no. 9418 | 24 lessons (30 minutes/lesson)

Dog Training 101
Taught by Jean Donaldson
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1. The Principles of Dog Training

2. Getting the Behavior: Training Mechanics

3. Getting the Behavior: Sit and Down

4. Getting the Behavior: Prompting and Premack

5. Getting the Behavior: Verbal Cues

6. Understanding Your Dog’s Behavior

7. Impulse Control: Leave It, Wait, Leash Walking

8. Impulse Control: Increasing Generalization

9. Impulse Control: Deepening Obedience

10. Impulse Control: Cold Trials and Finishing

11. Fear and Aggression Prevention

12. Proofing Behavior across Contexts

13. On the Road: Training in Public Spaces

14. Verbal Cues: Developing Discrimination

15. Tricks: Wave, Take a Bow, Spin, Heel

16. Tricks: Distance Drop, Frisk, Sit Pretty

17. Building a Conditioned Emotional Response

18. Husbandry: Handling and Object Conditioning

19. Husbandry: Limb Handling and Toothbrushing

20. Puppies and Senior Dogs

21. Housetraining, Chewing, and Digging

22. Crating and Alone Training

23. Managing Barking

24. Training Challenges and Solutions
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I watched all four nights of the
Democratic National Convention.
Huddled in front of my TV set, I

was, by the end, yearning to breathe
free. As an immigrant to the U.S., I
found the Democrats’ obsession with
immigrants grating. I’d like to tell
Americans why.

Scarcely a speech or segment
went by in which a fetish wasn’t
made of immigrants. They were
portrayed, almost uniformly, as vic-
tims—hapless people thwarted by
“systemic racism” and American in-
justice, moored forever in a nether-
world of murk and fear by President
Trump’s refusal to be humane.

The Democrats are guilty of con-
flating the people who live in this
country without authorization with
those—a significant majority of immi-
grants—who are here legally. Accord-
ing to the Pew Research Center, 77%
of America’s foreign-born immigrants
are lawful permanent residents (like
me) or naturalized citizens of the U.S.

Democrats Make This Nonnative Restless
With their relentless focus on the

undocumented margins, the Demo-
crats do an enormous disservice to
the 35.2 million lawful immigrants
who go about their dignified busi-
ness away from the spotlight, get-
ting on with such concerns as work,
school and family, grateful for the
opportunity to be in America—grate-
ful, in fact, for the opportunity to be
Americans.

Many immigrants have come to
America from countries where the
state interferes in people’s lives
while pretending to help. What many
of them really want—Democrats,
please note—is for the state to step
aside and let them carve out their
own destinies. Which is why they
came to America in the first place.
Whether the left likes it or not, this
is the primordial truth to which al-
most every immigrant subscribes.

No one suggests that the plight
of the undocumented people in this
country should be ignored. Yet the
Democratic obsession with indigent
illegal residents plays into the

hands of racists and nativists, who,
ironically, share the progressive
caricature of immigrants as a
brooding throng of people in per-
petual limbo. (Nativists regard the
foreign-born as inherently unassim-
ilable, while progressives, for their
own reasons, scoff at the very no-
tion of “assimilation.”)

The Democrats’ compulsion to
create ever more categories of vic-
timized minorities by adding “immi-
grants” to the list of the maltreated
serves neither immigrants nor the
country. You can see the short-term
advantage to the Democrats of an
ever-expanding pool of voters from
abroad. But I—and millions like me—

did not regard the U.S. as a country
where you can never acquire a main-
stream identity, and where political
forces tell you that the surest way to
become accepted is to nurse your
grievances forever. Every immigrant
reaches a point where he feels—or
wants to feel—that he’s overcome
obstacles and has earned his pride
(without having it handed to him in
the guise of victimhood).

Perpetuating the category of “im-
migrant” involves the making per-
manent of an identity that is by defi-
nition temporary. It’s a condition in
a bureaucratic process that every
immigrant seeks to transform into a
state of full belonging. The Demo-
crats would like many of us to em-
brace a transitory state as an aspira-
tion in itself. “E pluribus unum”—
one out of many—is less attractive
to them than a creed of “Many out
of one.”

Mr. Varadarajan is executive edi-
tor at Stanford University’s Hoover
Institution.

By Tunku Varadarajan

Most immigrants are
in America legally, and
we don’t think of ourselves
as aggrieved victims.

OPINION

Covid Summer Drew This Tourist Off the Beaten Path
The world ends
somewhere around
the town of Allen,
S.D., which may
make the spot a
perfect place to
visit these days.
There on the Pine
Ridge Reservation,
100 miles southeast
of the Black Hills, is
where tourists will

find the point in North America far-
thest from any ocean. And they
won’t find much else. Or, if they
prefer, tourists can drive about 30
miles north of the Black Hills to
reach the geographical center of
the nation, near the town of Belle
Fourche, S.D. It’s out in a rancher’s
pasture, in a place almost as re-
mote as Pine Ridge. A flagpole
marks the spot.

Something has been missing this
summer for tourists. We notice its
lack at the half-opened beaches with
people too wary of others to relax.
We sense its absence when we read
the sign in an ice-cream parlor’s
window that demands we wear
masks and keep social distance. We
feel it, like a shortness of breath,
when we see a hiker, climbing up a
hill, step 10 yards off the trail to
avoid a hiker coming down.

The solution might be to visit an
already isolated place—a some-
where that’s nowhere. The only dif-
ficulty is finding a spot both signifi-
cant enough to qualify for tourism
and empty enough to be safe.

The Pine Ridge “Pole of Inacces-
sibility” is a good example. A two-
lane blacktop winds for an hour
through the reservation, followed by
5 miles of dirt road, followed by a
mile hike up the steep backside of a
rough escarpment—all to reach a
spot unmarked by anything: 43.36°N
101.97°W. I got there near sunset,
the horizon cycling through purple,
pink, orange and blue as though the
most sentimental painter in America
had been hired to color the sky. The
changing hues washed the pines, the

long wild grasses and the rock faces
of the cliffs like a slow-mo strobe
light.

Mapmakers define poles of inac-
cessibility as geographical points
most distant from major continental
change. There’s a pole in the South
Pacific that is farther from land
than anywhere else on the planet.
Poles mark spots in Antarctica, Af-
rica and Asia that are farthest from
the sea. There’s even a pole in the
Arctic, calculated by some not en-
tirely transparent math to be more
inaccessible than the geomagnetic
North Pole.

Western South Dakota hasn’t
completely escaped the effects of
Covid-19. The drive through Pine
Ridge included stops at two epi-
demic checkpoints. While answering
questions about possible symptoms,

I watched children zoom by, four of
them stacked on a single dirt bike,
and the miles of green prairie be-
yond them. The tribal police sternly

warned me of the 9 p.m. curfew the
reservation has instituted to limit
social gatherings.

A few hours’ drive from Pine
Ridge is the geographical center of
the United States. A brass disc from
the National Geodetic Survey proves
it. The method by which the spot

was identified is a little peculiar, in-
volving a cardboard cutout of a map
balanced on a pinpoint. Still, the
empty spot north of Belle Fourche
might be worth a tourist’s visit:
44.58°N 103.46°W. Think of a child’s
drawing of a landscape. The grass is
a green patch beneath the straight
line that marks the horizon. A pole
with an American flag sticks up in
the center. The sky is crayon blue
with a few random clouds. The place
actually looks like that.

Once I parked on the side of old
U.S. Route 85 and wriggled through
the barbed-wire fence, I found a few
more details. The flag is mounted in
a small cement block with the year
1959 written on it, after the addi-
tion of Alaska and Hawaii shifted
the country’s center from Kansas to
South Dakota. Apart from that,

there wasn’t much to see. Just a few
lonely cows in empty fields running
all the way to the horizon.

Pretending that the actual geo-
graphical point isn’t in a pasture 20
miles away, the town of Belle
Fourche has built a monument for
tourists: a 21-foot granite compass
rose with a visitor center and a
scattering of flagpoles. It’s not a
bad little spot, but the emptiness of
the country’s true midpoint gives a
more appropriate feeling.

In a time of isolation, tourists
might need these places of signifi-
cance where no one goes—places
where we can be alone without be-
ing lonely.

Ms. Bottum is a civil-engineering
student at the South Dakota School
of Mines.

Where can you go to be
alone without feeling
lonely? Try the geographic
center of the country.

CROSS
COUNTRY
By Faith
Bottum

A s the Republicans assem-
ble—at least virtually—in
their 42nd quadrennial
national convention, in
an unbroken chain that

goes back to 1856, observers will
ask ominous questions about their
party’s future. Does Donald Trump
represent a sharp break in its na-
ture and character? Will the party
ever return to normal? Will Trump
lead the party to disastrous na-
tional defeat?

The answer to that last ques-
tion won’t be known until some
hours or days after Election Day,
Nov. 3. (As I write, Nate Silver’s
FiveThirtyEight.com gives Mr.
Trump the same chance of win-
ning—29%—as it did on election
eve 2016.) But the other questions
can be answered now. Yes, Donald
Trump has made changes in the
Republican Party, taking stands
on immigration and trade differ-
ent from those of other nominees
of the past half-century. Yes, he
says insulting things about previ-
ous Republican presidents and
current party leaders, their poli-
cies and their personalities. Yes,
he has inspired a Never Trump
movement that includes many em-
inent politicians, commentators
and consultants.

But when you look away from
the public figures and toward the
voters, you don’t see such a sharp
break with the past. Mr. Trump has
won over some voters who never
supported a Republican before and
repelled others who previously
never voted Democratic. But not in
enormous numbers: You see much
greater oscillations in party per-
centages nationally and in particu-
lar states and demographic groups
in the 1960s and 1970s than you do
when you compare the 2016 num-
bers with those of 2012 or 2008 or
2004.

As for the question of whether
the Republicans will return to nor-
mal, it’s based on a mistaken
premise. What’s normal for the
major American political parties is
change—adjusting issue positions
and emphases to changed situa-
tions and challenges, attracting
new demographic constituencies
while losing ground among old
ones, adapting to the cues and
clatter in a competitive political
marketplace while maintaining
their basic character.

The parties have often changed

positions on issues. Take
trade. The Republican Party
started off as staunchly
pro-tariff and stayed that
way for a century. But in
the 1970s, as labor Demo-
crats backed protectionism,
Republicans became free
traders, though not always
purists. Mr. Trump, looking
for blue-collar support,
moved the party back to-
ward protectionism, though
more drastically in his cam-
paign rhetoric than in ac-
tual policy.

The Republican Party has
changed on other issues as
well. Founded to oppose the
expansion of slavery in the
territories and jamming ab-
olition through Congress af-
ter the Civil War, it gave up
on actively promoting equal
rights for Southern blacks
around 1890, though it
never actively promoted segrega-
tion as Democrats did. It got tarred
as anti-civil-rights when its nomi-
nee, Sen. Barry Goldwater, voted
against the 1964 law, even though
a larger percentage of Republicans
than Democrats voted for it in
Congress. Republicans were the
party more likely to oppose entry
into foreign wars from 1917 until
around 1967, but then became the
party more supportive of foreign
military interventions as Demo-
crats soured on the Kennedy-John-
son Vietnam War in the late 1960s.

Through all this change, the ba-
sic character, the DNA, of the Re-
publican party has remained the
same. The Democratic Party,
founded in 1828, has always been a
coalition of out-groups that, when
held together, can win majorities.
The Republican Party has centered
on a core constituency of people
who are regarded by themselves
and others as typical Americans,
but who are not by themselves a
majority of the electorate.

The identity of this core constit-
uency has changed over time. Orig-
inally it was the diaspora of New
England Yankees, from their native
turf across upstate New York and
the Upper Midwest. That was the
territory carried by the party’s
first presidential nominee, John C.
Frémont, in 1856. Four years later
Abraham Lincoln added enough
German immigrants to win 54% of
the vote in the free states (and
only 4% in slave states), for a 40%
plurality in a four-way race.

By 1900 William McKinley’s gold
standard and sympathy for work-
ingmen expanded the core constit-
uency to Northern Protestants gen-
erally. In the postwar prosperity of
the 1950s, the Republican core con-
stituency titled toward affluent
suburbanites, including in the
South. The emergence of abortion
as a partisan issue redefined the

party’s core as white married
Christians.

These transformations usually
began quietly and reached a noisy
climax in response to emerging is-
sues or crises. Democrats’ embrace
of William Jennings Bryan’s infla-
tionary “free silver” in 1896 trig-
gered McKinley’s majority-making
response. The Depression and
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal
realigned the parties on economic
lines. Roe v. Wade (1973) made
sexual morality a partisan divider.
In the 1970s abortion divided both
parties’ constituencies; by the
1990s it largely defined them.

T he emergence of Mr. Trump
is the latest example of this
pattern. It is widely asserted

that he executed a hostile takeover
of the party, winning less than a
majority of primary and caucus
votes (45%, compared with John
McCain’s 47% in 2008), insulting
his opponents and previous Repub-
lican presidents. He took sharply
different positions from those of
Republican nominees (as well as
Democratic ones) over the past
half-century on trade and immigra-
tion—positions popular with blue-
collar voters who had reason to be-
lieve Chinese competition had
closed down American factories
and that low-skill immigrants, es-
pecially from Mexico, tend to drive
down native-born Americans’
wages. He decried the toll of mili-
tary interventions in Iraq, Afghani-
stan and elsewhere.

Naturally these stands antago-
nized some Republican leaders and
pundits who supported these poli-
cies and some Republican voters
who defended them. Even so, the
president has enjoyed the near-
unanimous support of self-identi-
fied Republicans, with percentages
rivaling or exceeding those sup-
porting Presidents Reagan and

Eisenhower in their times.
Trump Republicans’ downscale

strength in 2016 was an amplifica-
tion of a decadeslong trend. The
core constituency of the Republi-
can Party has been moving down-
scale for decades, first in response
to cultural issues like abortion. The
state of Pennsylvania provides ex-
amples. Metro Pittsburgh, with its
steel-and-coal economy, never
warmed to Ronald Reagan; George
H.W. Bush, running to succeed him,
won only 40% there in 1988. But by
2004 the younger George Bush
raised the Republican percentage
there to 48%, and Donald Trump
carried it with 50%. The Republi-
can percentage in Pennsylvania be-
yond its two big metropolitan ar-
eas remained static, at 58% in
1988, 57% in 2004 and 59% in 2016.

As Newton’s third law says that
there is in nature for every action
an equal and opposite reaction, so
in American politics, for every de-
mographic group trending toward
one party, there is usually another
with opposite views trending to-
ward the other. In Pennsylvania,
the four affluent suburban coun-
ties around Philadelphia voted 61%
for Bush 41 in 1988, 46% for Bush
43 in 2004 and 41% for Donald
Trump in 2016.

The increasingly downscale Re-
publican and increasingly upscale
Democratic constituencies are in-
creasingly reflected in policy.
While Mr. Trump orders a payroll-
tax suspension, with dollars bene-
fits flowing mostly to modest earn-
ers, Nancy Pelosi’s Democrats
demand increased deductions for
state and local taxes, which would
mainly favor those with income of
more than $650,000.

This economically modest Re-
publican Party is Mr. Trump’s
party—for the moment. It isn’t
about to sweep affluent suburbs as
Reagan’s party did in the 1980s,

but it can win by carrying
voters that Reagan and the
Bushes never won. Republi-
can presidents have tended
to hold on to the loyalty of
the party’s core constitu-
ency, as William Howard
Taft did when challenged by
his charismatic predecessor
Theodore Roosevelt or as
Richard Nixon did until
nearly the end.

Yet speculation that Mr.
Trump will keep running the
party if he loses is far-
fetched. No Republican pres-
ident has determined his
party’s subsequent nomi-
nees, except Theodore Roo-
sevelt, who quickly regretted
it. (No Democrat since An-
drew Jackson has done it ei-
ther.) Nor are future nomi-
nees likely to cast
themselves in Mr. Trump’s
image. None of the younger

Republicans mentioned as possible
successors has run a reality TV
show or sets policy while watching
“Fox & Friends.”

As for Never Trumpers’ argu-
ment that he is leading the party
to deep and deserved defeat, we’ll
see. He’s behind in current polling,
but over the past generation the
competition between the two par-
ties has been fierce and neither
has won landslides. Starting in
1992, Democrats have won four
presidential election to the Repub-
licans’ three, and the House major-
ity has changed four times. Demo-
crats, especially in 2016, roll up
huge majorities in the Northeast
and West Coast, but the geo-
graphic concentration of their vot-
ers in central cities puts them at a
disadvantage for both House dis-
tricts and the Electoral College.

F inally, things no one pre-
dicted matter. Players in the
political marketplace are

constantly responding, deftly or
bumblingly, to incentive and cues,
to novel issues and unexpected
events. No one knew in January
2020 that we’d face a pandemic
this year, just as no one in January
1929 expected a Depression, no one
in January 1896 expected free sil-
ver to be a major political battle
cry—and no one in January 1854
expected that a law passed that
spring allowing slavery in the ter-
ritories would result in the cre-
ation of a political party.

That party is still around 166
years later. Don’t bet on its perma-
nent decline.

Mr. Barone, a longtime co-au-
thor of the Almanac of American
Politics, is senior political analyst
at the Washington Examiner and
author of “How America’s Political
Parties Change (and How They
Don’t).”

The Normalcy of Trump’s Republican Party
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His unusual personality
obscures the GOP’s basic
continuity and gradual
pace of change.

By Michael Barone

John C. Frémont and Donald Trump, the Republican nominees of 1856 and 2020.

.
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“I think the moon jump was faked.”

THEWALL STREET JOURNAL

A Prime Minister-Like President: Good Idea
Regarding Joseph Sternberg’s

“Are Voters Ready for Prime Minis-
ter Biden?” (Political Economics,
Aug 14): I think Mr. Sternberg has
unwittingly outlined the solution
that the American public is looking
for. Aren’t we all tired of a single
leader’s outrageous decisions, with
his party scrambling to follow his
lead, and some of his allies eager to
please and falling flat on their faces,
as evidenced by the Covid response
in Texas and Florida? While Mr.
Sternberg is critical of the path that
Vice President Biden may follow,
isn’t that exactly what we need—an
entire party in sync with a leader
and the chances of multiple across-
the-table opportunities to foster a
united path forward across political
lines? Or do we want a consensus-
building leader and not one with ex-
treme views and policies that make
the American public swing like a
pendulum in thoughts, views, media
coverage and lifestyle? Let me say,
we are tired and beat down, if Mr.
Sternberg is not.

A. SUMANTH
San Ramon, Calif.

Joseph Sternberg’s conceit of Mr.
Biden as prime minister is amusing
but overdrawn, and I think misreads

him. It is a wise leader, not a weak
one, who listens to all voices to dis-
cover his mandate. The last several
presidents have arrogated more and
more legislative powers the Constitu-
tion grants to Congress, to the point
where we now have a president who
turns a deaf ear to elected represen-
tatives, trusts only sycophants and
governs by fiat. I don’t believe I am
alone among Joe Biden voters who
hope as president he will allow, nay,
insist, that Congress reclaim its
equal standing among the branches
of government.

JEFFREY DELISLE
Chatham, N.Y.

Pepper ...
And Salt

Kamala Flunks Article VI’s
No Religious Test Provision

Peggy Noonan’s glowing “The Rise
of Kamala Harris” (Declarations, Aug.
15) ignores Sen. Harris’s vicious at-
tack on federal judicial nominee
Brian Buescher for belonging to the
Knights of Columbus, a Catholic char-
itable and fraternal organization
founded in 1882, because the Knights
take “extremist” positions, i.e., they
adhere to church teaching on mar-
riage and family, including the right
to life. It is incredible that a former
state attorney general did not know
or care that the Constitution ex-
pressly forbids a religious test for
public office (Article VI, Section 3).
I’m surprised that a fine Catholic
journalist like Peggy Noonan didn’t
mention this.

ROGER RITTER
Alexandria, Va.

Capital-Gains Rate Matters
To Non-Wealthy Americans

I was impressed by writer Peter
Faber’s Aug. 18 letter stating that
when his clients “start new busi-
nesses, they hope to hit home runs”
and “couldn’t care less what the tax
on capital gains might be.” It must be
nice to have all of your clients be
wildcat speculators and high-tech in-
ventors. Here in the real world of
mom-and-pop retirement-account
holders, small-time real-estate own-
ers and people starting Main Street
businesses like one-off diners and
nail salons, people care a whole lot
about tax rates: capital, ordinary and
otherwise, and will pick their loca-
tions—or other businesses—to avoid
the worst of them.

T. SCHIFF
Los Angeles

Letters intended for publication
should be emailed to wsj.ltrs@wsj.com.
Please include your city, state and
telephone number. All letters are sub-
ject to editing, and unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged.

Joe Biden’s Me-Too Covid Plan

J oe Biden on Thursday issued an appeal to
Americans who have grown tired during
the pandemic of Donald Trump’s persona

and behavior. The Democratic
nominee is also promising a
better virus strategy, which
would be wonderful if he had
one. But the virus plan he’s
pushing is little different on
the substance than what the
Trump Administration is already doing.

President Trump’s biggest mistake in the
pandemic has been his own shifting rhetorical
leadership. He’smoved frompublic nonchalance
toworst-case shutdownsback to overconfidence
and in recent weeks more focused concern. He
has suggested that triumphover the virus is just
around the corner, which defies reality, while
minimizing the disease’s severity. Democrats
thisweek hammeredhis constant self-congratu-
lation and seeming lack of empathy,which have
hurt in particular with older voters.

i i i

ButMr. Trump’s virus policy in practice has
been better than his critics claim, andMr. Biden
isn’t offering better ideas. Startwith testing.Mr.
Biden promises to “develop and deploy rapid
tests with results available immediately.”
Great—theFood andDrugAdministration in the
pastweekhas approved twonewrapid tests that
can be scaled up quickly.

The FDAandCenters for Disease Control and
Prevention botched the initial testing rollout.
And earlier this summer, shortages of chemical
reagents and lab equipment led to delays in pro-
cessing tests amid a surge of infections. But sup-
ply-chain hiccups are gradually being worked
out. The U.S. is now conducting 700,000 or so
tests a day, up fromabout 400,000 in early June
and 100,000 in late March.

More testing is vital to giveAmericans confi-
dence to return towork and reopen schools, and
the rapid tests that the FDA approved thisweek
will help. The cheap saliva test developedbyYale
researchers will avoid chemical reagent short-
ages and can cost as little as $10.

Mr. Biden is also calling for “a coordinated,
country-wide, future-facingnational effort to ac-
quire, produce, and distribute PPE, test kits and
machines, lab supplies, and other critical sup-
plies, includingby fully utilizing the authorities”
under theDefenseProductionAct. TheAdminis-
tration is already doing nearly all of this.

The Pentagon this spring issued $259million
incontracts to3M,Honeywell andOwens&Minor
to produce tens ofmillions of N95 facemasks for
medicalworkers.U.S. companies likeGMandNew
Balancehaveretrofittedplants toproduceventila-
torsandPPE,andtheAdministrationhasusedthe
DefenseProductionAct toallocatemore testsand
protective equipment to hot spots.

Mr. Bidenwants tohire 100,000 federalwork-
ers to trackdowncontactsof peoplewhoget sick.

States are already doing this, though public-
healthofficials say contract tracing is of little use
when the virus is widespread in communities.

Government is also susceptible
to dysfunction. California this
summer trained 10,000contact
tracers, but the Sacramento
Bee last month reported most
were never assigned work for
inexplicable reasons.

Mr. Biden promises to “ramp up the large-
scale manufacturing of as many vaccine candi-
dates as necessary.” TheTrumpAdministration
and private industry are already on that. Health
and Human Services this spring issued a $628
million contract to EmergentBioSolutions, a pri-
vate firm, to coordinatewith vaccine developers
ramping up manufacturing capacity.

The Administration has contracted with
Johnson& Johnson, Pfizer, BioNTech,Moderna
andAstraZeneca for hundreds ofmillions of dos-
ages as soon as their vaccines are proven safe
and effective in trials. Pfizer and BioNTech said
this week that their vaccine is on track to seek
regulatory approval as early as October.

TheNational Institutes ofHealth is also fund-
ing themost promising treatments. Lastmonth
the Trump Administration signed a contract
with Regeneron tomanufacture 300,000 doses
of its antibody cocktail by the end of the sum-
mer.Mr. Biden’s proposals for price controls and
threats to prosecute health-care executives
would blunt the incentive to develop therapies
and vaccines.

Mr. Biden says he’ll give schools “the re-
sources they need to be open, safe, and effec-
tive.” But Mr. Trump has said he wants more
money for schools too—if they reopen.Mr. Biden
would write a blank check to unions even if
teachers refuse to work in classrooms.

It seems Mr. Biden’s main policy difference
is that he’d impose a national mask mandate.
We’re all for wearing masks in public settings,
but businesses and states that mandate them
have struggled to enforce compliance. The Con-
stitution doesn’t give the federal government
the police powers to do so in any case.

i i i

Ahighly contagious anddeadly virus is a hard
problem for anydemocracy, as theObama-Biden
Administration learned in its manifest failure
dealingwith the less deadlyH1N1 virus in 2009.
Despite his partisan boasts, New York Gov. An-
drew Cuomo made many mistakes in the pan-
demic, including the catastrophic decision to
send Covid-19 patients back to nursing homes.
New York state still leads the country by far in
the number of Covid deaths.

Mr. Biden is right thatAmerica's economic re-
covery will depend on getting the virus under
control. But he’s also right that “no miracle is
coming,” including from his own plan, which is
Mr. Trump’s without the bluster.

Amask mandate aside,
Trump is already doing
what Joe recommends.

Counting the Cost of Britain’s Lockdown

Public-healthexpertswill spendyearsquan-
tifying the full effects of coronavirus lock-
downs, but early efforts already point to

significant health costs around
theworld. The latest is a study
warning thatBritainmaypaya
high price in cancer deaths for
the United Kingdom’s war
against the pandemic.

The suspension of cancer
screening during the pandemic and delays in
further testing and treatment have probably
erased years of improvements in survival rates,
the London-based Institute for Public Policy Re-
search wrote this week. Britons missed more
than200,000 cancer screenings eachweekof the
lockdown, and backlogs remain.

The five-year survival rate for lung cancer
may drop to 15.4% from 16.2% in 2017 (themost
recent data). For breast cancer the rate could de-
cline to 83.5% from85%, and for colorectal can-
cer to 56.1% from 58.4%. You have to go back to
2016 (lung), 2011 (breast) and 2009 (colorectal)
to encounter survival rates that low.

Britain will not be alone in discovering such
unintended health consequences. But it’s a no-

table case because the U.K. was lagging the
rest of the developed world in cancer out-
comes before the pandemic. Late diagnosis is

a chronic failure in the social-
ized National Health Service.
The pandemicmade a bad sit-
uation worse by forcing offi-
cials to ration care from po-
tential cancer patients more
aggressively.

The IPPR is a progressive think tank and its
report argues for more money for the NHS to
treat cancer and a pandemic at the same time.
Politicians will pick up that refrain. But it’s
more accurate to note that state-runmedicine
created a system that already failed large num-
bers of cancer patients, and then had no choice
but to fail evenmore when confronted with an
unusual event.

American voters, take note. The virus un-
doubtedly has had a negative effect on treat-
ment for cancer and other serious diseases in
the U.S., but starting from a position of consis-
tently better patient outcomes. Would Bernie
Sanders’sMedicare for All or Joe Biden’sMedi-
care for More be as resilient?

The trade-offs get
harder in a socialized

medical system.

A Mail-Voting Redo in New Jersey

N ew Jersey’s judiciary is calling an elec-
toralmulligan. The state’s third-biggest
city, Paterson, held amunicipal election

bymail inMay, but the results fell into doubt af-
ter a startling percentage of the ballots were
tossed out. Four men, including a city council-
man and a councilman-elect, were chargedwith
vote fraud.

On Wednesday a state court found that the
election in the city’s third ward “was rife with
mail in vote procedural violations,” and there-
fore it “was not the fair, free and full expression
of the intent of the voters.” A redo will be held
Nov. 3. “Of all ballots cast in the ThirdWardCity
Council election,” JudgeErnest Caposelawrote,
“24.29%were rejected.” By comparison, he said
that in 31municipal elections held the sameday
across New Jersey, the overall ballot-rejection
ratewas “only 9.6%.” For democratic legitimacy,
that’s an alarming “only.”

At a Paterson apartment building, the U.S.
Postal Service didn’t place blank ballots into in-
dividualmailboxes, the judgewrote. Instead “a
substantial number” were “left in bulk in the
foyer.” Court filings cite people who said they
didn’t vote, yet ballotswere sent in under their
names. About 200 ballotswere found in amail-
box in Haledon, N.J., an adjacent town. Three
voters, the local news said, strangely did not list

their addresses as any local cemetery, despite
their being dead.

On the fraud claims, JudgeCaposela deferred
to prosecutors. But New Jersey’s Attorney Gen-
eral has alleged that the indicted city councilmen
obtained at least one unvoted ballot, whichwas
then “delivered to the Board of Elections.”

WheneverDonaldTrumpbrings upPaterson,
Democrats say it’s proof that fraud inmail voting
can be detected and policed. “I view that as a
positive data point,” New Jersey Governor Phil
Murphy said last Sunday. “Some guys tried to
screw aroundwith the system. They got caught
by law enforcement. They’ve been indicted.
They’ll pay a price.”

That last bitmight be true, thanks in part to
New Jersey’s legal restrictions on ballot har-
vesting. ButMr.Murphy iswrong to say that bad
actors merely “tried to screw around with the
system.” Although theywere caught, they suc-
ceeded. An election has been invalidated, and
Paterson will hold another vote.

For a city council, this isn’t the end of the
world. But at the top of the Nov. 3 ballot, the
stakes are higher. There aren’t do-overs for pres-
idential elections. The answer is for state and lo-
cal officials to stop blaming the post office and
start implementing an election process that vot-
ers can trust.

REVIEW & OUTLOOK

OPINION

How ‘Sticky’ Are Those Biden Republicans?
As a lifelong Republican who will

vote for Joe Biden, I am keenly inter-
ested in whether this dalliance might
outlast the Trump era (“‘Biden Repub-
licans,’ Don’t Turn Back,” op-ed, Aug.
17). Unfortunately, Rahm Emanuel’s
exhortation to his party in this regard
isn’t promising.

He denies any analogy to 1968, be-
cause today’s Democrats “share the
same objectives.” But when looters
in cities across America cite “pro-
gressive” justification for their ac-
tions, and prominent elected offi-
cials (such as the mayor of Seattle)
expressly or implicitly condone this
line of thinking, potential converts
don’t need a unified Democratic
Party, we need evidence that a mod-
erate branch still exists.

If Mr. Emanuel’s invitation is seri-
ous, I suggest he study Atlanta Mayor
Keisha Bottoms’s “we are better than
this” remark after demonstrations
turned violent there. She provided
moral clarity and a compelling mes-
sage, and I know I was not the only
“Biden Republican” deeply moved by
it. That’s a “cultural” recipe for earn-
ing long-term converts.

RAY PRISAMENT
Ossining, N.Y.

Mr. Emanuel seems to forget that
Reagan Democrats had a very good
reason to defect from the Democratic
Party: a vibrant, courageous, eloquent,
inclusive and visionary Ronald Rea-
gan. Can the same be said for any po-
tential Biden Republicans? After all,
who is interested in backing a ticket
consisting of a possibly cognitively
challenged Joe Biden and an opportu-
nistic Kamala Harris?

FRANK P. SOLER
San Jose, Calif.

I am a lifelong Democrat and a one-
time Democratic candidate for Con-
gress, and it grieves me to say that
Republican politicians are indeed the
only ones saving America from the
suicidal and senseless environmental
policies described so well in the edito-
rial “California’s Blackout Warning”
that appeared the same day as Mr.
Emanuel’s op-ed.

CALEB STEWART ROSSITER
Washington

Missing from the op-ed is the fac-
tual evidence that the expected tide is
turning against the social-democrat
movement of Bernie Sanders and Ka-
mala Harris. CNN polling has Presi-
dent Trump within four points of Mr.
Biden, having been down 14 one
month ago.

And missing in every discussion of
the 2018 midterms is the fact that 40
or so incumbent anti-Trump Republi-
can congressman didn’t seek re-elec-
tion, and most didn’t actively support
the Republican candidate.

Americans have shown no desire to
“transform” America. As millennials
mature, immigrants assimilate and
more Americans realize the impact of
the progressive Democratic policies of
Bernie, Kamala and Elizabeth Warren
on themselves and their families, busi-
nesses, jobs and more—even the most
ardent anti-Trumpers will hold their
nose and re-elect this president.

MARK GENERALES
Fort Myers, Fla.

An experienced political operative
like Rahm Emanuel should know bet-
ter. There are probably many anti-
Trump Republicans, but very, very few
Biden Republicans. Does he really
need to be reminded, Dan Quayle-like,
that Joe Biden is no Ronald Reagan?

HARVEY SWENSON
Sacramento, Calif.

Rahm Emanuel may be right that
some Republicans will vote for Joe Bi-
den. But he is wrong in his compari-
son of the current Democratic Party
with that of 1968. In 1968 there was a
war within the party. This year there
is no war because there are no moder-
ates in the leadership of the party.
Yes, in the presidential race there
were a couple of guys whose names I
don’t remember who said they were
moderates. Everyone else except Mr.
Biden was on the far left, because it’s
now a far-left party.

But if the left takes over in January
and starts passing its agenda, not only
will those Biden Republicans return to
the GOP, there will be an uprising of
anti-leftist sentiment that will make
the tea party look tame.

GREG WOODS
Rio Rancho, N.M.
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also suggested he’s greedy and intel-
lectually incapable. Unprecedented?
Yes. Unjustified? No, alas. And I’m
not seeing Trump supporters rise up
in indignant defense. They know it’s
true, too.

Kamala Harris achieved complete
adequacy. I can’t remember anything
she said without referring to notes,
so she gets no quotes. She’s a natu-
ral performer of politics and good at
acting out warmth and joy, but she
did something that they’re all doing
more and more, which involves a
husky catch in the voice as if they’re
so sincere, so moved by what they’re
saying, that their throats constrict
for a moment. Mr. Obama did it. Mi-
chelle Obama did it a lot. Panelists
will soon do it on cable news. Please
everyone, stop.

As for Mr. Biden, all his political
life he’s tried to express himself in
ways he thinks eloquent but that tend
to be only long-winded. He chases a
thought a long way, even when it’s a
small one and not worth the hunt. All
of this is part of his old-school way
and is neither harmful nor helpful.
But he had a strong, tight speech. He
looked good, spoke crisply, main-
tained focus. The speech is going to

do him some significant good.
Though he didn’t make his plans and
intentions clear.

Two small thoughts I’ll try not to
chase too far:

First, Democratic Party profes-
sionals are funny about policy. They
take it seriously but don’t think other
people do. The past three decades
they wound up thinking all politics is
about glitz, emotion and compelling
characters. Part of the reason they’re
like this is they never thought Re-
publicans were serious about policy,
because if they were, they’d be Dem-
ocrats. They find it hard to credit the
importance of policy in the making of
a party’s fortunes. They thought Re-
publicans liked Reagan because he
was handsome, and George H.W.
Bush because he fought in the war.
But their elections were policy victo-
ries. Charm and humor, stagecraft
and showbiz matter, but they’re not
everything. They’re not even half of
everything.

Because boomer Democrats
thought Republicans won on glitz,
they got glitzy in return. It was the
central Clintonian insight of 1992:
We have to become actors, like the
actors we seek to replace.

The Democrats Miss the Meaning
already on board.

All summer I’ve been running into
two kinds of people. One kind says,
“That man is a living shame on our
country and must be removed.” The
other kind says very little. They
don’t defend him. They say, “I can’t
believe I may vote for him, but . . .”
And always they explain it this way:
“What the other guys are gonna do
on taxes,” “What the other guys will
do to my industry,” “What the Dem-
ocrats will do to the economy.”

I’m getting the impression that
for a lot of people, the ballot this fall
won’t read “Trump vs. Biden” but
“Trump vs. What the Other Guys
Will Do.”

Do the Democrats understand
how hunkered-down many people
feel, psychologically and physically,
after the past six months? If I asked
this right now of a convention plan-
ner or participant I think they’d say,
“Yes, people feel battered by sys-
temic bias, inequality, and climate
change.” And I’d say no, they’re
afraid of foreclosures! They’re afraid
of a second wave, no schools, more
shutdowns, job losses and suddenly
the supply lines break down this
winter and there are food shortages.

When this is the context, what a
great party plans to do couldn’t be
more crucial.

To the speeches:
Barack Obama’s speech will stick

in history; it won’t just slide away.
No former president has ever pub-
licly leveled anything like this criti-
cism at a sitting successor: “I did
hope, for the sake of our country,
that Donald Trump might show some
interest in taking the job seriously,
that he might come to feel the
weight of the office and discover
some reverence for the democracy
that had been placed in his care. But
he never did. For close to four years
now, he has shown no interest in
putting in the work.”

This is a former president calling
the current one shallow and lazy. He

It only made politics worse and
left Democrats unable to speak in
public forums of the central point of
politics: why you stand where you
stand and what you intend to do.

(Fairness forces me to note that
socialists love talking about policy,
and so does Elizabeth Warren. And
that Republican political operatives,
as a class, are naturally hostile to
the meaning of anything.)

Second, apart from the “We The
People” gauziness, there was a non-
stop hum of grievance at the conven-
tion. To show their ferocious sincer-
ity in the struggle against America’s
injustices, most of the speakers
thought they had to beat the crap
out of the country—over and over.
Its sins: racism, sexism, bigotry, vio-
lence, xenophobia, being unwelcom-
ing to immigrants. The charges, di-
rect and indirect, never let up. Little
love was expressed, little gratitude.
Everyone was sort of overcoming be-
ing born here.

Even Mr. Obama, trying, in a spirit
of fairness, to expand the circle of
the aggrieved, spoke of “Irish and
Italians and Asians and Latinos told:
Go back where you come from. Jews
and Catholics, Muslims and Sikhs,
made to feel suspect . . . black Ameri-
cans chained and whipped and
hanged. Spit on for trying to sit at
lunch counters, beaten for trying to
vote. . . . They knew how far the daily
reality of America strayed from the
myth.”

The cumulative effect of all this,
especially for the young, would
prompt an inevitable question: Why
would anyone fight to save this
place? Who needs it?

If I were 12 and watched, I’d won-
der if I had a chance here. If I were
20, they’d have flooded me with un-
earned bitterness.

Injustice is real, history is bloody.
But guys, do you ever think you’re
overdoing it? Are you afraid that
this is all you got? Is that why you
don’t talk about policy?

Barack Obama speaks to the Democratic convention Wednesday.
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T o be fair in critiquing cer-
tain public events you
have to be like a judge in
the Olympics and factor in
degree of difficulty. No

one had ever done a Zoom conven-
tion before, so no one knew how to
do it. Should there be a host each
night? Should it be an earnest ac-
tress? Does that make us look shal-
low? Do we want to look shallow?

What hadn’t been done before
was done rather poorly, with high
schlock content. You got the impres-
sion no one creative or daring was
authorized to be either. It has been

compared to a telethon, an infomer-
cial, and fundraising week on public
television. Marianne Williamson said
it was “like binge watching a Mar-
riott commercial.” Mostly it was the
Democratic Party talking to itself
and playing to its base.

Missing was any hint of priorities
or plans, of the meaning of the party
or its intentions. They made the case
against Donald Trump, and a case for
Joe Biden as an essentially decent
person. But they didn’t say what
they’ll do. And this year that is key.

I’m not sure they’re sufficiently
aware of two things. One is the num-
ber of people who don’t like Mr.
Trump and will vote for him anyway.
They don’t have to be talked into
thinking he’s a bad character, they’re

Their convention was
marked by a sense of
grievance, but voters need
to know what they’ll do.

DECLARATIONS
By Peggy Noonan

OPINION

The Last Race Card?
I’ll admit that Joe
Biden rose in my
estimation when I
thought he was
stringing Kamala
Harris along to
punish her for her
temerity in playing
the race card
against him in the
Democratic TV de-
bate in June 2019.

Ruthlessness can be a Christian
virtue. Sometimes a politician needs
to hold a grudge to enforce norms
and protect his or her dignity and
the power to get things done. If you
wondered if Mr. Biden was up to the
job, you might be even more skepti-
cal now.

The disingenuousness of her at-
tack was bad enough. Mr. Biden was
hardly opposed in the 1970s to bus-
ing kids to better schools if they
wanted to go. Ms. Harris has since
admitted she would be against
forced busing. All the more so be-
cause the Democratic machine from
top to bottom today is institution-
ally committed to denying kids in
poor neighborhoods a choice in
schooling.

But could the real lesson be that
the race card has lost its sting? Rep.
Jim Clyburn, in a May interview
with Politico, seemed to suggest as
much. Ms. Harris’s attack was just a
debate thing, a display of political
moxie for insiders to chuckle over
and everyone else to forget. “We’re
at a point now where whoever was
part of the scrimmage needs to be
on the same team.”

Mr. Biden’s claim in 2012 that
Mitt Romney wanted to put black
voters “back in chains” is now
treated as a lovable Joe gaffe. And
this week weren’t Chicagoans united
in guffaws over Cook County pro-
sector Kim Foxx’s response to a
damning public report on her han-
dling of the Jussie Smollett case?
She sent out her attorney to decry
“a blatant attempt to take down a

black, progressive, female prosecu-
tor who does not fit within the
white power structure.”

Uh huh.
Forgiveness is not a universally

healthy practice if it encourages the
offending behavior. Voters and col-
leagues might have wondered when
and against whom wouldn’t Ms.
Harris play the race card if she
would against Barack Obama’s loyal
wingman on national TV. But if it
was just a cute trick to gain atten-
tion, nothing more, no harm done,
we may be at an inflection point in
racial politics, and not in the way
people are thinking, the institution-
alization of white guilt.

Don’t like the way the police con-
duct business in your town? Don’t
like the priorities of the mayor and
city council? Think certain neigh-
borhoods get the short end of the
stick in public services such as
schools? Black voters have the
power in much of America and have
lately used it not to satisfy an appe-
tite for tokenism.

They saved Mr. Biden from the
dustbin and may have made him
president. Black moms gave Ron De-
Santis, a white Republican, a nar-
row edge over an up-and-coming
black Democrat, Tallahassee Mayor
Andrew Gillum, in the 2018 Florida
governor’s race. Mr. DeSantis was a
defender of charter schools. Mr. Gil-
lum could not free himself from his
compact with the state teachers
union.

In the 2010 Washington mayor’s
race, the shoe was on the other
foot. Black voters upended the na-
tionally watched school reform ef-

forts of a black mayor, putting the
interests of teachers over the ap-
parent interests of students. The
black electorate obviously is not
monolithic in the things it wants, as
is true of any respectable voting de-
mographic. The biggest success so
far of the Black Lives Matter-re-
lated agenda? The 2018 criminal
justice reform law, passed with the
help of Republicans and the Trump
administration. A widely cited 2018
study found that, contrary to what
you might have seen at this week’s
Democratic convention, political
correctness and racial gotcha have
become a giant turnoff for blacks
and whites alike, outside a small
strata of disproportionately white
ultraliberals.

Ms. Harris should reject Mr. Bi-
den’s offer of the vice presidential
nod, wrote former California power
broker Willie Brown in the San
Francisco Chronicle shortly before
she was picked, perhaps to remind
the world that Mr. Brown exists and
was once Ms. Harris’s mentor and
boyfriend.

His advice might have been bet-
ter directed at Mr. Biden. On cha-
risma, energy and now-ness, Ms.
Harris has Mr. Biden beat. The cam-
paign’s problem will be finding
enough bushels to hide her light un-
der. Mr. Biden’s cheek-turning will
be studied by the political tribe for
years to come. It goes against the
Willie Brown style, not to mention
the LBJ or FDR style. Truth be told,
it’s Trumpian. As long as you say
something nice about him today, it
doesn’t matter what you said yes-
terday. The important thing is the
next reality-show installment, not
the last one.

What does it mean for the coun-
try? Not much right away. The im-
portant race in November may be
the one for the Senate. But coalition
politics in a future America without
an ethnic majority can likely only
reduce the appeal of making racial
enemies by playing the race card.

BUSINESS
WORLD
By Holman W.
Jenkins, Jr.

Joe Biden—and a big part
of America—may be
deciding it’s safe to laugh
off racial cheap shots.
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Lifestyles of the Rich and Populist

I was with Steve Bannon on July
25, 2019, when he unveiled a
stretch of wall lining the U.S.-

Mexico border just west of El Paso,
Texas, an impressive high-security
structure funded by private dona-
tions. I had been following Mr. Ban-
non for more than a year, interview-
ing him and those around him for my
book “War for Eternity.” Amid a se-
ries of high-profile setbacks, the bor-
der wall appeared a rare success for
the beleaguered former Trump cam-
paign manager and White House
staffer.

But according to federal prosecu-
tors from the Southern District of
New York, Mr. Bannon’s barrier con-
cealed a scandal, for which he was
arrested Thursday morning. They al-
lege that Mr. Bannon and three oth-
ers knowingly and illegally chan-
neled donated money to pay an
undisclosed salary to wall spokes-
man Brian Kolfage and to compen-
sate some of Mr. Bannon’s personal
expenses.

The allegations surprised me.
Why would Mr. Bannon, a multimil-
lionaire, take such risks to obtain
what investigators suggest is a few
hundred thousand dollars? Although
in recent years he occasionally found
himself testing the limits of cam-
paign-finance laws through apparent
missteps, he is just as notable for
having evaded the grasp of prosecu-
tors like Robert Mueller. In my re-
view of the paper trail left behind
the 2016 Trump campaign, Mr. Ban-
non often appears to have shrewd le-
gal instincts, identifying risks posed
by the likes of former campaign

manager Paul Manafort. He could be
clumsy—“Sloppy Steve” as the presi-
dent eventually took to calling him—
but he understood the game. Yet the
recent indictment portrays Mr. Ban-
non as participating in a conscious,
long-term scheme to achieve a mea-
ger reward.

Granted, the lifestyle I witnessed
him living in various cities from
2018-19 seemed absurdly expensive.
He traveled by private jet with a
team in tow, stayed in opulent hotels,
and treated large numbers of guests
to elite dining and transportation,
day after day, year after year. Even
he can’t be paying for all of this, I
thought. Surely he has major bene-
factors funding all of his projects.

After leaving the White House in
August 2017, Mr. Bannon launched a
score of political initiatives, the com-
mon thread being the reinstitution of
borders throughout the world. This
included bolstering nationalist politi-
cal parties in Europe, starting a
school outside Rome to train a new
generation of populist ideologues,
and promoting the populist wing of
the Bolsonaro government in Brazil.
He campaigned against what he saw
as the true engine of global border-
lessness, China and its Communist
Party.

As I detail in my book, in 2018 Mr.
Bannon met secretly in Rome with
Alexander Dugin, the virulently anti-
American Russian ideologue aiming
to weaken the Russian-Chinese part-
nership, and he has been collaborat-
ing with Chinese expat billionaire
Guo Wengui to subvert the Chinese
Communist Party.

By 2019, Mr. Bannon’s campaign
to build a privately funded wall on
the U.S.-Mexico border was one of
his key domestic initiatives. Unlike
the other projects, this one seemed
successful. His goal was not to lobby
but to circumvent government, to
deliver on Donald Trump’s promises
in ways the president himself could
not. He and his partners wanted a
wall, and they built nearly a mile’s
worth in challenging terrain. This
and Mr. Bannon’s prescient and pop-

ular radio show “War Room Pan-
demic”—which since late January
called for drastic societal responses
to the coronavirus—led some com-
mentators to conclude that, like
Lenin, Mr. Bannon’s revolutionary ef-
forts would be most effective at
home. Outlets like the New York
Post, the Hill and Spectator USA re-
cently featured calls for Mr. Trump
to bring Mr. Bannon back for the
2020 campaign.

Yet if momentum was building for
a return, this past week stopped it.
On Monday the Senate Intelligence
Committee declassified documents
from the previous year revealing its
bipartisan recommendation that the
Justice Department investigate Mr.
Bannon for misleading the commit-
tee. On Wednesday The Wall Street
Journal reported that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation was probing

Mr. Bannon’s fundraising collabora-
tion with Mr. Guo. Mr. Bannon has
pleaded not guilty in the border-wall
case (as has Mr. Kolfage), but other
legal battles may follow.

What will the consequences be for
Mr. Bannon and his cause? He’s
never been a politician himself; de-
spite having a vast orbit of people
consulting with him in Washington,
he hasn’t tried to cultivate a wide
constituency of supporters among
the general public. There are hardly
any Bannonites now faced with af-
firming or withdrawing their sup-
port. He yearns instead for the back
room, aspiring to be a strategist, a
networker, an influencer or a guru.
That might give him staying power
otherwise lost to someone vying for
personal popularity.

On the other hand, this most re-
cent episode offers a strikingly suc-

cinct affirmation of a key criticism of
nationalist populist movements—
namely, that many are spearheaded
by economic individualists seeking to
exploit a groundswell of nationalist
sentiment. If the cause of enriching
the wealthy stands no chance of
gaining mass support, perhaps the
wealthy can pursue their economic
interests through a Trojan horse of
protectionism and antiglobalism.
That narrative may prove all the
more compelling, leaving Mr. Ban-
non’s legacy—rightly or wrongly—
one of self-enrichment rather than
revolution.

Mr. Teitelbaum is an assistant
professor at the University of Colo-
rado, Boulder, and author of “War
for Eternity: Inside Bannon’s Far-
Right Circle of Global Power Bro-
kers.”

By Benjamin Raphael
Teitelbaum

Steve Bannon’s indictment
is a puzzle: Why would he
take such risks for a few
hundred thousand dollars?

.
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team didn’t practice Wednesday out
of an “abundance of caution” and
on Thursday suspended workouts
indefinitely after five players tested
positive and six more would need to
isolate. There were four reported
coronavirus cases on the team be-
tween June 18 and this week’s out-
break.

Before the start of classes in
South Bend, Ind., Notre Dame ath-
letic director Jack Swarbrick pre-
dicted that how returning students
affect viral trend lines will “deter-
mine more than anything what we
do” regarding sports. He declined to
comment this week.

A spokesperson for the Big 12,
where football is still on, wrote in
an email to the Journal, “absent
completely shutting a campus down
and making it inaccessible, continu-
ing to have student-athletes on
campus for the fall semester is fore-
seeable provided it is tethered to an
academic component.”

U.S. Rep. Donna Shalala (D., Fla.),
a former president of Miami (Fla.)
and chancellor of Wisconsin, said
the schools going forward with
football are trying to maintain a
revenue source that helps support
the rest of their athletic depart-
ments, including Olympic sports.
Still, she doubts the attempt to play
will succeed during the pandemic.

“I never thought they were going
to be able to pull it off,” she said.

—Elisa Cho
contributed to this article.

cases on the Chapel Hill campus
one week after classes began, push-
ing quarantine dorms toward 70%
capacity. Its move to online instruc-
tion for undergraduates means that
only international students, those
with hardships and athletes can
stay on campus.

Athletic director Bubba Cunning-
ham didn’t directly address why
athletes were given an exemption.
“Many of our students have told us
they want to play,” he said in a
statement. “Their health, as well as
the health and safety of our coaches
and staff and community is our pri-
ority.”

As the campus empties out, the
chances of players contracting the
virus from community spread go
down, but they are not zero. The
Tar Heels football team knows this
well: 33 players came down with
Covid-19 during voluntary workouts
in July, when they were among the
only people on campus.

UNC students have been advised
not to gather in groups of more
than 25 outdoors or 10 inside to
curb spread of the virus. Yet before
its practice hiatus the football team,
with its roster of 118 players and 14
coaches, continued gathering on the
field and in the weight room.

A similar dynamic could play out
at Notre Dame, where President Fa-
ther John Jenkins on Tuesday
moved all classes online and sus-
pended in-person extracurricular
activities until Sept. 2. The football

surround Messi, it acciden-
tally turned into a clearing-
house.

The worst of it came in the
summer of 2017, when one
call in Catalonia touched off a
chain of events across Europe
that lead directly to this
year’s Champions League fi-
nal. The momentous decision:
selling Neymar to PSG for a
world-record $260 million.
For Barcelona, the offer was
too good to refuse—even if
Messi would later consider
him vital to the club’s success
and tried to lure him back.

But at age 25, Neymar was
eager to escape Messi’s
shadow. He wanted a team
built around him. And PSG,
frustrated that its plan to
conquer Europe was stalling,
didn’t blink at the price. For
the club’s Qatari owners, it
was an era-defining move.

“Neymar is our leader,”
PSG midfielder Ander Herrera

said. “When you’re the kind
of player who always wants
the ball, even when we’re un-
der pressure, who wants to
play, you’re a leader.”

Suddenly flush with cash,
Barcelona immediately spent
$140 million to acquire Phi-
lippe Coutinho from Liver-
pool. But within 12 months,
he was deemed to be the
wrong fit despite making 58
appearances. So Barça sent
him out on loan to Bayern
with a view to driving up his
value. The irony of Coutinho
scoring twice in the 8-2 was
not lost on Barça’s players.

“We have hit rock bottom,”
defender Gerard Piqué said
after the game.

Meanwhile, the Bayern
lineup that dismissed Lyon in
the semifinals was assembled
for under $120 million, the
superclub equivalent of build-
ing a Mercedes from used
parts.

Notre Dame, above, said it will go virtual for two weeks after seeing a virus
surge, while the University of North Carolina, left, moved its semester online.

Neymar celebrates after PSG’s Champions League semifinal win.

Weather
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Tomorrow Today Tomorrow

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

Anchorage 70 58 pc 65 56 r
Atlanta 85 69 t 85 71 t
Austin 96 68 s 97 68 s
Baltimore 86 70 t 89 72 t
Boise 93 63 pc 98 70 pc
Boston 82 66 pc 86 71 pc
Burlington 80 59 pc 87 64 t
Charlotte 85 70 t 85 70 t
Chicago 89 69 s 90 71 pc
Cleveland 86 64 pc 83 67 t
Dallas 95 74 s 95 74 s
Denver 98 63 pc 97 65 pc
Detroit 89 66 pc 88 68 pc
Honolulu 91 78 pc 90 77 pc
Houston 95 71 pc 94 75 s
Indianapolis 85 67 t 85 68 pc
Kansas City 88 67 pc 89 69 s
Las Vegas 106 84 pc 106 85 pc
Little Rock 89 68 s 91 70 s
Los Angeles 91 72 pc 88 71 pc
Miami 92 82 t 92 81 t
Milwaukee 86 69 pc 87 71 pc
Minneapolis 85 69 t 85 65 pc
Nashville 83 69 t 87 70 pc
New Orleans 91 76 t 88 77 t
New York City 87 72 pc 87 74 t
Oklahoma City 91 66 pc 93 69 s

Omaha 94 71 pc 95 68 s
Orlando 90 77 t 90 78 t
Philadelphia 87 72 t 88 74 t
Phoenix 106 91 pc 108 89 c
Pittsburgh 85 64 t 85 66 t
Portland, Maine 80 60 s 81 66 t
Portland, Ore. 80 56 pc 83 56 s
Sacramento 98 65 pc 96 63 pc
St. Louis 88 71 s 89 72 s
Salt Lake City 101 74 pc 99 74 pc
San Francisco 74 56 s 74 56 pc
Santa Fe 92 57 t 92 59 c
Seattle 76 55 pc 78 54 s
Sioux Falls 95 65 s 93 66 s
Wash., D.C. 86 73 t 90 73 t

Amsterdam 72 59 pc 68 57 t
Athens 94 76 s 94 76 s
Baghdad 110 77 pc 106 77 pc
Bangkok 90 78 t 90 78 sh
Beijing 84 66 pc 80 71 r
Berlin 77 61 t 75 58 pc
Brussels 73 57 pc 70 56 t
Buenos Aires 61 49 s 64 54 s
Dubai 110 91 pc 108 91 s
Dublin 64 53 sh 63 51 pc
Edinburgh 65 51 sh 62 46 pc

Frankfurt 81 61 t 75 56 pc
Geneva 82 58 t 76 54 pc
Havana 88 75 r 90 76 r
Hong Kong 89 81 t 88 81 t
Istanbul 88 70 s 86 72 s
Jakarta 93 76 pc 93 76 pc
Jerusalem 83 69 s 85 66 s
Johannesburg 64 44 pc 70 46 s
London 71 56 sh 72 54 sh
Madrid 93 64 s 94 65 s
Manila 90 78 t 90 78 c
Melbourne 51 45 sh 53 40 pc
Mexico City 77 55 t 76 54 t
Milan 92 70 s 84 67 t
Moscow 75 55 s 76 59 pc
Mumbai 86 78 sh 85 79 t
Paris 79 59 pc 74 55 t
Rio de Janeiro 65 63 r 68 63 pc
Riyadh 114 86 pc 115 85 pc
Rome 89 67 s 88 68 s
San Juan 85 79 r 90 80 t
Seoul 86 72 t 87 73 pc
Shanghai 94 80 pc 95 81 pc
Singapore 89 77 t 86 78 t
Sydney 61 50 s 63 47 s
Taipei City 90 81 t 95 82 t
Tokyo 92 78 t 86 76 t
Toronto 84 67 pc 89 69 pc
Vancouver 71 53 pc 70 56 pc
Warsaw 91 66 t 81 59 pc
Zurich 75 59 t 75 55 pc

Today Tomorrow

U.S. Forecasts

International

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

s...sunny; pc... partly cloudy; c...cloudy; sh...showers;
t...t’storms; r...rain; sf...snow flurries; sn...snow; i...ice
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FOR THE FIFTH YEAR IN A
row, the world’s most presti-
gious club soccer match will
happen without the world’s
best soccer player. Lionel
Messi will spend Sunday hun-
dreds of miles away from the
Champions League final in
Lisbon, wondering how his
Barcelona team sank so deep.

Yet when Paris Saint-Ger-
main and Bayern Munich face
off, Barça’s fingerprints will
be all over the game—for all
the wrong reasons.

The player leading PSG
into its first Champions
League final, Neymar, is the
one Barcelona wishes it
hadn’t sold. The key man in
Bayern’s midfield, Thiago Al-
cântara, is also one Barça
should have probably kept.

And regardless of who
wins on Sunday, the defining
performance of this tourna-
ment has already happened:
Barça’s 8-2 humiliation
against Bayern. It’s no coinci-
dence that the German club is
now favored to lift the trophy.

“I think we were all sur-
prised by the final result,”
Bayern forward Serge Gnabry
said.

But if the manner of
Barça’s demise stunned Euro-
pean soccer, the teams rising
in its place make perfect
sense. PSG and Bayern are the
superclubs who spotted weak-
nesses in the Barcelona model
and had the money to exploit
them. While Barça churned
through players to properly

PSG, Bayern Find Winning Formula
BY JOSHUA ROBINSON
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which are increasingly under fire by
critics and politicians. It prohibits
athletes-only dorms, for instance,
requiring at least 50% of residents
to be nonathletes.

An NCAA spokesman declined to
make Emmert available to address
the situation.

Some in athletics say football
players are safest on campus, where
they can be monitored with regular
Covid-19 testing. But playing
through the pandemic underscores
that they don’t play by the same
rules as other undergraduates.

“I think the optics of it are not
good,” said F. King Alexander, presi-
dent of Oregon State.

North Carolina reported 135 new

more than half of their athletic de-
partments’ annual revenue.

Yet even as college football has
grown to be a multibillion-dollar in-
dustry, NCAA leaders have empha-
sized that its players are students
like any others. Article I of the
NCAA’s constitution says a basic
purpose of the association is to
“maintain intercollegiate athletics
as an integral part of the educa-
tional program and the athlete as
an integral part of the student body
and, by so doing, retain a clear line
of demarcation between intercolle-
giate athletics and professional
sports.”

The NCAA has long defended its
rules against athlete compensation

M
ary Sue Coleman
loves college football
so much that the for-
mer president at
Iowa and Michigan

plans to spend each autumn of her
retirement in Ann Arbor, Mich. But
as the coronavirus pandemic rav-
ages the U.S., she sees a big prob-
lem for the roughly 70 schools still
trying to play a 2020 season.

It’s increasingly unlikely that any
university will be able to hold in-
person classes, Coleman said. And
that conflicts with the NCAA’s long-
time view that being a college ath-
lete means being fully integrated
into the student body.

“I’ve heard people say, ‘Well, we
can use the model of [some pro
sports] and put them in a bubble,’ ”
said Coleman, who is also a mem-
ber of the NCAA’s board of gover-
nors. “You can’t put them in a bub-
ble, because they’re students and
they have to go to class. I mean, if
they’re on campus and they’re not
going to class, they’re not learning
anything, then it isn’t any longer
the academic environment. It flies
in the face of what the NCAA
means.”

The NCAA seemed unequivocal
about this a few months ago. “All of
the Division I commissioners and
every president that I’ve
talked to is in clear agree-
ment: If you don’t have stu-
dents on campus, you don’t
have student-athletes on
campus,” NCAA president
Mark Emmert said in May.

But college campuses’
rocky reopenings during the
pandemic are testing that
consensus. Some big schools
seem determined to play
football even if all other
students are sent home.

Major-college football is
part of the NCAA, but be-
cause of the way the 150-
year-old sport evolved, the
game is run by conference
commissioners and presi-
dents. Those leaders are
now making their own deci-
sions about the season.

North Carolina moved its
semester online Monday af-
ter reporting four clusters of
Covid-19 infections over the week-
end. Notre Dame said Tuesday it
will go virtual for two weeks after
seeing a similar surge in cases. Both
football teams paused practices—
but haven’t canceled seasons.

A handful of universities have al-
ready said that fall classes will be
primarily online, including several
in the Big Ten and Pac-12 confer-
ences that suspended all athletic
competition, including football, un-
til the spring. Still, athletes there
might not have to head home like
the rest of their coed peers.

Football is the most lucrative
sport for most major schools that
have it. Without it, they face losing

BY RACHEL BACHMAN
AND LAINE HIGGINS

College FootballWithout the College
As some universities move to online-only classes because of coronavirus, the drive to play continues
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For many, their prospects were al-
ready diminished by decades of
technological progress. They are,
disproportionately, women and mi-
norities, precisely the groups that
were already saddled with a spec-
trum of pay and wealth gaps even
before Covid-19 hit.

What’s making things worse for
these workers and their families is
that the pandemic is also accelerat-
ing the arrival of remote work and
automation. It is a turbo boost for
adoption of technologies that, ac-
cording to some economists, could
further displace lower-wage work-
ers. It could also help explain the

PleaseturntopageB2

Paper Trail
The paper industry is still
scrambling to catch up after
demand for paper towels
skyrocketed in mid-March.

U.S. paper towel
sales growth,
one-week period
vs. sameweek a
year earlier

Source: Nielsen
Note: Does not include e-commerce sales.
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Amber Biesecker has been out of
work since March when her freelance
editing projects dried up at the start
of the coronavirus pandemic.

Ms. Biesecker, a 33-year-old mar-
ried mother of two in Winter Park,
Fla., says she applied twice for unem-
ployment benefits but was denied be-
cause her clients are out of state. Her
income, which had averaged about
$30,000 a year, shriveled to zero.

“We’re in a huge lurch,” she said,
adding that her family has no savings,
401(k) plan or other investments. “We
have no economic security. We have
no security for our health.”

Ms. Biesecker’s frustrations are in-
creasingly common because fewer
Americans have a stake in one thing
that’s going up: the stock market.

The percentage of Americans who
own stock, either directly or through
retirement or mutual funds, is falling.
It most recently stood at about 55%,
according to an April Gallup poll,
down from a high of 67% in 2002.

The S&P 500, the benchmark U.S.
stock index, has surged more than
50% since bottoming in March and is
back at record levels, largely thanks
to government stimulus programs.

“What’s going on on Wall Street is
so far removed from what’s going on
on Main Street, it doesn’t matter,”
Ms. Biesecker said.

Stock ownership is increasingly
concentrated among a sliver of the
population. The top 10% of Americans
by wealth owned 87% of all stock out-
standing in the first quarter, accord-
ing to data from the Federal Reserve.

PleaseturntopageB11

BY PAUL VIGNA

Stock Gains
Go to Fewer
People Now
Markets rise, but effect
on economy is limited

Jeff Wilke, a close lieutenant of
Amazon.com Inc. founder Jeff Bezos
who helped build what began as a
small online bookseller into a tech co-
lossus, is retiring from the company.

Mr. Wilke, 53 years old, said he
would step down in the first quarter
of next year and be succeeded as
world-wide consumer chief by David
Clark, who heads global operations.

“Why leave? It’s just time,” Mr.
Wilke said in a staff memo on Friday.
“Time for me to take time to explore
personal interests that have taken a
back seat for over two decades.”

Once seen as a potential successor
to Mr. Bezos, Mr. Wilke said he has
no future job planned and is focused
on leading the company through the
all-important holiday season.

The other person who has been
viewed as a possible successor to
Mr. Bezos is Andy Jassy, the chief
executive of Amazon’s cloud-com-
puting business, who is the longest-
serving senior executive under Mr.
Bezos.

“Jeff’s legacy and impact will live
on long after he departs,” Mr. Bezos
said Friday in a separate note to em-
ployees. “He is simply one of those
people without whom Amazon would
be completely unrecognizable.”

Mr. Clark, who joined the company
around the time Mr. Wilke did, will
step into one of Amazon’s most pow-
erful positions. Mr. Clark has led the
global operations team since 2013.

The Seattle-based company said
Amazon executives Alicia Boler Davis,
John Felton and Dave Treadwell will
be added to its “S-Team,” which con-
sists of Mr. Bezos’ top executives.

Mr. Wilke, who joined Amazon in
1999, is stepping away during a pe-
riod that Mr. Bezos has ranked as the
hardest the company has ever faced.
The coronavirus pandemic hobbled
Amazon’s delivery network, leading to
extended order delays for some es-
sential items. For the first time in
years, the company’s share of online
shopping slipped, although in recent
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BY SEBASTIAN HERRERA

The United States of America, heralded
as the land of plenty, still doesn’t
have enough paper towels.

Long after the coronavirus
sparked a run on them, retailers
can’t keep their shelves full. Tar-
get.com had no Bounty paper
towels for delivery this week,
though it had some at certain
stores. At Amazon.com, a seller
was charging $44.95 for a pack
that normally goes for $15.

An average of 21% of house-
hold paper products were out of
stock at U.S. stores as of Aug. 9,
according to research firm IRI.

The situation isn’t likely to
abate soon, because producers
have no plans to build new man-
ufacturing capacity. The central
piece of the machinery needed
to make paper towels takes
years to assemble.

Americans have faced many
stresses in the pandemic, of
which paper-towel scarcity is
hardly among the worst. Yet the

forces behind the shortage
nearly six months into the crisis
help explain the broad lack of
U.S. preparedness that has made
the pandemic worse than it
might have been.

The scarcity is rooted in a de-
cadeslong quest by businesses
at all levels, handling many dif-
ferent products, to eke out more
profit by operating with almost
no slack. Make only what you
can sell quickly. Order only
enough materials to keep pro-
duction lines going. Have only
enough railcars for a day’s
worth of output. Stock only
enough items on a shelf to last
till the next batch arrives.

The concept, known as lean
manufacturing or just-in-time in-
ventory, was born in the hyperef-
ficient Japanese automotive in-
dustry in the 1970s and became a

religion for many American CEOs.
It spread first to Detroit, then to
other U.S. manufacturers and fi-
nally to other industries, from dis-
tribution to retailing.

As it did, the risk of shortages

in an emergency bothered experts
in disaster preparedness. Cautions
voiced by the worriers had little
effect as investors rewarded cor-
porations that held costs low
through lean operations.

Patti Austin, in a fishing village
near North Carolina’s Outer
Banks, wasn’t thinking inventory
systems when she saw supplies
dwindle in early March. “As you’d
walk through the stores, and the
shelves would become even more
bare as the days progressed, we
had noticed that a lot of stuff just
wasn’t coming in at all for a long
while,” said Ms. Austin, 55. “Pa-
per towels, toilet paper, cleaners
all went quick,” she said.

Deb Coduto runs plants that
make paper towels. The town
of Naheola, Ala., where she
spends much of her time over-
seeing a Georgia-Pacific LLC
paper-products factory, hadn’t
yet felt the coronavirus when
orders from retailers started
rising in late February.

Retailers ordered five times
PleaseturntopageB6
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Covid-19 Is Dividing
The AmericanWorker

For many profes-
sionals, technology
has been a lifeline
during the pan-
demic, enabling
them to be produc-
tive while stuck at

home. For many other workers, it
is a new dividing line, corralling
them further into the stagnant
corners of the economy.

The pandemic has led to unem-
ployment of workers in the service
sector, retail and other fields at a
scale and with a swiftness unprece-
dented in the historical record.
They are cashiers and janitors, con-
struction laborers and secretaries.
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Professionals and low-wage workers diverge in a ‘K’-shaped recovery.

EXCHANGEBalancing Act
Sheryl Sandberg on
Facebook’s speech

dilemma B4

Taxing Times
A potential lifeline
for small businesses,

via the IRS B5
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Top Bezos
Deputy
To Leave
Amazon
Consumer chief Wilke
helped build retail giant;
‘It’s just time’ to retire

WhyAren’t
There

Enough
Paper

Towels?

A decadeslong effort to
eke out more profit by

keeping inventory low left
many manufacturers

unprepared when Covid-19
struck. And production is

unlikely to ramp up
significantly anytime soon.

BY SHARON TERLEP
AND ANNIE GASPARRO
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THE SCORE
THE BUSINESS WEEK IN 7 STOCKS

LOWE’S COS.
Americans are turning into fixer-uppers during the
pandemic as they spend less on vacations and gyms,
giving Lowe’s and Home Depot a boost. Revenue
surged at the home-improvement retailers as sales

to do-it-yourself consumers outpaced demand from profes-
sional contractors. The DIY trend played to Lowe’s advantage
in the quarter, as it relies less on sales to contractors than
Home Depot does. Lowe’s shares added 0.2% Wednesday.

�
LOW
0.2%

PERFORMANCEOF HOME-IMPROVEMENT STOCKS
Source: FactSet
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from an office. Compounding this
is the departure of high-wage
earners from America’s crowded,
expensive cities. Many are already
heading for suburbs, towns and
even rural areas, where they can
have houses big enough to accom-
modate home offices while also
slashing their cost of living and
improving their quality of life.

These trends could have a sig-
nificant impact on spending in ur-
ban cores, says Dr. Autor. This
could also permanently dent busi-
ness travel, a huge source of reve-
nue for hotels, restaurants and
other businesses that accommo-
date the travelers most likely to
pay full freight, he adds.

Of course, many people can’t
wait to get back to the office, and
those who can afford it will be ea-
ger to travel again as soon as they
are able, so it is too early to mea-
sure the size of these effects.

Another factor that could in-
crease economic inequality is that,
as in all recessions, many small
businesses will be wiped out.

The jobs that remain will be at
firms big enough to weather this
pandemic, so-called superstar
companies that pay more and are
largely responsible for America’s
existing wage gaps. The most dom-
inant players are tech giants
Google, Apple, Amazon and Micro-
soft, but also giants in industries
like health care, insurance and
manufacturing.

One more reason the pandemic
could further immiserate Amer-
ica’s low-wage workers is that it is
driving companies to adopt new
kinds of intelligent and flexible ro-
bots and other forms of automa-

“K” shaped recovery many pundits
have observed, in which there are
now two Americas: professionals
who are largely back to work, with
stock portfolios approaching new
highs, and everyone else.

“It’s the bottom that’s really
getting hammered.” says Daron
Acemoglu, a professor of econom-
ics at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

To understand why these work-
ers are so vulnerable, it helps to
step back in time. In a string of
papers, Dr. Acemoglu and col-
leagues unpacked decades of data
on the machines, infrastructure
and financial dealings required to
make businesses happen. As ma-
chines and digitization—which
weds those machines to computers
and data—took over, automation
assumed many tasks once per-
formed by humans.

This made individual workers
more productive overall, but it
also eliminated many jobs. Of
course, throughout history auto-
mation also created new jobs.
(That is why the U.S. was at full
employment until the pandemic
hit.) But those jobs aren’t as nu-
merous as in the past, nor do they
pay as well, argues Dr. Acemoglu.
Plus, they can be more repetitive,
dull and in some cases dangerous
than the ones they replaced.

As the pandemic laid bare, the
service sector employs an ever-
growing number of Americans in
the business of feeding, pampering
and caring for other Americans,
especially wealthier ones. From
cleaning staff to security guards to
restaurant cooks, entire categories
of workers saw their ranks deci-
mated as people ceased to travel,
eat out, go to offices and more.

Those workers aren’t likely to
find any near-term relief. In a re-
cent essay, David Autor, an econo-
mist at MIT, and Elisabeth Reyn-
olds, who leads the Task Force on
the Work of the Future at MIT,
outlined the ways they believe
technology-driven trends unique to
this pandemic might continue to
disrupt the lives of some of Amer-
ica’s most vulnerable workers,
even once things get back to some
semblance of normalcy.

The first is telepresence. By
forcing so many professionals to
work remotely, all at once, the
pandemic may have permanently
reduced how often people work

ContinuedfrompageB1
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Robot Subsidy
Payroll and related taxes held steady over the past 40 years while the
effective tax rate on automation fell. That means the U.S. subsidized the
replacement of humans with robots, economists say.

Effective tax rates for U.S. companies, by type of expenditure

Sources: Brookings Papers on Economic Activity; Daron Acemoglu, MIT; Andrea Manera, MIT;
Pascual Restrepo, Boston University
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tion as they become commercially
viable. The typical arguments for
adopting automation are increas-
ing productivity or lowering costs
(or both). Now, the reasons extend
well beyond that to include the
need for social distancing, unprec-
edented demand for e-commerce
logistics and fulfillment and a
workforce made erratic by lock-
downs and school closures.

“My worry is that robotic tech-
nology will be used to simply re-
duce costs by automating highly
populated jobs—for example, vehi-
cle driver, manufacturing, logis-
tics,” says Odest Chadwicke Jen-
kins, a roboticist and professor of
computer science and engineering
at University of Michigan.

Some economists say decisions
made in Washington, D.C., in re-
cent decades were just as signifi-
cant as any made on the factory
floor. In one of his recent papers,
Dr. Acemoglu concluded that the
current U.S. corporate tax system
actually incentivizes companies to
replace workers with robots, even
when those robots are no more
productive than humans.

“A big share of the increase in
inequality is because of public pol-
icy,” says Anna Stansbury, a Ph.D.
candidate in economics at Harvard
University who has examined the
impact of the decadeslong decline
in the power of workers. The
trends Ms. Stansbury believes had
the biggest impact include a de-
cline in unions and unionization, a
culture of managerial ruthlessness
at some companies, the rise of pri-

vate equity and leveraged buyouts,
and an excessive focus on share-
holder value.

A fundamental tenet of most
economists’ thinking is that in the
long run, innovation is a tremen-
dous net benefit to human civiliza-
tion. As long as we can thread the
eye of the needle of environmental
catastrophe, increased productiv-
ity has the potential to continue to
reduce global poverty, quash child-
hood disease, better the lot of the
world’s most vulnerable and ex-
pand the global middle class. The
challenge, argue Drs. Autor, Ace-
moglu and many others, is reduc-
ing the short- and medium-term
harms meted out to those whose
lives and livelihoods are being dis-
rupted right now.

No one has a crystal ball that
can predict exactly how the pan-
demic will affect the economy, es-
pecially considering the complex
interactions between technology,
policy making, the outcome of the
November election, and whatever
black swans appear on the horizon.

But one thing is clear: The pan-
demic has moved up the adoption
of certain technologies by years,
especially those supporting auto-
mation and remote work. In the
short term, this means profound
disruption—job loss and the need
to move to new roles—for many
Americans who have the least
wherewithal to cope. In the long
term, experts say it may exacer-
bate trends that U.S. policy makers
of every political persuasion have
failed to fix for decades.

Automation made workers more productive, but it also eliminated jobs.

AMERICAN AIRLINES GROUP INC.
It just got more difficult to
fly from here to there if you
live in certain parts of the
U.S. American Airlines said it
would stop flights to 15 cities
once the federal aid for air-

lines expires in October, an announce-
ment that could escalate pressure on
lawmakers to extend another round of
support. The cuts will affect airports in
cities such as New Haven, Conn., and
Stillwater, Okla.; some aren’t served by
any other airline. American struck the
cities from its schedule Oct. 7 through
Nov. 3, the first step in re-evaluating its
network in the coming weeks. American
Airlines shares fell 1.4% Thursday.

�
AAL
1.4%

months Amazon has rebounded.
Mr. Wilke said the pandemic

has pulled him back to his roots at
the company in focusing on oper-
ations. He has also been leading a
push to build virus-testing capa-
bilities at Amazon’s facilities.

Regulators in the U.S. and
abroad have been investigating
the company’s market size and
power. A Wall Street Journal in-
vestigation in April found that
employees used data about inde-
pendent sellers on the company’s
platform to develop competing
products. Amazon launched an
investigation into the issue, and
Mr. Bezos said in July that the in-
ternal probe remains ongoing.

Amazon’s marketplace, which
consists of millions of sellers, has
also faced criticism due to coun-
terfeit or unsafe products. A
Journal investigation last year
found thousands of products de-
clared unsafe by federal agencies.
Some were deceptively labeled or
were banned by regulators.

Mr. Wilke, speaking at a Jour-
nal conference in October, said
Amazon was prepared to spend
billions to police products on its
site. The company in June said it
had created a team of former fed-
eral prosecutors, experienced in-
vestigators and data analysts to
join that work. The company said
it spent more than $500 million
last year to fight the problem and
blocked more than 2.5 million sus-
pected “bad actor” accounts be-
fore any sale could be made.

Mr. Wilke is among a number
of high-profile executives who

have departed or said they plan
to depart in the past year. Steve
Kessel, who led Amazon’s physi-
cal store efforts, left this year.
Maria Renz, another longtime ex-
ecutive who was vice president of
delivery experience and once
served as Mr. Bezos’ technical ad-
viser, also was set to leave this
year. Also, Jeff Blackburn, who
heads the entertainment, busi-
ness development and advertis-
ing businesses, has been on sab-
batical this year, with plans to
return next year.

Mr. Wilke joined Amazon to
lead global operations just two
years after its initial public offer-
ing in 1997. He quickly became
one of Amazon’s most valuable
executives and used his manufac-
turing expertise to help Amazon’s
warehouses run more efficiently.

The network Mr. Wilke over-
saw was once so small and ad hoc
that it required senior Amazon
executives to spend much of the
end-of-year holiday season help-
ing to ship packages. Now it ac-
counts for most of Amazon’s more
than one million employees and is
capable of delivering millions of
products into the homes of con-
sumers in less than 24 hours.

ContinuedfrompageB1

MCDONALD’S CORP.
The McFight between the
fast-food giant and its former
boss escalated this week
when ex-Chief Executive Offi-
cer Steve Easterbrook said
McDonald’s had information

about his relationships with other em-
ployees when it negotiated his multimil-
lion-dollar severance package.
McDonald’s sued Mr. Easterbrook on
Aug. 10, saying he lied to cover up
those relationships. McDonald’s has
taken the unusual move of seeking to
claw back Mr. Easterbrook’s severance,
exposing the company to a rare public
fight over executive compensation.
McDonald’s shares rose 0.8% Monday.

�
MCD
0.8%

ORACLE CORP.
A company with close ties to
the White House is President
Trump’s new favorite TikTok
bidder. Oracle entered the
running to buy the U.S. oper-
ations of TikTok, and the

president offered his endorsement Tues-
day. TikTok’s Chinese owner, ByteDance
Ltd., faces a fall deadline from the
Trump administration to divest itself of
U.S. operations. Oracle has closer ties to
the White House than most other par-
ties involved in the bidding. Larry Elli-
son, the company’s co-founder, earlier
this year threw a fundraiser at his
house for the president. Oracle shares
gained 2.2% Tuesday.

�
ORCL
2.2%

APPLE INC.
Apple became the first U.S.
public company to reach the
$2 trillion club. It surpassed
that market value for the
first time Wednesday, high-
lighting the iPhone maker’s

commanding role in the world economy
and steady demand for the company’s
devices as millions of Americans work
from home. The milestone is the latest
for Apple under Chief Executive Tim
Cook, who succeeded late co-founder
and product inventor Steve Jobs in 2011.
Shares of Apple rose as much as 1.4%
Wednesday to $468.65, eclipsing the
$467.77 mark needed to reach the mile-
stone, and ended up 0.1% on the day.

�
AAPL
0.1%

TARGET CORP.
Target has hit the bull’s-eye
during this pandemic. The
big-box retailer reported the
strongest quarterly sales
growth in its history on
Wednesday, citing broad

gains across categories such as food,
electronics and home goods and a re-
bound in clothing sales. The pandemic
has thus far boosted the fortunes of big
U.S. chains like Target that were able to
stay open and feed America’s basic
needs. Target also sells groceries and
other household staples that have been
in demand as Americans cook and clean
more in their homes. Target shares
jumped 13% Wednesday.

�
TGT
13%

LYFT INC.
You’re still able to get a Lyft
in California—for now. A state
appeals court on Thursday
paused a lower-court ruling
that required the ride-hailing
company and its rival Uber

Technologies Inc. to reclassify their driv-
ers as employees. The reprieve means
they can continue operating while they
fight a high-stakes legal battle with
their home state. California sued Lyft
and Uber in May for allegedly violating
a law requiring the companies to treat
workers as employees rather than inde-
pendent contractors. Lyft shares gained
5.8% Thursday.

—Francesca Fontana

�
LYFT
5.8%

Top Amazon
Executive
To Retire

Mr.Wilke joined the
company just two
years after its initial
public offering in 1997.

The pandemic offers a turbo boost for technologies that some say could further displace lower-wage workers.

Worker Gap
Widens Due
To Pandemic

.
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printing ballots for the first
time, printers and election of-
ficials said. Because of tight
deadlines and strict standards
for their distribution and the
use of personal information,
companies say there is a steep
learning curve.

Runbeck Election Services
Inc. in Phoenix plans to make
about 15 million mail-in bal-
lots for the election in Novem-
ber, up from a forecast of six
million before the pandemic.
Company President Jeff Elling-
ton said he is stockpiling enve-
lopes in case of a shortage and
has already turned away some
counties seeking ballots.

“It’s going to be a wild ride

for the next 50 days,” he said.
U.S. Postal Service officials

say the agency will be able to
deliver all election mail se-
curely and on time. The White
House and congressional Demo-
crats have been embroiled in a
fight over the postal service’s
management and funding.

Mail-in ballots are more
complicated to make than
those used in voting booths
because they must be pack-
aged in an envelope with vot-
ing instructions and a secure
return envelope, printers say.

The surge in demand is also
a test for an industry that has
seen years of declining de-
mand for printed products

mer Facebook employees said
was a pattern of favoritism in
India toward the ruling Hindu
nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party and Hindu hard-liners.
Facebook’s public-policy head
in India, Ankhi Das, opposed in-
ternal moves to apply hate-
speech rules to a BJP politician
and at least three other Hindu
nationalist individuals and
groups for violating its stan-
dards, the Journal reported.

“Many of us also believe
our organizational structure
combining content policy and
government affairs under the
same umbrella is fundamen-
tally flawed,” said the letter,
which was addressed to “FB
Leadership.” The employees
asked for a review of why, al-
though some material from
the politician had been re-
moved, he remains on the
platform. Facebook earlier de-

leted some of the politician’s
postings after the Journal
asked about them.

“There was also no ac-
knowledgment that we might
have made mistakes in allow-
ing such content to remain on
the platform,” the letter said.
“This is deeply saddening and
can be viewed as indicating a
lack of empathy for the Mus-
lim experience at best and a
tacit condoning of this behav-
ior at worst.”

Separately, earlier this year
Facebook removed a video
posted by a former BJP law-
maker in which he told police
that if they didn’t clear pro-
testers demonstrating against
a citizenship bill that excludes
Muslims, his supporters would
do so by force.

Facebook last week ac-
knowledged that Ms. Das
raised concerns about political

ate the honest, candid feedback
they receive. We stand against
anti-Muslim hate and bigotry
and welcome the opportunity
to continue the conversation on
these issues.”

Chief Operating Officer
Sheryl Sandberg affirmed the
company’s stance against big-
otry in an employee meeting
Thursday, but didn’t address
specific employee-submitted
questions about the letter and
related subjects, according to
employee accounts and
screenshots of written ques-
tions viewed by the Journal.

Facebook established in
2019 an independent content
oversight board that later this
year will begin adjudicating
thorny platform-content deci-
sions.

Asked whether the board
would examine hate speech in
India, John Taylor, its spokes-

man, said how Facebook treats
posts from public figures that
may violate its community
standards are within its scope.
He didn’t say whether the
board would in fact examine
the matter.

The company’s top India ex-
ecutive, Ajit Mohan, has inter-
nally defended Ms. Das follow-
ing the Journal’s reporting.

The article’s “claim that po-
litical affiliations influence de-
cision making in India is inac-
curate and without merit,” Mr.
Mohan wrote to employees
this week in an internal Face-
book Workplace post viewed
by the Journal, adding that a
potential ban of BJP legislator
Raja Singh, who was featured
in the article, is still under
consideration.

Mr. Mohan and Ms. Das
didn’t respond to emailed re-
quests to comment.

Facebook employees are
pressing the company’s leader-
ship to review its handling of
hate speech in India, saying the
company has tolerated toxic
content by prominent political
figures and failed to enforce its
policies evenhandedly.

In a letter sent by members
of the social-media giant’s in-
ternal group for Muslim em-
ployees, called Muslim@,
staffers from India, the U.S.
and Middle East said Facebook
needed to make its policy-en-
forcement process for high-
profile users more transparent
and less susceptible to politi-
cal influence.

The letter, viewed by The
Wall Street Journal, follows a
Journal article last week that
detailed what current and for-

BY JEFF HORWITZ
AND NEWLEY PURNELL

fallout from banning Hindu
nationalist figures over hate
speech and incitements to vio-
lence against Muslims, but
said its decisions didn’t de-
pend solely on her and that
her team made valuable con-
tributions to the process. India

is the company’s biggest mar-
ket by users.

“This letter is a prime exam-
ple of the type of open culture
we value at Facebook,” a com-
pany spokesman said Thursday.
“Leaders at Facebook appreci-

The company in
2019 established an
independent content
oversight board.

David Pecker is stepping
down as chief executive of
American Media, publisher of
the National Enquirer, ending
an era for the supermarket tab-
loid that played a key role in a
campaign-finance scandal that
sent Donald Trump’s lawyer to
prison and implicated the presi-
dent himself.

Mr. Pecker’s departure came
Friday as part of an announce-
ment that American Media,
which also owns several celeb-
rity-gossip magazines such as
Us Weekly, Star and Ok!, is be-
ing merged with Accelerate 360
LLC, a Georgia-based logistics
and distribution business.

American Media will be re-
named A360 Media and Chris
Scardino, an American Media
veteran, will become president,
the companies said. Mr. Pecker,
68, will serve as an executive
adviser to the new company.
“Pecker is effectively out,” a
person familiar with the matter
said. Mr. Pecker didn’t immedi-
ately return messages seeking
comment.

Accelerate 360 is a unit of
American News Company LLC,
a magazine wholesale and dis-
tribution company. Both Ameri-
can News Company and Ameri-
can Media are portfolio
companies of Chatham Asset
Management LLC, a New Jer-
sey-based hedge fund.

Accelerate 360 this year
launched an e-commerce plat-
form called LifeToGo specializ-
ing in health and wellness prod-
ucts, particularly personal
protective equipment like dis-
posable face masks and hand
sanitizer. “A360 Media will be
unlike anything the industry
has seen with an ability to cre-
ate direct access to consumers
for our more than 2,300 active
advertising partners,” Mr. Scar-
dino said in a statement.

Mr. Pecker had been CEO of
American Media since 1999,
building it up into the dominant
publisher of celebrity-gossip
magazines in the U.S.

In 2016, the Enquirer played
a key role in burying stories
damaging to Mr. Trump as he
ran for president. Mr. Pecker
signed off on a hush-money
scheme run by the magazine’s
then-editor, Dylan Howard, to
silence women who alleged af-
fairs with Mr. Trump. Mr.
Trump has denied the affairs.
The scandal implicated Mr.
Trump in a federal probe that
determined he had directed his
personal lawyer, Michael Cohen,
to make payments to the
women.

Mr. Cohen later pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to
prison for tax evasion and fed-
eral campaign-finance viola-
tions. Mr. Trump has denied
knowledge of the arrangements.

Messrs. Pecker and Howard
avoided prosecution by cooper-
ating with prosecutors.

In 2018, the publisher
reached a nonprosecution
agreement with the U.S. attor-
ney’s office in Manhattan, ad-
mitting it paid $150,000 in 2016
to a former Playboy model to
suppress her story of an alleged
affair with Mr. Trump a decade
earlier.

such as catalogs, bank state-
ments and advertisements.

Runbeck is rushing to in-
stall 11 new ballot-mailing ma-
chines, the last of which ar-
rived from Germany last week.
The manufacturer of those
machines, Winkler+Dünnebier
GmbH, is sending technicians
on a chartered flight next
month to complete installation
for election clients.

W+D and BlueCrest, a bal-
lot-systems maker in Danbury,
Conn., said it is too late for
machines ordered now to be
delivered and installed before
the election. “We are coming
at the end of our runway,” said
BlueCrest’s CEO, Dennis LeS-
trange.

Neal Kelley, the registrar of
voters in Orange County, Calif.,
said he ordered a second
$600,000 BlueCrest sorting
machine in March, in anticipa-
tion of more mail-in voting as
a result of the pandemic.

One of the few local govern-
ments that operates its own
ballot-printing machines, Or-
ange County is mailing ballots
to all its 1.7 million registered
voters. Mr. Kelley said he ex-
pects more than 90% of Or-
ange County voters to vote by
mail this fall, up from around
80% during the March presi-
dential primary and about 60%
in the 2018 election.

Matthew Sandretto, chief ex-
ecutive of Chicago-based print
company Byers Holding LLC,
tried to expand operations ear-

lier this year but couldn’t find a
company to supply him with
additional mailing machines in
time. He expects to print and
mail five million ballots this
year, twice as many as in past
election years. Almost all of
them have been spoken for, Mr.
Sandretto said.

“We will be producing
through the night,” he said.

Ballot makers get business
by submitting bids to local
governments. Printers are typ-
ically paid for each ballot
mailed, and expected to be
able to handle all ballot re-
quests a local government re-
ceives. Maryland, with about
four million registered voters,
expects to pay about $11 mil-
lion to print and mail request
forms and ballots to voters,
plus nearly $2 million for re-
turn postage.

Cleveland-based Midwest
Direct plans to print four mil-
lion ballots this year, about 1.8
million of which are expected
to be mailed to voters. That is
up from 300,000 mail-in bal-
lots out of the three million
Midwest Direct printed overall
in 2016, according to CEO
Richard Gebbie.

Mr. Gebbie said his factory
is running near capacity and
that he recently turned down
a county in northeast Ohio
seeking a ballot printer.
“We’ve got to have a little
safety valve here and say
we’re just not going to take
any more,” he said.

Election Day is just over 10
weeks away and printing com-
panies across the country are
cranking up their presses to
meet unprecedented demand
for mail-in ballots.

Printers say they believe
there is enough capacity in the
U.S. to make and ship the mil-
lions of mail-in ballots ex-
pected to be cast this year as
the coronavirus pandemic
keeps people away from the
polls. However, some warn
that if demand for ballots ex-
ceeds projections from local
election officials, it could set
off a last-minute scramble to
find additional printing and
shipping providers, potentially
leaving some voters without
ballots they requested.

Nearly a quarter of the
roughly 140 million votes cast
in the November 2016 election
were sent by mail, according
to the U.S. Election Assistance
Commission. Local election of-
ficials say the share sent by
mail will be significantly
higher this year. Nearly one
million people voted by mail
in Georgia’s presidential pri-
mary in June, for instance,
compared with 36,000 in the
2016 primary.

To print those extra ballots,
companies plan to run print-
and-pack systems around the
clock and some late orders are
expected to go to companies

BY AUSTEN HUFFORD
AND JOSHUA JAMERSON

Facebook Staff Demand Policy Changes on India Hate Speech

Natural-gas prices have shot
up 66% since late June, and
speculators are betting they
will keep climbing. But the
companies that control the
country’s spigots aren’t so sure.

Appalachian energy produc-
ers are taking a cautious ap-
proach to reopening the taps
they shut in spring when the
coronavirus pandemic torpe-
doed prices in an already glut-
ted market.

These companies flooded
the market in recent years and
have effectively become the
swing producers in the newly
global market for U.S. shale
gas. Their reticence to chase
rising prices is supporting the
market. But by keeping gas in
the ground, they risk missing a
rare period of climbing prices
that could quickly reverse.

“Given the way the world is
now, you’re more likely to see
producers respond to weak
pricing rather than a response
to strong pricing,” said Anna
Lenzmeier, who studies North-
eastern gas markets for BTU
Analytics, a Lakewood, Colo.,
research firm.

Producers operating where
Pennsylvania, Ohio and West
Virginia meet—a region that
includes some of the most
prolific wells ever drilled—
have become particularly re-
sponsive to price swings, Ms.
Lenzmeier said.

The huge volumes of fuel
they can bring to market with
minimal drilling enable them
to meet demand in a hurry. A
network of pipelines allows
them to steer their output be-
tween Chicago and other Great
Lakes cities, or to Gulf Coast
chemical makers and export-
ers, depending where prices
are best, she said.

Earlier this year the coro-

Meanwhile, gas inventories
have shrunk due to curtail-
ments in Appalachian and less
oil drilling, which produces a
lot of gas as a byproduct.

The uncertainty of the re-
covery and the potential for
domestic gas storage facilities
to fill up ahead of winter have
some analysts less optimistic.

Gas producers themselves,
stung by years of selling gas
at ever lower prices, are also
circumspect.

Executives at EQT, which
took roughly 25% of its output
offline in May, said they think
futures for next year are
priced too low. They have said
the company is more likely to
hold back even more produc-
tion than ramp up drilling.

CNX expects to reopen its
shut-in wells around Nov. 1. It
could do so sooner if near-
term prices continue their hot
streak, but the Pittsburgh
company may keep the gas in
the ground longer if prices are
weak, executives say.

Printing Companies Rush to Produce Ballots

navirus shutdown prompted
overseas buyers to cancel
shipments of liquefied natural
gas, or LNG. Domestic stock-
piles swelled. Prices tumbled
even after producers like EQT
Corp., the country’s largest,
and CNX Resources Corp.
choked back wells to take gas
off the market.

By late June, natural-gas fu-
tures for July delivery hit
$1.48 per million British ther-
mal units, the lowest price in a
quarter-century. Prices have
been on the upswing since,
thanks to steamy weather
that’s had air conditioners
blasting and rebounding de-
mand from facilities that liq-
uefy gas for export as econo-
mies world-wide emerge from
lockdown.

Futures for September deliv-
ery ended Friday at $2.45, up

13% from the same time last
year. Gas to be delivered in De-
cember, when heating demand
picks up, has risen to $3.15.

Hedge funds and other
speculators are betting prices
have room to run.

Investors also have been
betting on shares of natural-
gas producers, particularly
those operating in Appalachia,
such as EQT and CNX. Their
stocks are up 47% and 27%
this year, respectively. With a
64% advance, Range Resources
Corp. leads the pack of six Ap-
palachian gas producers that
are the only nonbankrupt U.S.
energy producers with posi-
tive returns in 2020.

Behind the optimism is the
belief that the onset of heating
season in the Northern Hemi-
sphere will coincide with a
strengthening world economy.

BUSINESS NEWS

BY RYAN DEZEMBER

Natural-Gas Producers Hold Back

Producers are taking a cautious approach to reopening the taps. Above, a CNX Resources natural-gas well site in Pennsylvania.
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*Early votes; only for Democratic party as Republican party opted out in 2020
†All types of absentee

Note: These are states President Trump, a Republican, won in 2016 that are considered toss-ups or
leaning in Democrats' favor this year, according to the nonpartisan Cook Political Report.

Source: state election offices
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Some battleground states reported large increases in voting by
mail during the 2020 presidential primary comparedwith 2016.
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quifax Inc. had spent
years working to repair
its reputation after a
massive data breach
when lockdown orders
meant office workers

around the world had to start
working from home this spring.

With most of its 11,000-plus em-
ployees scattered far from the com-
pany’s security team, the credit-rat-
ing agency couldn’t afford a repeat
of the painful 2017 breach, in which
cybercriminals accessed Social Secu-
rity numbers, addresses, driver’s li-
cense information and other details
of about 150 million Americans.

Work-from-home requirements
have magnified cybersecurity
threats for practically every com-
pany, whose data now must traverse
Wi-Fi networks with passwords
named after the family dog while
workers share devices with teenag-
ers taking classes on Zoom or play-
ing “Fortnite” with their friends.

In an effort to protect its most
sensitive information, Equifax gave
customer-support agents laptops
with software designed to detect
suspicious activity that could ex-
pose information or give hackers a
way into the company’s computer
network. Those employees nor-
mally work in restricted call cen-
ters and typically weren’t allowed
to work from home, said Jamil
Farshchi, the company’s chief in-
formation security officer.

Security researchers have
warned that hackers are targeting
employees doing business from
their new, makeshift workplaces,
using techniques such as scam
emails that pretend to be video-
conference invitations but that ac-
tually steal network credentials.

Technology, health-care and fi-
nancial companies aren’t the only
ones under siege. With around
half the U.S. workforce working
remotely, according to a June
study from the National Bureau of
Economic Research, even compa-
nies like Kraft-Heinz Co. are expe-
riencing an uptick in attempts on
their networks.

Before the pandemic, some
firms tracked thousands, even mil-
lions of threats a day. As soon as
workers headed home, companies
started seeing attacks surge.

“In the course of [the first] two
weeks, we saw orders-of-magni-
tude increases in our alerts,” said
John Masserini, who leads cyber-
security for telecommunications
operator Millicom International
Cellular SA. “We watched our se-
curity operations center light up.”

Most attacks are beaten back, but
not all. Twitter Inc. saw hackers take
over the accounts of several promi-
nent users, including former Presi-
dent Obama and musician Kanye
West after tricking Twitter employ-
ees into sharing administrative in-
formation. Hackers have breached
suppliers for financial services firms
such as Freddie Mac and disrupted
operations at hospitals in the U.S.
and Europe.

The FBI, as of May 28, had re-
ceived around 320,000 complaints
of internet crime, a senior official
told the Senate Judiciary Committee

in June—nearly double the rate for
the prior year. A Secret Service offi-
cial told the same hearing that he
expects over $30 billion in stimulus
funds will end up being pilfered
through scams, many of them cyber-
attacks. Intelligence agencies in the
U.S. and Europe warn that compa-
nies are prime targets for govern-
ment-sponsored hackers going after
corporate secrets, especially corona-
virus research, and have accused
China and Russia of backing these
attacks. Beijing and the Kremlin
deny involvement.

So far during the pandemic,
Kraft-Heinz has observed a jump
of 10% to 15% in attempted email
attacks, said Ricardo Lafosse,
head of cybersecurity. In recent
weeks, hackers adopted new tac-
tics, making fraudulent phone
calls to the company’s support
center. They pose as employees or
suppliers to gather information
that could help them launch more
sophisticated attacks in the fu-
ture, he said. Hackers use tactics

such as calling the help desk and
pretending to be an employee who
is locked out of an account, or a
supplier who needs to confirm ac-
count credentials to process pay-
ment, he added.

“We had a large influx of re-
mote users,” Mr. Lafosse said.
“That really opened the opportu-
nity for malicious attackers to
start banging against the door to
see what would stick.”

The shifting spread of the virus
complicates corporate security.
Companies that straddle interna-
tional borders have to keep up
with which employees must work
remotely and which can go to the
office as governments issue and
rescind restrictions, said Mr. Mas-
serini, the security chief at Milli-
com, the telecommunications firm,
which provides mobile phone ser-
vices in Latin America and Africa.

“It actually impacted us first here
in Miami, and then as [the virus]
propagated through Latin America,
you had one country that would all

of a sudden be working from home
and then the country right next to it
would not,” he said. As offices
closed, Mr. Masserini worked with
Millicom’s technology department to
equip employees, in some cases tell-
ing them to take company comput-
ers with them or use their personal
machines at home.

Nasdaq Inc. watched email traffic
swell by 35% after almost all of its
4,500 employees went home in
March, said Lou Modano, the stock-
exchange operator’s head of cyber-
security. Mixed with the email surge
have been hacker ploys that play on
Covid-19 fears or solicit charitable
donations, he said. Some hackers
pose as equipment suppliers, re-
questing payments.

Potential vulnerabilities are
alarmingly widespread. About 53%
of people working remotely con-
duct company business on personal
laptops, which often lack safe-
guards that many employers pro-
vide, such as firewalls and antivirus
software, according to research
from International Business Ma-
chines Corp. Equally alarming to
security chiefs, 29% of remote
workers said they let kids and
other family members use their
work laptops for online shopping
and gaming, potentially exposing
them to viruses, according to a sur-
vey from cybersecurity firm Cyber-
Ark Software.

At Equifax, security-monitoring
tools had been tuned to recognize
employees’ habits at the office, such
as when someone typically logs into
email and which computer they use.
“You’re used to your network traffic
being in your network offices. You
know what Monday at 10 a.m. looks
like,” said Bryson Koehler, Equifax’s
chief technology officer. “We up-
ended all of that.”

Companies learned which alerts
signal legitimate security problems
and which point to new work pat-
terns. Highmark Health, a non-
profit health-care company based
in Pittsburgh, didn’t have the tech-
nology needed to support all its
roughly 35,000 employees on its
network at once, so it split non-
medical staff into day and night-
time shifts—a step companies in
several industries have been
forced to take. That means time of
day for network activity isn’t the
obvious indicator of suspicious be-
havior it once was, said security
chief Omar Khawaja.

The company reset security moni-
toring tools to more heavily weight
factors such as multiple authoriza-
tion attempts from the same inter-
net address but trying different user
credentials. “In the past, we looked
at people excessively working off-
hours because maybe something
malicious was happening,” Mr. Kha-
waja said. “But rules changed.”

Battling attacks during the pan-
demic has also reinforced a basic
security lesson, executives say. No
matter how a hacker tries to infil-
trate a company’s systems, an in-
dividual worker can be the stron-
gest—or weakest—link.

“No matter what we do with
our tools,” Nasdaq’s Mr. Modano
said, “the employee is always the
first line of defense.”

BY CATHERINE STUPP AND JAMES RUNDLE

Companies Battle Another Pandemic:

Skyrocketing
Hacking Attempts

WeakWi-Fi passwords, shared laptops
are the stuff of cybersecurity nightmares

EXCHANGE

RemoteRisk
A shift towardworking from home due to Covid-19 has created cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
Lax practices among thosewhoworkwith personally identifiable information, such as Social
Security numbers, financial data and individuals’ medical records, could be seriously damaging.

Peoplewho are newlyworking fromhomedue to the pandemic

Use a personal
laptop or computer
for work

Say employer
hasn’t provided
security training
duringwork
from home

Subsetwhoworkwith personally identifiable information

Have posted a
picture of their
work-from-home
setup on social
media

Reuse passwords
for business
applications or
accounts

Say employer has
no new security
policies in
managing
personally
identifiable
information

Use personal
devices other than
cell phones for
work and none are
managed by their
employer

53% 45%

23%

53%

22%

37%

Source: IBM online survey of of 2,001 U.S. adults newly working from home due to Covid-19, of which 848 work with personally identifiable information (PII), conducted June 4-7 and
normalized for age and gender; margins of error: +/– 2 pct. pts. (full survey) and +/– 3 pct. pts. (PII subset) Kara Dapena/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Facebook’s
Balancing

Act
Oneperson’s free
expression canbe

another person’s hate,
saysSheryl Sandberg

Facebook Inc.’s
business model
isn’t a secret.

The buzzier the
posts, the more
eyeballs—and
more data on the

users behind them. Eyeballs and
data are the opiate of advertis-
ers. The formula earned the
company $5.2 billion in the sec-
ond quarter alone. It is also the
heart of Facebook’s dilemma.

Provocative speech, the kind
that nestles up to any line Face-
book draws, is like catnip to us-
ers. Facebook’s long-term profit-
ability depends on policing it
without abusing users’ trust.

“You know, one person’s
opinion, one person’s free
expression can be another
person’s hate,” Facebook’s
Chief Operating Officer Sheryl
Sandberg told me recently in a
40-minute Zoom call. She said
she believes the company’s
standards are tough, but will
never be tough enough for
some people.

How does the company show
it respects the blurry line be-
tween free speech and hate
speech without making por-
tions of Facebook’s three billion
users feel like their views are
taboo or making another swath
of users feel like it doesn’t care
about the pain that some posts
cause them?

This is a challenge faced
across social media. A speech by
founder Mark Zuckerberg this
past October at Georgetown’s
Institute of Politics and Public
Service made clear Facebook
errs on the side of free expres-
sion. “Giving more people a
voice gives power to the power-
less, and it pushes society to get
better over time,” he said.

Many say that’s too hands-
off, and the cautious approach
tends to foster the spread of
misinformation.

Ms. Sandberg counters that
Facebook on its own now finds
95% of the hate speech that is
taken down, compared with 24%
a couple years ago. Millions of
pieces of content are removed
by artificial-intelligence tools.

Last month, a civil-rights au-
dit conducted by an indepen-
dent attorney but commis-
sioned by Facebook criticized
the company for being “too re-
active and piecemeal” in re-
sponses to hate speech, and for
presiding over a “seesaw of
progress and setbacks.” Ms.
Sandberg chaired the task force
that conducted the audit.

A major complaint in the re-
port: Facebook’s handling of
President Trump’s posts about
protesters and voting that have
been characterized as racist or
misleading. Ms. Sandberg said
the company does not profit
from or incentivize provocative
content, but it is deliberately
slow to hit the delete button.

“We get accused from conser-
vatives of being anti-conserva-
tive,” Ms. Sandberg said. “They
look at us and they see, you
know, liberal Silicon Valley com-
pany.” What’s the answer?
“We’re going to be very clear
about what our rules are...and
working to apply them as even-
handed as possible.”

If Mr. Trump violates the
company’s list of community
standards (including hate
speech and misinformation), his
posts come down. But penaliz-
ing a person as polarizing as Mr.
Trump isn’t easy.

The next big test will be the
2020 election. Ms. Sandberg
said Facebook is committed to
being “much more proactive
around pushing out accurate in-
formation in this election.” She
said that Facebook blocked bad
actors in “hundreds of elections
around the world” in 2018.

Facebook has been criticized
for allegedly allowing the spread
of false stories during recent
U.K. elections, however.

“It’s our job to show up at
work every day, trying to stop
anything bad,” Ms. Sandberg
said. But of course, “the bad guys
will always try to get ahead.”

Facebook’s task is to continue
working to convince it is, in
fact, the good guy.
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spokesman says the agency is
aware of the issues.

n Next year, carry 2020 losses
back up to five years.
The 2017 tax overhaul ended the
ability of many firms to use cur-
rent operating losses to offset
prior years’ taxes, but this spring’s
Cares Act allows a five-year carry-
back of net losses for 2018, 2019
and 2020. It also removed other
restrictions on their use, making
this provision highly valuable to
some taxpayers.

A broad array of losses are al-
lowed under this provision, be-
cause it applies when business de-
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differs from other disasters. Write-
offs may need to be for “casualty”
losses as defined by the tax code,
which typically requires them to
be both sudden and caused by the
disaster.

Valrie Chambers, a CPA who
studies casualty losses and teaches
at Stetson University, thinks that a
revenue drop for a restaurant due
to capacity limits wouldn’t count.
She thinks that added costs for
deep-cleaning or a payment to get
out a lease because of the pan-
demic could count.

The Internal Revenue Service
hasn’t issued guidance on pan-
demic disaster losses, but a

ductions outstrip income.
However, this benefit takes longer
to get than the one for disasters
because 2020 losses can’t be
claimed until returns are filed
next spring.

The expanded carryback benefit
can be used both by corporations,
including S corporations, and by
owners of pass-through entities
such as partnerships.

n Switch to cash accounting
to defer taxes.
The 2017 overhaul allowed firms
averaging less than a certain
amount of revenue over three
years to use “cash accounting”

The PandemicTax Breaks Every
Small Business Should Know

Whatever shape your business is in, here are tax moves to consider now

TAX REPORT | LAURA SAUNDERSIf you’re a small-
business owner,
don’t overlook tax
breaks that could
help this year—
whether your busi-
ness is on the ropes

or is booming.
The coronavirus pandemic has

left millions of small businesses
like restaurants and shops strug-
gling to survive. Nearly two mil-
lion American firms, mostly small
ones, have already closed their
doors in 2020, says Raymond
Greenhill, president of Oxxford In-
formation Technology, which
tracks about 32 million U.S. busi-
nesses of all sizes. At the same
time, some small firms, like clean-
ing services and bike stores, are
straining to meet demand.

Either way, harried owners who
have focused mainly on the Pay-
check Protection Program and pay-
roll tax deferrals allowed this year
may be unaware of other provi-
sions that could aid them. Several
were prompted by the pandemic,
while others are longstanding but
newly relevant.

“Tax strategies aren’t top of
mind during a crisis, but they
make a difference. Some of them
provide cash that many owners
need,” says Bill Smith, an attorney
who leads CBIZ MHM’s national
tax office. One allows owners to
sell stock in smaller companies
tax free.

Whatever shape your small
business is in, here are tax moves
to consider now. Note: All are
likely to require professional help
but could provide big benefits.

n Claim 2020 losses on 2019 tax
returns.
Section 165(i) of the tax code lets
individuals and businesses claim
some losses on last year’s tax re-
turn if a federal disaster has been
declared. The intent is to get cash
to victims as soon as possible.

Disaster declarations are usually
for events like hurricanes or earth-
quakes, but this year the pandemic
qualifies. For example, a restau-
rant owner who had a good year in
2019 might be able deduct 2020
pandemic expenses for food spoil-
age on the 2019 tax return and re-
duce taxes owed or get a refund.
Alternately, these losses can be
claimed on 2020 returns, which
are due as late as Oct. 15, 2021.

Not all pandemic costs are de-
ductible, and it’s not clear which
ones qualify because the pandemic

rather than “accrual accounting.”
This means they won’t owe the
IRS until customers pay, rather
than owing when the customers
commit to pay.

Mr. Smith says that this year
some smaller firms have seen rev-
enues drop enough to lower their
average below the current $26 mil-
lion threshold for several years go-
ing forward, enabling them to
switch to cash accounting.

n Get generous treatment for
losses from failed businesses.
Tax code section 1244 provides a
benefit for some failed businesses
that’s often overlooked, says Dr.
Chambers. Certain owners who sell
can use up to $50,000 of net
losses—$100,000 for a married
couple filing jointly—to offset cur-
rent or future ordinary income
such as wages.

Without this provision, the
losses would count as capital
losses that only offset capital

gains, plus $3,000 of ordinary in-
come a year. Such losses could
take a long time to use.

The requirements to claim this
break apply to many investors in
small firms. The business must be
organized as a C or S corporation,
not a partnership, and the break
often doesn’t apply if more than $1
million in capital was invested at
the firm’s outset. It can be used
only by original investors, not sub-
sequent ones.

n Sell a business, tax-free.
Owners who sell at a profit have a
terrific opportunity if they can use
code section 1202. In that case,
some or even all of the gains on
the sale may be tax-free.

To be eligible, the business
must be a C corporation, and the
seller must have held the stock in
it for more than five years. The
business can’t have had more
than $50 million in assets when it
was started. If the conditions are
met, says Mr. Smith, the owners
can often eliminate capital-gains
tax on at least $10 million of
profits on their sale, and some-
times far more.

Special tax rules apply
when the government
declares a disaster, as it
has this year nationwide.

Serious investors
deserve a seriously
smart team.

TDAmeritrade’s passionate, knowledgeable people are all working toward one goal: tomake you an even smarter investor. Whether
you need a Strategy Gut CheckSM on a tough trade or just have a technical question about your account, our people are empowered
and experienced, andwon’t stop working until you’re confident you have all the answers you need.

Learnmore about how our people can support you at tdameritrade.com/people

TDAmeritrade, Inc.,member FINRA/SIPC.©2020TDAmeritrade.
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to thin out the inventory it held by
$6.5 billion. Executives said the
move would free up capital to help
the company manage rising ex-
penses such as a store makeover
plan and fuel costs.

Walmart imposed its discipline on
suppliers, penalizing them for deliv-
ering either too soon or too late.
Suppliers that shipped full trucks of
products to Walmart had to deliver
within a specified two-day window
around 80% of the time or be fined
3% of the cost of the goods. Compet-
ing retailers also demanded deliver-
ies on precise schedules.

Pushed hardest were makers of
bulky paper products, because
they take up so much space, said
Mike Hsu, the chief executive of
Kimberly-Clark Corp., which makes
Scott paper towels. P&G launched
a downsizing in the early 2000s.
Colgate-Palmolive Co. and Kim-
berly-Clark followed suit.

Michael Leavitt, who was U.S.
secretary of Health and Human
Services in 2006, faced dual crises
that year, an avian flu and public
fears that tainted food and con-
sumer products were being im-
ported. He spoke at the time of
what he called the Albertsons syn-
drome, where shoppers strip su-
permarket shelves of key products
at the first sign of a threat.

Mr. Leavitt began urging the gov-
ernment, businesses and individuals
to build up a cushion of essential
items. Jay Leno on “The Tonight
Show” poked fun at him for saying,
in reply to a reporter’s question,
that even people on a tight budget
could prepare, by slowly amassing
powdered milk and extra tuna fish.

“It’s very easy to put off a pri-
ority if you think it’s never going
to happen,” Mr. Leavitt said in a
recent interview. “Pandemics hap-
pen routinely—they just happen

far enough apart that each genera-
tion of leadership figures it won’t
happen on their watch.”

Companies that adopted the
lean-inventory approach largely
omitted tenets of the system as it
had been devised. Originally, it
called for having extensive backup
plans in case of an event that in-
terrupted plant operations or
caused a sudden demand surge.
Prescribed strategies included de-
veloping ties with backup suppli-
ers so plants always have enough.

“In a lot of the lean literature,
that’s just stripped out,” said
Wally Hopp of the University of
Michigan Ross School of Business.
“So we have these systems that
are lean but also brittle.”

In the case of paper towels,
shortage risks didn’t involve reli-

ance on overseas makers, as with
face masks this spring, nor was
tight raw-material supply an issue.
Pulp was plentiful, in part because
demand for newsprint declined. The
main problem was producers’ lack
of spare manufacturing capacity.

Paper towels are made in a pro-
cess that dates back more than a
century. Companies feed wood
pulp into machines several stories
high that press it, roll it and dry it
using Yankee dryers, which also
have blades to scrape each layer
down to the right thickness in a
method called creping.

The machine produces parent
rolls weighing 6,000 pounds,
which are transferred by auto-
mated vehicles called elephants to
converters. There the paper is per-
forated and embossed, making it
stronger and more absorbent. Fi-
nally, it is wound around card-
board tubes in long logs and then
chopped into individual rolls.

The main piece of machinery
breaks down if idled for long peri-
ods, such as if not needed when
demand returns to normal, said
Rick McLeod, an executive in
P&G’s family care unit. The indus-
try couldn’t shift production from
commercial paper towels to at-
home varieties because companies
either don’t make both types or
couldn’t switch fast enough.

“The capacity to make paper
towels is both very expensive and
requires a very long lead time” to
build, P&G Chief Executive David
Taylor said. “You wouldn’t run a
business at 30% or 40% extra ca-
pacity. The cost of that would not
allow you to price in a way that
meets customer needs.”

Though P&G has no plans to
build a new plant, it restarted an
idled piece of equipment at a facil-
ity in Albany, Ga., in March. P&G
said it carried out what is nor-
mally a monthslong restarting pro-
cess in two weeks by sending engi-
neers from around the country.

Toilet paper shortages subsided
over the summer as consumers’
stockpiles were more than enough
to cover their increased use of bath-
room tissue at home. Paper towels
remain in higher demand as people
clean more amid the pandemic.

Georgia-Pacific, which makes
Brawny paper towels in addition to
Sparkle, said it is considering con-
verting some toilet paper lines to
paper towels, based on its view of
long-term demand. But it, like other
producers, has no plans to build a
new paper towel plant. Paper towels
aren’t typically exported because of
the shipping cost.

Broadly speaking, producers of
household staples have recorded
higher revenue and improved mar-
gins during the pandemic as con-
sumers have rushed to stock up.
Paper-towel factories generally ship
their output by truck. Trucking
routes, too, are crafted for maxi-
mum efficiency and little slack.

When volumes of staples sent to
stores surged beyond the norm
this spring—at times leaving deliv-
ery trucks with no return cargo,

called dead heads—some trucking
companies didn’t honor commit-
ments and instead chased the
higher rates available on trucking’s
spot market, said Bob Biesterfeld,
CEO of freight brokerage firm C.H.
Robinson Worldwide Inc. He said
the brokerage company picked up
business from shippers whose con-
tracted trucking carriers had left
them in the lurch.

The final trucking miles, from re-
gional distribution centers to stores,
proved especially troublesome. The
centers and stores have limited
loading docks. So even when manu-
facturers had sufficient paper tow-
els or other high-demand items to
deliver, their truckers had to strug-
gle with long lines to unload.

While some aspects of the supply
chain have eased in recent months,
trucking capacity has grown tighter
because more of the U.S. economy is
back online and creating demand to
transport industrial products.

Second thoughts
Executives at some makers of food
and household staples say they rec-
ognize how the drive for efficiency
hindered their ability to respond to
the coronavirus crisis demand, and
they are becoming a little less lean.

Kellogg Co., which had short-
ages in its production of cereal
and snacks such as Pringles, said it
is investing in more transporta-
tion. Georgia-Pacific has built ad-
ditional loading-dock doors so
more trucks can be filled at once.

“There is appetite for more
safety stock going forward,” said
Kellogg CEO Steve Cahillane. “That
is something that everybody is
talking about.”

Weis Markets Inc., a mid-Atlan-
tic grocery chain, has tapped addi-
tional suppliers of paper towels,
including some that normally sell
to businesses, said its chief operat-
ing officer, Kurt Schertle. Weis is
carrying 40% more inventory in its
distribution center.

“We are much better off having
canned veggies, bottled water and
paper towels in our [distribution
center] than to have cash on hand
trying to save a couple percent
somewhere,” Mr. Schertle said.

A spokesman for Walmart said
it is focusing on securing better
availability of essential products.
He said the retailer hasn’t made
plans to change future inventory
levels. The spokesman declined to
comment on whether Walmart’s
longtime push to reduce inventory
factored into shortages Americans
have faced during the pandemic.

In late July, Ms. Austin in North
Carolina was down to her last few
sheets of paper towels after find-
ing none at the local grocery.

“We are a community used to
pulling together and keeping
things on hand for those surprise
nor’easters and flooding times, but
this was an entirely new feeling,”
Ms. Austin said. “And it still is. It’s
disheartening to walk up to those
shelves and still see them bare.”

—Jennifer Smith
contributed to this article.

Factoriesmake the paper towels
on giant parent rolls, which are
then divided into individual rolls.

Machineswere
operating near capacity
before the pandemic
because of efficiency
efforts called
just-in-time operating.

Paper towels are packaged and
sent to retailers’ regional
distribution centers.

Products are unloaded and stocked
at retailers.

Wood is turned into paper pulp.
Pulpmakers send it to paper-towel
factories, usually by train.

Truckingwas often
slower and costlier than
before the pandemic.

Distribution centers
were overloaded, so
some factories sent
paper towels directly
to stores.

Packagingmachines
were operating near
capacity, and commercial
lines couldn’t be easily
switched tomake
retail products.

Trucks faced backups
at loading docks.

Retailers receivedmuch
less than they ordered
amid soaring demand.

Regional distribution centers
send products to stores.

SlowYour Roll
The U.S. paper-towel supply chain had problems that
have led to shortages since the pandemic began.
Here’s how it works and some of the issues.

Sources: paper-towel manufacturers and retailers
Kara Dapena/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

their normal amount of paper tow-
els one week, and the next week 10
times more, Ms. Coduto recalls.
She felt a sense of foreboding.

“I read about other countries
getting hit by the virus, and some
of the panic and fear,” she said.

She and the nearly 1,000 workers
at the Georgia-Pacific plant, which
makes Sparkle paper towels and
was already running 24/7, began
hunting for ways to increase output.
With tactics such as cutting variet-
ies to reduce line changeover time,
they eventually managed to raise its
production about 25%, still not
enough to meet all the orders.

The coronavirus reached her re-
gion in April. “If there’s anything
that keeps me up at night, it’s how
to keep everyone safe,” she said.
“You’re questioning everything
you’re doing, trying to keep the vi-
rus out of the workplace.” The
plant has had a few workers test
positive and quarantine but has
stayed open.

As Americans stocked up, bricks-
and-mortar stores’ sales of paper
towels soared 150% in mid-March.
Demand remains 25% higher than
before the pandemic, says Procter &
Gamble Co., which makes Bounty.

The supply chain sputtered for
many other things Americans
clamored for when the virus
struck, including some food prod-
ucts, disinfectant wipes and—espe-
cially alarming for health-care
workers—face masks.

While each had its specific is-
sues, all involved lean operations
by manufacturers or raw-material
suppliers, plus disciplined distribu-
tion and retailing channels geared
to a normal level of demand. The
lean system went largely unques-
tioned, until one day just-in-time
meant not-enough.

Credit for developing it goes to
Taiichi Ohno, an engineer at Toyota
Motor. He has said he drew inspira-
tion from a 1950s visit to a U.S. su-
permarket, where he saw how the
grocer restocked in real time as
shoppers bought goods, avoiding ei-
ther bare shelves or excess products.

At the time, it was common for
manufacturers to keep warehouses
filled with months’ supplies of raw
materials and parts. All that inven-
tory had to be paid for or financed,
and storing it cost money as well.

‘Toyota way’
When Japanese auto makers chal-
lenged Detroit in the 1970s,
Japan’s low-price cars could be
profitable in part because of rigor-
ous manufacturing efficiency, in
which parts weren’t stored in bulk
at the assembly plant, tying up
capital, but arrived only as needed.

U.S. auto makers stung by the
competition rushed to replicate
“the Toyota way.” Soon, academics
and business leaders were extol-
ling it, publishing voluminous
amounts on how to master and ex-
ecute just-in-time systems for dif-
ferent industries.

At the retail level, one spur was
a decision by Walmart Inc. in 2006

ContinuedfrompageB1

Paper Towels
Gone? Blame
Lean Systems

Shelf Space
The share of items out of stock in U.S. stores and e-commerce has soared
in the pandemic.

Average percentage of products sold out as of Aug. 9

*Edible and nonedible
Source: IRI CPG Supply Index
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Household paper

Household cleaners

Canned vegetables

Carbonated beverages

Frozenmeals

Refrigeratedmeats

Coffee and tea

Baking ingredients

Hair care

All consumer*

Laundry

Pet care

Over-the-countermedicine

Personal cleansing

Grooming supplies

Pre-pandemic range: 5%-7%

A shopper walked by empty shelves for paper towels and toilet paper at a Costco in Teterboro, N.J. on March 2.

A worker creates 2-ply tissue paper at a Procter & Gamble Co. factory in Green Bay, Wis.
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ConsumerRates andReturns to Investor
U.S. consumer rates
A consumer rate against its
benchmark over the past year
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New car loantPrime rate

Selected rates
Newcar loan

Bankrate.comavg†: 4.26%
First CommandBank 2.75%
FortWorth, TX 888-763-7600

First SavingsBankofHegewisch 2.75%
Chicago, IL 773-646-4200

ThinkMutual Bank 2.99%
Rochester,MN 800-288-3425

First FSBofMascoutah 3.00%
Mascoutah, IL 888-415-3279

CambridgeSavingsBank 3.24%
Cambridge,MA 888-418-5626

Yield/Rate (%) 52-WeekRange (%) 3-yr chg
Interest rate Last (l)Week ago Low 0 2 4 6 8 High (pct pts)

Federal-funds rate target 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00 l 2.00 -1.00
Prime rate* 3.25 3.25 3.25 l 5.25 -1.00
Libor, 3-month 0.25 0.27 0.24 l 2.16 -1.06
Moneymarket, annual yield 0.24 0.25 0.24 l 0.78 -0.05
Five-year CD, annual yield 0.67 0.68 0.67 l 1.75 -0.78
30-yearmortgage, fixed† 3.04 3.25 3.03 l 4.22 -0.83
15-yearmortgage, fixed† 2.64 2.69 2.58 l 3.57 -0.47
Jumbomortgages, $510,400-plus† 3.06 3.32 3.06 l 4.71 -1.22
Five-year adjmortgage (ARM)† 3.27 3.24 3.06 l 4.78 -0.03
New-car loan, 48-month 4.26 4.27 4.17 l 4.65 1.41
Bankrate.com rates based on survey of over 4,800 online banks. *Base rate posted by 70% of the nation's largest
banks.† Excludes closing costs.

Sources: FactSet; Dow JonesMarket Data; Bankrate.com

BenchmarkYields
andRates
Treasury yield curve
Yield to maturity of current bills,
notes and bonds
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Forex Race
Yen, euro vs. dollar; dollar vs.
major U.S. trading partners
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Sources: Tradeweb ICEU.S. Treasury Close; Tullett Prebon; DowJonesMarketData

MajorU.S. Stock-Market Indexes
Latest 52-Week % chg

High Low Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg YTD 3-yr. ann.

DowJones

Industrial Average 27959.48 27686.78 27930.33 190.60 0.69 29551.42 18591.93 9.0 -2.1 8.8
TransportationAvg 10960.05 10855.24 10940.68 46.75 0.43 11304.97 6703.63 12.3 0.4 6.2
UtilityAverage 812.38 803.01 809.61 -0.98 -0.12 960.89 610.89 -2.7 -7.9 3.0
Total StockMarket 34655.55 34483.50 34626.02 82.80 0.24 34631.28 22462.76 18.6 4.8 11.4
Barron's 400 727.94 724.68 727.81 -0.01 -0.001 746.64 455.11 13.6 -0.6 5.0

NasdaqStockMarket

NasdaqComposite 11326.21 11245.44 11311.80 46.85 0.42 11311.80 6860.67 45.9 26.1 22.1
Nasdaq 100 11574.79 11461.53 11555.16 78.11 0.68 11555.16 6994.29 54.8 32.3 25.9

S&P

500 Index 3399.96 3379.31 3397.16 11.65 0.34 3397.16 2237.40 19.3 5.1 11.8
MidCap400 1916.43 1902.64 1910.25 -5.14 -0.27 2106.12 1218.55 4.0 -7.4 4.1
SmallCap600 899.53 889.38 894.74 -6.00 -0.67 1041.03 595.67 -0.2 -12.4 3.1

Other Indexes

Russell 2000 1563.37 1545.36 1552.48 -11.83 -0.76 1705.22 991.16 6.4 -7.0 4.6
NYSEComposite 12814.11 12762.94 12809.07 -3.79 -0.03 14183.20 8777.38 3.2 -7.9 3.0
Value Line 474.42 469.93 471.40 -3.02 -0.64 562.05 305.71 -4.0 -14.6 -2.2
NYSEArcaBiotech 5420.58 5356.98 5393.04 -27.85 -0.51 6142.96 3855.67 22.9 6.4 12.3
NYSEArcaPharma 672.48 666.09 671.23 -1.27 -0.19 672.50 494.36 17.3 2.7 9.2
KBWBank 75.14 73.89 74.21 -0.37 -0.50 114.12 56.19 -17.2 -34.5 -7.2

PHLX§Gold/Silver 148.69 145.76 147.51 -3.37 -2.24 161.14 70.12 50.9 38.0 20.0

PHLX§Oil Service 36.56 35.43 35.62 -1.27 -3.44 80.99 21.47 -41.0 -54.5 -32.9

PHLX§Semiconductor 2199.27 2170.64 2198.33 17.29 0.79 2227.61 1286.84 52.0 18.9 27.3
CboeVolatility 24.47 22.06 22.54 -0.18 -0.79 82.69 11.54 13.4 63.6 19.6

NasdaqPHLX Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

TradingDiary
Volume,Advancers, Decliners

NYSE NYSEAmer.

Total volume* 837,088,020 17,650,208

Adv. volume* 291,707,371 2,988,879

Decl. volume* 528,225,823 14,157,230

Issues traded 3,075 262

Advances 1,004 69

Declines 1,959 186

Unchanged 112 7

Newhighs 65 0

New lows 29 3

ClosingArms† 0.94 2.07

Block trades* 5,218 200

Nasdaq NYSEArca

Total volume*3,867,529,122 188,243,551

Adv. volume*1,622,740,070 75,936,461

Decl. volume*2,198,592,280 111,325,059

Issues traded 3,448 1,390

Advances 1,115 564

Declines 2,253 805

Unchanged 80 21

Newhighs 81 91

New lows 37 15

ClosingArms† 0.67 1.03

Block trades* 25,362 925

* PrimarymarketNYSE, NYSEAmerican NYSEArca only.
†(TRIN)A comparison of the number of advancing and declining
issueswith the volumeof shares rising and falling. An
Armsof less than 1 indicates buying demand; above 1
indicates selling pressure.

PercentageGainers...

Percentage Losers

Latest Session 52-Week
Company Symbol Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg

KymeraTherapeutics KYMR 33.26 13.26 66.30 37.75 20.00 ...
HarpoonTherapeutics HARP 15.31 3.59 30.63 25.02 10.27 15.6
Bio-PathHoldings BPTH 5.16 1.20 30.30 13.34 2.92 -56.7
Kelly Services Cl B KELYB 31.95 6.81 27.06 90.36 10.35 14.1
ShiftPixy PIXY 4.37 0.93 27.03 27.50 3.21 -79.2

Velocity Financial VEL 5.27 1.05 24.88 14.90 2.24 ...
MidatechPharmaADR MTP 2.56 0.46 21.90 8.50 0.86 -61.5
Nano-X Imaging NNOX 21.70 3.70 20.56 25.00 18.00 ...
Buckle BKE 19.45 3.08 18.81 28.52 11.76 7.9
Ossen InnovationADR OSN 3.44 0.53 18.21 7.00 1.50 7.5

BigCommerceHoldings BIGC 76.10 11.60 17.98 104.00 63.77 ...
Vuzix VUZI 4.31 0.64 17.44 4.93 0.86 129.3
CLPS CLPS 3.63 0.52 16.72 8.86 1.62 -26.6
MOGUADR MOGU 3.14 0.41 15.02 6.85 0.88 -13.6
AudioEye AEYE 21.28 2.63 14.10 22.29 1.94 382.5

Latest Session 52-Week
Company Symbol Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg

VivoPower International VVPR 2.62 -0.97 -27.02 4.27 0.59 100.0
Aemetis AMTX 2.14 -0.67 -23.84 3.47 0.37 170.9
CatoCl A CATO 6.49 -1.78 -21.52 19.73 6.09 -59.4
GAN GAN 20.68 -4.49 -17.84 28.95 10.60 ...
AutoWeb AUTO 2.78 -0.58 -17.26 3.69 0.50 23.0

MarathonPatentGroup MARA 2.71 -0.56 -17.13 5.25 0.35 59.4
Pacific Ethanol PEIX 4.10 -0.80 -16.24 5.33 0.22 645.5
SharpSpring SHSP 9.83 -1.78 -15.33 13.95 4.50 -17.4
PennVirginia PVAC 10.35 -1.74 -14.39 37.12 0.99 -64.8
Blink Charging BLNK 6.80 -1.14 -14.36 14.58 1.25 162.5

Electromed ELMD 14.20 -2.28 -13.83 19.73 5.20 173.1
MICT MICT 3.26 -0.51 -13.53 8.45 0.38 377.4
PinduoduoADR PDD 84.00 -13.13 -13.52 98.96 29.38 184.8
Calyxt CLXT 5.75 -0.86 -13.01 8.41 2.40 -9.2
UrbanOneCl A UONE 5.02 -0.74 -12.85 54.16 0.95 170.5

MostActiveStocks
Volume %chg from Latest Session 52-Week

Company Symbol (000) 65-day avg Close % chg High Low

Hancock Jaffe Labs HJLI 464,732 16602.5 0.46 63.89 1.08 0.21
Gevo GEVO 236,538 1077.5 1.23 -32.42 3.60 0.46
ShiftPixy PIXY 133,034 15927.6 4.37 27.03 27.50 3.21
Transocean RIG 102,479 281.4 1.14 -28.30 7.28 0.76
Apple AAPL 84,181 129.7 497.48 5.15 499.47 201.00
* Common stocks priced at $2 a share ormorewith an average volumeover 65 trading days of at least
5,000 shares =Has traded fewer than 65 days

CorporateBorrowingRates andYields
Yield (%) 52-Week Total Return (%)

Bond total return index Close Last Week ago High Low 52-wk 3-yr

U.S. Treasury, Barclays 2486.610 0.480 0.520 1.910 0.400 7.89 5.38

U.S. Treasury Long, Barclays4941.320 1.250 1.320 2.370 0.980 16.55 11.86

Aggregate, Barclays 2283.800 1.130 1.160 2.460 1.020 7.24 5.30

Fixed-RateMBS, Barclays 2227.210 1.150 1.200 2.690 0.930 4.82 3.73

HighYield 100, ICEBofA 3152.580 4.564 4.584 10.740 4.285 2.078 3.801

MuniMaster, ICEBofA 589.414 0.949 0.913 3.441 0.838 4.252 4.129

EMBIGlobal, J.P.Morgan 902.810 4.663 4.647 7.480 4.523 4.584 4.267

Sources: J.P.Morgan; S&PDowJones Indices; BloombergBarclays; ICEDataServices

Get real-time U.S. stock quotes and track most-active
stocks, new highs/lows and mutual funds.
Plus, deeper money-flows data and email delivery of
key stock-market data.
Available free at WSJMarkets.com
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International Stock Indexes
Latest YTD

Region/Country Index Close Net chg % chg % chg

World TheGlobalDow 3028.38 1.72 0.06 –6.9

DJGlobal Index 434.98 0.97 0.22 0.2

DJGlobal exU.S. 249.12 0.35 0.14 –5.5

Americas DJAmericas 789.86 2.03 0.26 3.8

Brazil SaoPauloBovespa 101521.29 53.42 0.05 –12.2

Canada S&P/TSXComp 16517.85 –88.91 –0.54 –3.2

Mexico S&P/BMV IPC 38095.88 –611.36 –1.58 –12.5

Chile Santiago IPSA 2755.24 11.55 0.42 –17.4

EMEA StoxxEurope600 365.09 –0.55 –0.15 –12.2

Eurozone EuroStoxx 358.14 –0.84 –0.23 –11.3

Belgium Bel-20 3302.92 –34.70 –1.04 –16.5

Denmark OMXCopenhagen20 1318.62 8.38 0.64 16.1

France CAC40 4896.33 –14.91 –0.30 –18.1

Germany DAX 12764.80 –65.20 –0.51 –3.7

Israel TelAviv 1394.71 … Closed –17.1

Italy FTSEMIB 19695.43 –71.53 –0.36 –16.2

Netherlands AEX 551.37 –1.07 –0.19 –8.8

Russia RTS Index 1262.01 –10.80 –0.85 –18.5

SouthAfrica FTSE/JSEAll-Share 55949.92 319.94 0.58 –2.0

Spain IBEX35 6982.10 –11.20 –0.16 –26.9

Sweden OMXStockholm 693.58 –0.27 –0.04 1.9

Switzerland SwissMarket 10218.20 –11.72 –0.11 –3.8

Turkey BIST 100 1109.88 –16.92 –1.50 –3.0

U.K. FTSE 100 6001.89 –11.45 –0.19 –20.4

U.K. FTSE250 17577.68 81.25 0.46 –19.7

Asia-Pacific
Australia S&P/ASX200 6111.20 –8.82 –0.14 –8.6

China Shanghai Composite 3380.68 16.78 0.50 10.8

HongKong HangSeng 25113.84 322.45 1.30 –10.9

India S&PBSESensex 38434.72 214.34 0.56 –6.8

Japan Nikkei StockAvg 22920.30 39.68 0.17 –3.1

Singapore Straits Times 2528.54 0.61 0.02 –21.5

SouthKorea Kospi 2304.59 30.37 1.34 4.9

Taiwan TAIEX 12607.84 245.20 1.98 5.1

Thailand SET 1299.26 2.47 0.19 –17.8
Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Track the Markets: Winners and Losers
A look at how selected global stock indexes, bond ETFs, currencies and
commodities performed around the world for the week.

Stock
index

Currency,
vs. U.S. dollar

Commodity,
traded in U.S.*

Exchange-
traded fund

Wheat 5.45%

Nymex natural gas 3.90

Nasdaq 100 3.50

S&P 500 Information Tech 3.48

Nymex RBOB gasoline 3.17

Nasdaq Composite 2.65

Comex silver 2.46

S&P 500 Consumer Discr 2.42

Comex copper 2.01

iSh 20+ Treasury 1.85

S&P 500 Telecom Svcs 1.73

S&P BSE Sensex 1.47

South African rand 1.31

Bloomberg Commodity Index 0.92

Lean hogs 0.79

iShiBoxx$HYCp 0.78

Corn 0.77

iShiBoxx$InvGrdCp 0.77

Japanese yen 0.74

S&P 500 0.72

Canada dollar 0.68

Shanghai Composite 0.61

iSh TIPS Bond 0.61

Indonesian rupiah 0.61

iSh 7-10 Treasury 0.57

VangdTotalBd 0.48

VangdTotIntlBd 0.45

Chinese yuan 0.45

iShJPMUSEmgBd 0.30

S&P 500 Consumer Staples 0.19

Sao Paulo Bovespa 0.17

Nymex crude 0.07

WSJ Dollar Index 0.06

S&P/TSX Comp 0.02

S&P 500 Real Estate 0.02

UK pound 0.02

iSh 1-3 Treasury 0.01

Mexico peso-0.002

Dow Jones Industrial Average-0.002

S&P 500 Health Care-0.01

Indian rupee-0.03

Comex gold-0.12

Australian dollar-0.13

Dow Jones Transportation Average-0.17

S&P/ASX 200-0.25

Swiss franc-0.27

Hang Seng-0.27

Soybeans-0.30

Euro area euro-0.41

South Korean won-0.47

iShNatlMuniBd-0.51

Stoxx Europe 600-0.81

DAX-1.06

Euro Stoxx-1.16

S&P 500 Materials-1.26

CAC-40-1.34

Norwegian krone-1.35

FTSE 100-1.45

S&P 500 Industrials-1.50

Nikkei 225-1.58

Russell 2000-1.61

FTSE MIB-1.66

S&P 500 Utilities-1.70

S&PMidCap 400-2.02

IPC All-Share-2.19

Nymex ULSD-2.32

IBEX 35-2.41

S&P SmallCap 600-2.52

Russian ruble-2.61

S&P 500 Financials-3.40

Kospi Composite-4.27

S&P 500 Energy-6.11

*Continuous front-month contracts

Sources: FactSet (stock indexes, bond ETFs, commodities), Tullett Prebon (currencies).
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Nasdaq Composite Index
11311.80
s 46.85
or 0.42%
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Trailing P/E ratio *†
P/E estimate *†
Dividend yield *†
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Speed-Read the Markets

With 30-plus charts and concise analysis,
The Daily Shot morning newsletter delivers an
overview of the trends impacting global markets.

Sign up now at WSJ.com/DailyShot

Weekly P/E data based on as-reported earnings from Birinyi Associates Inc. † Based on Nasdaq-100 Index

See an expanded daily list of selected global stock indexes, bond ETFs, currencies
and commodities at wsj.com/graphics/track-the-markets

Commodities
Pricing trends on some rawmaterials, or commodities

Friday 52-Week YTD
Close Net chg %Chg High Low %Chg % chg

DJCommodity 620.39 -3.36 -0.54 647.86 433.70 5.26 -3.41
TR/CCCRB Index 149.96 -0.86 -0.57 187.39 106.29 -11.06 -19.29
Crude oil,$per barrel 42.34 -0.48 -1.12 63.27 -37.63 -21.84 -30.66
Natural gas,$/MMBtu 2.448 0.096 4.08 2.862 1.482 13.75 11.83
Gold,$per troy oz. 1934.60 0.80 0.04 2051.50 1452.10 26.73 27.32

Currencies
U.S.-dollar foreign-exchange rates in lateNewYork trading

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Americas
Argentina peso .0136 73.5781 22.9
Brazil real .1779 5.6203 39.8
Canada dollar .7589 1.3178 1.4
Chile peso .001261 793.10 7.3
Colombiapeso .000261 3836.00 16.9
EcuadorUSdollar 1 1 unch
Mexico peso .0455 21.9758 16.1
Uruguay peso .02332 42.8750 15.4
Asia-Pacific
Australian dollar .7162 1.3963 –2.0
China yuan .1445 6.9195 –0.6
HongKong dollar .1290 7.7504 –0.5
India rupee .01335 74.922 5.0
Indonesia rupiah .0000677 14771 6.4
Japan yen .009451 105.81 –2.6
Kazakhstan tenge .002380 420.08 10.0
Macau pataca .1252 7.9885 –0.4
Malaysia ringgit .2392 4.1800 2.2
NewZealand dollar .6541 1.5288 2.9
Pakistan rupee .00594 168.400 8.6
Philippines peso .0205 48.714 –3.9
Singapore dollar .7291 1.3715 1.9
SouthKoreawon .0008388 1192.22 3.2
Sri Lanka rupee .0054145 184.69 1.8
Taiwan dollar .03401 29.407 –1.7
Thailand baht .03169 31.560 6.0

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Vietnam dong .00004315 23176 0.02
Europe
CzechRep. koruna .04523 22.109 –2.5
Denmark krone .1584 6.3115 –5.3
Euro area euro 1.1796 .8478 –4.9
Hungary forint .003361 297.49 0.7
Iceland krona .007255 137.84 13.8
Norway krone .1110 9.0115 2.6
Poland zloty .2671 3.7433 –1.3
Russia ruble .01337 74.821 20.6
Sweden krona .1137 8.7956 –6.1
Switzerland franc 1.0970 .9116 –5.8
Turkey lira .1364 7.3330 23.3
Ukraine hryvnia .0363 27.5500 16.4
UK pound 1.3089 .7640 1.3
Middle East/Africa
Bahrain dinar 2.6525 .3770 –0.01
Egypt pound .0628 15.9293 –0.7
Israel shekel .2940 3.4010 –1.5
Kuwait dinar 3.2684 .3060 0.9
Oman sul rial 2.5974 .3850 unch
Qatar rial .2745 3.643 –0.01
SaudiArabia riyal .2666 3.7505 –0.02
SouthAfrica rand .0583 17.1566 22.6

Close Net Chg %Chg YTD%Chg

WSJDollar Index 88.59 0.33 0.38 –1.09

Sources: Tullett Prebon, DowJonesMarketData
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Metal&PetroleumFutures
Contract Open

Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest
Copper-High (CMX)-25,000 lbs.; $ per lb.
Aug ... ... ... 2.9135 –0.0565 426
Dec 3.0060 3.0165 2.9240 2.9340 –0.0575 107,558
Gold (CMX)-100 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Aug 1941.00 1945.00 1908.90 1934.60 0.80 290
Oct 1946.70 1954.80 1909.60 1938.30 … 71,828
Dec 1955.60 1963.10 1916.60 1947.00 0.50 398,578
Feb'21 1963.90 1971.30 1925.40 1955.10 0.10 34,787
April 1974.50 1975.80 1931.00 1960.90 0.20 17,676
June 1969.50 1969.60 1938.80 1965.50 0.10 7,973
Palladium(NYM) - 50 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Aug ... ... ... 2177.20 –6.60 1
Sept 2187.00 2217.90 2165.80 2180.30 –6.60 3,982
Dec 2212.00 2235.20 2183.90 2201.40 –4.80 5,637
March'21 2194.70 –4.30 51
Platinum(NYM)-50 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Aug ... ... ... 922.30 –0.80 15
Oct 932.10 937.00 903.50 926.10 –0.80 52,312
Silver (CMX)-5,000 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Aug 27.475 27.475 27.055 26.707 –0.415 15
Dec 27.500 27.775 26.235 26.877 –0.424 113,172
CrudeOil, Light Sweet (NYM)-1,000bbls.; $ per bbl.
Oct 42.75 42.96 41.46 42.34 –0.48 381,581
Nov 43.01 43.22 41.74 42.62 –0.47 209,300
Dec 43.34 43.50 42.06 42.93 –0.46 266,522
March'21 44.31 44.33 42.96 43.77 –0.48 123,847
June 44.85 44.94 43.61 44.39 –0.46 178,709
Dec 45.40 45.47 44.26 45.02 –0.38 189,190
NYHarborULSD (NYM)-42,000gal.; $ per gal.
Sept 1.2471 1.2531 1.1919 1.2080 –.0387 40,733
Oct 1.2650 1.2710 1.2103 1.2283 –.0362 88,805
Gasoline-NYRBOB(NYM)-42,000gal.; $ per gal.
Sept 1.2981 1.3128 1.2551 1.2841 –.0124 49,015
Oct 1.2261 1.2400 1.1845 1.2130 –.0134 120,706
Natural Gas (NYM)-10,000MMBtu.; $ perMMBtu.
Sept 2.355 2.468 2.280 2.448 .096 52,953
Oct 2.502 2.588 2.424 2.573 .070 217,914
Nov 2.819 2.876 2.751 2.866 .039 196,306
Dec 3.116 3.163 3.064 3.158 .022 100,360
Jan'21 3.229 3.270 3.180 3.266 .023 129,878
March 3.056 3.083 3.014 3.079 .014 84,093

AgricultureFutures
Corn (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 324.75 327.75 324.25 327.00 2.50 224,200
Dec 339.25 341.75 338.75 340.50 1.25 775,324
Oats (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 270.00 274.00 264.00 268.50 –3.25 383
Dec 263.00 265.00 260.00 263.75 .25 4,084
Soybeans (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 904.50 907.75 899.50 900.75 –2.25 40,644

FuturesContracts Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Nov 906.75 910.75 903.25 904.75 –.50 378,479
SoybeanMeal (CBT)-100 tons; $ per ton.
Sept 294.50 295.60 289.60 290.20 –3.60 42,738
Dec 301.30 302.50 297.00 297.50 –3.10 170,133
SoybeanOil (CBT)-60,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 31.20 31.45 31.08 31.41 .11 34,961
Dec 31.40 31.71 31.34 31.67 .15 175,471
RoughRice (CBT)-2,000 cwt.; $ per cwt.
Sept 12.17 12.32 12.15 12.30 .14 2,648
Nov 12.35 12.42 s 12.32 12.40 .05 7,316
Wheat (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 520.00 527.75 515.00 527.25 7.75 53,573
Dec 529.00 535.50 523.75 535.00 6.50 207,140
Wheat (KC)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 440.25 447.00 437.25 445.75 4.25 38,391
Dec 451.00 458.00 448.00 456.75 4.00 149,442
Cattle-Feeder (CME)-50,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Aug 143.350 143.725 142.700 142.925 –.500 2,799
Oct 146.175 146.650 144.875 145.275 –1.100 16,505
Cattle-Live (CME)-40,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Aug 106.650 107.025 105.625 105.800 –1.225 3,529
Oct 109.325 109.850 108.375 108.550 –1.225 124,289
Hogs-Lean (CME)-40,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 55.525 55.975 54.075 54.250 –.925 101,646
Dec 55.775 56.350 55.275 55.450 –.400 52,884
Lumber (CME)-110,000bd. ft., $ per 1,000bd. ft.
Sept 819.00 830.90 s 811.50 830.90 29.00 2,082
Nov 754.10 762.70 s 749.00 762.70 29.00 1,530
Milk (CME)-200,000 lbs., cents per lb.
Aug 19.60 19.60 19.57 19.60 … 5,772
Sept 15.22 15.27 15.03 15.13 .09 4,384
Cocoa (ICE-US)-10metric tons; $ per ton.
Sept 2,420 2,469 2,420 2,459 19 939
Dec 2,400 2,419 2,355 2,409 9 100,465
Coffee (ICE-US)-37,500 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 119.65 120.40 116.50 120.10 1.55 1,061
Dec 119.15 120.40 116.05 119.80 .85 117,483
Sugar-World (ICE-US)-112,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 13.04 13.08 12.80 12.83 –.18 360,680
March'21 13.59 13.61 13.35 13.39 –.16 251,178
Sugar-Domestic (ICE-US)-112,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Nov 27.54 27.54 27.54 27.54 –.11 2,363
Jan'21 27.02 27.02 27.02 27.02 –.12 1,939
Cotton (ICE-US)-50,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 63.77 63.77 63.57 63.73 –.19 114
Dec 64.42 64.55 64.01 64.28 –.24 111,763
Orange Juice (ICE-US)-15,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 119.15 119.45 114.90 116.80 –1.50 2,934
Nov 120.00 121.00 117.50 118.70 –.85 5,332

InterestRateFutures
UltraTreasuryBonds (CBT) - $100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 220-080 222-030 219-240 221-210 31.0 1,060,477
Dec 223-200 225-200 223-060 225-050 1-01.0 72,676

TreasuryBonds (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 179-040 179-280 178-280 179-190 8.0 1,103,410
Dec 177-150 178-070 177-080 177-300 8.0 95,406
TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 139-160 139-235 139-135 139-180 … 3,319,761
Dec 139-115 139-195 139-100 139-140 … 189,792
5Yr. TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 125-270 125-307 125-262 125-270 –1.0 3,271,657
Dec 125-312 126-027 125-302 125-310 –1.0 216,587
2Yr. TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$200,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 110-131 110-137 110-129 110-131 –.1 2,011,788
Dec 110-145 110-151 110-142 110-145 –.2 87,228
30DayFederal Funds (CBT)-$5,000,000; 100 - daily avg.
Aug 99.9075 99.9075 99.9050 99.9075 .0025 190,312
Oct 99.9300 99.9350 99.9300 99.9350 .0050 244,712
10Yr. Del. Int. RateSwaps (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 101-050 101-055 100-270 100-315 … 75,044
Eurodollar (CME)-$1,000,000; pts of 100%
Sept 99.7725 99.7775 99.7700 99.7725 –.0025 1,436,741
Dec 99.7200 99.7300 99.7200 99.7250 … 1,017,170
March'21 99.7950 99.8050 99.7950 99.8000 … 959,102
June 99.8100 99.8200 99.8050 99.8100 –.0050 913,489

CurrencyFutures
JapaneseYen (CME)-¥12,500,000; $ per 100¥
Sept .9454 .9486 .9430 .9453 –.0005 146,991
Dec .9470 .9496 .9441 .9463 –.0004 747
CanadianDollar (CME)-CAD 100,000; $ per CAD
Sept .7588 .7600 .7556 .7582 –.0006 120,543
Dec .7588 .7600 .7558 .7583 –.0006 5,553
BritishPound (CME)-£62,500; $ per £
Sept 1.3217 1.3256 1.3061 1.3095 –.0119 173,058
Dec 1.3227 1.3261 1.3067 1.3100 –.0119 3,040
Swiss Franc (CME)-CHF 125,000; $ per CHF
Sept 1.1021 1.1043 1.0947 1.0968 –.0046 52,854
Dec 1.1051 1.1069 1.0977 1.0996 –.0046 215

AustralianDollar (CME)-AUD 100,000; $ perAUD
Sept .7195 .7217 .7140 .7161 –.0033 123,539
Dec .7210 .7217 .7143 .7163 –.0033 986
MexicanPeso (CME)-MXN500,000; $ perMXN
Sept .04514 .04543 .04496 .04539 .00035 130,948
Dec .04468 .04494 .04450 .04490 .00034 2,270
Euro (CME)-€125,000; $ per €
Sept 1.1868 1.1888 1.1759 1.1794 –.0065 686,022
Dec 1.1890 1.1910 1.1782 1.1816 –.0064 10,909

IndexFutures
MiniDJ Industrial Average (CBT)-$5 x index
Sept 27676 27904 27473 27859 190 92,078
Dec 27584 27764 27345 27722 185 584
S&P500 Index (CME)-$250 x index
Sept 3386.30 3393.90 s 3357.30 3392.60 11.80 29,312
Dec … … … 3382.00 11.70 2
Mini S&P500 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 3383.50 3396.25 3356.75 3392.50 11.75 2,654,109
Dec 3373.50 3385.75 3346.25 3382.00 11.75 76,728
Mini S&PMidcap400 (CME)-$100 x index
Sept 1915.20 1919.30 1894.20 1908.60 –6.10 57,976
Dec 1899.10 1911.60 1893.70 1905.50 –6.10 8
MiniNasdaq 100 (CME)-$20 x index
Sept 11480.00 11573.50 s 11407.00 11562.00 84.75 230,290
Dec 11467.00 11555.75 s 11392.25 11545.50 85.00 2,538
Mini Russell 2000 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 1561.30 1569.10 1541.30 1548.60 –11.70 506,743
Dec 1558.80 1565.20 1539.00 1545.20 –11.70 970
Mini Russell 1000 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 1878.60 1886.00 s 1876.20 1884.60 5.50 8,490
U.S. Dollar Index (ICE-US)-$1,000 x index
Sept 92.69 93.48 92.57 93.24 .46 30,419
Dec 92.69 93.50 92.61 93.27 .46 1,576

Source: FactSet
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Global GovernmentBonds:MappingYields
Yields and spreads over or underU.S. Treasurys on benchmark two-year and 10-year government bonds in
selected other countries; arrows indicatewhether the yield rose(s) or fell (t) in the latest session

Country/ Yield (%) Spread Under/Over U.S. Treasurys, in basis points
Coupon (%) Maturity, in years Latest(l)-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 Previous Month ago Year ago Latest Prev Year ago

0.125 U.S. 2 0.157 s l 0.145 0.161 1.577
0.625 10 0.633t l 0.652 0.602 1.591

5.750 Australia 2 0.273 t l 0.276 0.271 0.745 11.6 13.1 -83.3
2.500 10 0.892 s l 0.865 0.876 0.942 25.9 21.3 -64.9

0.000 France 2 -0.617 t l -0.600 -0.612 -0.779 -77.4 -74.5 -235.6
0.000 10 -0.199 s l -0.200 -0.160 -0.398 -83.2 -85.1 -198.9

0.000 Germany 2 -0.676 s l -0.679 -0.675 -0.886 -83.4 -82.4 -246.3
0.000 10 -0.504 t l -0.493 -0.459 -0.670 -113.7 -114.4 -226.1

1.000 Italy 2 -0.137 s l -0.158 -0.017 0.009 -29.4 -30.4 -156.9
0.950 10 0.943 s l 0.919 1.083 1.337 31.0 26.7 -25.4

0.100 Japan 2 -0.115 s l -0.117 -0.139 -0.300 -27.2 -26.2 -187.8
0.100 10 0.035 s l 0.030 0.016 -0.240 -59.8 -62.2 -183.1

0.400 Spain 2 -0.465 t l -0.461 -0.411 -0.552 -62.3 -60.7 -212.9
1.250 10 0.301 s l 0.285 0.367 0.091 -33.2 -36.7 -150.1

0.500 U.K. 2 -0.042 t l -0.030 -0.111 0.501 -19.9 -17.5 -107.6
4.750 10 0.208 t l 0.227 0.137 0.475 -42.6 -42.5 -111.6

Source: Tullett Prebon

CorporateDebt
Pricemoves by a company's debt in the creditmarkets sometimesmirror and sometimes anticipate,moves in
that same company’s share price.
Investment-grade spreads that tightened themost…

Spread*, in basis points Stock Performance
Issuer Symbol Coupon (%) Maturity Current One-day change Lastweek Close ($) % chg

Aircastle … 5.000 April 1, ’23 468 –9 460 ... ...
Comcast CMCSA 3.600 March 1, ’24 27 –9 28 43.07 –0.46
MetLifeGlobal Funding … 0.900 June 8, ’23 25 –9 32 … …
MorganStanley MS 3.750 Feb. 25, ’23 31 –9 n.a. 51.10 0.59
BankofNovaScotia BNS 1.950 Feb. 1, ’23 35 –8 34 42.13 –0.92
Macquarie Bank MQGAU 2.100 Oct. 17, ’22 30 –8 n.a. ... ...
PepsiCo PEP 0.750 May1, ’23 14 –8 17 136.46 –0.19
Prudential Financial PRU 3.500 May15, ’24 12 –8 n.a. 67.41 –1.06

…Andspreads thatwidened themost
DeltaAir Lines DAL 7.000 May1, ’25 470 14 439 27.27 –1.27
BankofAmerica BAC 4.125 Jan. 22, ’24 44 13 n.a. 24.98 –0.48
SouthwestAirlines LUV 4.750 May4, ’23 245 9 268 34.69 0.67
OMERSFinanceTrust OMERFT 2.500 May2, ’24 29 9 n.a. ... ...
Wells Fargo WFC 4.125 Aug. 15, ’23 77 6 82 23.64 –0.46
CiscoSystems CSCO 5.500 Jan. 15, ’40 92 5 84 42.25 –0.14
Credit Suisse … 1.000 May5, ’23 40 4 39 … …
Pacific Gas andElectric … 4.500 July 1, ’40 267 4 244 … …

High-yield issueswith thebiggest price increases…
BondPrice as%of face value Stock Performance

Issuer Symbol Coupon (%) Maturity Current One-day change Lastweek Close ($) % chg

LBrands LB 6.750 July 1, ’36 100.000 1.47 95.980 29.97 1.35
Bombardier BBDBCN 8.750 Dec. 1, ’21 93.530 1.03 92.478 ... ...
FordMotor Credit … 4.250 Sept. 20, ’22 100.875 0.86 100.625 … …
Sprint Capital … 8.750 March 15, ’32 149.875 0.85 150.938 ... ...
Occidental Petroleum OXY 2.700 Aug. 15, ’22 98.000 0.75 97.500 13.16 –1.79
TevaPharmaceutical FinanceNetherlands … 2.200 July 21, ’21 99.650 0.56 99.000 … …
CIT CIT 5.000 Aug. 15, ’22 104.575 0.55 104.063 19.06 –2.16
DishDBS … 5.875 Nov. 15, ’24 104.800 0.30 104.687 … …

…Andwith thebiggest price decreases
Transocean RIG 7.500 April 15, ’31 20.000 –3.50 26.750 1.14 –28.30
TevaPharmaceutical FinanceNetherlands … 4.100 Oct. 1, ’46 86.777 –1.22 91.500 … …
Embarq … 7.995 June 1, ’36 118.760 –0.72 119.438 … …
Navient NAVI 5.875 Oct. 25, ’24 102.000 –0.52 n.a. 8.57 –0.92
Nabors Industries NBR 4.625 Sept. 15, ’21 80.500 –0.50 n.a. 33.40 –6.65
PrimeSecurity ServicesBorrower PRSESE 5.750 April 15, ’26 110.150 –0.38 112.500 ... ...
TenetHealthcare THC 6.750 June 15, ’23 106.595 –0.28 106.500 26.61 –2.06
CF Industries CF 4.950 June 1, ’43 119.000 –0.25 118.805 32.37 –2.21

*Estimated spread over 2-year, 3-year, 5-year, 10-year or 30-year hot-runTreasury; 100basis points=one percentage pt.; change in spread shown is for Z-spread.
Note: Data are for themost active issue of bondswithmaturities of two years ormore

Sources:MarketAxess CorporateBondTicker; DowJonesMarketData

DividendChanges
Dividend announcements fromAugust 21.

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Increased
HamiltonBeachBrands HBB 2.1 .095 /.09 Q Sep15 /Sep01
Natl StorageAffiliates NSA 4.0 .34 /.33 Q Sep30 /Sep15
Orchid IslandCapital ORC 15.3 .065 /.06 M Sep28 /Aug31
SS&CTechnologies SSNC 0.9 .14 /.125 Q Sep15 /Sep01
Virtus Invt Partners VRTS 2.3 .82 /.67 Q Nov13 /Oct30

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record
Winnebago WGO 0.8 .12 /.11 Q Sep30 /Sep16

Stocks
Capitala Finance CPTA 1:6 /Aug24
Hexindai ADR HX 1:3 /Aug24

Foreign
Enerplus ERF 3.3 .0076 M Sep15 /Aug31

KEY:A: annual;M:monthly; Q: quarterly; r: revised; SA: semiannual; S2:1: stock split and ratio; SO: spin-off.

Borrowing Benchmarks | WSJ.com/bonds

MoneyRates August 21, 2020

Key annual interest rates paid to borrowor lendmoney inU.S. and
internationalmarkets. Rates beloware a guide to general levels but
don’t always represent actual transactions.

Inflation
July index ChgFrom (%)

level June '20 July '19

U.S. consumer price index
All items 259.101 0.51 1.0
Core 267.703 0.53 1.6

International rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago High Low

Prime rates
U.S. 3.25 3.25 5.25 3.25
Canada 2.45 2.45 3.95 2.45
Japan 1.475 1.475 1.475 1.475

PolicyRates
Euro zone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Britain 0.10 0.10 0.75 0.10
Australia 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25

Secondarymarket
FannieMae
30-yearmortgage yields

30days 1.816 1.842 3.388 1.751
60days 1.869 1.896 3.403 1.804
Notes ondata:
U.S. prime rate is the base rate on corporate
loans posted by at least 70%of the 10 largest
U.S. banks, and is effectiveMarch 16, 2020.
Other prime rates aren’t directly comparable;
lending practices varywidely by location.
CompleteMoneyRates table appearsMonday
throughFriday.
Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; FactSet

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

CommSvsSPDR XLC 60.75 –0.44 13.3
CnsmrDiscSelSector XLY 146.18 0.52 16.6
CnsStapleSelSector XLP 64.30 0.25 2.1
EnSelectSectorSPDR XLE 36.03 –0.63 –40.0
FinSelSectorSPDR XLF 24.31 –0.21 –21.0
FTDJ Internet FDN 188.06 –0.35 35.2
HealthCareSelSect XLV 106.82 0.10 4.9
IndSelSectorSPDR XLI 76.45 0.41 –6.2
InvscQQQI QQQ 281.87 0.69 32.6
InvscS&P500EW RSP 109.25 –0.18 –5.6
iSh3-7YTreasuryBd IEI 133.65 0.01 6.3
iShCoreDivGrowth DGRO 40.40 0.32 –4.0
iShCoreMSCIEAFE IEFA 60.77 –0.54 –6.9
iShCoreMSCIEM IEMG 52.89 0.47 –1.6
iShCoreMSCITotInt IXUS 58.73 –0.27 –5.1
iShCoreS&P500 IVV 340.85 0.35 5.4
iShCoreS&PMC IJH 190.87 –0.22 –7.3
iShCoreS&PSC IJR 73.61 –0.65 –12.2
iShS&PTotlUSStkMkt ITOT 76.40 0.17 5.1
iShCoreUSAggBd AGG 118.68 0.10 5.6
iShSelectDividend DVY 83.43 –0.33 –21.0
iShEdgeMSCIMinEAFE EFAV 68.84 –0.29 –7.6
iShEdgeMSCIMinUSA USMV 63.96 –0.12 –2.5
iShEdgeMSCIUSAMom MTUM 147.69 0.50 17.6
iShEdgeMSCIUSAQual QUAL 104.59 0.30 3.6
iShGoldTr IAU 18.48 –0.86 27.4
iShiBoxx$InvGrCpBd LQD 136.45 0.18 6.6
iShiBoxx$HYCpBd HYG 84.74 –0.01 –3.6
iShIntermCorpBd IGIB 61.19 0.08 5.5
iShJPMUSDEmgBd EMB 113.66 0.32 –0.8
iShMBSETF MBB 110.67 –0.03 2.4
iShMSCIACWI ACWI 80.62 0.16 1.7
iShMSCI EAFE EFA 64.42 –0.51 –7.2
iShMSCIEmgMarkets EEM 44.28 0.50 –1.3
iShNasdaqBiotech IBB 132.60 –0.58 10.0
iShNatlMuniBd MUB 116.23 0.01 2.0
iShPfd&Incm PFF 36.53 –0.11 –2.8
iShRussell1000Gwth IWF 218.53 0.52 24.2
iShRussell1000 IWB 189.09 0.30 6.0
iShRussell1000Val IWD 119.78 0.07 –12.2
iShRussell2000 IWM 154.61 –0.74 –6.7
iShRussellMid-Cap IWR 57.69 –0.21 –3.2
iShRussellMCValue IWS 81.90 –0.16 –13.6
iShS&P500Growth IVW 234.19 0.63 20.9
iShS&P500Value IVE 114.33 –0.01 –12.1
iShShortCpBd IGSB 55.01 0.04 2.6
iShShortTreaBd SHV 110.72 ... 0.2
iShSilver SLV 24.90 –2.77 49.3
iShTIPSBondETF TIP 126.05 0.34 8.1
iSh1-3YTreasuryBd SHY 86.51 –0.01 2.2
iSh7-10YTreasuryBd IEF 122.12 0.07 10.8
iSh20+YTreasuryBd TLT 166.20 0.60 22.7
iShRussellMCGrowth IWP 171.85 –0.25 12.6
iShUSTreasuryBdETF GOVT 28.04 0.11 8.1
JPMUltShtIncm JPST 50.85 0.02 0.8
PIMCOEnhShMaturity MINT 101.89 0.02 0.3
SPDRBlmBarcHYBd JNK 105.13 –0.02 –4.0
SPDRBloomBar1-3MTB BIL 91.54 ... 0.1
SPDRGold GLD 182.03 –0.80 27.4
SchwabIntEquity SCHF 31.65 –0.50 –5.9
SchwabUSBrdMkt SCHB 80.84 0.25 5.2
SchwabUSDiv SCHD 56.35 –0.09 –2.7
SchwabUSLC SCHX 81.67 0.32 6.3
SchwabUSLCGrw SCHG 115.42 0.62 24.2
SchwabUSSC SCHA 70.52 –0.68 –6.8
SchwabUSTIPs SCHP 61.49 0.33 8.6
SPDRDJIATr DIA 279.29 0.73 –2.0
SPDRS&PMdCpTr MDY 348.53 –0.24 –7.2
SPDRS&P500 SPY 339.48 0.35 5.5
SPDRS&PDiv SDY 95.47 –0.22 –11.2
TechSelectSector XLK 117.94 1.27 28.7
UtilitiesSelSector XLU 59.42 0.17 –8.0
VanEckGoldMiner GDX 40.89 –2.57 39.7
VangdInfoTech VGT 313.59 1.04 28.1
VangdSCVal VBR 114.12 –0.47 –16.7
VangdSCGrwth VBK 214.99 –0.46 8.2
VangdDivApp VIG 127.96 0.22 2.6
VangdFTSEDevMk VEA 41.40 –0.53 –6.0
VangdFTSEEM VWO 43.97 0.64 –1.1
VangdFTSEEurope VGK 53.80 –0.77 –8.2
VangdFTSEAWxUS VEU 51.17 –0.27 –4.8
VangdGrowth VUG 229.46 0.55 26.0
VangdHlthCr VHT 204.84 –0.09 6.8
VangdHiDiv VYM 82.64 –0.08 –11.8
VangdIntermBd BIV 93.79 0.07 7.5
VangdIntrCorpBd VCIT 96.37 0.03 5.5
VangdLC VV 157.89 0.28 6.8
VangdMC VO 176.66 –0.11 –0.9
VangdMBS VMBS 54.39 –0.04 2.3
VangdRealEst VNQ 80.88 0.16 –12.8
VangdS&P500ETF VOO 311.93 0.36 5.5
VangdSTBond BSV 83.12 –0.02 3.1
VangdSTCpBd VCSH 83.00 0.04 2.4
VangdSC VB 156.40 –0.37 –5.6
VangdTotalBd BND 88.77 0.21 5.9
VangdTotIntlBd BNDX 58.05 0.02 2.6
VangdTotIntlStk VXUS 52.99 –0.23 –4.8
VangdTotalStk VTI 172.22 0.25 5.3
VangdTotlWrld VT 81.76 0.10 1.0
VangdValue VTV 105.72 0.09 –11.8

Closing Chg YTD
ETF Symbol Price (%) (%)
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Exchange-Traded
Portfolios
WSJ.com/ETFresearch

Largest 100 exchange-traded
funds, latest session

MARKET DATA

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

American Century Inv
Ultra 69.26 +0.34 32.8
American Funds Cl A
AmcpA p 35.66 -0.02 8.1
AMutlA p 42.01 +0.03 -2.4
BalA p 29.13 ... 3.6
BondA p 14.15 +0.02 9.5
CapIBA p 59.25 -0.09 -4.7
CapWGrA 52.39 -0.05 1.2
EupacA p 57.74 -0.14 3.7
FdInvA p 61.69 -0.05 1.5
GwthA p 60.47 -0.01 18.3
HI TrA p 9.62 ... -0.8
ICAA p 40.36 -0.03 3.3
IncoA p 22.25 ... -2.6
IntBdA p 14.22 +0.01 6.7
N PerA p 53.60 -0.01 13.4
NEcoA p 51.47 -0.04 12.6
NwWrldA 74.09 -0.04 5.0
SmCpA p 65.37 -0.06 11.1
TxExA p 13.53 ... 3.0
WshA p 46.14 +0.01 -3.2

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Baird Funds
AggBdInst 11.91 ... 7.7
CorBdInst 12.23 ... 7.4
BlackRock Funds
HiYBlk 7.48 ... -0.3
HiYldBd Inst 7.47 ... -0.4
BlackRock Funds A
GlblAlloc p 20.10 ... 7.8
BlackRock Funds Inst
MultiAstIncome 10.69 ... 0.3
StratIncOpptyIns 10.07 ... 2.7
Bridge Builder Trust
CoreBond 11.02 +0.01 7.6
CorePlusBond 10.71 +0.01 7.3
Intl Eq 11.77 -0.03 -1.8
LargeCapGrowth 18.99 +0.03 20.0
LargeCapValue 12.61 ... -7.0
ClearBridge
LargeCapGrowthI 65.19 +0.23 19.4
Columbia Class I
DivIncom I 23.64 +0.06 -2.2
Dimensional Fds

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

5GlbFxdInc 10.87 ... 1.3
EmgMktVa 24.93 +0.07-12.6
EmMktCorEq 20.41 +0.14 -5.4
IntlCoreEq 12.59 -0.07 -7.9
IntSmCo 17.28 -0.09 -8.3
IntSmVa 16.33 -0.11-15.4
LgCo 26.11 +0.10 6.4
TAUSCoreEq2 19.93 +0.04 -0.3
US CoreEq1 25.98 +0.05 1.2
US CoreEq2 23.38 +0.03 -0.4
US Small 31.23 -0.19-10.3
US SmCpVal 27.54 -0.20-19.6
USLgVa 32.20 -0.01-15.6
Dodge & Cox
Balanced 93.78 -0.13 -5.4
Income 14.81 +0.01 7.3
Intl Stk 36.93 -0.27-15.3
Stock 168.55 -0.32-10.8
DoubleLine Funds
CoreFxdIncmI NA ... NA
TotRetBdI NA ... NA
Edgewood Growth Instituti
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Mutual Funds Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Top 250 mutual-funds listings for Nasdaq-published share classes by net assets.

e-Ex-distribution. f-Previous day’s quotation. g-Footnotes x and s apply. j-Footnotes e
and s apply. k-Recalculated by Lipper, using updated data. p-Distribution costs apply,
12b-1. r-Redemption charge may apply. s-Stock split or dividend. t-Footnotes p and r
apply. v-Footnotes x and e apply. x-Ex-dividend. z-Footnote x, e and s apply. NA-Not
available due to incomplete price, performance or cost data. NE-Not released by Lipper;
data under review. NN-Fund not tracked. NS-Fund didn’t exist at start of period.

EdgewoodGrInst 48.35 +0.10 25.5
Fidelity
500IdxInstPrem118.06 +0.42 6.5
Contrafund K6 17.52 -0.01 21.1
ExtMktIdxInstPre 66.39 -0.20 4.1
IntlIdxInstPrem 40.51 -0.21 -5.7
MidCpInxInstPrem 22.98 -0.04 -2.2
SAIUSLgCpIndxFd 18.39 +0.07 6.4
SeriesOverseas 11.15 -0.04 3.4
SmCpIdxInstPrem 19.71 -0.15 -6.1
TMktIdxInstPrem 95.78 +0.24 6.1
USBdIdxInstPrem 12.62 +0.01 7.5
Fidelity Advisor I
NwInsghtI 37.15 -0.02 13.6
Fidelity Freedom
FF2020 16.33 +0.01 3.9
FF2025 14.48 +0.01 3.7
FF2030 17.89 +0.01 3.3
Freedom2020 K 16.32 +0.02 3.9
Freedom2025 K 14.46 +0.01 3.7
Freedom2030 K 17.88 +0.01 3.4
Freedom2035 K 15.00 ... 2.6
Freedom2040 K 10.49 ... 2.3
Fidelity Invest
Balanc 26.75 +0.04 9.7
BluCh 148.27 +0.67 37.6
Contra 16.65 -0.01 22.3
ContraK 16.68 -0.01 22.3
CpInc r 9.98 -0.01 0.2
GroCo 30.85 +0.20 44.4
GrowCoK 30.91 +0.19 44.5
InvGrBd 12.30 +0.01 8.2
LowP r 46.26 -0.02 -7.6
Magin 12.19 +0.03 19.5

OTC 16.62 +0.11 29.9
Puritn 25.27 +0.05 11.9
SrsEmrgMkt 21.08 +0.16 2.2
SrsGlobal 12.64 -0.01 -4.0
SrsGroCoRetail 25.92 +0.17 46.0
SrsIntlGrw 18.53 -0.05 5.8
SrsIntlVal 8.83 -0.07-10.8
TotalBond 11.54 +0.01 7.5
Fidelity SAI
TotalBd 11.03 +0.01 7.0
Fidelity Selects
Softwr r 24.58 -0.12 27.8
First Eagle Funds
GlbA 56.97 -0.21 -1.7
FPA Funds
FPACres 31.35 -0.01 -4.4
Franklin A1
CA TF A1 p 7.77 ... 3.5
IncomeA1 p 2.11 ... -6.8
FrankTemp/Frank Adv
IncomeAdv 2.10 +0.01 -6.3
FrankTemp/Franklin A
Growth A p 129.87 +0.45 15.7
RisDv A p 72.38 -0.05 4.5
FrankTemp/Franklin C
Income C t 2.15 +0.01 -6.6
FrankTemp/Temp Adv
GlBondAdv p 9.83 ... -4.9
Guggenheim Funds Tru
TotRtnBdFdClInst 29.80 +0.02 11.7
Harbor Funds
CapApInst 103.26 +0.44 NA
Harding Loevner
IntlEq NA ... NA

Invesco Funds Y
DevMktY NA ... NA
JPMorgan I Class
CoreBond NA ... NA
EqInc NA ... NA
JPMorgan R Class
CoreBond NA ... NA
CorePlusBd NA ... NA
Lord Abbett A
ShtDurIncmA p 4.17 ... 1.0
Lord Abbett F
ShtDurIncm 4.17 ... 1.1
Lord Abbett I
ShtDurInc p 4.17 ... 1.1
Metropolitan West
TotRetBd 11.66 +0.01 7.8
TotRetBdI 11.66 +0.01 8.0
TRBdPlan 10.96 ... 7.9
MFS Funds Class I
ValueI 40.76 -0.01 -7.8
MFS Funds Instl
IntlEq 27.25 -0.09 -2.2
Nuveen Cl I
HYMunBd 16.96 ... -2.6
Oakmark Funds Invest
OakmrkInt 20.39 -0.14-18.3
Old Westbury Fds
LrgCpStr 15.41 +0.04 2.3
Parnassus Fds
ParnEqFd 50.70 +0.13 8.3
PGIM Funds Cl Z
TotalReturnBond NA ... NA
PIMCO Fds Instl
AllAsset NA ... NA
InvGrdCrBd 11.18 +0.02 4.8

TotRt 10.96 +0.01 7.8
PIMCO Funds A
IncomeFd NA ... NA
PIMCO Funds I2
Income NA ... NA
PIMCO Funds Instl
IncomeFd NA ... NA
Price Funds
BlChip 154.65 +0.50 24.4
DivGro 54.27 +0.20 2.5
EqInc 27.16 -0.08-14.2
EqIndex 90.42 +0.31 6.3
Growth 89.33 +0.24 21.8
HelSci 90.80 -0.15 11.5
LgCapGow I 54.46 +0.15 23.6
MidCap 100.10 -0.05 5.0
NHoriz 77.56 -0.39 30.6
R2020 22.92 +0.02 3.8
R2025 18.47 +0.01 3.9
R2030 26.89 +0.02 3.8
R2035 19.74 +0.01 3.7
R2040 28.06 +0.01 3.7
PRIMECAP Odyssey Fds
AggGrowth r 47.06 -0.04 4.8
Growth r 40.45 -0.08 -1.2
Schwab Funds
1000 Inv r 76.02 +0.23 6.8
S&P Sel 52.58 +0.18 6.5
TSM Sel r 59.33 +0.15 6.0
TIAA/CREF Funds
EqIdxInst 24.77 +0.06 6.1
VANGUARD ADMIRAL
500Adml 314.26 +1.10 6.4
BalAdml 41.58 +0.07 7.3

CAITAdml 12.33 ... 3.5
CapOpAdml r162.22 +0.07 2.8
EMAdmr 36.56 +0.30 -0.5
EqIncAdml 71.61 +0.07 -8.4
ExplrAdml 102.59 -0.44 5.5
ExtndAdml 99.00 -0.30 4.1
GNMAAdml 10.76 -0.01 3.4
GrwthAdml 118.09 +0.63 26.4
HlthCareAdml r 92.57 -0.34 8.5
HYCorAdml r 5.82 ... 0.9
InfProAd 28.12 +0.07 8.7
IntlGrAdml 133.01 +0.72 29.4
ITBondAdml 12.69 ... 9.1
ITIGradeAdml 10.66 +0.01 8.6
LTGradeAdml 12.17 +0.04 14.2
MidCpAdml 218.76 -0.41 ...
MuHYAdml 11.80 ... 2.6
MuIntAdml 14.77 ... 3.7
MuLTAdml 12.16 ... 4.1
MuLtdAdml 11.24 ... 2.6
MuShtAdml 15.95 ... 1.6
PrmcpAdml r145.31 -0.22 0.8
RealEstatAdml114.58 +0.11-11.4
SmCapAdml 74.92 -0.32 -5.1
SmGthAdml 75.61 -0.28 8.4
STBondAdml 10.89 ... 4.3
STIGradeAdml 10.99 ... 4.1
TotBdAdml 11.69 +0.01 7.4
TotIntBdIdxAdm 23.23 +0.01 3.3
TotIntlAdmIdx r 28.45 -0.04 -4.0
TotStAdml 83.80 +0.19 6.2
TxMCapAdml176.53 +0.54 7.4
TxMIn r 13.31 -0.06 -5.0
USGroAdml 153.24 +0.33 37.5
ValAdml 41.25 +0.03-10.3

WdsrllAdml 62.82 +0.06 -2.0
WellsIAdml 67.37 +0.09 3.4
WelltnAdml 76.05 +0.26 2.9
WndsrAdml 63.11 -0.23-11.8
VANGUARD FDS
DivdGro 30.64 +0.06 1.2
INSTTRF2020 25.14 +0.02 4.3
INSTTRF2025 25.75 +0.02 4.1
INSTTRF2030 26.07 +0.03 3.8
INSTTRF2035 26.37 +0.02 3.4
INSTTRF2040 26.66 +0.03 3.0
INSTTRF2045 26.88 +0.03 2.7
INSTTRF2050 26.93 +0.03 2.7
INSTTRF2055 27.04 +0.03 2.7
IntlVal 33.76 -0.14-10.0
LifeCon 21.89 +0.02 5.0
LifeGro 37.03 +0.03 3.3
LifeMod 29.83 +0.03 4.2
PrmcpCor 26.83 -0.07 -3.9
STAR 29.41 +0.01 8.3
TgtRe2015 15.87 +0.01 4.5
TgtRe2020 33.91 +0.03 4.2
TgtRe2025 20.65 +0.02 4.1
TgtRe2030 37.82 +0.03 3.8
TgtRe2035 23.29 +0.03 3.4
TgtRe2040 40.32 +0.04 3.0
TgtRe2045 25.39 +0.03 2.8
TgtRe2050 40.87 +0.04 2.8
TgtRet2055 44.37 +0.05 2.7
TgtRetInc 14.63 +0.02 4.9
TotIntBdIxInv 11.62 +0.01 3.3
USGro 59.13 +0.13 37.4
WellsI 27.81 +0.04 3.3
Welltn 44.04 +0.15 2.9

WndsrII 35.41 +0.04 -2.0
VANGUARD INDEX FDS
IdxIntl 17.01 -0.02 -4.1
SmValAdml 49.02 -0.22-16.0
TotBd2 11.61 +0.01 7.0
TotIntlInstIdx r113.77 -0.16 -4.0
TotItlInstPlId r113.79 -0.16 -4.0
TotSt 83.77 +0.20 6.1
VANGUARD INSTL FDS
BalInst 41.59 +0.08 7.3
DevMktsIndInst 13.33 -0.06 -5.0
DevMktsInxInst 20.83 -0.10 -5.0
ExtndInst 98.99 -0.30 4.1
GrwthInst 118.09 +0.63 26.4
InPrSeIn 11.46 +0.03 8.8
InstIdx 303.73 +1.06 6.5
InstPlus 303.75 +1.06 6.5
InstTStPlus 71.69 +0.16 6.1
MidCpInst 48.33 -0.09 0.1
MidCpIstPl 238.34 -0.44 0.1
SmCapInst 74.92 -0.32 -5.1
STIGradeInst 10.99 ... 4.1
STIPSIxins 25.50 +0.01 3.2
TotBdInst 11.69 +0.01 7.4
TotBdInst2 11.61 +0.01 7.1
TotBdInstPl 11.69 +0.01 7.4
TotIntBdIdxInst 34.85 +0.01 3.3
TotStInst 83.81 +0.19 6.2
ValueInst 41.25 +0.03-10.3
WCM Focus Funds
WCMFocIntlGrwIns 21.44 -0.06 13.4
Western Asset
CoreBondI NA ... NA
CorePlusBdI NA ... NA
CorePlusBdIS NA ... NA

Data provided by

AWeek in the Life of theDJIA
A look at how the Dow Jones Industrial Average component stocks
did in the past week and howmuch each moved the index. The DJIA
lost 0.69 points, or 0.002%, on the week. A $1 change in the price of
any DJIA stock = 6.86-point change in the average. To date, a $1,000
investment on Dec. 31 in each current DJIA stock component would
have returned $28,644, or a loss of 4.52%, on the $30,000
investment, including reinvested dividends.

TheWeek’sAction
Pct Stock price Point chg $1,000 Invested(year-end '19)
chg (%) change in average* Company Symbol Close $1,000

8.23 37.85 259.61 Apple AAPL $497.48 $1,706
3.81 7.49 51.37 Visa V 204.13 1,091
3.12 3.32 22.77 Nike NKE 109.75 1,089
3.05 4.52 31.00 Johnson&Johnson JNJ 152.76 1,061
2.19 4.54 31.14 McDonald’s MCD 211.57 1,085

2.15 0.82 5.62 Pfizer PFE 38.88 1,023
1.97 4.12 28.26 Microsoft MSFT 213.02 1,362
1.80 1.50 10.29 Merck MRK 84.98 949
1.73 2.34 16.05 Procter&Gamble PG 137.44 1,121
0.96 2.68 18.38 HomeDepot HD 283.23 1,314

0.80 0.39 2.67 Intel INTC 49.28 838
0.34 0.20 1.37 Verizon VZ 58.99 992
–0.59 –0.25 –1.71 CiscoSystems CSCO 42.25 902
–0.73 –0.97 –6.65 Walmart WMT 131.63 1,122
–1.09 –1.53 –10.49 Caterpillar CAT 138.43 959

–1.68 –2.11 –14.47 IBM IBM 123.16 953
–2.37 –3.09 –21.19 WaltDisney DIS 127.44 881
–2.41 –1.17 –8.02 Coca-Cola KO 47.28 869
–2.64 –4.39 –30.11 3M MMM 161.71 943
–2.66 –5.54 –38.00 GoldmanSachs GS 202.43 892

–2.85 –1.28 –8.78 Dow DOW 43.59 825
–2.95 –9.56 –65.57 UnitedHealthGroup UNH 314.14 1,077
–4.24 –4.26 –29.22 AmericanExpress AXP 96.15 783
–4.97 –5.09 –34.91 JPMorganChase JPM 97.32 717
–5.07 –2.19 –15.02 ExxonMobil XOM 41.01 620

–5.30 –3.37 –23.11 RaytheonTechnologies RTX 60.27 697
–5.71 –6.77 –46.43 Travelers TRV 111.83 828
–5.83 –5.27 –36.15 Chevron CVX 85.08 735
–5.85 –2.45 –16.80 Walgreens WBA 39.46 691
–5.94 –10.58 –72.57 Boeing BA 167.50 517

*Based onComposite price. DJIA is calculated on primary-market price.
Source: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet.
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BIGGEST 1,000 STOCKS

A B C
7.26 26.66 14.71 ABB ABB 2.6 36 25.84 -0.16

-10.43 58.72 23.77 AcadiaPharm ACAD ... dd 38.32 -0.94
44.51 17.21 3.40 ADT ADT 1.2 dd 11.46 -0.12
-11.25 52.40 21.76 AECOM ACM ... dd 38.28 -0.42
-9.45 21.23 8.11 AES AES 3.2 64 18.02 0.07
-31.15 55.07 23.07 Aflac AFL 3.1 9 36.42 -0.24
-20.76 19.65 6.25 AGNC Invt AGNC 10.3 dd 14.01 0.07
64.11 17.05 4.10 ANGIHomesvcs ANGI ...333 13.90 -0.23
26.06 328.92 200.07 Ansys ANSS ... 71 324.50 -3.82
-25.54 5.70 3.17 ASETech ASX 2.1 12 4.14 0.04
25.74 402.87 191.25 ASML ASML 0.6 49 372.12 -0.05
-24.03 39.70 26.08 AT&T T 7.0 18 29.69 0.02

... 42.16 26.35 Azek AZEK ... ... 41.03 0.09
17.89 102.89 61.61 AbbottLabs ABT 1.4 59 102.40 0.77
7.14 101.28 62.55 AbbVie ABBV 5.0 20 94.86 -0.34
80.30 319.19 119.01 Abiomed ABMD ... 88 307.57 -2.44

s 12.78 238.30 137.15 Accenture ACN 1.3 31 237.49 0.88
40.04 87.73 47.16 ActivisionBliz ATVI 0.5 36 83.21 -0.79
44.52 55.12 15.19 AdaptiveBiotech ADPT ... dd 43.24 -0.13
43.48 479.80 255.13 Adobe ADBE ... 62 473.22 -5.26
-2.53 171.43 71.33 AdvanceAuto AAP 0.6 24 156.11 -1.33
82.75 87.29 27.43 AdvMicroDevices AMD ...164 83.81 1.04
15.23 99.40 61.13 AgilentTechs A 0.7 44 98.30 0.52
29.04 84.66 31.00 AgnicoEagle AEM 1.0 39 79.50 -1.41
21.89 299.82 167.43 AirProducts APD 1.9 33 286.44 0.37
28.09 116.39 75.18 AkamaiTech AKAM ... 34 110.64 0.30
22.86 99.40 48.89 Albemarle ALB 1.7 22 89.74 -1.31

... 16.50 13.72 Albertsons ACI ... 8 14.90 -0.14
3.61 65.37 39.37 Alcon ALC ... dd 58.61 0.11
5.64 177.70 109.22 AlexandriaRlEst ARE 2.5 52 170.69 -0.76
-7.06 124.02 72.67 AlexionPharm ALXN ... 27 100.51 -0.46
25.32 268.00 161.68 Alibaba BABA ... 33 265.80 7.83
5.47 326.36 127.88 AlignTech ALGN ... 14 294.29 -2.96

-32.63 847.95 426.87 Alleghany Y 0.0 dd 538.64 5.00
-19.49 139.24 77.37 Allegion ALLE 1.3 33 100.27 0.93
-1.17 60.28 37.66 AlliantEnergy LNT 2.8 21 54.08 0.46
-15.97 125.92 64.13 Allstate ALL 2.3 7 94.49 -0.87
-29.29 35.42 10.22 AllyFinancial ALLY 3.5 12 21.61 -0.24
18.61 167.33 73.32 AlnylamPharm ALNY ... dd 136.60 0.24

s 17.63 1591.88 1008.87 AlphabetA GOOGL ... 35 1575.57 -0.68
s 18.20 1597.72 1013.54 Alphabet C GOOG ... 35 1580.42 -1.33
11.74 185.75 75.17 Alteryx AYX ... dd 111.82 -1.96
-3.00 31.78 15.96 AlticeUSA ATUS ... 86 26.52 -0.22
-12.92 52.45 30.95 Altria MO 7.9 dd 43.46 -0.04
-23.36 9.07 4.60 AlumofChina ACH ... 72 6.66 0.01
77.76 3344.29 1626.03 Amazon.com AMZN ...126 3284.72 -12.65
-50.00 4.81 1.90 Ambev ABEV ... 18 2.33 -0.01
2.49 11.59 5.80 Amcor AMCR 4.1 29 11.11 -0.17

-17.36 77.29 44.05 Amdocs DOX 2.2 17 59.66 -0.33
45.55 245.47 121.00 Amedisys AMED ... 63 242.96 4.29
-6.82 426.50 222.34 Amerco UHAL 0.0 17 350.18 -3.70
5.10 87.66 58.74 Ameren AEE 2.5 24 80.72 0.25

-20.75 18.04 10.12 AmericaMovil AMX 2.7 36 12.68 0.01
-21.38 17.94 10.41 AmericaMovil A AMOV 2.8 35 12.50 -0.30
-57.60 31.67 8.25 AmerAirlines AAL 0.0 dd 12.16 -0.34
-16.33 104.97 65.14 AEP AEP 3.5 21 79.08 -0.33
-22.76 138.13 67.00 AmerExpress AXP 1.8 20 96.15 -0.57
-40.72 115.03 44.01 AmericanFin AFG 2.8 25 65.00 -0.83
9.46 29.89 17.50 AmHomes4Rent AMH 0.7105 28.69 0.21

-44.92 58.66 16.07 AIG AIG 4.5 dd 28.27 -0.86
8.49 272.20 174.32 AmerTowerREIT AMT 1.8 58 249.34 1.66

16.92 150.47 92.00 AmerWaterWorks AWK 1.5 41 143.64 -0.64
10.44 41.29 23.30 AmericoldRealty COLD 2.2 75 38.72 0.03
-7.25 180.85 80.01 Ameriprise AMP 2.7 8 154.51 -0.63
15.44 106.45 72.06 AmerisourceBrgn ABC 1.7 13 98.15 -0.89
0.50 102.31 54.82 Ametek AME 0.7 26 100.24 0.08
-1.42 264.97 177.05 Amgen AMGN 2.7 19 237.64 -1.09
0.01 111.40 63.05 Amphenol APH 0.9 30 108.24 0.94
-2.37 127.39 79.08 AnalogDevices ADI 2.1 39 116.02 -1.43
-6.66 63.71 26.04 Anaplan PLAN ... dd 48.91 0.82
24.89 38.50 12.66 AngloGoldAsh AU 0.3 40 27.90 -0.96
-32.20 98.34 32.58 AB InBev BUD 1.9 dd 55.62 -1.13
-22.51 10.50 3.51 AnnalyCap NLY 13.3 dd 7.30 -0.03
-5.76 309.10 171.03 Anthem ANTM 1.3 12 284.63 2.88
-7.03 238.19 143.93 Aon AON 0.9 26 193.64 -3.37
-1.43 55.38 19.46 ApolloGlbMgmt APO 4.9 dd 47.03 0.38

s 69.41 499.47 201.00 Apple AAPL 0.7 38 497.48 24.38
2.02 69.90 36.64 ApplMaterials AMAT 1.4 18 62.27 -1.52
1.89 123.44 79.84 Aptargroup ATR 1.2 39 117.80 0.25

-11.68 99.04 29.22 Aptiv APTV 0.0 13 83.88 -0.61
-44.61 47.22 9.65 Aramark ARMK 1.8 dd 24.04 0.68
-35.35 18.89 6.64 ArcelorMittal MT 0.0 dd 11.34 -0.29
-27.96 48.32 20.93 ArchCapital ACGL ... 11 30.90 -0.50
-5.95 47.20 28.92 ArcherDaniels ADM 3.3 14 43.59 0.10
11.38 42.40 20.20 AresMgmt ARES 4.0 80 39.75 -0.09
47.13 272.74 103.75 arGEN-X ARGX ... dd 236.18 -1.37
9.42 267.30 156.63 AristaNetworks ANET ... 24 222.57 1.19

-11.19 85.80 39.25 ArrowElec ARW ... 16 75.26 0.44
1.10 158.93 90.06 AscendisPharma ASND ... dd 140.65 -2.31
2.09 142.89 73.07 AspenTech AZPN ... 38 123.46 -0.35
-7.96 142.61 76.27 Assurant AIZ 2.1 20 120.64 -1.39
11.73 64.94 36.15 AstraZeneca AZN 2.5 68 55.71 -0.78
-24.79 50.43 13.37 Athene ATH ... 18 35.37 -0.53
38.47 198.41 107.00 Atlassian TEAM ... dd 166.64 -1.21
-9.85 121.08 77.92 AtmosEnergy ATO 2.3 21 100.84 -0.28
35.33 251.39 125.38 Autodesk ADSK ...181 248.27 -0.88
9.62 100.10 59.54 Autohome ATHM 0.9 23 87.71 -1.48

-17.90 87.01 38.16 Autoliv ALV 0.0 43 69.30 -0.54
-19.01 182.32 103.11 ADP ADP 2.6 24 138.08 -1.07
1.49 1274.41 684.91 AutoZone AZO ... 19 1209.07 5.57
67.82 144.20 55.50 Avalara AVLR ... dd 122.93 -0.82
-27.32 229.40 118.17 Avalonbay AVB 4.2 27 152.41 -1.29
-3.30 57.24 35.62 Avangrid AGR 3.6 22 49.47 0.39
23.14 22.86 6.66 Avantor AVTR ... 96 22.35 1.18

-12.41 141.09 76.96 AveryDennison AVY 2.0 19 114.58 1.14
-5.98 49.58 31.66 BCE BCE 5.8 21 43.58 0.14
-0.37 58.35 29.78 BHPGroup BHP 4.4 17 54.51 -1.23
-4.04 48.67 23.64 BHPGroup BBL 5.3 14 45.11 -0.93

s102.64 46.49 18.84 BJ'sWholesale BJ ... 21 46.08 1.62
-43.14 40.08 15.51 BP BP 10.1 dd 21.46 -0.50
56.61 7.55 2.16 B2Gold BTG 1.3 15 6.28 -0.10
-3.12 147.38 82.00 Baidu BIDU ... 84 122.45 -1.03

-39.72 25.99 9.12 BakerHughes BKR 4.7 dd 15.45 -0.28
18.48 82.82 51.26 Ball BLL 0.8 70 76.62 0.86
-49.28 5.80 2.64 BancoBilbaoViz BBVA 8.1 5 2.83 -0.05
-56.92 8.05 2.58 BancoBradesco BBDO 3.5 8 3.40 -0.05
-16.87 29.54 12.50 BancodeChile BCH 3.6 12 17.45 -0.04
-57.71 12.68 3.69 BancSanBrasil BSBR 11.3 11 5.13 -0.04
-30.65 30.47 11.43 BcoSantChile BSAC 1.9 10 16.00 -0.17
-48.07 4.42 1.90 BancoSantander SAN 3.8 dd 2.15 -0.04
-51.47 56.10 16.27 BanColombia CIB 4.3 13 26.59 -0.25
-29.07 35.72 17.95 BankofAmerica BAC 2.9 12 24.98 -0.12
-26.10 79.93 38.31 BankofMontreal BMO 5.4 10 57.27 -0.45
-29.01 51.60 26.40 BankNYMellon BK 3.5 8 35.73 -0.14
-25.42 58.22 31.94 BkNovaScotia BNS 6.3 9 42.13 -0.39
-41.07 10.22 3.41 Barclays BCS 2.6 ... 5.61 -0.01
57.67 31.22 12.65 BarrickGold GOLD 1.1 12 29.31 -0.64
-45.22 31.97 11.15 BauschHealth BHC ... dd 16.39 -0.49
-0.63 95.19 69.10 BaxterIntl BAX 1.2 47 83.09 0.20
-5.24 286.72 197.75 BectonDicknsn BDX 1.2 93 257.72 -1.21
45.10 256.01 114.41 BeiGene BGNE ... dd 240.52 5.19
-12.91 79.92 43.05 Berkley WRB 0.8 33 60.18 0.02
-8.42 231.61 159.50 BerkHathwyB BRK.B ... 23 207.43 1.31
-8.38 347400 239440 BerkHathwyA BRK.A ... 23 311126 1826.00
10.74 54.98 25.00 BerryGlobal BERY ... 12 52.59 -1.52

s 29.84 114.45 48.10 BestBuy BBY 1.9 21 114.00 2.30
66.67 172.29 48.18 BeyondMeat BYND ... dd 126.00 -1.92
141.62 51.25 13.23 Bilibili BILI ... dd 44.99 -0.08
154.17 104.79 23.61 Bill.com BILL ... dd 96.71 -0.47
17.45 286.68 155.17 Bio-Techne TECH 0.5 45 257.82 -0.62
39.98 540.06 309.38 Bio-RadLabA BIO ... 8 517.95 2.37
-6.63 374.99 215.78 Biogen BIIB ... 8 277.07 -0.45

-11.26 131.94 62.88 BioMarinPharm BMRN ...113 75.03 0.18
115.53 105.00 12.53 BioNTech BNTX ... dd 73.02 6.75
25.19 81.87 50.01 BlackKnight BKI ... 86 80.72 -0.16
16.18 605.72 323.98 BlackRock BLK 2.5 21 584.04 0.68
-5.31 64.97 33.00 Blackstone BX 3.5 48 52.97 0.48
-48.58 391.00 89.00 Boeing BA 0.0 dd 167.50 -2.08
-13.36 2094.00 1107.29 BookingHldgs BKNG ... 30 1779.37 10.68

s 21.36 87.07 54.37 BoozAllen BAH 1.4 25 86.32 -0.41
-6.43 46.60 17.00 BorgWarner BWA 1.7 19 40.59 -0.07

s133.76 883.25 290.02 BostonBeer SAM ... 79 883.25 30.65
-38.88 147.83 71.57 BostonProps BXP 4.7 13 84.26 -1.01
-15.02 46.62 24.10 BostonSci BSX ... 14 38.43 -0.43
-14.45 176.98 64.23 BrightHorizons BFAM ... 63 128.57 1.36
-3.12 68.34 45.76 BristolMyers BMY 2.9 dd 62.19 -0.03
-20.35 45.64 27.32 BritishAmTob BTI 9.8 10 33.82 0.27
4.43 335.88 155.67 Broadcom AVGO 3.9 59 330.02 1.19

10.79 144.50 81.90 BroadridgeFinl BR 1.7 35 136.87 -0.43
-12.15 45.61 21.57 BrookfieldMgt BAM 1.4 68 33.85 0.31
-0.77 50.74 23.22 BrookfieldInfr BIP 4.3 dd 44.70 0.37
-36.89 20.77 7.15 BrookfieldPropREIT BPYU 11.4 dd 11.64 -0.12

s ... 51.30 40.34 BrookfieldRenew BEPC 3.4 ... 51.10 0.55
15.30 48.69 30.70 Brown&Brown BRO 0.7 29 45.52 -0.27
5.19 68.15 41.03 Brown-FormanA BF.A 1.1 38 66.03 -0.27
6.63 73.50 44.68 Brown-FormanB BF.B 1.0 42 72.08 -0.22

-16.97 54.49 30.78 Bruker BRKR 0.4 40 42.32 0.46
-18.73 58.19 29.00 Bunge BG 4.3 dd 46.77 0.78
-15.47 250.89 105.67 BurlingtonStrs BURL ...282 192.75 1.55
-26.73 64.75 29.17 CBREGroup CBRE ... 13 44.91 0.83
-22.19 146.09 73.39 CDW CDW 1.4 22 111.15 -1.17
-32.20 52.30 19.73 CF Industries CF 3.7 19 32.37 -0.73
-16.71 87.12 46.32 CGI GIB ... 21 69.72 0.37
23.39 99.22 56.94 CHRobinson CHRW 2.1 28 96.49 -0.04
-13.38 225.36 131.80 CMEGroup CME 2.0 26 173.86 0.68
-3.90 69.17 46.03 CMSEnergy CMS 2.7 23 60.39 0.03
-29.03 51.30 25.18 CNAFin CNA 4.7 18 31.80 -0.23
-30.45 11.99 5.06 CNH Indl CNHI 0.0 10 7.65 0.04
-31.04 181.13 81.11 CNOOC CEO 9.8 9 114.94 -1.08
-3.74 40.88 17.73 CRH CRH 2.3 17 38.82 -0.26
48.53 105.12 32.30 CRISPRTherap CRSP ...194 90.46 -1.30
2.45 80.62 46.81 CSX CSX 1.4 20 74.13 0.22

-13.93 77.03 52.04 CVSHealth CVS 3.1 10 63.94 0.22
22.70 2044.41 1031.39 CableOne CABO 0.5 45 1826.30 -30.39
12.12 22.67 13.06 CabotOil COG 2.0 25 19.52 0.15
59.41 112.32 51.39 CadenceDesign CDNS ... 30 110.57 -0.69
-25.05 70.74 6.02 CaesarsEnt CZR ... dd 44.70 -1.30
-17.38 120.73 62.48 CamdenProperty CPT 3.8 44 87.66 -0.10
6.31 57.54 40.70 CampbellSoup CPB 2.7 29 52.54 0.14

-10.71 87.62 46.45 CIBC CM 5.7 11 74.29 0.15

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg s 16.99 106.02 65.13 CanNtlRlwy CNI 1.6 28 105.82 0.83

-40.12 32.79 6.71 CanNaturalRes CNQ 6.6470 19.37 -0.42
17.16 302.83 173.26 CanPacRlwy CP 1.0 24 298.70 0.47
-36.23 28.41 16.10 Canon CAJ 5.4 28 17.44 -0.08
-24.04 28.89 9.00 CanopyGrowth CGC ... dd 16.02 -0.28
-38.00 107.59 38.00 CapitalOne COF 0.6 dd 63.80 -0.47
-1.44 60.69 39.05 CardinalHealth CAH 3.9 dd 49.85 -0.31
-23.00 169.86 97.55 Carlisle CSL 1.7 19 124.61 -0.94
-17.08 34.98 15.21 Carlyle CG 4.0 dd 26.60 0.21
21.96 107.66 37.59 CarMax KMX ... 28 106.92 0.80
-71.18 51.94 7.80 Carnival CCL 0.0 dd 14.65 0.11
-74.77 49.03 7.08 Carnival CUK 16.5 dd 12.15 -0.02

... 30.32 11.50 CarrierGlobal CARR 1.1 ... 29.52 0.51
119.66 225.45 22.16 Carvana CVNA ... dd 202.20 -0.39
12.39 181.99 114.01 CaseysGenStores CASY 0.7 25 178.69 1.62
53.62 91.95 31.04 Catalent CTLT ...123 86.49 -0.05
-6.26 150.55 87.50 Caterpillar CAT 3.0 19 138.43 0.95
-18.93 128.88 52.70 Celanese CE 2.5 19 99.81 -0.15
-53.89 10.82 1.41 CenovusEnergy CVE 0.0 dd 4.68 -0.25
-0.64 74.70 41.62 Centene CNC ... 22 62.47 0.07

-27.43 30.71 11.58 CenterPointEner CNP 3.0 dd 19.79 -0.03
-34.76 11.69 2.96 CentraisElBras EBR ... 6 6.08 0.32
-16.65 15.30 8.16 CenturyLink CTL 9.1 10 11.01 0.01
9.31 87.00 38.40 CeridianHCM CDAY ...147 74.20 -1.77
-2.14 80.90 53.08 Cerner CERN 1.0 43 71.82 0.19
41.64 221.97 95.58 CharlesRiverLabs CRL ... 40 216.37 1.66
26.57 616.07 345.67 CharterComms CHTR ... 58 613.96 1.42
15.69 130.65 80.06 CheckPoint CHKP ... 23 128.37 0.53
105.20 89.82 25.89 Chegg CHGG ... 155580 77.79 -0.11
16.30 519.98 330.01 Chemed CHE 0.3 32 510.84 -5.12
-15.42 67.49 27.06 CheniereEnergy LNG ... 13 51.65 0.57
-2.01 49.30 17.75 CheniereEnerPtrs CQP 6.5 15 39.01 0.36
-29.40 125.27 51.60 Chevron CVX 6.1 dd 85.08 0.27
96.45 59.30 20.62 Chewy CHWY ... dd 56.97 -0.24
-27.77 28.50 15.80 ChinaEastrnAir CEA ... 13 19.77 0.12
-12.29 14.70 8.27 ChinaLifeIns LFC 3.6 10 12.13 -0.10
-11.10 44.93 30.12 ChinaMobile CHL 5.0 10 37.58 0.23
-24.94 64.30 41.30 ChinaPetrol SNP 8.7 17 45.15 ...
-25.80 35.60 18.45 ChinaSoAirlines ZNH 0.0 dd 24.93 -0.09
-14.98 48.30 26.66 ChinaTelecom CHA 4.1 10 35.02 -0.08
-12.93 11.08 5.08 ChinaUnicom CHU 2.3 15 8.15 0.22

s 49.71 1259.38 415.00 Chipotle CMG ...139 1253.24 13.35
-21.68 167.74 87.35 Chubb CB 2.6 26 121.92 -1.52
0.19 39.47 33.77 ChunghwaTel CHT 3.0 27 36.97 0.20
37.19 97.15 47.98 Church&Dwight CHD 1.0 34 96.50 -0.04
26.99 178.66 52.90 ChurchillDowns CHDN 0.3 dd 174.23 1.02
40.22 61.52 30.58 Ciena CIEN ... 29 59.86 -0.02
-12.81 224.64 118.50 Cigna CI 0.0 13 178.30 0.29
-26.45 118.19 46.07 CincinnatiFin CINF 3.1 23 77.34 -0.64
19.07 324.39 154.33 Cintas CTAS 0.8 40 320.39 0.36
-11.91 50.30 32.40 CiscoSystems CSCO 3.4 16 42.25 -0.06
-38.29 83.11 32.00 Citigroup C 4.1 9 49.30 -0.28
-40.43 41.29 14.12 CitizensFin CFG 6.3 10 24.19 -0.11
29.15 173.56 91.19 CitrixSystems CTXS 1.0 24 143.23 1.72
72.26 30.25 15.00 Clarivate CCC ... dd 28.94 -0.78
47.41 239.87 144.12 Clorox CLX 2.0 31 226.33 -1.97
128.14 45.28 14.50 Cloudflare NET ... dd 38.92 -1.39
-14.58 60.13 36.27 Coca-Cola KO 3.5 22 47.28 -0.07
-23.05 58.94 28.35 Coca-Cola Euro CCEP 3.5 23 39.15 -1.07
-28.87 65.49 37.73 Coca-Cola Femsa KOF 4.4 42 43.12 -0.31
17.81 68.93 35.20 Cognex CGNX 0.3 82 66.02 -0.09
5.97 71.48 40.01 CognizantTech CTSH 1.3 22 65.72 -0.58

s 14.31 78.84 58.49 ColgatePalm CL 2.2 26 78.69 0.44
-4.23 47.74 31.70 ComcastA CMCSA 2.1 17 43.07 -0.20
-13.91 71.92 45.51 CommerceBcshrs CBSH 1.8 22 58.49 -0.30
-38.67 15.40 5.54 SABESP SBS 2.2 12 9.23 ...
10.46 38.36 22.83 ConagraBrands CAG 2.2 22 37.82 -0.15
-44.63 93.34 33.13 ConchoRscs CXO 1.6 dd 48.49 -0.04
-41.32 67.13 20.84 ConocoPhillips COP 4.4 19 38.16 -0.61
-20.19 95.10 62.03 ConEd ED 4.2 18 72.20 -0.20
-5.51 212.00 104.28 ConstBrandsA STZ 1.7 dd 179.29 0.95

-50.06 40.25 6.90 ContinentalRscs CLR 0.0 dd 17.13 -0.50
-6.13 365.68 236.68 Cooper COO 0.0 44 301.60 2.34
10.72 104.88 55.69 Copart CPRT ... 35 100.69 0.30
11.54 32.87 17.44 Corning GLW 2.7319 32.47 0.60
-3.79 32.08 20.38 Corteva CTVA 1.8 41 28.44 -0.36
39.28 939.00 500.24 CoStar CSGP ...103 833.29 -2.63

s 17.25 345.84 271.28 Costco COST 0.8 41 344.61 3.74
105.82 319.55 99.01 CoupaSoftware COUP ... dd 301.01 -4.85
-40.81 220.25 118.00 Credicorp BAP 6.9 20 126.15 -1.88
4.83 539.00 199.00 CreditAcceptance CACC ... 26 463.71 3.09

-18.51 14.12 6.47 CreditSuisse CS 0.5 6 10.96 -0.08
30.81 74.72 27.77 Cree CREE ... dd 60.37 -0.89
124.62 118.58 31.95 CrowdStrike CRWD ... dd 112.02 -0.47
14.79 180.00 114.18 CrownCastle CCI 2.9 91 163.17 0.29
3.35 80.56 42.97 CrownHoldings CCK ... 21 74.97 0.61
-1.59 36.32 19.61 CubeSmart CUBE 4.3 37 30.98 0.07
16.80 215.43 101.03 Cummins CMI 2.5 19 209.03 0.03

... 85.00 36.15 CureVac CVAC ... ... 67.20 1.20
25.63 86.77 43.72 CyrusOne CONE 2.5503 82.20 ...

D E F
-5.47 42.62 17.09 DISHNetwork DISH ... 15 33.53 -0.36

-10.81 135.67 71.21 DTEEnergy DTE 3.5 18 115.83 0.37
... 34.94 14.60 DadaNexus DADA ... dd 29.26 2.88

35.39 209.15 119.60 Danaher DHR 0.3 51 207.80 2.14
-24.13 128.41 26.15 Darden DRI 0.0 dd 82.71 1.80
127.95 98.99 27.55 Datadog DDOG ... 9260 86.12 0.34
15.69 92.16 53.51 DaVita DVA ... 14 86.80 0.08
24.00 225.70 78.70 DeckersOutdoor DECK ... 21 209.39 1.63

s 15.14 202.95 106.14 Deere DE 1.5 23 199.50 8.40
17.65 63.19 25.51 DellTechC DELL ... 10 60.46 0.80
-53.37 62.48 17.51 DeltaAir DAL 0.0 dd 27.27 -0.35
-24.72 60.87 31.57 DentsplySirona XRAY 0.9 dd 42.60 0.60
17.99 11.16 4.99 DeutscheBank DB 0.0 dd 9.18 -0.16
95.16 456.23 138.28 DexCom DXCM ...196 426.90 -4.98
-19.36 176.22 100.52 Diageo DEO 2.6 45 135.81 -1.52
-57.78 105.95 14.55 DiamondbkEner FANG 3.8 dd 39.21 -1.42
29.08 165.49 105.00 DigitalRealty DLR 2.9 54 154.56 -0.59
-41.56 87.43 23.25 DiscoverFinSvcs DFS 3.6 16 49.57 -0.37
-32.83 33.66 17.12 DiscoveryA DISCA ... 11 21.99 -0.14
-34.27 31.20 15.43 DiscoveryC DISCK ... 10 20.04 -0.23
-11.89 153.41 79.07 Disney DIS 0.0 dd 127.44 -0.68
183.61 229.83 43.77 DocuSign DOCU ... dd 210.18 -4.30
0.81 73.94 44.68 DolbyLab DLB 1.3 29 69.36 0.50
27.54 202.28 125.00 DollarGeneral DG 0.7 26 198.93 1.13
6.65 119.71 60.20 DollarTree DLTR ... 30 100.30 1.39
-5.05 90.89 57.79 DominionEner D 4.8126 78.64 0.94

s 42.86 423.55 220.90 Domino's DPZ 0.7 37 419.70 1.37
-12.74 58.32 31.08 Donaldson DCI 1.7 26 50.28 0.13
-4.62 120.26 62.95 Dover DOV 1.8 24 109.94 -0.05

-20.35 56.25 21.95 Dow DOW 6.4 dd 43.59 -0.10
47.95 62.60 33.33 DrReddy'sLab RDY 0.5 39 60.04 0.39
228.50 44.79 9.84 DraftKings DKNG ... dd 35.15 -1.17
12.34 24.14 14.55 Dropbox DBX ...376 20.12 -0.04
-11.19 103.79 62.13 DukeEnergy DUK 4.8 29 81.00 -0.04
10.07 40.84 25.19 DukeRealty DRE 2.5 38 38.16 0.06

... 28.20 24.25 Dun&Bradstreet DNB ... ... 25.47 -0.57
-3.59 84.73 38.51 Dunkin' DNKN 2.2 28 72.83 0.17
-14.11 73.77 28.33 DuPont DD 2.2 dd 55.14 -0.97
57.15 44.65 17.05 Dynatrace DT ... dd 39.76 -0.36
-40.28 32.19 12.10 ENI E 7.3 dd 18.49 -0.21
-48.20 89.54 27.00 EOGRscs EOG 3.5 72 43.39 -0.71
45.44 314.74 151.97 EPAMSystems EPAM ... 61 308.56 5.77
16.77 57.30 25.76 E*TRADE ETFC 1.1 15 52.98 0.28
-10.67 83.99 34.44 EastmanChem EMN 3.7 17 70.80 -0.65
6.20 105.78 56.41 Eaton ETN 2.9 27 100.59 1.12

61.19 61.06 26.02 eBay EBAY 1.1 9 58.20 0.55
0.96 231.36 124.60 Ecolab ECL 1.0 dd 194.85 0.44

-43.49 20.95 6.28 Ecopetrol EC 7.1 6 11.28 -0.06
-32.02 78.93 43.63 EdisonInt EIX 5.0 17 51.26 0.02
1.22 82.55 51.51 EdwardsLife EW ... 68 78.71 -0.39
-7.98 32.66 15.17 ElancoAnimal ELAN ... dd 27.10 -0.48

s 64.76 109.55 39.01 Elastic ESTC ... dd 105.94 -1.04
-13.32 167.75 110.00 ElbitSystems ESLT 1.3 22 134.41 0.25
31.35 147.36 85.69 ElectronicArts EA ... 21 141.21 -2.27
137.33 137.61 39.11 EmergentBiosol EBS ... 40 128.04 -3.08
-11.01 78.38 37.75 EmersonElec EMR 2.9 21 67.86 0.20
-17.50 43.15 22.57 Enbridge ENB ... 47 32.81 0.02
-11.00 83.30 48.01 EncompassHealth EHC 1.8 21 61.65 -0.04
-34.43 11.21 5.21 EnelAmericas ENIA 6.9 8 7.20 0.12
-48.17 14.07 3.75 EnergyTransfer ET 18.3 13 6.65 ...
179.91 77.73 17.18 EnphaseEnergy ENPH ... 59 73.14 0.05
38.61 74.28 38.12 Entegris ENTG 0.5 42 69.43 0.09
-18.09 135.55 75.19 Entergy ETR 3.8 16 98.13 0.42
-35.65 29.56 10.27 EnterpriseProd EPD 9.8 9 18.12 -0.04
13.71 181.76 103.01 Equifax EFX 1.0 65 159.33 -2.13
34.00 805.81 477.87 Equinix EQIX 1.4136 782.17 -2.74
-20.39 21.04 8.41 Equinor EQNR 4.5 dd 15.85 -0.09
-16.67 27.30 9.89 Equitable EQH 3.3 dd 20.65 -0.18
-6.68 77.55 41.97 EquityLife ELS 2.1 51 65.69 ...
-32.41 89.55 49.62 EquityResdntl EQR 4.4 18 54.69 -0.56
28.09 226.35 130.20 ErieIndemnityA ERIE 1.8 38 212.63 -8.60
-7.97 54.52 30.40 EssentialUtil WTRG 2.3 37 43.20 -0.41
-29.20 334.17 175.81 EssexProp ESS 3.9 22 213.02 0.51
0.23 220.42 137.01 EsteeLauder EL 0.0113 207.01 8.74

194.29 141.41 29.95 Etsy ETSY ...107 130.37 0.28
-22.77 294.31 157.32 EverestRe RE 2.9 16 213.81 -2.55
-22.55 76.57 42.01 Evergy EVRG 4.0 18 50.41 -0.37
1.73 99.42 60.69 EversourceEner ES 2.6 25 86.54 0.87

-13.31 123.31 35.25 ExactSciences EXAS ... dd 80.17 -1.71
26.28 27.80 13.67 Exelixis EXEL ... 25 22.25 -0.20
-19.89 50.54 29.28 Exelon EXC 4.2 13 36.52 0.21
-15.76 139.88 40.76 Expedia EXPE 0.0 dd 91.10 2.43
10.60 87.74 52.55 ExpeditorsIntl EXPD 1.2 25 86.29 -0.57
-0.29 124.45 72.70 ExtraSpaceSt EXR 3.4 32 105.31 1.15

-41.23 75.18 30.11 ExxonMobil XOM 8.5 24 41.01 -0.31
-3.10 156.36 79.78 F5Networks FFIV ... 25 135.32 0.98
7.52 112.45 56.77 FMC FMC 1.6 30 107.33 -0.56

30.09 278.89 137.10 Facebook FB ... 33 267.01 -2.00
32.72 363.64 195.22 FactSet FDS 0.9 37 356.10 -0.14
12.52 447.72 177.65 FairIsaac FICO ... 55 421.60 -6.91
183.29 31.88 5.99 Farfetch FTCH ... dd 29.32 0.29
31.37 48.59 26.71 Fastenal FAST 2.1 33 48.54 0.34
323.77 117.79 10.63 Fastly FSLY ... dd 85.05 -3.68
-37.61 141.35 64.11 FederalRealty FRT 5.3 22 80.32 -0.19

s 39.20 212.94 88.69 FedEx FDX 1.2 14 210.49 1.67
17.08 199.62 127.73 Ferrari RACE 0.6 64 193.81 -1.21
-25.19 16.25 6.00 FiatChrysler FCAU ... dd 10.99 -0.23
-27.96 49.28 19.00 FidNatlFin FNF 4.0 11 32.67 0.20
1.95 158.21 91.68 FidNatlInfo FIS 1.01558 141.80 0.56

-36.37 31.64 11.10 FifthThirdBncp FITB 5.5 10 19.56 -0.22
-13.97 69.89 37.92 58.com WUBA ... 6 55.69 -0.10

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg

-3.81 125.12 70.06 FirstRepBank FRC 0.7 21 112.97 0.16
32.42 78.53 28.47 FirstSolar FSLR ... 80 74.10 0.44
-42.16 52.52 22.85 FirstEnergy FE 5.5 30 28.11 -0.25
-17.30 125.05 73.50 Fiserv FISV ... 76 95.63 -1.37
-14.40 137.97 47.53 FiveBelow FIVE ... 62 109.45 2.76
91.23 131.98 50.73 Five9 FIVN ... dd 125.41 -2.68
-17.05 329.85 168.51 FleetCorTech FLT ... 28 238.67 -2.54

s 42.20 72.87 24.36 Floor&Decor FND ... 52 72.25 1.22
-38.40 98.05 55.40 FomentoEconMex FMX 2.4 41 58.22 -0.34
-28.39 9.65 3.96 FordMotor F 0.0 dd 6.66 -0.18
23.37 151.95 70.20 Fortinet FTNT ... 55 131.71 -1.88
-2.75 44.72 28.59 Fortis FTS 3.6 20 40.38 0.31
-6.11 80.61 37.31 Fortive FTV 0.4 48 71.72 -0.17
30.41 86.19 33.90 FortBrandsHome FBHS 1.1 28 85.21 2.07
-29.86 39.73 19.81 FoxA FOXA 1.8 16 26.00 0.11
-28.54 38.84 19.13 FoxB FOX 1.8 16 26.01 0.09
43.79 166.11 77.18 Franco-Nevada FNV 0.7133 148.53 -2.65
-19.21 30.20 14.91 FranklinRscs BEN 5.1 10 20.99 -0.18
9.45 15.19 4.82 FreeportMcM FCX 0.0 dd 14.36 -0.34
16.56 46.55 29.17 FreseniusMed FMS 1.1 18 42.93 -0.42

G H I
13.48 84.93 26.51 GCI LibertyA GLIBA ... 11 80.40 -0.11
53.20 91.97 38.04 GDSHoldings GDS ... dd 79.02 0.68

... 23.27 11.92 GFLEnvironmental GFL 0.2 dd 19.32 -0.04
312.90 141.78 11.72 GSXTechedu GSX ...474 90.26 2.08
-33.68 274.03 112.00 Galapagos GLPG ... 72 137.16 -6.36
8.65 109.46 65.09 Gallagher AJG 1.7 28 103.47 -2.90

-14.10 50.99 13.04 Gaming&Leisure GLPI 6.5 19 36.98 -0.67
4.99 105.58 61.04 Garmin GRMN 2.4 21 102.43 -0.51

-16.85 165.26 76.91 Gartner IT ... 48 128.14 0.38
s 85.61 188.55 72.99 Generac GNRC ... 47 186.71 4.26
-15.05 193.76 100.55 GeneralDynamics GD 2.9 13 149.81 -1.13
-43.46 13.26 5.48 GeneralElec GE 0.6 15 6.31 0.04
19.53 66.14 46.59 GeneralMills GIS 3.1 18 64.02 -0.19
-21.97 39.77 14.32 GeneralMotors GM 0.0 27 28.56 -0.27

s 71.20 38.29 16.24 Genmab GMAB ... 30 38.23 0.88
-2.40 45.20 19.41 Genpact G 0.9 25 41.16 -0.14
-7.49 31.27 19.48 Gentex GNTX 1.8 23 26.81 -0.19
-12.19 108.58 49.68 GenuineParts GPC 3.41021 93.28 1.06
2.34 85.97 60.89 GileadSciences GILD 4.1 dd 66.50 0.45

-14.43 48.25 31.43 GSK GSK 5.0 17 40.21 -0.38
-7.88 209.62 105.54 GlobalPayments GPN 0.5114 168.18 0.42
63.88 185.76 70.83 Globant GLOB ...128 173.79 -2.01
-23.30 111.43 56.74 GlobeLife GL 0.9 12 80.73 -0.43
23.16 85.46 40.25 GoDaddy GDDY ... dd 83.65 1.02
86.21 14.39 3.79 GoldFields GFI 0.7 65 12.29 -0.13
-11.96 250.46 130.85 GoldmanSachs GS 2.5 15 202.43 0.58
10.06 58.08 38.43 Graco GGG 1.2 36 57.23 0.23
4.16 358.06 200.61 Grainger GWW 1.7 31 352.61 -1.64

-28.34 25.73 13.40 Grifols GRFS 1.8 19 16.69 -0.41
56.93 79.18 29.35 Grubhub GRUB ... dd 76.33 -0.71
19.63 100.00 55.90 GuardantHealth GH ... dd 93.48 -0.13
0.20 124.16 71.64 Guidewire GWRE ... dd 109.99 -0.98

-10.35 151.97 58.38 HCAHealthcare HCA 0.0 14 132.51 1.36
-23.62 65.38 29.50 HDFCBank HDB 0.7 23 48.40 0.68
1.39 43.37 21.69 HDSupply HDS ... 16 40.78 0.16

-11.29 23.93 12.54 HP HPQ 3.9 9 18.23 0.08
-44.64 39.69 20.98 HSBC HSBC 4.6 dd 21.64 -0.08
-35.68 25.47 4.25 Halliburton HAL 1.1 dd 15.74 -0.27
-34.42 62.75 19.04 HartfordFinl HIG 3.3 8 39.85 -0.44
-27.26 123.05 41.33 Hasbro HAS 3.5 26 76.82 -0.63
-20.37 37.93 18.63 HealthpeakProp PEAK 5.4 44 27.45 0.04
-7.31 147.93 52.01 Heico HEI 0.2 40 105.80 -0.22
-4.42 113.69 51.78 HeicoA HEI.A 0.2 32 85.57 -0.37
-0.85 73.99 41.85 HenrySchein HSIC ... 24 66.15 1.01
4.80 52.89 20.73 Herbalife HLF ... 23 49.96 1.83
0.31 162.20 109.88 Hershey HSY 2.2 29 147.43 -0.31

-28.89 74.11 26.06 Hess HES 2.1 dd 47.51 -0.63
-41.17 17.59 7.43 HewlettPackard HPE 5.1 dd 9.33 0.07
-16.11 117.68 72.29 Hill-Rom HRC 0.9 31 95.24 0.59
-21.24 115.48 44.30 Hilton HLT 0.0682 87.35 2.25
27.85 73.63 26.49 Hologic HOLX ... 27 66.75 -0.33
29.70 290.58 140.63 HomeDepot HD 2.1 26 283.23 2.55
-11.94 29.44 19.38 HondaMotor HMC 2.9 24 24.93 -0.09
-11.02 184.06 101.08 Honeywell HON 2.3 19 157.50 1.33
108.15 78.93 23.81 HorizonTherap HZNP ... 31 75.35 0.23
16.78 52.90 39.01 HormelFoods HRL 1.8 31 52.68 0.13

s 45.91 76.97 25.51 DRHorton DHI 0.9 14 76.97 2.37
-42.86 18.90 7.86 HostHotels HST 0.0 92 10.60 -0.14
-32.42 27.87 9.25 HowmetAerospace HWM 0.0 14 16.91 -0.03
-5.62 22.49 11.69 HuanengPower HNP 3.5 15 18.96 -0.64
1.05 43.15 25.01 Huazhu HTHT ... dd 40.49 0.88
-2.56 155.00 85.62 Hubbell HUBB 2.5 20 144.03 0.98
79.44 291.82 90.83 HubSpot HUBS ... dd 284.41 -2.79
14.26 425.46 208.25 Humana HUM 0.6 16 418.79 4.83

s 21.10 141.65 75.29 JBHunt JBHT 0.8 31 141.42 2.70
-39.59 15.63 6.82 HuntingtonBcshs HBAN 6.6 12 9.11 -0.09
-36.77 279.71 147.14 HuntingIngalls HII 2.6 12 158.63 -0.91
3.76 51.74 21.79 IAA IAA ... 40 48.83 0.71

-32.60 15.42 6.86 ICICI Bank IBN 0.0 24 10.17 0.12
46.85 407.86 168.65 IdexxLab IDXX ... 72 383.46 0.13
8.32 84.37 44.81 IHSMarkit INFO 0.8 41 81.62 -0.21

-36.02 12.44 4.52 INGGroep ING 0.0 6 7.71 -0.17
3.91 184.02 98.04 IPGPhotonics IPGP ... 63 150.58 0.14
1.98 169.14 81.79 IQVIA IQV ...237 157.57 -0.39

-15.02 70.63 34.00 IcahnEnterprises IEP 15.3 dd 52.26 -0.54
8.48 199.83 104.28 Icon ICLR ... 30 186.84 -1.21

s 3.98 179.58 104.56 IDEX IEX 1.1 36 178.85 2.57
8.63 199.90 115.94 IllinoisToolWks ITW 2.3 29 195.14 1.40
6.43 404.20 196.78 Illumina ILMN ... 75 353.07 -1.53
95.32 44.91 8.80 Immunomedics IMMU ... dd 41.33 -0.66
-38.61 27.90 7.04 ImperialOil IMO 4.1 dd 16.25 -0.32
7.78 110.36 62.48 Incyte INCY ... dd 94.11 -1.42
22.09 13.03 6.76 Infosys INFY 1.6 23 12.60 -0.22
-5.37 38.96 17.01 IngersollRand IR ... dd 34.71 0.08
53.58 142.00 55.72 Inphi IPHI ... dd 113.68 0.32
21.85 233.99 121.00 Insulet PODD ...750 208.60 -1.44
-17.66 69.29 43.63 Intel INTC 2.7 9 49.28 0.11
10.47 58.50 33.70 InteractiveBrkrs IBKR 0.8 25 51.50 -0.77
12.59 104.83 63.51 ICE ICE 1.2 27 104.20 0.45
-19.09 69.12 25.39 InterContinentl IHG 0.7 dd 55.56 2.57
-8.12 158.75 90.56 IBM IBM 5.3 14 123.16 0.01
-6.56 143.87 92.14 IntlFlavors IFF 2.6 32 120.55 -0.14

-23.60 47.64 26.38 IntlPaper IP 5.8 22 35.18 -0.50
-24.33 25.20 11.63 Interpublic IPG 5.8 15 17.48 -0.32

s 23.02 322.60 187.68 Intuit INTU 0.7 64 322.23 2.17
17.38 704.00 360.50 IntuitiveSurgical ISRG ... 73 693.88 0.83
-2.94 32.70 15.64 InvitatHomes INVH 2.1160 29.09 0.34
-12.81 69.32 39.32 IonisPharma IONS ... 65 52.67 -0.38
-9.90 27.50 14.51 iQIYI IQ ... dd 19.02 0.11

204.39 217.58 56.24 iRhythmTechs IRTC ... dd 207.26 -2.04
-5.21 34.49 21.00 IronMountain IRM 8.2 43 30.21 0.11

-53.44 9.40 3.48 ItauUnibanco ITUB 3.0 9 4.26 -0.05

J K L
s112.83 75.72 27.47 JD.com JD ... 38 74.98 1.04
64.56 99.35 41.33 Joyy YY ... 7 86.87 -0.88
-30.19 141.10 76.91 JPMorganChase JPM 3.7 13 97.32 -0.05
13.85 200.98 123.64 JackHenry JKHY 1.0 43 165.85 -2.35
-1.12 104.00 59.29 JacobsEngg J 0.9 28 88.82 -0.21
15.43 23.70 8.98 JamesHardie JHX 0.0 42 22.67 -0.23
-17.12 154.24 86.88 JazzPharma JAZZ ... 54 123.72 -0.89
4.72 157.00 109.16 J&J JNJ 2.6 27 152.76 1.34
-0.29 44.82 22.77 JohnsonControls JCI 2.6 40 40.59 0.48
-4.10 26.49 15.20 JuniperNetworks JNPR 3.4 23 23.62 -0.07
-25.45 42.90 20.93 KBFin KB 4.8 4 30.84 -0.19

... 48.10 31.79 KEHoldings BEKE ... ... 41.87 1.12
19.37 37.17 15.55 KKR KKR 1.6129 34.82 0.49
14.48 218.57 110.19 KLA KLAC 1.8 27 203.97 -2.88
19.34 195.47 92.86 KSCitySouthern KSU 0.9 31 182.78 1.96
-0.39 72.88 52.66 Kellogg K 3.3 22 68.89 0.15
-0.07 32.00 18.98 KeurigDrPepper KDP 2.1 35 28.93 -0.26
-40.96 20.52 7.45 KeyCorp KEY 6.2 11 11.95 -0.04
-6.58 110.00 77.93 KeysightTechs KEYS ... 30 95.88 -6.94

-32.16 88.99 45.96 KilroyRealty KRC 3.4 35 56.92 0.32
14.36 160.16 110.66 KimberlyClark KMB 2.7 21 157.30 -0.27
-33.35 22.58 9.42 KinderMorgan KMI 7.4200 14.11 0.05

... 42.80 17.01 KingsoftCloud KC ... dd 34.26 -1.09
82.49 10.21 2.72 KinrossGold KGC ... 12 8.65 -0.27
20.63 57.69 18.02 KirklandLakeGold KL 0.9 18 53.16 -0.78

s 30.58 47.39 27.54 Knight-Swift KNX 0.7 28 46.80 1.51
4.83 54.28 29.89 KoninklijkePhil PHG 0.0 42 50.14 -1.21

-29.75 12.30 6.28 KoreaElcPwr KEP ... dd 8.31 -0.17
7.56 36.37 19.99 KraftHeinz KHC 4.6 dd 34.56 -0.29

23.87 36.88 23.02 Kroger KR 2.0 14 35.91 -0.01
65.40 31.33 8.00 LBrands LB 0.0 dd 29.97 0.40
51.15 214.97 100.00 LHCGroup LHCG ... 55 208.22 0.04
4.39 53.62 33.85 Line LN ... dd 51.16 -0.03

-13.39 36.63 13.31 LKQ LKQ ... 17 30.92 -0.02
-13.38 99.60 32.01 LPLFinancial LPLA 1.3 13 79.91 -0.14
-9.74 230.99 142.01 L3HarrisTech LHX 1.9 24 178.59 -0.37
6.77 206.74 98.02 LabCpAm LH ... 49 180.62 -1.06
20.88 387.69 181.38 LamResearch LRCX 1.3 23 353.44 -5.06
-26.26 96.82 30.89 LamarAdv LAMR 3.0 24 65.82 -1.55
-28.54 96.32 39.06 LambWeston LW 1.5 25 61.48 -0.86
-29.72 74.29 33.30 LasVegasSands LVS 0.0111 48.52 1.06
-18.31 143.50 63.20 Lear LEA 0.0 46 112.08 -1.65
-8.91 125.84 68.00 Leidos LDOS 1.5 21 89.17 -1.85

s 40.78 63.00 18.87 Lennar B LEN.B 0.8 9 62.93 2.42
s 42.25 79.64 25.42 LennarA LEN 0.6 12 79.36 2.42
13.70 282.12 163.40 LennoxIntl LII 1.1 31 277.39 1.68

... 19.90 14.31 LiAuto LI ... dd 15.02 0.27
9.83 149.00 80.14 LibertyBroadbandA LBRDA ...137 136.81 -0.04

11.05 146.84 86.20 LibertyBroadbandC LBRDK ...139 139.64 0.01
-1.81 27.67 14.36 LibertyGlobal C LBTYK ... dd 21.40 -0.05
-3.21 28.48 15.23 LibertyGlobal A LBTYA ... dd 22.01 -0.08

-17.20 48.95 18.31 LibertyFormOneC FWONK ... dd 38.06 -0.04
-19.26 46.52 16.87 LibertyFormOneA FWONA ... dd 35.35 -0.30
-33.96 30.16 13.59 LibertyBravesA BATRA ... dd 19.58 0.42
-34.33 30.03 13.20 LibertyBravesC BATRK ... dd 19.40 0.46
-28.57 51.11 22.54 LibertySiriusA LSXMA ... 28 34.53 -0.17
-27.25 50.52 22.63 LibertySirius C LSXMK ... 28 34.45 -0.22
13.57 170.75 101.36 EliLilly LLY 2.0 24 149.26 -2.08
-40.82 62.95 16.11 LincolnNational LNC 4.6 31 34.92 -0.83
14.75 251.36 146.71 Linde LIN 1.6 58 244.30 -1.01
77.90 278.14 55.74 LithiaMotors LAD 0.5 22 261.52 1.30
-28.47 76.60 21.70 LiveNationEnt LYV ... dd 51.12 -0.43
460.06 150.00 15.12 LivongoHealth LVGO ... dd 140.35 2.72
-57.10 3.58 1.27 LloydsBanking LYG 3.9 70 1.42 -0.03
0.05 442.53 266.11 LockheedMartin LMT 2.5 17 389.57 1.69

-32.71 56.88 27.32 Loews L 0.7 dd 35.32 -0.29
58.67 75.92 31.37 LogitechIntl LOGI 1.0 27 74.83 -0.69
35.04 162.89 60.00 Lowe's LOW 1.4 21 161.72 3.14

s 59.17 369.77 128.84 lululemon LULU ... 84 368.75 2.33
8.12 96.73 48.44 Lumentum LITE ... 49 85.74 1.46

-32.75 54.50 14.56 Lyft LYFT ... dd 28.93 -0.83
-30.49 98.91 33.71 LyondellBasell LYB 6.4 11 65.67 -0.28

M N
-39.64 174.00 85.09 M&TBank MTB 4.3 10 102.46 0.79
-36.40 34.63 5.90 MGMResorts MGM 0.0 6 21.16 0.33
10.15 129.97 66.87 MKS Instrum MKSI 0.7 29 121.18 0.32
-26.36 30.53 6.87 MPLX MPLX 14.7 dd 18.75 -0.11
40.87 398.49 210.34 MSCI MSCI 0.9 59 363.69 -5.05
-36.20 67.62 22.02 MagellanMid MMP 10.2 9 40.11 -0.77
-7.62 57.09 22.75 MagnaIntl MGA 3.2 dd 50.66 -0.42
18.03 100.42 35.20 ManhattanAssoc MANH ... 71 94.13 -0.50
-27.11 21.23 8.62 ManulifeFin MFC 5.7 10 14.79 -0.06
-41.24 69.65 15.26 MarathonPetrol MPC 6.6 dd 35.40 -0.22
-6.47 1347.64 710.52 Markel MKL ... 70 1069.22 0.38

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg

31.85 561.68 275.50 MarketAxess MKTX 0.5 72 499.84 -1.53
-37.09 153.39 46.56 Marriott MAR 0.0 69 95.27 1.25
1.85 119.88 74.33 Marsh&McLen MMC 1.6 29 113.47 -2.58

-25.03 281.82 135.08 MartinMarietta MLM 1.1 21 209.66 0.47
25.98 39.40 16.45 MarvellTech MRVL 0.7 15 33.46 0.67
22.32 60.10 27.04 Masco MAS 0.9 37 58.70 0.70
38.68 258.00 139.36 Masimo MASI ... 57 219.19 -3.81
12.90 347.25 199.99 Mastercard MA 0.5 47 337.10 -0.22
11.38 73.52 41.93 MaximIntProducts MXIM 0.0 28 68.51 -0.48
18.51 206.77 113.12 McCormickVtg MKC.V 1.2 36 202.74 -0.26
19.69 204.14 112.22 McCormick MKC 1.2 37 203.15 0.26
7.06 221.01 124.23 McDonalds MCD 2.4 34 211.57 1.69
9.15 172.18 112.60 McKesson MCK 1.1 27 150.97 -0.92

-12.93 24.29 12.35 MedicalProp MPW 5.9 22 18.38 -0.32
-12.97 122.15 72.13 Medtronic MDT 2.3 28 98.73 -1.55
-20.65 25.22 10.81 MelcoResorts MLCO 0.0 dd 19.18 -0.38
110.21 1270.00 422.22 MercadoLibre MELI ... dd 1202.28 -16.02
-6.56 92.64 65.25 Merck MRK 2.9 21 84.98 -0.05

-26.86 53.28 22.85 MetLife MET 4.9 5 37.28 -0.34
21.01 980.88 579.40 MettlerToledo MTD ... 43 959.98 0.64
3.07 113.28 53.15 MicrochipTech MCHP 1.4 43 107.93 3.01

-20.68 61.19 31.13 MicronTech MU ... 21 42.66 -0.33
35.08 217.64 132.52 Microsoft MSFT 1.0 37 213.02 -1.56
-12.91 148.88 82.00 MidAmApt MAA 3.5 39 114.84 0.01

s 12.52 145.90 66.01 MiratiTherap MRTX ... dd 144.99 1.15
-25.97 5.54 3.32 MitsubishiUFJ MUFG 4.7 17 4.02 -0.06
-12.94 3.20 1.96 MizuhoFin MFG 3.9 9 2.69 -0.03
-6.80 11.00 6.20 MobileTeleSys MBT 7.2 11 9.46 0.01

239.72 95.21 13.53 Moderna MRNA ... dd 66.45 -1.36
-33.77 153.05 56.62 MohawkInds MHK ... 14 90.32 0.47
38.96 198.38 102.85 MolinaHealthcare MOH ... 15 188.55 -1.41
-22.84 80.00 42.00 MolsonCoorsA TAP.A 0.0 dd 50.40 -5.11
-31.73 61.94 33.18 MolsonCoorsB TAP 0.0 dd 36.80 -0.36

s165.18 52.32 11.91 MomentaPharm MNTA ... dd 52.32 0.21
4.34 59.96 41.19 Mondelez MDLZ 2.2 24 57.47 0.23
64.62 243.92 93.81 MongoDB MDB ... dd 216.66 -3.14
53.21 283.48 130.12 MonolithicPower MPWR 0.7 99 272.75 1.94
30.18 83.97 50.06 MonsterBev MNST ... 39 82.73 -0.28
19.82 296.66 164.19 Moody's MCO 0.8 31 284.47 1.01
-0.04 57.57 27.20 MorganStanley MS 2.7 9 51.10 0.30
3.73 178.57 102.59 Morningstar MORN 0.8 46 156.96 0.19

-19.18 23.18 6.50 Mosaic MOS 1.1 dd 17.49 -0.32
-5.72 187.49 120.77 MotorolaSol MSI 1.7 32 151.92 0.31
-20.45 23.11 12.75 Mylan MYL ... 31 15.99 -0.35
45.26 228.54 110.59 NICE NICE ... 74 225.37 1.53
251.24 16.44 1.19 NIO NIO ... dd 14.12 0.34
-13.13 41.78 19.54 NRGEnergy NRG 3.5 2 34.53 -0.12

s 10.91 4247.97 2043.01 NVR NVR ... 20 4223.76 68.14
-4.53 139.59 58.41 NXPSemi NXPI 1.2 dd 121.50 0.05
21.31 135.51 71.66 Nasdaq NDAQ 1.5 27 129.92 -0.54
-8.35 69.08 44.29 NationalGrid NGG 5.3 25 57.44 -0.14
-34.76 59.26 24.04 NatlRetailProp NNN 5.9 27 34.98 -0.21

... 23.90 7.93 Natura&Co NTCO 0.0 dd 17.57 -0.41
-54.50 7.05 2.45 NatWest NWG 0.0 32 2.93 -0.02

... 91.88 66.82 nCino NCNO ... dd 82.60 -0.16
-33.73 65.38 34.66 NetApp NTAP 4.7 12 41.25 -0.17
58.16 503.27 243.90 NetEase NTES 1.6 19 484.98 5.69
52.15 575.37 252.28 Netflix NFLX ... 83 492.31 -5.59
5.23 136.26 72.14 Neurocrine NBIX ... 54 113.11 -0.38
14.25 153.02 102.01 NewOrientalEduc EDU ... 54 138.53 2.27
35.47 47.95 26.13 NYTimesA NYT 0.6 52 43.58 -0.71
-16.23 20.99 10.44 NewellBrands NWL 5.7 dd 16.10 -0.28
50.91 72.22 33.00 Newmont NEM 1.5 14 65.57 -1.66
0.83 15.55 7.88 NewsCorpB NWS 1.4 dd 14.63 -0.56
3.32 15.46 7.90 NewsCorpA NWSA 1.4 dd 14.61 -0.53
16.62 289.41 174.80 NextEraEnergy NEE 2.0 39 282.41 0.30

s 8.33 109.77 60.00 Nike NKE 0.9 69 109.75 1.74
281.50 93.99 10.16 Nikola NKLA ... dd 39.37 -1.57
-18.39 30.67 19.56 NiSource NI 3.7 dd 22.72 -0.25
33.96 5.33 2.34 Nokia NOK 0.9 41 4.97 -0.08
-1.74 5.41 3.55 NomuraHoldings NMR 3.2 6 5.07 -0.02
16.11 208.37 96.45 Nordson NDSN 0.8 33 189.07 -1.94
7.62 219.88 112.62 NorfolkSouthern NSC 1.8 26 208.93 2.70

-23.07 110.48 60.67 NorthernTrust NTRS 3.4 13 81.73 0.30
-1.78 385.00 263.31 NorthropGrum NOC 1.7 24 337.86 1.19
-11.48 28.70 15.12 NortonLifeLock NLOK 2.2 4 22.59 0.07
-8.75 99.84 69.18 Novartis NVS 2.3 27 86.40 -0.74

3357.79 189.40 3.54 Novavax NVAX ... dd 137.62 -5.51
14.58 68.96 48.60 NovoNordisk NVO 1.4 26 66.32 -0.17
-6.73 98.84 53.40 Novocure NVCR ...718 78.60 0.01
61.83 30.07 13.51 NuanceComms NUAN ... 53 28.86 -0.46
-20.59 58.70 27.52 Nucor NUE 3.6 27 44.69 -0.96
-22.04 52.41 23.85 Nutrien NTR 4.8 26 37.35 -0.92

s115.61 512.35 159.00 NVIDIA NVDA 0.1 93 507.34 21.70

O P Q
-28.09 46.43 23.00 OGEEnergy OGE 4.8 dd 31.98 -0.21
-64.48 78.48 12.16 ONEOK OKE 13.9 18 26.88 -0.67
5.04 487.95 251.51 OReillyAuto ORLY ... 23 460.33 -1.66
... 48.24 34.98 OakStreetHealth OSH ... ... 44.39 1.89

-68.07 48.85 9.00 OccidentalPetrol OXY 0.3 dd 13.16 -0.24
80.63 226.89 88.66 Okta OKTA ... dd 208.39 -2.64

s 55.90 198.07 104.61 OldDomFreight ODFL 0.3 40 197.25 1.43
67.36 110.17 28.83 Ollie'sBargain OLLI ... 53 109.30 2.90
-28.00 45.22 13.33 OmegaHealthcare OHI 8.8 18 30.49 -0.06
-35.14 82.73 46.37 Omnicom OMC 4.9 12 52.55 -0.31
-14.23 25.92 8.17 ONSemi ON ... dd 20.91 -0.15
115.05 28.80 9.02 OneConnectFinTech OCFT ... dd 21.57 1.22
0.75 47.84 29.11 OpenText OTEX 1.6 51 44.40 -0.25
4.17 57.84 39.71 Oracle ORCL 1.7 18 55.19 -0.07

-20.70 16.64 9.93 Orange ORAN 3.7 10 11.57 -0.08
-26.82 89.21 52.65 Orix IX 4.9 6 61.04 0.40

... 65.95 38.00 OtisWorldwide OTIS 1.3 ... 63.63 0.66
4.70 68.72 28.56 OwensCorning OC 1.4 dd 68.18 1.64

-16.47 18.34 3.55 PG&E PCG ... dd 9.08 0.15
42.22 28.93 15.91 PLDT PHI 3.9 14 28.43 0.42
-33.31 161.79 79.41 PNCFin PNC 4.3 7 106.45 0.37
-18.45 52.80 26.27 POSCO PKX 3.8 17 41.28 0.20

... 33.23 10.61 PPD PPD ... ... 31.85 -0.25
-11.43 134.36 69.77 PPG Ind PPG 1.8 28 118.23 -0.01
-21.85 36.83 18.12 PPL PPL 5.9 12 28.04 0.02
-7.66 113.31 58.67 PRAHealthSci PRAH ... 31 102.64 0.02
16.65 90.53 43.90 PTC PTC ...116 87.36 -0.67
10.01 91.30 49.11 Paccar PCAR 1.5 18 87.02 -0.16
-14.31 114.78 71.05 PackagingCpAm PKG 3.3 18 95.96 -0.76
26.14 53.35 13.58 PagSeguroDig PAGS ... 41 43.09 1.08

s 16.47 275.03 125.47 PaloAltoNtwks PANW ... dd 269.33 -3.19
40.23 40.11 10.61 PanAmerSilver PAAS 0.6213 33.22 -1.12
0.24 215.94 93.00 ParkerHannifin PH 1.7 22 206.32 1.45

-13.11 90.53 47.87 Paychex PAYX 3.4 24 73.91 -0.13
8.48 342.00 163.42 PaycomSoftware PAYC ... 95 287.21 -6.22
12.21 156.00 66.98 Paylocity PCTY ...118 135.57 -3.00
81.93 204.23 82.07 PayPal PYPL ... 90 196.79 -1.39

s 50.50 120.28 38.01 Pegasystems PEGA 0.1 dd 119.87 0.05
144.19 73.21 17.70 Peloton PTON ... dd 69.35 0.63
-29.14 40.65 10.58 PembinaPipeline PBA 7.2 20 26.26 -0.27

s117.53 57.93 3.75 PennNational PENN ... dd 55.60 -0.98
0.33 47.43 22.01 Pentair PNR 1.7 23 46.02 0.03
41.64 241.81 121.80 Penumbra PEN ...817 232.67 1.86
-0.15 147.20 101.42 PepsiCo PEP 3.0 28 136.46 -0.26
20.39 123.21 62.91 PerkinElmer PKI 0.2 44 116.90 0.13
1.43 63.86 40.01 Perrigo PRGO 1.7 30 52.40 -0.69

-31.02 55.38 27.74 PetroChina PTR 4.0 10 34.72 0.02
-48.24 16.84 4.01 PetroleoBrasil PBR 2.9 dd 8.25 -0.13
-45.98 15.66 4.16 PetroleoBrasilA PBR.A 4.1 dd 8.06 -0.10
-0.77 40.97 27.88 Pfizer PFE 3.9 15 38.88 0.16
-8.26 90.17 56.01 PhilipMorris PM 6.0 17 78.06 -0.16
-45.27 119.92 40.04 Phillips66 PSX 5.9 dd 60.97 ...
122.10 98.96 29.38 Pinduoduo PDD ... dd 84.00 -13.13
-17.42 105.51 60.05 PinnacleWest PNW 4.2 14 74.26 -0.71
83.42 38.23 10.10 Pinterest PINS ... dd 34.19 -0.31
-32.54 159.01 48.62 PioneerNatRscs PXD 2.2 41 102.11 -0.56
-60.41 22.81 3.00 PlainsAllAmPipe PAA 9.9 dd 7.28 -0.17
-60.37 23.36 3.04 PlainsGP PAGP 9.6 dd 7.51 -0.15
-0.86 110.30 37.35 Polaris PII 2.5 dd 100.83 -1.12

s 56.97 333.59 160.35 Pool POOL 0.7 48 333.37 7.87
-21.86 112.38 68.97 PostHoldings POST ... dd 85.25 -0.54
-22.54 58.28 23.31 PrincipalFin PFG 5.3 9 42.60 -0.54

s 10.04 138.10 94.34 Procter&Gamble PG 2.3 28 137.44 0.59
s 26.84 91.99 62.18 Progressive PGR 0.4 12 91.82 0.98
15.59 106.73 59.82 Prologis PLD 2.3 40 103.04 0.35
-4.09 133.58 83.81 Proofpoint PFPT ... dd 110.08 -0.92

-28.09 97.24 38.62 PrudentialFin PRU 6.5 dd 67.41 -0.72
-16.80 42.55 15.68 Prudential PUK 2.0 dd 31.69 -0.48
-9.77 63.88 34.75 PublicServiceEnt PEG 3.7 16 53.28 -0.57
-3.01 266.76 155.37 PublicStorage PSA 3.9 29 206.55 3.29

s 22.37 47.64 17.12 PulteGroup PHM 1.0 11 47.48 1.14
54.94 52.79 25.04 Qiagen QGEN ... 1303 52.37 1.10
12.42 136.06 67.54 Qorvo QRVO ... 39 130.67 -0.05
28.07 116.25 58.00 Qualcomm QCOM 2.3 48 113.00 2.34
21.79 51.14 23.77 QuantaServices PWR 0.4 20 49.58 -0.19
10.34 131.81 73.02 QuestDiag DGX 1.9 21 117.83 -0.08
221.90 306.72 55.25 Quidel QDEL ... 68 241.52 -6.08

R S
-10.05 27.25 16.81 RELX RELX 2.5 28 22.73 0.10
50.40 328.74 73.14 RH RH ... 43 321.11 -2.92
11.67 86.48 42.85 RPM RPM 1.7 37 85.72 0.83
-17.62 102.45 54.21 RaymondJames RJF 2.0 12 73.70 -0.02
-31.77 93.45 40.71 RaytheonTech RTX 3.2 dd 60.27 -0.72
11.53 69.79 36.91 RealPage RP ...119 59.95 -0.29
-16.99 84.92 38.00 RealtyIncome O 4.6 42 61.12 0.11
-35.87 70.13 31.80 RegencyCtrs REG 5.9 75 40.46 -0.69
61.26 664.64 271.37 RegenPharm REGN ... 23 605.49 -11.40
-36.07 17.54 6.94 RegionsFin RF 5.7 17 10.97 -0.11
-44.58 169.26 55.39 ReinsGrp RGA 3.1 10 90.36 -1.67
-13.59 122.17 70.57 RelianceSteel RS 2.4 15 103.49 -1.80
-11.94 202.68 113.27 RenaissanceRe RNR 0.8 14 172.61 -1.39
63.94 159.97 72.32 Repligen RGEN ...260 151.64 0.77
0.20 100.91 65.37 RepublicSvcs RSG 1.9 27 89.81 0.82

15.74 209.00 108.85 ResMed RMD 0.9 42 179.37 -1.60
-15.63 79.46 25.08 RestaurantBrands QSR 3.9 25 53.80 -0.74
3.20 53.48 31.79 RexfordIndlRealty REXR 1.8103 47.13 -0.15
... 36.00 21.61 ReynoldsCnsmr REYN 2.6 ... 33.97 0.69

72.86 306.46 120.03 RingCentral RNG ... dd 291.57 1.19
3.66 65.20 35.35 RioTinto RIO 6.3 14 61.53 -0.63

46.85 64.17 25.92 RitchieBros RBA 1.4 45 63.07 0.16
-12.35 63.84 32.38 RobertHalf RHI 2.5 17 55.35 -0.76

s ... 27.20 17.50 RocketCos. RKT ... ... 25.89 2.10
12.75 238.49 115.38 Rockwell ROK 1.8 35 228.52 1.69
-14.58 51.29 32.20 RogersCommB RCI 3.5 17 42.43 0.31
9.88 176.55 58.22 Roku ROKU ... dd 147.13 -1.76
65.68 55.44 30.72 Rollins ROL 0.6 84 54.94 0.10
21.95 455.72 240.00 RoperTech ROP 0.5 28 431.99 -2.81
-25.08 124.16 56.30 RossStores ROST 0.0 58 87.22 -0.24
-6.17 82.74 49.55 RoyalBkCanada RY 4.3 13 74.31 -0.02
-53.91 135.31 19.25 RoyalCaribbean RCL 0.0 dd 61.53 ...
-49.76 61.17 21.25 RoyalDutchA RDS.A 7.2 dd 29.63 -0.49
-53.28 62.27 19.19 RoyalDutchB RDS.B 9.0 dd 28.02 -0.48
12.73 147.64 59.78 RoyalGold RGLD 0.8 45 137.81 -1.53

... 56.50 39.90 RoyaltyPharma RPRX ... ... 41.97 -1.29
-9.49 96.79 44.44 Ryanair RYAAY ... 78 79.30 1.65
19.64 165.43 90.89 SAP SAP 0.8 40 160.31 -2.67

s 32.58 363.37 186.06 S&PGlobal SPGI 0.7 34 362.01 0.79
26.74 323.02 205.20 SBAComm SBAC 0.6 dd 305.44 5.63
-20.92 69.61 35.41 SEI Investments SEIC 1.4 17 51.78 0.42
-5.02 23.80 14.07 SKTelecom SKM 3.3 21 21.95 0.53
1.58 66.74 29.51 SS&CTech SSNC 0.9 33 62.37 -0.36

-30.02 40.96 13.00 StoreCapital STOR 5.4 23 26.06 0.20
-4.63 270.95 127.39 SVBFin SIVB ... 14 239.42 -1.29
27.60 210.11 115.29 Salesforce.com CRM ... dd 207.53 -1.98

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg

1.31 55.00 37.62 Sanofi SNY 2.3 10 50.86 -0.54
10.00 175.00 72.05 SareptaTherap SRPT ... dd 141.94 0.97
-53.78 41.14 11.87 Schlumberger SLB 2.7 dd 18.58 -0.19
-27.57 51.65 28.00 SchwabC SCHW 2.1 14 34.45 -0.10
60.83 171.19 76.50 ScottsMiracleGro SMG 1.5 30 170.77 0.17

s266.53 154.28 26.41 Sea SE ... dd 147.42 -5.22
-24.64 64.17 39.02 Seagate STX 5.8 12 44.84 -0.20
2.61 42.81 17.06 SealedAir SEE 1.6 15 40.87 -0.20
37.84 187.99 65.44 SeattleGenetics SGEN ... dd 157.50 -1.00
-17.16 161.87 88.00 SempraEnergy SRE 3.3 9 125.48 -0.74
-25.38 54.72 18.25 SensataTechs ST ... 72 40.20 0.33
-0.26 52.89 33.93 ServiceCorp SCI 1.7 21 45.91 -0.03
59.19 454.73 213.99 ServiceNow NOW ...122 449.42 -3.92
-5.62 20.90 12.20 ShawCommB SJR 4.6 20 19.15 0.06

s 15.81 677.94 325.43 SherwinWilliams SHW 0.8 36 675.82 8.27
-32.41 39.74 17.09 ShinhanFin SHG 4.5 5 25.73 -0.02
156.83 1107.92 282.08 Shopify SHOP ... dd 1021.12 -18.50
16.82 13.27 3.50 Sibanye-Stillwater SBSW ... dd 11.60 -0.14
-56.69 163.60 42.25 SimonProperty SPG 8.1 11 64.52 -0.35
-18.60 7.40 4.11 SiriusXM SIRI 0.9 26 5.82 -0.01
17.51 149.49 67.90 Skyworks SWKS 1.4 31 142.05 1.42
29.36 40.07 15.10 SlackTech WORK ... dd 29.08 -0.90
2.75 53.72 33.80 SmithAO AOS 2.0 27 48.95 -0.15

-18.02 52.26 26.07 Smith&Nephew SNN 1.9 44 39.41 -0.79
7.64 125.62 91.88 Smucker SJM 3.2 16 112.09 0.19
32.27 26.76 7.89 Snap SNAP ... dd 21.60 -0.23
-12.69 172.61 90.72 SnapOn SNA 2.9 14 147.90 -0.97
19.97 33.30 15.20 SOQUIMICH SQM 2.0 35 32.02 -0.22
124.30 229.49 67.02 SolarEdgeTech SEDG ... 64 213.29 -3.91
7.39 21.70 11.50 SolarWinds SWI ...204 19.92 -0.07
15.81 84.14 50.94 Sony SNE 0.4 16 78.75 -0.66
-17.79 71.10 41.96 Southern SO 4.9 17 52.37 0.12
8.26 47.55 23.43 SoCopper SCCO 3.5 30 45.99 -0.51

-35.74 58.83 22.46 SouthwestAir LUV 0.0 86 34.69 0.23
35.11 217.36 93.92 Splunk SPLK ... dd 202.35 2.18
81.20 299.67 109.18 Spotify SPOT ... dd 270.98 1.65

s147.92 159.47 32.33 Square SQ ...259 155.10 -0.76
-3.96 173.67 70.00 StanleyBlackDck SWK 1.8 30 159.18 1.03
-12.34 98.14 50.02 Starbucks SBUX 2.1 70 77.07 -0.15
-14.60 85.89 42.10 StateStreet STT 3.1 11 67.55 -0.38
-13.07 35.78 14.98 SteelDynamics STLD 3.4 12 29.59 -0.59
0.68 168.98 105.69 Steris STE 1.0 32 153.46 -1.20
6.84 31.98 14.67 STMicroelec STM 0.7 27 28.75 ...

24.94 55.00 17.72 StoneCo STNE ... 82 49.84 0.43
-10.08 226.30 124.54 Stryker SYK 1.2 45 188.78 0.92
-23.62 7.56 4.49 SumitomoMits SMFG 5.1 7 5.66 -0.08
-1.96 173.98 95.34 SunComms SUI 2.1111 147.16 2.13
-6.34 50.13 24.37 SunLifeFinancial SLF 3.9 15 42.68 0.28

-51.74 34.56 9.61 SuncorEnergy SU 4.0 dd 15.83 -0.46
-6.30 10.84 4.43 Suzano SUZ 1.1 dd 9.22 -0.17
-33.60 38.18 12.15 SynchronyFin SYF 3.7 7 23.91 -0.03
0.66 74.25 30.02 SyneosHealth SYNH ... 34 59.87 0.59
-3.56 153.07 52.06 Synnex SNX 0.0 13 124.21 0.97
53.09 216.19 104.90 Synopsys SNPS ... 53 213.10 -2.06
-32.83 85.98 26.00 Sysco SYY 3.1145 57.46 -0.47

T U V
53.71 82.49 33.35 TALEducation TAL ... 370450 74.09 1.11
-7.05 57.92 32.37 TCEnergy TRP 4.9 15 49.55 0.30

-24.91 53.99 27.70 TDAmeritrade AMTD 3.3 10 37.32 -0.09
-2.40 101.00 48.62 TEConnectivity TEL 2.1 dd 93.54 1.15
-5.29 20.91 13.54 Telus TU 4.7 21 18.34 0.03
-31.45 20.32 10.29 TIMPart TSU 2.9 14 13.10 -0.05
-15.36 64.95 32.72 TJX TJX 0.0 92 51.68 0.03
46.66 118.00 63.50 T-MobileUS TMUS ... 38 115.01 -0.39
10.65 142.51 82.51 TRowePrice TROW 2.7 16 134.82 -1.48
34.84 84.00 40.86 TaiwanSemi TSM 1.7 27 78.34 1.53
41.42 180.61 100.00 TakeTwoSoftware TTWO ... 44 173.14 -1.29
-4.51 20.93 12.43 TakedaPharm TAK 3.4 60 18.84 -0.07
82.37 110.81 43.69 TandemDiabetes TNDM ... dd 108.71 -1.18
19.83 156.10 90.17 Target TGT 1.8 22 153.63 1.39
-34.66 19.44 5.60 TeckRscsB TECK 1.3 dd 11.35 -0.51
166.85 253.00 54.58 TeladocHealth TDOC ... dd 223.41 5.00
-34.36 12.35 6.57 TelecomArgentina TEO 16.7 dd 7.45 -0.04
-10.60 398.99 195.34 TeledyneTech TDY ... 29 309.80 -3.44
-1.28 405.07 221.27 Teleflex TFX 0.4 37 371.63 0.88
29.84 11.99 6.15 Ericsson ERIC 0.4134 11.40 -0.13
-38.83 14.68 7.75 TelefonicaBras VIV 6.4 13 8.76 -0.09
-40.89 8.06 3.75 Telefonica TEF 7.8 20 4.12 -0.03
-29.82 31.48 16.06 TelekmIndonesia TLK 3.0 15 20.00 0.11

s 43.78 110.66 45.11 10xGenomics TXG ... dd 109.63 0.13
-49.16 23.77 9.10 Tenaris TS 0.0 dd 11.51 -0.17
27.85 17.97 9.22 TencentMusic TME ... 45 15.01 0.44
29.05 93.44 42.87 Teradyne TER 0.5 25 88.00 -0.73

s390.04 2095.49 211.00 Tesla TSLA ... 1067 2049.98 48.15
0.92 13.76 6.25 TevaPharm TEVA ... 2997 9.89 -0.01
9.38 140.88 93.09 TexasInstruments TXN 2.6 26 140.33 1.76

-15.70 52.87 20.26 Textron TXT 0.2 23 37.60 0.18
s 31.92 429.92 250.21 ThermoFisherSci TMO 0.2 46 428.57 6.46

7.86 82.50 52.23 ThomsonReuters TRI 2.0 24 77.23 0.31
44.38 121.33 32.30 ThorIndustries THO 1.5 30 107.26 -0.85
-8.34 182.54 114.04 3M MMM 3.6 18 161.71 0.21
-5.72 134.42 78.60 Tiffany TIF 1.8 43 126.01 -0.79
-7.32 84.26 52.07 Toro TTC 1.4 30 73.84 0.51

-15.98 58.51 33.74 TorontoDomBk TD 5.0 11 47.16 -0.04
-30.67 56.91 22.13 Total TOT ... dd 38.34 -0.44
-4.77 145.41 108.01 ToyotaMotor TM 2.7 13 133.83 -0.26
64.04 155.25 63.89 TractorSupply TSCO 1.0 26 153.28 1.35
77.76 510.00 136.00 TradeDesk TTD ...186 461.78 -8.48
17.69 69.06 33.23 Tradeweb TW 0.6 63 54.55 -0.59
14.02 122.19 70.00 TraneTech TT 1.8 30 117.57 1.55
-14.41 673.51 200.06 TransDigm TDG 0.0 43 479.28 -3.55
-3.06 101.16 52.50 TransUnion TRU 0.4 51 82.99 -1.73

-18.34 153.65 76.99 Travelers TRV 3.0 16 111.83 -0.70
66.53 150.26 56.22 Trex TREX ... 52 149.68 3.24
21.61 51.96 20.01 Trimble TRMB ... 26 50.70 0.06
-16.16 38.95 20.10 Trip.com TCOM ... dd 28.12 0.12
-34.46 56.92 24.01 TruistFinl TFC 4.9 12 36.91 -0.30
155.66 288.81 68.06 Twilio TWLO ... dd 251.26 -6.39
22.50 45.85 20.00 Twitter TWTR ... dd 39.26 0.30
13.30 382.92 245.00 TylerTech TYL ... 74 339.91 0.41
-30.89 94.24 42.57 TysonFoods TSN 2.7 13 62.92 0.02
-4.37 13.49 7.48 UBSGroup UBS 1.5 10 12.03 ...
-27.02 51.25 29.20 UDR UDR 4.2 54 34.08 -0.32
-25.49 51.14 21.75 UGI UGI 3.9 15 33.65 -0.09
3.67 41.86 13.71 Uber UBER ... dd 30.83 -0.58
-1.77 199.91 107.22 Ubiquiti UI 0.6 35 185.63 -1.08
-15.46 342.00 124.05 UltaBeauty ULTA ... 29 214.00 8.60
1.15 63.62 42.00 Unilever UN 2.7 23 58.12 -0.45
4.18 64.84 44.06 Unilever UL 3.0 24 59.56 -0.51
5.96 195.09 105.08 UnionPacific UNP 2.0 24 191.57 1.65

-62.49 95.16 17.80 UnitedAirlines UAL ... dd 33.04 -1.01
36.94 4.69 2.02 UnitedMicro UMC 2.7 30 3.67 0.01
35.85 162.70 82.00 UPSB UPS 2.5 32 159.03 0.49
4.97 186.78 58.85 UnitedRentals URI ... 12 175.06 0.51

-40.61 61.11 28.36 USBancorp USB 4.8 11 35.21 -0.40
6.86 324.57 187.72 UnitedHealth UNH 1.6 18 314.14 0.81

-12.70 230.32 105.11 UnivDisplay OLED 0.3 83 179.89 -1.30
-24.23 157.06 65.20 UniversalHealthB UHS 0.0 13 108.70 -1.52
-27.06 10.18 3.56 VEREIT VER 4.6 dd 6.74 0.04
-38.13 100.25 45.07 VF VFC 3.1 77 61.66 0.66
-11.86 28.75 9.85 VICI Prop VICI 5.3 24 22.52 -0.59
-9.47 255.37 125.00 VailResorts MTN 0.0 55 217.13 6.35
-16.06 13.67 6.49 Vale VALE ... 44 11.08 -0.30
-43.81 101.99 31.00 ValeroEnergy VLO 7.4 20 52.62 -0.08
21.47 176.19 89.62 VarianMed VAR ... 56 172.50 -0.25
-20.39 9.41 3.24 Vedanta VEDL 2.8 dd 6.87 -0.08
89.78 273.88 118.11 VeevaSystems VEEV ...135 266.94 -3.19
-27.88 75.40 13.35 Ventas VTR 4.3 38 41.64 0.51
7.29 221.30 148.77 VeriSign VRSN ... 31 206.73 -1.43
24.31 192.40 116.61 VeriskAnalytics VRSK 0.6 59 185.65 -0.21
-3.93 62.22 48.84 Verizon VZ 4.2 13 58.99 0.03
23.90 306.08 165.23 VertxPharm VRTX ... 34 271.28 -0.15
-36.84 44.94 10.10 ViacomCBSB VIAC 3.6 13 26.51 -0.18
-33.70 47.14 13.12 ViacomCBSA VIACA 3.2 15 29.75 -0.05
23.57 24.46 7.69 Vipshop VIPS ... 18 17.51 -0.54
320.36 75.00 11.65 VirBiotech VIR ... dd 52.86 0.97
8.64 214.17 133.93 Visa V 0.6 40 204.13 -0.02

-16.92 27.96 11.30 Vistra VST 2.8 16 19.10 -0.30
-8.52 173.37 86.00 VMware VMW ... 9 138.85 -0.07
-22.45 21.72 11.46 Vodafone VOD 6.7 dd 14.99 -0.28
-46.68 68.67 27.64 VornadoRealty VNO 6.0 21 35.46 0.74
-17.87 63.81 29.75 VoyaFinancial VOYA 1.2 18 50.08 -0.68

... 72.68 38.46 Vroom VRM ... ... 62.13 2.27
-12.61 152.49 65.56 VulcanMatls VMC 1.1 27 125.83 -0.28

W X Y Z
-0.26 109.53 68.01 WECEnergy WEC 2.8 25 91.99 0.70
-27.34 236.51 71.12 WEX WEX ... 53 152.19 -1.86
-11.71 93.62 38.62 W.P.Carey WPC 5.9 36 70.67 -0.26
-44.09 70.80 27.18 WPP WPP 3.5 11 39.30 -0.44
-16.72 81.75 35.07 Wabtec WAB 0.7 29 64.79 -0.53
-33.07 64.50 36.65 WalgreensBoots WBA 4.7 48 39.46 -0.25
10.76 137.63 102.00 Walmart WMT 1.6 21 131.63 1.06

... 34.76 26.99 WarnerMusic WMG 1.6 dd 30.06 -0.32
9.46 105.49 70.87 WasteConnections WCN 0.7127 99.38 -0.10
-2.46 126.79 85.34 WasteMgt WM 2.0 29 111.16 1.01
-7.45 245.68 154.39 Waters WAT ... 27 216.24 1.51
33.42 244.71 132.97 Watsco WSO 3.0 40 240.36 -0.24

s 32.68 240.82 139.00 WatscoB WSOB 2.9 40 240.82 1.89
s276.96 341.58 21.70 Wayfair W ... dd 340.66 11.70
-27.10 55.52 28.93 Weibo WB ... 20 33.79 0.17
-56.06 54.75 22.00 WellsFargo WFC 1.7 27 23.64 -0.11
-31.36 93.17 24.27 Welltower WELL 4.3 76 56.13 1.05
80.59 279.54 124.53 WestPharmSvcs WST 0.2 72 271.48 -3.99
-46.89 72.00 27.40 WesternDigital WDC 0.0 dd 33.71 -0.39
-12.29 28.45 17.39 WesternUnion WU 3.8 16 23.49 0.12
-19.06 75.65 28.99 WestlakeChem WLK 1.9 19 56.78 -1.23
-27.39 20.56 7.98 WestpacBanking WBK 9.7 13 12.33 -0.03
-33.68 44.39 21.50 WestRock WRK 2.8 10 28.46 -0.33
-4.57 31.58 13.10 Weyerhaeuser WY 0.0 70 28.82 -0.18
74.32 57.89 18.66 WheatonPrecMet WPM 0.8 66 51.86 -0.62
22.54 185.96 64.00 Whirlpool WHR 2.7 14 180.78 -2.14
-9.74 25.29 8.41 Williams WMB 7.5204 21.41 0.01

s 34.94 99.49 26.01 Williams-Sonoma WSM 1.9 23 99.10 3.83
-1.91 220.97 143.34 WillisTowers WLTW 1.4 25 198.08 -4.02
12.53 4.34 2.52 Wipro WIT 0.3 18 4.22 -0.02
132.39 319.34 76.81 Wix.com WIX ... dd 284.40 -10.07
17.15 202.00 107.75 Workday WDAY ... dd 192.65 -1.67
-40.38 153.41 35.84 WynnResorts WYNN 0.0 dd 82.79 2.51
12.98 52.94 15.50 XP XP ... 69 43.52 -1.62
6.07 100.18 38.47 XPOLogistics XPO ...102 84.54 1.36
9.64 73.00 46.58 XcelEnergy XEL 2.5 26 69.61 0.60
4.33 112.17 67.68 Xilinx XLNX 1.5 40 102.00 0.62
0.77 89.34 54.62 Xylem XYL 1.3 57 79.40 0.02

51.39 7.02 2.23 YamanaGold AUY 1.2 22 5.98 -0.16
s 46.17 64.13 27.93 Yandex YNDX ...168 63.57 -0.06
-4.60 119.59 54.95 YumBrands YUM 2.0 29 96.10 0.73
13.81 56.09 38.33 YumChina YUMC 0.0 42 54.64 0.69
36.49 38.99 19.40 ZTOExpress ZTO 0.0 32 31.87 -0.05
93.24 89.48 29.43 ZaiLab ZLAB ... ... 80.37 0.39
7.79 291.30 150.06 ZebraTech ZBRA ... 30 275.33 -1.22
12.51 101.94 50.23 Zendesk ZEN ... dd 86.22 -1.75
81.11 85.10 20.04 ZillowC Z ... dd 83.20 0.35
81.22 85.16 18.65 ZillowA ZG ... dd 82.89 0.01
-9.03 161.11 74.37 ZimmerBiomet ZBH 0.7828 136.16 -0.64
19.66 163.98 90.14 Zoetis ZTS 0.5 47 158.37 -0.17

s325.75 295.97 60.97 ZoomVideo ZM ... 1683 289.68 -1.01
... 64.40 32.10 ZoomInfoTech ZI ... ... 36.83 -1.20

s190.80 138.80 35.00 Zscaler ZS ... dd 135.22 -1.20
52.12 10.69 5.53 Zynga ZNGA ... dd 9.31 -0.12
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Stock tables reflect composite regular trading as of 4 p.m. and changes in the closing prices from 4 p.m. the previous day.

How to Read the Stock Tables
The following explanations apply to NYSE, NYSE Arca, NYSE American and Nasdaq Stock Market listed securities.
Prices are composite quotations that include primary market trades as well as trades reported by Nasdaq BX
(formerly Boston), Chicago Stock Exchange, Cboe, NYSE National and Nasdaq ISE.
The list comprises the 1,000 largest companies based on market capitalization. Underlined quotations are those
stocks with large changes in volume compared with the issue’s average trading volume. Boldfaced quotations
highlight those issues whose price changed by 5% or more if their previous closing price was $2 or higher.

Footnotes:
s-New 52-week high.
t-New 52-week low.
dd-Indicates loss in the most recent
four quarters.
FD-First day of trading.

h-Does not meet continued listing
standards
lf-Late filing
q-Temporary exemption from Nasdaq
requirements.
t-NYSE bankruptcy

v-Trading halted on primary market.
vj-In bankruptcy or receivership or
being reorganized under the
Bankruptcy Code, or securities
assumed by such companies.

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

CemtrexPfd CETXP 3.80 -2.7
CenturyComm CCS 39.74 3.5
CheckmatePharm CMPI 15.95 1.0
Chipotle CMG 1259.38 1.1
ColgatePalm CL 78.84 0.6
CollectorsUniv CLCT 45.56 1.4
Costco COST 345.84 1.1
CryoPort CYRX 40.52 13.7
DanaherPfdA DHRpA1443.54 0.3
Deere DE 202.95 4.4
DigitalTurbine APPS 29.56 -0.4
Domino's DPZ 423.55 0.3
8iEntsAcqnWt JFKKW 0.99 ...
Elastic ESTC 109.55 -1.0

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

AtlUnionPfdA AUBAP 26.00 0.1
AudioEye AEYE 22.29 14.1
BJ'sWholesale BJ 46.49 3.6
BRP Group BRP 23.64 2.1
BankofAmPfdLL BACpN 27.50 -0.3
BestBuy BBY 114.45 2.1
BoozAllen BAH 87.07 -0.5
BostonBeer SAM 883.25 3.6
BrookfieldRenew BEPC 51.30 1.1
BrookfieldRenew BEP 46.63 -0.4
BrookfdRenewPfdA17 BEPpA 26.90 0.5
CanNtlRlwy CNI 106.02 0.8
CardiffOncology CRDF 7.74 10.8
CatabasisPharm CATB 7.94 12.2

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

Highs
Accenture ACN 238.30 0.4
AllstatePfdH ALLpH 27.74 0.1
AllstatePfdI ALLpI 27.25 -0.2
Alphabet A GOOGL1591.88 ...
Alphabet C GOOG 1597.72 -0.1
AmerEqInvLifePfB AELpB 25.28 0.2
AmerFinDeb2060 AFGD 27.36 0.4
Apple AAPL 499.47 5.2
ArcturusTherap ARCT 66.24 6.5
ArloTech ARLO 6.69 6.5
AtHomeGroup HOME 19.58 0.4
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New Highs and Lows | WSJ.com/newhighs

Lows
ATIF ATIF 1.27 -5.1
AdvEmissions ADES 3.96 -1.2
Alector ALEC 12.22 -5.0
AmerElecPwrUn AEPpC 48.40 -0.5
ArtiusAcqn AACQU 9.97 -0.3
AscendantDigital ACND.U 10.00 0.3
AshfordHosp AHT 3.07 -9.7
BP Prudhoe BPT 2.32 3.4
BerkshireHills BHLB 9.07 -2.5
BowXAcquisitionUn BOWXU 9.99 -0.5
CapitolFedFin CFFN 9.28 -0.3
Capstar CPSR.U 10.01 ...
Cato CATO 6.09 -21.5
Check-Cap CHEK 0.42 -2.2
ColonnadeAcqn CLA.U 9.92 -0.8
ColumbiaFin CLBK 10.71 -0.5
D8 Holdings DEH.U 9.93 -0.2
EmpireStateRealES ESBA 6.03 -0.7
EmpireStateRealty ESRT 6.08 -0.2
FastAcqn FST.U 9.92 -0.7
FirstComSC FCCO 12.23 -6.6

FoleyTrasimeneA WPF 9.99 -0.1
FortressValueII FAII.U 10.11 -0.3
ForumMergerIII FIIIU 9.96 -0.6
FusionAcqnA FUSE 9.72 0.2
FusionAcqnWt FUSE.WS 0.51 -8.9
FusionAcqnUn FUSE.U 9.96 -0.2
GOAcquisitionUn GOAC.U 9.91 ...
GTY Tech GTYH 2.71 -5.6
GeneralMoly GMO 0.12 -15.8
HPX Un HPX.U 9.81 -0.5
HarmonyBio HRMY 32.40 -0.3
Histogen HSTO 1.92 -4.7
HudsonExecUn HECCU 10.02 -0.2
ITTechPkg ITP 0.41 2.7
JawsAcqnA JWS 10.01 0.6
KensingtonCapWt KCAC.WS 0.76 -5.9
KensingtonCapA KCAC 9.74 -0.9
LonestarRscs LONE 0.26 -12.6
MalaccaStraitsAcqn MLAC 9.70 -0.5
MetenEdtechX METX 8.78 -6.8
NanoVibronix NAOV 0.88 -6.6
NatusMedical NTUS 16.81 -2.7
NewYorkCityReit NYC 13.25 -6.2
9F JFU 1.65 -6.7

NorthernGenesis NGA.U 9.89 -0.4
OccidentalPetrolWt OXY.WS 2.84 -0.3
one AONE.U 10.03 -0.7
OrchardTherap ORTX 4.44 -0.2
PeabodyEnergy BTU 2.37 -7.0
PropertySolns PSACU 9.90 -0.1
ReconTech RCON 0.98 -8.1
RothCHAcqnI ROCH 9.84 -0.3
SCWorx WORX 1.50 -8.9
SeaChange SEAC 1.25 -4.4
Smith&WessonWi SWBIV 18.16 -9.5
SocCapHedII A IPOB 10.68 1.5
SonnetBio SONN 2.40 3.1
StarPeakEner STPK.U 9.89 -0.7
SteinMart SMRT 0.07 -34.6
StrategicEd STRA 102.81 -0.1
SundialGrowers SNDL 0.37 2.5
SunPowerWi SPWRV 8.78 2.4
Teligent TLGT 1.41 -10.7
TimberPharm TMBR 1.36 -12.2
TrebiaAcquisition TREB 9.86 ...
Unitil UTL 38.31 -0.5
Uxin UXIN 1.15 -2.5
VastaPlatform VSTA 16.62 -8.8

SouthernNts77 SOJC 27.30 -0.1
SouthernNts20 SOJD 26.77 ...
SproutSocial SPT 34.30 3.6
Square SQ 159.47 -0.5
SyrosPharm SYRS 14.69 6.6
TFF Pharm TFFP 14.53 1.2
10xGenomics TXG 110.66 0.1
Tesla TSLA 2095.49 2.4
ThermoFisherSci TMO 429.92 1.5
TruistFinlPfdR TFCpR 26.39 ...
TurquoiseHill TRQ 0.98 -1.3
USCellularNts2069 UZD 26.14 0.9
Vaxcyte PCVX 55.04 -5.5
Vertex VERX 28.76 4.4
Watsco B WSOB 240.82 0.8
Wayfair W 341.58 3.6
WesBancoPfdA WSBCP 26.44 -0.1
Williams-Sonoma WSM 99.49 4.0
YRC Worldwide YRCW 5.65 -3.8
Yandex YNDX 64.13 -0.1
ZoomVideo ZM 295.97 -0.3
Zscaler ZS 138.80 -0.9

OmegaFlex OFLX 131.99 4.2
PacBiosciCA PACB 6.67 1.2
PaloAltoNtwks PANW 275.03 -1.2
Pegasystems PEGA 120.28 ...
PennNational PENN 57.93 -1.7
Pool POOL 333.59 2.4
PotlatchDelt PCH 47.46 3.4
Procter&Gamble PG 138.10 0.4
Progressive PGR 91.99 1.1
ProtagonistTherap PTGX 21.04 5.2
PulteGroup PHM 47.64 2.5
Quanterix QTRX 37.77 -2.0
RocketCos. RKT 27.20 8.8
RosettaStone RST 31.24 -2.1
RothCHAcqnIWt ROCHW 1.49 -19.0
S&P Global SPGI 363.37 0.2
SWK Holdings SWKH 16.24 0.8
SailPointTechs SAIL 38.96 0.3
SchneiderNatl SNDR 27.34 2.5
Sea SE 154.28 -3.4
SenecaFoods A SENEA 45.41 1.1
SherwinWilliams SHW 677.94 1.2
Silicom SILC 39.52 -1.5

KeyCorpPfdG KEYpK 27.95 -0.1
Kirkland's KIRK 13.58 7.0
KitovPharma KTOV 5.07 -6.2
Knight-Swift KNX 47.39 3.3
KymeraTherap KYMR 37.74 66.3
LanternPharma LTRN 17.00 11.2
Lennar B LEN.B 63.00 4.0
Lennar A LEN 79.64 3.1
LifewayFoods LWAY 6.19 9.6
lululemon LULU 369.77 0.6
LumberLiqu LL 27.70 2.7
Materialise MTLS 29.48 3.5
MetLifePfdF METpF 26.65 -0.1
MiratiTherap MRTX 145.90 0.8
MomentaPharm MNTA 52.32 0.4
NVR NVR 4247.97 1.6
NanoXImaging NNOX 25.00 20.6
NanoStringTech NSTG 41.54 0.8
NatlGeneralPfdC NGHCN 26.06 0.2
NextEraEnDebN NEEpN 28.41 0.4
Nike NKE 109.77 1.6
NVIDIA NVDA 512.35 4.5
OldDomFreight ODFL 198.08 0.7

Fathom FTHM 19.85 1.3
FedEx FDX 212.94 0.8
FirstCitizensPfdA FCNCP 26.33 1.2
FirstHorizonPfdC FHNpC 26.22 ...
Floor&Decor FND 72.87 1.7
FortressBiotech FBIO 3.77 2.2
GS Acqn II Wt GSAH.WS 2.19 18.4
G Willi-Food WILC 19.74 1.4
Generac GNRC 188.55 2.3
Genmab GMAB 38.29 2.4
HannonArmstrong HASI 42.29 -1.0
HavertyFurn A HVT.A 22.60 3.9
HavertyFurn HVT 22.76 1.0
HorizonAcqn HZAC.U 10.02 ...
DR Horton DHI 76.97 3.2
JBHunt JBHT 141.65 1.9
IDEX IEX 179.58 1.5
InnovativeIndProp IIPR 122.95 -0.6
Intuit INTU 322.60 0.7
Invitae NVTA 35.85 4.8
JD.com JD 75.72 1.4
KellyServices B KELYB 90.36 27.1
KerosTherap KROS 48.88 -1.3

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

The following explanations apply to the New York Stock Exchange, NYSE Arca, NYSE
American and Nasdaq Stock Market stocks that hit a new 52-week intraday high or low
in the latest session. % CHG-Daily percentage change from the previous trading session.
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BY ROB COPELAND

Palantir
Details
Big Loss
As IPO
Looms

Palantir Technologies Inc.,
the data analytics company co-
founded by investor Peter
Thiel, privately disclosed the
extent of its steep and stubborn
losses ahead of a long-delayed
public listing planned for as
soon as next month.

Palantir told investors it
burned through $165 million
last year, a negative cash-flow
figure that was more than three
times the comparable figure of
a year earlier, people briefed on
the matter said. The losses
came amid $742 million in
overall revenue for the 16-year-
old company.

Palantir until recently only
infrequently provided investors
with figures under traditionally
accepted accounting principles,
and under those metrics the
loss was more extreme. Palantir
lost $579 million when costs
like sales, marketing and re-
search were counted, one of the
people briefed said. Nearly half
of that was stock-based com-
pensation, illustrating the cost
of retaining employees agitat-
ing for a chance to sell their
shares in the public market.

TechCrunch earlier reported
the $579 million loss for last
year. Palantir said last month it
had confidentially filed paper-
work with the Securities and
Exchange Commission to go
public. People familiar with the
matter say the company plans a
so-called direct listing of its
shares as soon as next month.

While it’s neither uncommon
nor disqualifying for a Silicon
Valley company to report losses
ahead of a public listing, Palan-
tir is a particularly unusual
case. Co-founded in 2004 by
Mr. Thiel and others, Palantir
gained public fame for its work
in helping track down Osama
bin Laden. More recently, it
rapidly expanded work with
governments world-wide to
track the coronavirus pan-
demic.

The acclaim hasn’t fully fil-
tered down to the bottom line.
Palantir Chief Executive Alex
Karp for years has told inves-
tors he expects the company to
break even imminently, though
that hasn’t yet come true. In
2018 Mr. Karp told The Wall

Street Journal, “The unin-
tended consequence of the
numbers we are likely to post is
profitability.”Neither Mr. Karp
nor a Palantir spokeswoman re-
sponded to requests to com-
ment.

The company was valued at
$20 billion in a 2015 fundrais-
ing round. The Journal earlier
reported that Messrs. Karp and
Thiel have privately sold some
of their shares at valuations be-
low that level.

Existing shareholders won’t
be allowed to sell most of their
shares immediately in the list-
ing, people briefed say. Though
that isn’t standard practice for
a direct listing, it should pro-
vide a level of insurance
against a potential drop in
early trading.

There is some reason to be
optimistic. Palantir’s revenue
for the first half of this year
was $481 million, the person
briefed said, up 49% from a
year earlier and resulting in a
narrower loss so far this year
than in 2019’s first half.

Assuming the company’s col-
lections tilt toward the back
half of the year, as they have in
years past, that would suggest
it is on track for roughly $1.1
billion in revenue for the full
year, a record.

Palantir also holds a signifi-
cant cash hoard. The company
told investors it had roughly
$1.5 billion in cash on hand,
giving it several years of run-
way to break even. Customers
often prepay Palantir for work
that hasn’t yet been performed,
and the company has several
hundred million dollars of such
deposits in its accounts that it
hasn’t yet counted as revenue.

The company was
valued at $20 billion
in a fundraising
round in 2015.

eration compared to this ‘peak
trend’ level, so to speak, that
we’ve seen in recent months,”
Mr. Basham said. “The longer
we see people nesting, the
more ingrained the shopping
behavior is and the willingness
and desire to improve and up-
grade the home is, even as we
move into 2021,” he added.

Home-improvement and fur-
nishing companies with strong
online presences are especially
well-positioned right now
when people are hesitant to
enter public spaces.

Wayfair Inc. and Over-
stock.com have seen growth in
sales since the start of the
year. Shares of Wayfair have
more than tripled, up nearly
277% since the end of 2019.

The biggest driver to home-
improvement stock success
was homeowners looking for
projects they can do them-
selves. Mr. Basham pointed out
Home Depot and Lowe’s have
acquired lots of new customers
who now have greater confi-
dence in their ability to take on
renovation, remodeling and
smaller improvements. Ana-
lysts expect this to continue, as
people remain mindful of social
distancing and health guide-
lines that limit interactions
with strangers and groups.

Mr. Basham said he has his-
torically looked at home sales
and housing prices when it
comes to home stocks. But
now, he points to the shift in
consumer-spending trends. The
continued success of these
home stocks reflects a broader
trend in pandemic-era con-
sumer spending, as people cut
spending in some areas, such
as travel and dining, to reallo-
cate those dollars to groceries
and home upgrades.

Investors are betting compa-
nies will continue to allow their
employees to work from home
for the remainder of 2020.
Some may see home upgrades
as an investment in their home
value, said Scot Ciccarelli, retail
analyst at RBC Capital Markets.

“ ‘The home is your castle
again’ is something I’ve been
saying a lot,” Mr. Ciccarelli said.
“You see a contractor in front of
your neighbor’s house, and then
in lockdown, you see all the
warts in your home. You know,
there’s only so much Netflix you
can watch.”

Home-improvement stocks
have been on the rise. As the
pandemic keeps many Ameri-
cans in their houses and apart-
ments—using their living
spaces as home offices, gyms
and art studios—more are in-
terested in upgrading their
spaces.

Another strong round of
earnings from Home Depot
Inc. and other home stocks is
indicative of the trend. As of
Friday, shares of Home Depot
are up 29.7% since the start of
the year, and shares of Lowe’s
Cos. are up 35% in the period.
The S&P 500 is up 5.1%.

“I’ve been in this space for
17 years, and this environment
is not one I’ve seen before,”
said Seth Basham, specialty re-
tail analyst at Wedbush Securi-
ties. “I think we’ll see this
trend persist into 2021, the
longer Covid persists as a
problem. The stock will just
continue to skyrocket.”

While these stocks aren’t
getting upgraded, many have
already bet on home-improve-
ment stocks and are watching
the trend with interest.

According to Joseph Feld-
man, senior managing director
and assistant director of re-
search at the Telsey Advisory
Group, many investors have
seen this trend coming. “I have
heard a lot of people asking, ‘Is
this as good as it gets?’ ” he
said. “I am not so sure. I think
there is more life for both the
sales growth and these stocks.”

Home Depot’s revenue rose
23% from the year-earlier pe-
riod to $38.05 billion. Follow-
ing layoffs of thousands of
store workers and cost-cutting
this month, Lowe’s reported a
30% increase in revenue for the
May-to-July quarter.

These companies remain
pandemic winners because
their stores are deemed “essen-
tial” by many municipal gov-
ernments, which allow them to
remain open during shut-
downs. Both have reported an
increase in foot traffic since
April, and analysts expect this
to continue into the fall.

“As it relates to growth in
the back half of the year, we’re
still expecting strong growth
relative to pre-pandemic levels,
but we do expect a bit of mod-

BY JULIA CARPENTER

Home Stores Stay
The Course Amid
Lockdown Nesting

know moviegoing is safe wher-
ever you go see a movie,” he
said.

In a news conference, Mr.
Aron—along with executives
from Regal and Cinemark and
their trade group, the National
Association of Theatre Own-
ers—pointed out differences be-
tween theaters and bars and
restaurants—such as theaters’
higher ceilings and the lack of
face-to-face contact.

Medical professionals said it
would be difficult to know for
sure how safe it is to return to
theaters. “This is not risk-free,
and it’s important for the public
to understand that,” said Dr.
Joyce Sanchez, an infectious-
disease specialist from the
Medical College of Wisconsin.

than 600 U.S. locations open in
time for “Tenet.” Regal and Cin-
emark are also planning to re-
open gradually.

Many theaters are open in
Europe and Asia, where many
areas have fared better than the
U.S. containing the coronavirus.
But it’s critical that cash-
strapped chains like AMC—
which has more locations than
any other chain, both in the U.S.
and world-wide—find a way to
reopen domestic locations as
soon as possible.

“It wasn’t…enough to have
an AMC safety initiative,” said
the company’s chief executive,
Adam Aron. “Consumers can’t
always distinguish between one
circuit or another, one theater
over another. They need to

“Unhinged,” released by Sol-
stice Studios. The independent
company had to move the film’s
release date several times as
plans for reopening theaters re-
peatedly changed.

“Unhinged” is set to play in
about 1,500 U.S. theaters this
weekend, offering a trial run
before the debut of bigger-bud-
get Hollywood films like Warner
Bros.’ highly anticipated “Te-
net,” from director Christopher
Nolan. “Tenet” is opening over-
seas next week before its U.S.
debut early next month.

Multiplexes in some major
markets, including California
and New York, have yet to get
the government’s approval to
reopen. But AMC hopes to have
roughly two-thirds of its more

The voluntary initiatives,
dubbed CinemaSafe, largely fol-
low guidance from the Centers
for Disease Control and Preven-
tion and other public-health en-
tities. The protocols include
mandatory mask-wearing, social
distancing, reduced auditorium
capacities and a push for more
contactless payment options.

AMC, Regal and Cinemark
have all been hemorrhaging
cash. Hollywood studios have
held off releasing costly, high-
profile movies to theaters—
making it unfeasible for most
theaters to reopen, even after
many states said they could.
That begins to change with the
first major nationwide release
since the pandemic began: actor
Russell Crowe’s action movie

America’s largest movie-the-
ater chains are reopening a sig-
nificant number of locations af-
ter more than five months of
coronavirus shutdowns—and
hope industrywide safety proto-
cols will draw people out of
their homes.

The nation’s three major
chains—AMC Entertainment
Holdings Inc., Cinemark Hold-
ings Inc. and Cineworld Group
PLC’s Regal Entertainment
Group—on Friday announced
initiatives designed to encour-
age moviegoers’ return. Most
cinemas closed their doors in
March after the pandemic led
authorities to shut down busi-
nesses and public spaces.

BY R.T. WATSON

Theater Chains Tout Virus-Safety Measures
Most cinemas closed their doors in March after the pandemic led authorities to shut down businesses and public spaces. Patrons at a reopened AMC theater in Franklin, Tenn.
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Index performance this past week

Source: FactSet
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of both parties to rein in expec-
tations, stock investors appear
to be counting on further stim-
ulus. Many analysts and inves-
tors agree financial markets
would likely face another reck-
oning without an extension.

Economists credit those pay-
ments with much of the recent
pickup in retail sales and cau-
tion that consumer spending is
expected to moderate in August
because many Americans will
have less disposable income.
Consumer spending reflects
more than two-thirds of U.S.
economic output.

Meanwhile, even many fami-
lies with savings don’t have
enough money to provide real
security during the pandemic.
The median savings account
balance for families headed by
an individual between 56 and
61 years old is just $21,000, ac-
cording to the Economic Policy
Institute. That balance is even

lower among younger families.
Amaris Brown, a 26-year-old

Boston resident, heads one of
those. With a job at a nonprofit
day care that pays $36,000 a
year, he was supporting his
partner, a full-time nursing stu-
dent, and an 8-year-old son.

When the pandemic hit, he
took a leave of absence to stay
at home with his son—and
eventually left the job perma-
nently because of child-care
challenges. He has been looking
for remote work but hasn’t
found anything. They missed
August’s rent and expect to
miss September’s too. They
don’t own any stock. They have
no savings or other invest-
ments to fall back on.

“I’m scared to death,” Mr.
Brown said. “I don’t know how
I’m going to pay my rent.”

Boston imposed an eviction
moratorium that is set to ex-
pire Oct. 17. A federal morato-

rium on evictions that covered
properties with federally in-
sured mortgages expired last
month. Millions of Americans
who have missed rent pay-
ments could be at risk of being
evicted in the coming months,
economists estimate.

In Florida, Ms. Biesecker and
her family moved in with her
in-laws to save money. She and
her husband received $2,900
from the federal government’s
stimulus program that they
spent on food and other neces-
sities. They managed to save
some of that money, too.

One of her editing clients re-
turned in July, and she has
made a little bit of money sell-
ing hand-sewn masks online.
Friends have helped where they
can with other expenses, but
having to rely on “other poor
people” is frustrating, she said.
“It’s like screaming into a void
that swallows you.”

The movement has become more popular over the past decade.
Harvard students in 2017 blocked the entrance to a campus building.
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emerging-markets index funds,
a move that could pit students
and administrators against
their endowments.

Although index constituents
are often public, endowments
don’t usually make all their
fund investments public.

The State Department
doesn’t have authority to force
institutions to divest from Chi-
nese stocks but has influence
over what kinds of entities and
businesses could be put on the
U.S. export blacklist.

The department cited Chi-
nese human-rights violations
and the threat of delisting Chi-
nese stocks as reasons for
avoiding Chinese investments.

“The boards of your institu-
tion’s endowment funds have a
moral obligation, and perhaps
even a fiduciary duty, to ensure
that your institution has clean
investments and clean endow-
ment funds,” Mr. Krach wrote.

The State Department
called alumni of at least one
Ivy League university to press
the issue, a person familiar
with the matter said.

Many in the endowment
world greeted the letter with

shock.
The rise of index funds that

track broad market indexes
has transformed investing
over the past decade. The
multi-trillion-dollar industry
has diverted money from stock
pickers and reduced costs for
everyone from regular individ-
uals to the biggest pensions to
enter new markets.

Most U.S. universities in-
vest through fund managers
and index funds, making it
practically more difficult for
universities to divest from the
world’s second-largest econ-
omy. Institutions would be un-
willing to sell their shares
across index funds at a loss to
pare back Chinese exposure.

“It’s way too early to know
if U.S. universities will follow
the directive or ignore it,” said
Phil Orlando, chief equity-mar-
ket strategist at Federated
Hermes. “I think this was the
first domino to fall, and other
dominoes will fall in coming
days and weeks.”

A growing chorus from
Washington has linked Chinese
stocks to human-rights viola-
tions, such as China’s treat-

ment of the Muslim ethnic
group the Uighurs. As a result,
investments in China could ex-
pose institutions to new head-
line risks. In recent years, the
largest asset managers and
pensions have touted a
tougher stance against compa-
nies that contribute to social
issues such as forced labor.

In a speech this year, Secre-
tary of State Mike Pompeo
highlighted public pension
funds with stock in companies

he said were aiding China’s mil-
itary and surveilling minorities
in China. House Rep. Jim Banks
(R., Ind.) introduced a bill seek-
ing to block U.S. investors from
funding companies with ties to
China’s military.

In the letter, Mr. Krach
warned colleges that Chinese
companies listed on U.S. stock
exchanges posed investment
risks because they faced the
possibility of being delisted.
His office at the foreign-affairs
agency steers policies related
to economic growth.

U.S. regulators have long
been unable to inspect the fi-
nancial audits of Chinese com-
panies that sell shares in U.S.
markets. Under a plan recom-
mended by the Trump admin-
istration, Chinese firms listed
on the New York Stock Ex-
change and Nasdaq Stock Mar-
ket would have to comply with
U.S. audit requirements by
2022—or give up their listings
on those exchanges.

“The boards of U.S. univer-
sity endowments would be
prudent to divest from PRC
firms’ stocks in the likely out-
come that enhanced listing

standards lead to a wholesale
delisting of PRC firms from
U.S. exchanges by the end of
next year,” according to the
letter, which was earlier re-
ported by Bloomberg.

The three largest emerging
market exchange-traded funds
that track indexes have some
40% exposure to China, ac-
cording to research firm
CFRA. Their exposure to China
has grown over the past three
years as index creators FTSE
Russell and MSCI Inc. have
added China A Shares to the
indexes these ETFs track, said
Todd Rosenbluth, CFRA’s head
of fund research.

Chinese stocks appreciated
more than other economies’,
boosting China’s weighting in
the portfolios of institutions
with indexed exposure to broad
emerging markets, he said.

As U.S.-China relations have
soured, the Trump administra-
tion has clashed with Beijing
over the coronavirus outbreak
and its treatment of Hong
Kong. The president faces
pressure to show he is being
tough on China as an election
nears, some strategists say.

A State Department official
this week urged university en-
dowments to divest them-
selves of Chinese stocks and
disclose Chinese assets held in
their index funds.

China’s growing prominence
in emerging-markets indexes
has steered more money from
U.S. institutions into China,
putting many endowments at
odds with the Trump adminis-
tration’s increasingly confron-
tational stance toward Beijing.

“Studies have shown that
the majority of the U.S. uni-
versity endowment fund port-
folios own PRC stocks listed
on American exchanges either
directly or indirectly through
emerging markets index
funds,” wrote Keith Krach, the
undersecretary of state for
economic growth, energy and
the environment, in a Tuesday
letter, referring to the People’s
Republic of China.

Mr. Krach asked the schools
to tell their campus communi-
ties about their investments in
China as well as any Chinese
stocks they hold in those

BY DAWN LIM

U.S. Presses Universities on China Assets

The letter came from Keith
Krach of the State Department.
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S&P 500 Tops High, Extends Streak

the Board will do all we can
to help Harvard navigate
them as thoughtfully as possi-
ble.”

A spokeswoman for Yale
couldn’t immediately be
reached for comment.

The divestment movement
has grown more popular over
the past decade before accel-
erating in the past year, gain-
ing traction at schools includ-
ing the University of
Michigan, Cornell University
and Georgetown University.
Increased awareness of cli-
mate change and the steep
decline in many traditional
energy investments has
helped fuel the movement.

Shares of Exxon Mobil
Corp. and Chevron Corp. have
fallen by about 40% and 30%,
respectively, this year, com-
pared with a 5% gain in the
S&P 500 index, and some Wall
Street analysts say major oil
firms might have to consider
the once-unthinkable step of
cutting their dividends.

Mr. Toweh was one of five
candidates that the group,
called Harvard Forward, en-
tered in the election by solic-
iting petition signatures from
the school’s alumni. Profes-
sional soccer player Margaret
“Midge” Purce and lawyer
Thea Sebastian also won
spots.

The school’s official alumni
organization nominated eight
candidates, two of whom were
also elected.

The last time a protest or-
ganization successfully ran
petition candidates for Har-
vard’s governing body was in
1989 when Archbishop Des-
mond Tutu ran on a platform
for divestment from apartheid
South Africa.

The race for seats was sur-
rounded by some controversy
this month when members of
the Harvard Alumni Associa-
tion wrote an open letter al-
leging that Harvard Forward,
which accepts contributions,
was trying to buy the elec-
tion.

The group received dona-
tions from thousands of
alumni, with an average size
of $200 and a median size of
about $20, according to a
Harvard Forward statement.

BY MATT WIRZ

Harvard Board Adds
Backers of Fossil
Fuel Divestment

An activist group of Har-
vard University alumni op-
posed to the fossil fuel indus-
try won three of the five seats
on the college’s Board of
Overseers up for election this
year.

The victory is part of the
group’s campaign to force
Harvard’s $40 billion endow-
ment to end its investments
in oil-and-gas companies.

The election results could
embolden similar movements
at other U.S. universities,
which are increasingly decid-
ing to pull their money out of
fossil fuels.

An organization at Yale
University that is affiliated
with the Harvard activists is
running a candidate for a seat
on its board of trustees to put
pressure on the university’s
roughly $30 billion endow-
ment.

“This win proves that
alumni want Harvard to be a
leader in the fight against the
climate crisis,” said Jayson

Toweh, an Environmental Pro-
tection Agency program ana-
lyst and Harvard alumnus
who won one of the seats.

Harvard and Yale run two
of the largest university en-
dowments, and investment
managers at campuses across
the country view them as
bellwethers.

Harvard’s Board of Over-
seers doesn’t supervise the
school’s endowment but takes
part in appointing members
to the Harvard Corporation,
which oversees managers of
the endowment.

“All of us on the Board
welcome this year’s new over-
seers,” said R. Martin Chávez,
president of the Board of
Overseers. “These are ex-
traordinary times, posing ex-
traordinary challenges, and

The election results
could embolden
similar movements
at other universities.

said Mike Lewis, head of U.S.
equities cash trading at Bar-
clays PLC. “There’s not a lot of
places to put your money if
you need returns.”

Notably, though the broader
market has shot up since
March, not all stocks and sec-
tors have rallied. The diver-
gence between the stock mar-
ket’s haves and have-nots has
grown clearer recently, as
companies benefiting from a
shift to working from home
during the pandemic have
notched gains while many oth-
ers have floundered.

That was on display Friday.
Shares of tech companies led
the way as they have for much
of the year. Apple shares
added $24.38, or 5.2% to

$497.48, continuing a winning
streak for the iPhone maker as
its market value surpassed $2
trillion earlier in the week.

Graphic-chip maker Nvidia
gained $21.70, or 4.5%, to
$507.34. The company posted
record sales in its latest quar-
ter, helped by strong demand
for online gaming and remote
computing services.

“It was a very reluctant
high,” said Anna Rathbun,
chief investment officer of
CBIZ Investment Advisory Ser-
vices, of the S&P 500’s record
this week. “There wasn’t a lot
of breadth behind it.”

Tesla shares, which have
become a favorite for momen-
tum-driven traders, jumped
over the $2,000 mark on

Thursday and advanced a fur-
ther 2.4% Friday to close at
$2,049.98. The electric-car
maker’s shares gained 24%
this week.

Investors continued to parse
mixed economic data. Housing
has been a bright spot, giving
a boost to home builders. New
data released Friday showed
that sales of previously owned
homes surged in July as low
interest rates and a desire for
more space helped home-buyer
demand.

Home-construction compa-
nies PulteGroup added 2.5%,
while Lennar gained about
3.2%. New Home jumped 2%.

Still, data Thursday showing
an unexpected increase in new
weekly applications for unem-
ployment benefits was a sign
the American labor market’s re-
covery may be cooling amid
continuing disruptions from the
coronavirus pandemic.

With government bonds of-
fering yields below expected in-
flation levels, investors in re-
cent months have been flooding
into risky asset classes includ-
ing stocks in a search for
higher returns. “More so than
ever before, equity markets
probably are not the best re-
flection of real economic condi-
tions in the U.S.,” said Derek
Halpenny, head of research for
global markets in the European
region at MUFG Bank.

The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note fell to 0.639%
this week from 0.708% last
week. Yields fall as bond
prices rise.

The S&P 500 notched a
fresh high Friday and logged a
fourth consecutive week of
gains, its longest winning
streak of the year.

Stocks drifted higher this
week during a quiet stretch of
trading, as investors tried to
reconcile uneven economic
signals with expectations of
further stimulus from govern-
ments and central banks.

The broad stock-market
gauge rose 11.65 points, or 0.3%,
to 3397.16, a record close. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average

advanced 190.60
points, or 0.7%, to
27930.33, pulled
higher by gains in

Apple shares. The Nasdaq Com-
posite added 46.85 points, or
0.4%, to 11311.80, a high.

The S&P 500 gained 0.7%
this week, while the Dow was
roughly unchanged. The tech-
heavy Nasdaq jumped 2.7%
this week.

Government stimulus has
powered the stock market’s re-
cent recovery, sending the S&P
500 to new heights this week.
The Federal Reserve’s latest
minutes showed that central
bankers think more government
support is needed to help the
economy. Some analysts said
they expect the record run for
stocks to continue, driven in
part by such stimulus.

“I don’t see anything that
stops the flow of funds into
U.S. equities in the near term,”

BY ANNA ISAAC
AND GUNJAN BANERJI

That share has grown over the
past decade, from 82.4% in
2009. The stock market has
surged over that period, with
the S&P 500 more than quadru-
pling from its low during the fi-
nancial crisis in March 2009.

“The middle class has essen-
tially been left out of the stock
market surge,” said Edward
Wolff, an economics professor
at New York University. “The
rich have taken off from the
rest of society.”

Although the stock market
has erased its losses suffered
during the pandemic, the econ-
omy appears to be telling a dif-
ferent story. It contracted at
the sharpest rate on record in
the second quarter, and the un-
employment rate remained
above 10% in July, after reach-
ing nearly 15% in April.

Government aid—particu-
larly a program that gave the
unemployed an extra $600 a
week on top of other jobless
benefits—helped ease some of
their pain, at least initially.

About 27 million workers re-
ceived the payments, which al-
lowed them to keep up with
mortgage and utility bills and
other financial obligations. The
program expired in July and
hasn’t yet been revived as Re-
publicans and Democrats hag-
gle over terms of a new deal.

Despite attempts by leaders

ContinuedfrompageB1

Stock Gains
Go to Fewer
People Now

The top 10% of earners owned 87% of all U.S. stocks outstanding in the first quarter of 2020.
The percentage of Americans saying they own stocks has fallen since the 2008 financial crisis.

Share of stocks held by each income group Share of Americans
who own stocks*

*Based on telephone polls most recently of 2,027 adults conducted March 13–20 and April 1–4, with a margin of error of ±3 percentage points
Sources: Federal Reserve (share by income group); Gallup (share of Americans)
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Uber and Lyft Find Some
Cover, for Now at Least
A California court lets the companies stick to
the status quo as a ballot measure looms

Californians have a lot of prob-
lems right now. But for the mo-
ment, catching a ride isn’t one of
them.

Uber Technologies and Lyft
had both threatened to shut down
their services in the Golden State
by midnight Thursday if they
didn’t win a delay in having to
comply with a new state law re-
quiring them to classify their
drivers as employees. That delay
came through in the final hour of
the day’s trading, with a state ap-
peals court granting a conditional
reprieve to allow the companies
to operate as they have been until
the matter fully works through
the courts. Uber shares were up
6.8% by the closing bell, while
Lyft’s closed 5.8% higher.

The ruling still seems mixed
for the companies. Granting the
extension suggests at least some
recognition that both Uber and
Lyft have come to play an impor-
tant role in a state where even
the largest cities are underserved
by public transportation. At the
same time, both companies are
also now required to submit writ-
ten plans to the court about how
they will ultimately comply with
a state law passed last fall requir-
ing them to reclassify their inde-
pendent contractors as employees

should they lose their appeals.
At best, Thursday’s ruling kicks

the legal can down the road. To
counter the new state law, Uber,
Lyft and other gig-economy com-
panies are pushing a state ballot
measure set for November that
would allow them to keep their
current status—albeit with added
protections and benefits for con-
tractors, such as added pay to ac-
count for gas and health-care
subsidies for drivers who work 15
hours or more a week. John
Blackledge of Cowen wrote Thurs-
day that the latest ruling “essen-
tially lets the voters decide” how
Uber and Lyft will ultimately op-
erate.

Investors, though, have been
deciding for a while. Even before
the global pandemic, Uber and
Lyft shares were both generating
largely disappointing returns
since going public last year. Thus,
while the two ride-hailing provid-
ers argue that they are technol-
ogy platforms for others to mar-
ket their services, both stocks
now trade more like transporta-
tion companies—which is also
how the Global Industry Classifi-
cation Standard defines them.

California’s voters will soon
decide if they want to make that
official. —Dan Gallagher
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OVERHEARD
The directors of hot European

payments giant Adyen appear to
have too much of a good thing.

One day after the Dutch com-
pany reported slightly disappoint-
ing half-year results and reaffirmed
its growth targets, four of the
group’s directors sold 15% of their
shares to “diversify their portfo-
lios.” Fair enough, but why now?

The business seems sound.
Adyen has built a single interna-
tional payments platform that can
give customers new services or
geographies at the flick of a

switch. New merchants are signing
up and existing clients are buying
more. In the first half of this year
over 80% of its revenue growth
came from existing clients and
churn is under 1%.

It also promises earnings before
interest, tax, de-
preciation and
amortization
margins over
55% and net
revenue growth
in the mid-20s to low-30s. Pennies
earned on transactions at the likes
of Uber, Fiverr and eBay add up to
a nice chunk of change. It is hard
to find that sort of growth and
profitability anywhere.

But then maybe the directors
grasped that there is a price for
everything. Adyen’s shares have
roughly doubled in the past year
and tripled since its June 2018 IPO.
It is a rare breed: a scaled-up Euro-
pean tech stock with competitive

global growth
prospects.

One director
selling stock is
understand-
able—he might

need some cash for a small bun-
ker in New Zealand. But it is awk-
ward news for the company’s
mainly growth investors that four
insiders running the business
fancy other prospects.

HEARD ON
THESTREET

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS & COMMENTARY

Sports Betting Is No Sure Bet
Shares of the leading online sports betting companies have soared as investors

wager on the future of wagering. It may be time to cash in some chips.
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DraftKings did well as people stuck at home showed they were bored enough to bet on pretty much anything.

People wait for their rideshares to arrive at the San Diego Airport

Pitney Bowes Looks Poised to Deliver
This company has been mailing

it in for a long time, but it looks
like it might finally deliver.

Shareholders of Pitney Bowes
would be happy if the stock had
merely been dead money. A share
bought 20 years ago would be
worth 87% less today even as
shares in competitor Stamps.com
are worth 35 times as much.

A month ago Citron Research
issued a tweet that should have
widened that performance gap.
Noting that e-commerce has been
on fire during the Covid-19 pan-
demic, they speculated that red-
hot Shopify would buy
Stamps.com to bolt on an “essen-
tial tool” it couldn’t already pro-
vide small companies.

Stamps.com shares did rise, but
investors suddenly noticed dowdy
old Pitney Bowes, which cele-
brates its 100th anniversary next
month. The enthusiasm only con-
tinued 10 days later when Pitney
reported a loss for the second
quarter and suspended financial
guidance for the year. Its shares
are now up by 127% since Citron’s
tweet compared with a 23% gain
for Stamps.com.

Some would view that as a cue
to take profits, but a look at the
two companies shows that it is
Pitney that still holds more prom-
ise, either as a takeover candidate
or as a going concern. Even after
those recent gains, its enterprise
value is less than two-thirds that
of Stamps.com and its multiple of
enterprise value to earnings be-
fore interest, tax, depreciation and

amortization is less than a third
as high.

The distinction is about much
more than valuation, though. Pit-
ney has long been known as “the
mail company,” being joined at
the hip with the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice. It leases and services postal
meters and presorts mail for
commercial clients, processing 17
billion pieces annually. But re-
cently package processing over-
took mail as its largest business
and in 2017 it launched its ship-
ping API (application program-
ming interface), which is nearly
identical to Stamps.com’s label
printing service.

And, while Pitney’s quarterly re-

sults looked awful at the top and
bottom lines, a closer examination
shows that its revenue from e-
commerce is surging. It is in some
ways a more capable partner than
Stamps.com. Pitney historically
made much of its revenue from
postal meters and related supplies
such as ink, not from shipping la-
bels printed at home by small
businesses. Its supply business
took a huge hit during lockdowns,
but global e-commerce sales
surged by 41% year over year.

Pitney made a big investment in
two huge warehouses just before
the pandemic began that allowed
it to handle the surge and is able
to handle a full range of services
related to package delivery and,
crucially, returns. And it is no lon-
ger tied to the Postal Service, be-
ing fully integrated with private
package delivery firms such as
United Parcel Service, much like
Stamps.com. Finally, it also has a
state chartered bank that it is us-
ing to extend financial services to
its clients.

With its e-commerce business
having ramped up so quickly, it
isn’t yet at scale and lost money
last quarter, but it eventually
could earn something like $150
million annually before taxes given
margins in the business. For a
company that, even after its surge,
has a market value of barely $1
billion, that is meaningful.

The market has woken up to
the potential at Pitney Bowes and
there might be more to come.

—Spencer Jakab

Delivery Delay
Pitney Bowes’ 2Q segment revenue,
change from previous year

Source: the company
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Ping pong, anyone?
A deal that seemingly hit the tri-

fecta in December had investors
worried that it wouldn’t win, place
or show after the pandemic hit. Late
last year, a blank-check company
worth $400 million announced that
it would issue shares and enter into
a $3.3 billion three-way combination
with daily fantasy sports specialist
DraftKings and gambling technol-
ogy company SBTech, renaming the
combined company DraftKings. Its
shares surged.

But on March 12, the day that
premerger DraftKings revealed its
first-quarter results, the only news
that mattered was that the annual
March Madness basketball tourna-
ment, the most gambled upon
event in U.S. sports, had just been
canceled. Shares of the acquirer
fell sharply that day, capping a
three-day, 34% slide. DraftKings
scrambled to find events its clients
might wager on such as Korean
baseball, the Nathan’s hot dog eat-
ing contest and, yes, table tennis.

The deal closed anyway and by
June shareholders had made more
than four times their money. Even
after some recent profit-taking,
the combined market value of
three companies in or getting into
online sports betting—DraftKings,
FanDuel-owner Flutter Entertain-
ment, and Penn National Gaming—
has risen from $6 billion in mid-
March to about $45 billion—more
than the combined values of ca-
sino giants Las Vegas Sands and
Wynn Resorts.

It turns out that people stuck at
home, perhaps encouraged by
“house money” in the form of stim-
ulus checks, were bored enough to
bet on almost anything. This gam-
bling instinct has affected the eq-
uity market as well, as people try
their hand at stock picking through
retail brokers such as Robinhood.

Still, it is probably a good time
to take some chips off the table.
That isn’t because more sports
may be canceled in the near term:
It is future seasons, not the pres-
ent, that really matter. The future
is being shaped by a 2018 Supreme
Court decision that struck down a
1992 federal limit on sports bet-
ting to four states. In addition to
the 40-plus states that allow daily
fantasy sports, nine now have legal

sports betting and three have iG-
aming, or online casino betting. A
DraftKings customer can use a sin-
gle online wallet for all three in a
state such as New Jersey.

DraftKings estimates that the
total addressable U.S. market for
online betting and gaming could
be $40 billion annually. Flutter
says online represents just 12% of
the gambling market globally and
is growing at 10% a year.

DraftKings and Flutter’s Fan-
Duel compete furiously and don’t
actually earn any money yet—they
even tried to merge but were sued
by the Federal Trade Commission
in 2017. But that was when they
were all about daily fantasy sports.
Now their name recognition, tech-
nological savvy and cross-selling
ability have made them formidable

competitors in far more lucrative
online sports betting and gaming.
If investors believe that the two
companies can remain as domi-
nant as they are today as more
states open up to iGaming then

they should let their bets ride.
The odds are long, though.

DraftKings and Flutter have plenty
of financial firepower, with the for-
mer sitting on $1.2 billion in net
cash while the latter is subsidized

by profitable international betting
divisions. But deep-pocketed U.S.
casino operators are angling for a
bigger piece of the action.

DraftKings portrays itself as a
turn-of-the century Amazon.com,
the upstart that buried the likes
of Sears and Barnes & Noble by
being better at technology while
not being weighed down by bricks
and mortar like traditional casi-
nos. That analogy isn’t quite
right, though. Unlike a huge, ex-
isting retail market full of dino-
saurs, this is a nascent industry
still not legal for most Americans.
The tech can also be outsourced.
Now that SBTech is part of Draft-
Kings, its current sports book
technology provider Kambi will go
its own way as soon as September
2021. And European competitors

have plenty of tech savvy. British
online gambling giant bet365 is
now making an aggressive entry
into U.S. iGaming.

A big advantage that DraftKings
and FanDuel have is an existing
app on the smartphones of cus-
tomers who, however the courts
legally characterize fantasy
sports, already were effectively
gambling. Yet their mostly young,
male audience has little overlap
with the older, often female cus-
tomers who pump quarters into
physical slot machines and could
become serious iGamers. Mean-
while, others are gunning for their
new sports-betting customers.
Penn National, which mainly oper-
ates physical casinos, is launching
an online sports book next month
with popular podcast network
Barstool Sports and also has
snagged 10% of the Pennsylvania
iGaming market.

In what might prove to be a fu-
rious and expensive fight for mar-
ket share, DraftKings and Flutter
should survive. A state-by-state
regulatory thicket could limit the
U.S. market to a small group of
dominant players. But the stock
market is treating the fantasy
sports pioneers like they’ve al-
ready lifted the trophy in a win-
ner-take-all league.

—Spencer Jakab

SlamDunk
Share-price performance

Source: FactSet
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The U.S. market for
online betting and
gaming could reach
$40 billion annually.
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In truth, this shift had
been building for a while:
Pat Buchanan, Ross Perot,
Sarah Palin, Mike Huckabee,
the Tea Party, an increas-
ingly bitter immigration de-
bate—all were early signs
that a new door was open-
ing. Mr. Trump simply
charged through it. He un-
derstood better than those whom he van-
quished in the primaries that the Republi-
can Party has undergone profound
socioeconomic changes; it has been
washed over by currents of cultural alien-
ation and a feeling that the old conserva-
tive economic prescriptions haven’t
worked for its new work-
ing-class foot soldiers.

Now, as Republicans
prepare to nominate Mr.
Trump for re-election at
their truncated convention
this week, there is simply
no way to put Trumpism
back into the bottle. If the
president wins this fall
(and even more so if he
loses), the question that
Republicans in general and
conservatives in particular
face is simple and stark:
How to adapt their gospel so that it fits
in the age of Trump?

As it happens, a new and younger
breed of conservatives has set out to do
precisely that, often by stepping away
from strict free-market philosophies. Sen.
Marco Rubio of Florida is pushing for
what he calls a “common-good capital-
ism,” in which government policies pro-
mote not just economic growth but also
provide help for families, workers and

communities. Sen. Josh
Hawley of Missouri, a likely
presidential aspirant, is call-
ing for leaving the World
Trade Organization and
managing capital markets to
control the inflow of foreign
money into the U.S.

Sen. Tim Scott of South
Carolina, the lone Black Re-

publican senator, has ushered into law a
plan to use government incentives to lure
investment dollars into underserved com-
munities. Yuval Levin, a former George W.
Bush White House aide, publishes a new-
wave conservative journal and advocates
for government programs specifically

crafted to help young par-
ents. Oren Cass, a young
conservative intellectual,
recently launched a new
think tank, American Com-
pass, from which he advo-
cates an “industrial policy”
that gives specific govern-
ment help to manufactur-
ing firms—a concept long
heretical in free-market
circles.

Former South Carolina
governor and U.N. Ambas-
sador Nikki Haley—an-

other likely future White House hopeful—
has her own think tank promoting a more

Pleaseturntothenextpage

Trump turned
theGOP
away from
Reagan-style
conservatism
and toward
populism and
nationalism.

Clockwise from left:
President Trump,
Sen. Marco Rubio,
former Trump
administration
U.N. ambassador
Nikki Haley,

Sen. Tim Scott and
Sen. Josh Hawley.
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Conventions once were
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Mr. Seib is The Wall Street Journal’s
executive Washington editor. This essay
is adapted from his new book, “We
Should Have Seen It Coming: From
Reagan to Trump—A Front-Row Seat
to a Political Revolution,” which will be
published Aug. 25 by Random House.
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HowTrump
HasChanged the

Republicans
The president has reshaped the GOP in his own image,

and a new generation of conservatives is trying to learn and
extend the lessons of his insurgent rise.

By Gerald F. Seib

F or almost four decades, the conservative move-
ment was defined by one man, Ronald Reagan, and his
movement, the Reagan Revolution.

Reagan was an unlikely revolutionary figure, a modestly
successful actor with a self-effacing style and no intellec-
tual pretensions. Yet he personally made the Republican
Party into a conservative party, and his legacy inspired the

movement’s leaders, animated its policy debates and stirred its voters’ emo-
tions long after he left the scene.

Then four years ago, it all changed.
Donald Trump ran in 2016 and swamped a sprawling Republican field

of more conventional conservatives. In doing so, he didn’t merely win the
nomination and embark on the road to the White House. He turned Re-
publicans away from four decades of Reagan-style, national-greatness
conservatism to a new gospel of populism and nationalism.

‘Trojan
Horse’
The phrase, a gift
from the ancient
Greeks, just keeps
sneaking into
our discourse. C3

.
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The GOP After
The Trump Takeover

During the July 2018 NATO summit

in Brussels, President Trump came

far closer than is publicly known to

withdrawing the U.S. from its most

important military alliance.

ance on the American military, and
even of the amount of money NATO
had spent on a new headquarters
building, that his fellow leaders con-
vened a special, closed session to
discuss his grievances.

National security adviser John
Bolton accompanied Mr. Trump to
the meeting, which turned tense and
testy. At one point, Mr. Bolton called
White House chief of staff John Kelly,
a retired four-star Marine general,
who had intended to skip the meet-
ing to tend to other business, and
told him: You’d better get over here.
We’re about to withdraw from NATO.

Mr. Kelly hustled to Mr. Trump’s
side and found that the president
was, in fact, considering simply de-
claring that the U.S. was out of the
alliance. Mr. Kelly talked the presi-
dent off that ledge, in part, by con-
vincing him that he would be cruci-
fied by the political establishment
and the press if he wrecked NATO.
But some Trump aides remained
worried that he still might pull the
plug on NATO at some point.

Those attitudes seem to represent
instinct more than a governing phi-
losophy, so some
conservatives are
trying to construct a
philosophy around
them.

Mr. Cass of Amer-
ican Compass is one
of them. “I see my-
self as engaged in
the project of post-
Trumpism,” he says.
In that post-Trump
era, he argues, con-
servatives must
move beyond their
instinct that market
forces and a light government hand
automatically offer the best an-
swers. “What we call conservative
economic policy isn’t actually
small-c conservative in its orienta-
tion,” he says. “It’s libertarian eco-
nomic policy.”

Mr. Cass argues that free markets

don’t allocate resources well across
all sectors of an economy. Specifi-
cally, markets leave some important
sectors—including manufacturing—
without sufficient investment.
“Manufacturing provides particu-
larly well-paying, stable employ-
ment—especially for men with less
formal education,” he said in re-
marks last year. “Manufacturing
also tends to deliver faster produc-
tivity growth, because its processes
are susceptible to technological ad-
vances that complement labor and
increase output.”

Thus, Mr. Cass argues, govern-
ment should have policies that ac-
tively favor the expansion of manu-
facturing, including funding more
research that can help manufacturing
companies; giving engineering ma-
jors in colleges more government aid
than, say, English majors; putting a
“bias” in the tax code to help manu-
facturers; reducing—to nearly zero if
necessary—the number of visas given
to Chinese citizens until China
changes policies that harm American
companies; and requiring U.S.-made
components in key products. “In the

real world as we find
it, America has no
choice but to adopt
an industrial policy,
and we will be better
for it,” Mr. Cass said.

Similarly, Mr. Ru-
bio has decried what
he calls a misplaced
conservative “obses-
sion” with economic
efficiency. Economics
and culture “are
strongly intertwined,”
the Florida senator
argued recently in a

speech at Catholic University. What’s
needed, he said, is a system that cre-
ates greater incentives for businesses
to create “dignified work” that
strengthens the families and the kind
of culture so important to conserva-
tives. “Our current government poli-
cies get this wrong,” he said. “We re-

Trump is
‘not a

conservative.
He didn’t sit
around reading
National
Review.’
NEWTGINGRICH

Former speaker of theHouse

ward and incentivize certain
business practices that pro-
mote economic growth—but
it’s growth that often solely
benefits shareholders at the
expense of new jobs and bet-
ter pay.”

For his part, Mr. Hawley has
proposed having the govern-
ment subsidize employers’ en-
tire payrolls during the coro-
navirus crisis, paying 80% of
workers’ wages up to the na-
tional median wage, on the

theory that conservatives’ goal right
now should be keeping workers
above water during a crisis not of
their own making.

Mr. Hazony makes a similar argu-
ment when it comes to foreign policy.
He contends that cultural and reli-
gious values should be as important
as globalization, which means that
clear borders and a nation’s cultural
identity must be seen as core values
of a new conservative philosophy. He
convened a conference in Washington
last year to explore such ideas.
“What we’re trying to do is unite the
broad public and the elites as much
as possible,” he says. “The broad con-
servative public is ready for national-
ism. That’s the reason they voted for
Donald Trump. That’s the reason
they voted for Brexit.”

Ms. Haley, a likely 2024 presiden-
tial candidate, is also striking a na-
tionalist tone, stressing the need for
strong borders. But she appears to
be betting on a return to a more
traditional Reagan-esque posture,
railing regularly against the Chinese
Communist Party, arguing for an ac-
tivist policy to counter Venezuela’s
socialist government and lamenting
Congress’ “irresponsible spending”
on the coronavirus

Some religious conservatives are
doing a different kind of rethinking,
considering how to best preserve
the culture they value—and whether
they have been looking in the wrong
place for answers. Author Rod
Dreher, who writes for American
Conservative magazine, says that he
and other religious conservatives
were “shocked” and “demoralized”
when the Supreme Court, in a deci-
sion written by a Trump appointee,
ruled recently that civil rights law
protects gay people from workplace
discrimination. “We on the religious
right have wrongly prioritized law
and politics as what are important
to us,” he concludes. “What is im-
portant to us is the culture.”

Mr. Rubio tried to address the
dissatisfaction with traditional con-
servative prescriptions in his own
2016 campaign—and, as the son of
Cuban immigrants, did so without
all of the Trumpian nativist over-
tones. But he found his message
drowned out by Mr. Trump’s mega-
phone and maelstrom. Now he
thinks that the anger at the eco-
nomic status quo and the political
establishment is a sign that Amer-
ica—not just the conservative move-
ment—has reached a crossroads.

“If you look at human history,
when these sentiments are not ad-
dressed, people throughout history
always tend to go in one of two di-
rections,” Mr. Rubio says. “Social-
ism—let the government take over
everything and make things right—
or ethnic nationalism, which is, ‘Bad
things are happening to me, and it’s
someone else’s fault. And they hap-
pen to be from another country or
another skin color.’

“Neither one of those ends up in
a good place. And both are actually
a fundamental challenge to the very
concept of America, what makes us
unique and special.”

Above, GOP presidential

hopeful Pat Buchanan,

Exeter, N.H., Feb. 17, 1992.

Left, Republican vice-

presidential candidate Sarah

Palin, Clearwater, Fla.,

Oct. 6, 2008.

conventional, Republican interven-
tionist version of foreign policy.
Meanwhile, the U.S.-educated Israeli
philosopher Yoram Hazony is beating
the drum for a Trumpian embrace of
a nationalist foreign policy.

From many of these new-wave Re-
publicans, the message is this: Con-
servatives faltered over time by be-
coming too enamored of their own
ideology, too committed to globaliza-
tion and free trade, and too indiffer-
ent to their effects on average work-
ing Americans. Looking past the
Trump era, these conservatives ar-
gue, their movement needs to climb
down from the ivory tower of hands-
off economic theory and create a
more practical conservatism that
somehow embraces populism and
nationalism, while seeking to retain
core elements of free-market eco-
nomics and Reagan’s “peace through
strength” brand of internationalism.

Christopher DeMuth, a former
president of the American Enterprise
Institute who is now a fellow at the
Hudson Institute, says that much of
today’s ferment can be traced to con-
servatives growing insular and losing
touch with voters, especially on trade
and economic hardship. “‘Washing-
ton consensus’ conservatism was
much too smug on these matters,
and much too detached from a lot of
pain and suffering that was going on
in the country,” he says.

That realization, Mr. DeMuth says,
has led many conservatives to re-
think their adherence to small-gov-
ernment policies and open their
minds to a bigger role for govern-
ment in attacking economic prob-
lems. Increasingly, he says, some Re-
publicans have a new attitude: “This
thing about conservatives not want-
ing to use government power? We’ve
got big problems out there, and
damn it, we’re going to use govern-
ment power to fix it.”

Mr. Trump certainly
doesn’t cling to intel-
lectual principles in his
governing style. His
approach is instinctual.
When he briefly con-
templated entering the
2012 presidential race,
he talked periodically
about the idea with
the conservative politi-
cal activist David
Bossie. At one point, Mr. Bossie told
his friend Steve Bannon, with whom
he had worked on some controver-
sial films, that the New York billion-
aire was considering running for
president.

“Of what country?” Mr. Bannon
recalls replying.

Still, Mr. Bannon agreed to accom-
pany Mr. Bossie to a meeting with
Mr. Trump in New York City to talk
through the possibilities. Once there,
Mr. Bossie provided an overview of
the political message of his idol,
Ronald Reagan. He then turned to
Mr. Bannon, who argued that the
times required a much more populist
approach than Reagan’s, invoking
such insurgent figures as Mr. Bu-
chanan, Mr. Perot and even William
Jennings Bryan in doing so. “That’s
the populist message,” said Mr. Ban-
non, who was in the news again as
he was indicted Thursday for alleged
fraud involving a fund-raising cam-
paign to help build the Trump-in-
spired border wall with Mexico.

Mr. Bannon recalls Mr. Trump re-
sponding enthusiastically, saying,
“That’s what I am: a popularist.”
Later, Mr. Bannon concluded that—
mangled terminology aside—the mo-
gul was right. Mr. Trump would set
out to be a popular populist, and
“the seed was planted.”

When that seed sprouted, it pro-
duced a kind of identity crisis for
traditional conservatives. They have
long preached the economic virtues
of immigration; Mr. Trump doesn’t
buy it. Conservatives seek to reduce
government spending; Mr. Trump
was overseeing a trillion-dollar fed-
eral budget deficit even before the
coronavirus hit. Conservatives
preach limited executive power, but
Mr. Trump has embraced an expan-
sive view of presidential reach. Dur-
ing the pandemic and this summer’s
racial unrest, he has issued executive
actions to send out government ben-
efits that Congress failed to approve
and simply declared that he has the
power to override governors’ deci-
sions and send federal forces into
their states even if they don’t want
them there—a far cry from Reagan’s

Continuedfromthepriorpage frequent invocation of the Tenth
Amendment, which grants states
powers not specifically enumerated
for the federal government.

As former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich says of Mr. Trump, “He’s
not a conservative. He didn’t sit
around reading National Review,” the
traditional conservative magazine.
Instead, Mr. Gingrich defines Mr.
Trump more in cultural terms than
ideological ones, calling the presi-
dent “an anti-liberal…a common-
sense, practical person who under-
stands how much of modern political
correctness is just total baloney.”

When asked whether Mr. Trump
is a conservative, Corey Lewan-
dowski, his campaign manager for a
time in 2016, says, “He’s a pragma-
tist.”

Among other things, this
means that Mr. Trump simply
doesn’t have the same sympa-
thy toward traditional big-
business positions in favor of
open trade, which business
leaders see as the best way for
a mature economy such as
America’s to continue growing.
The shift became obvious dur-
ing the 2016 campaign, when
the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce—the traditional bastion
of big-business sentiment and
sensibility, and normally a reli-
able ally of Republicans—at-
tacked candidate Trump and
was, in turn, attacked by him.

At one point during the
race, the chamber’s president,
Thomas Donohue, called out
Mr. Trump by name, saying he
“has very little idea about what
trade really is.” When candidate
Trump became President Trump, he
didn’t forget. Early on, aides sent out
the word: No Chamber of Commerce
officials would be hired for the ad-
ministration (an edict that didn’t

last). In hopes of
smoothing over rela-
tions, a White House
aide invited the cham-
ber to send a represen-
tative to a meeting Mr.
Trump was holding
with business leaders
to discuss his agenda.
Mr. Trump had too
much antipathy to-
ward Mr. Donohue to
invite him to represent

the group, so Thomas Collamore, the
group’s longtime executive vice pres-
ident, drew the assignment instead.

Mr. Collamore knew that he might
be heading into hostile territory, so
he sought to make his presence low-
key. At the outset of the meeting,
with a contingent of White House re-
porters and network cameras in the
room to catch a few minutes of the
session, the business representatives
each, in turn, identified themselves.
Mr. Collamore dutifully did so. Then
the president shooed away the press
and turned to Mr. Collamore. “Hey,
chamber guy,” he said. “What’s the
problem with you guys?”

Mr. Trump’s departure from the
national-security precepts of the
neoconservatives whom Mr. Reagan
brought into the party is just as pro-
found. Mr. Trump simply doesn’t
share their hawkish worldview or
their belief in the necessity of U.S.
international engagement.

In the summer of 2018, for exam-
ple, Mr. Trump came far closer than
is publicly known to simply with-
drawing the U.S. from the crown
jewel of its military alliances, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
At a summit meeting in Brussels, Mr.
Trump was so critical of what he
considered the alliance’s unfair reli-

‘The broad
conservative
public is
ready for

nationalism.’
YORAMHAZONY

Israeli political theorist

.
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T
he models arrived
first. Boats carrying
some 150 women,
from Brazil, Russia
and elsewhere,

docked in the summer of 2015 at
Velaa Private Island, an opulent
Maldives resort. Upon arrival,
each woman was driven in a golf
cart to a clinic, tested for sexually
transmitted diseases and settled
into a private villa.

The women were due to spend
the better part of a month with
their hosts, several dozen friends
of Saudi Arabia’s Prince Moham-
med bin Salman, for a party
marking his ascent. A 29-year-old
prince with a taste for opulence,
a hunger for money and a need
for power found himself with an
abundance of all three.

Prince Mohammed had
worked doggedly for a year, out-
maneuvering rivals and easing
the path for his septuagenarian
father Salman to assume the
Saudi throne. After Salman took
the crown in early 2015, he dele-
gated extraordinary powers to
Mohammed, who consolidated
control of the military and secu-
rity services and began upend-
ing the sleepy kingdom’s oil-de-
pendent economy.

By that July, Mohammed
wanted a break. His privacy-ob-
sessed entourage booked the en-
tire Velaa resort for a month, at
a cost of $50 million, according
to people familiar with the trip.
Staff were banned from bringing
cellphones with cameras. The Ameri-
can rapper Pitbull and the South Ko-
rean pop star Psy performed. The
Maldives party was described by sev-
eral people in attendance, including
some involved in its planning.

During this time of excess, the
young prince also bought the Se-
rene—a 439-foot yacht rented by Bill
Gates the year before—for 429 mil-
lion euros, as well as a château near
Versailles with fountains and a moat
for more than $300 million.

Suddenly, the party was over.
Word of Prince Mohammed’s visit
leaked in a Maldivian publication.
Media in Iran, Saudi Arabia’s enemy,
picked it up and started blasting out
the news. Less than a week after the
trip started, Prince Mohammed and
his delegation were gone.

The little-known party was a brief
stop on Prince Mohammed’s wild ride.
Over the next few years, he would
curb Saudi Arabia’s notorious religious
police, expand the rights of Saudi
women, plunge into a war in Yemen,
and lock up billionaires and relatives
in Riyadh’s Ritz-Carlton Hotel on cor-
ruption allegations. His security forces
would also assassinate the journalist
Jamal Khashoggi in Istanbul. (Prince
Mohammed has said he didn’t order
the killing.) Now, with the kingdom’s
84-year-old King Salman suffering
health problems that have him in and
out of the hospital—recently for a gall-
bladder operation—understanding the
young prince’s rise is increasingly im-
portant for assessing the direction
Saudi Arabia may take if Prince Mo-
hammed becomes King Mohammed.

The Saudi heir apparent’s ostenta-
tious spending and focus on wealth
grew from a family secret. For much
of Prince Mohammed’s life, hisCL
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ALLUSIONS TO LEGENDARY
Greek military strategies aren’t
exactly common these days, but
one never seems to grow old:
the proverbial “Trojan horse.”

Again and again, the meta-
phor gets invoked by leading
politicians, typically as a warn-
ing against a hidden, invidious

threat. At a campaign stop Mon-
day in Oshkosh, Wis., as the
Democratic National Convention
was getting under way, President
Trump denounced Joe Biden as
“a Trojan horse for socialism.”

Earlier this month, Rep. Gerry
Connolly of Virginia tweeted

that Postmaster General Louis
DeJoy’s restructuring of the U.S.
Postal Service represented “a
Trojan horse” intended to dis-
rupt mail service leading up to
the November election. (Mr. De-
Joy later announced the Postal
Service would suspend further
operational changes.)

Sen. Tom
Cotton, mean-
while, as-
serted that
the video-
sharing app
TikTok

“seems harmless” but “really is a
Trojan horse on your phone,”
collecting user data that could
end up in the hands of the Chi-
nese government.

The origins of the “Trojan
horse” metaphor are roughly fa-
miliar to most people, even if

[Trojan Horse]
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didn’t go anywhere. Prince Mo-
hammed’s organization didn’t
have the experience to deliver
the project; Verizon took a
write-down and left.

Prince Mohammed’s stock
trading also hit turbulence. In
2013, regulators detected suspi-
cious trading patterns linked to
accounts belonging to him and
other princes. Saudi Arabia’s
chief stock regulator at the
time, Mohammed al Shaikh, in-
vestigated and determined that
a trader acting on Prince Mo-
hammed’s behalf was responsi-
ble for the suspicious trading.
The incident incensed King Ab-
dullah, and Prince Mohammed
was pushed out of government
affairs. (A spokesman for Prince
Mohammed declined to com-
ment on the episode.)

But it would be temporary.
Even during his moneymaking
days, Prince Mohammed was
carefully studying how to gain—
or, if necessary, regain—status in
the Royal Court. He knew how to
make himself useful to powerful
old men like King Abdullah, per-
forming tasks too distasteful for
other princes, like evicting the
widow of a former king from a
palace she refused to vacate.

When Salman took the throne,
Prince Mohammed’s ideas were
suddenly the highest priority.
The day after Abdullah’s funeral,

Mohammed took charge of the Royal
Court. At 4 a.m., he summoned offi-
cials and businessmen to meet later
that day. Prince Mohammed asked
them if remaking the Saudi govern-
ment by getting rid of Abdullah’s gov-
ernance committees was risky. Some
counseled moving slowly to monitor
for unforeseen impacts.

“Nonsense,” Prince Mohammed re-
plied, according to a person who at-
tended the meeting. “If it’s the right
thing to do, we do it today.”

Within a week, Prince Mohammed
was put in charge of the kingdom’s
economy and military. Such haste
would become a trademark. He sur-
rounded himself with new advisers,
some with little government back-
ground, and encouraged them to argue
with him into the night on policy
ideas. He elevated Mohammed al
Shaikh—the man who investigated
him in 2013 for insider trading—as a
senior economic adviser.

Soon after, Prince Mohammed
would take control of the state oil pro-
ducer Saudi Aramco, the world’s most
profitable company. With its money at
his disposal, he would set to work
turning the kingdom’s moribund sov-
ereign-wealth fund into the most in-
fluential investor in Silicon Valley. The
teenager obsessed with building his
own fortune and emulating Steve Jobs
now controlled more money than he
knewwhat to do with. Building wealth
and power became Prince Moham-
med’s obsession.

The authors are Wall Street Journal
reporters. This essay is adapted
from their book “Blood and Oil: Mo-
hammed bin Salman’s Ruthless
Quest for Global Power,” to be pub-
lished Sept. 1 by Hachette Books.

Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman
during a meeting with U.S.
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis
at the Pentagon, 2018.

branch of the family was nowhere
near as rich as others. As a senior
prince, his father Salman received a
huge monthly stipend but spent it
running his palaces, paying staff and
doling out largess.

It hit 15-year-old Mohammed like a
brick when a cousin told him that Sal-
man hadn’t amassed what Saudi royals
deem a serious fortune. Even worse,
Salman was dangerously indebted.
Family friends were shocked in the
first decade of the 2000s when word
spread through Paris that Salman’s
contractors and employees hadn’t
been paid for six months. Rather than
relying on the good graces of whoever
was king, Prince Mohammed decided
to become the family businessman.

This account is based on interviews
with dozens of people across three
continents who knew Prince Moham-
med through business, familial or per-
sonal ties. Prince Mohammed declined
to comment on his business interests
or rise to power. When a CBS News re-
porter asked him about his spending
in a TV interview two years ago, the
prince said, “As far as my private ex-
penses, I’m a rich person and not a
poor person.”

By the time he was 16, Mohammed
was able to pull together about
$100,000 after selling gold and lux-
ury watches he’d been given. It be-
came the starting capital for a stock-
trading foray.

It was soon lost. But first, Prince
Mohammed’s portfolio briefly gained
value, giving him a thrill he would
keep chasing. He decided to go abroad
after university and get into banking,
telecommunications or real estate. He
wasn’t expecting real political power
in Riyadh; as a younger son of a prince
with slim chances of becoming king,
Mohammed had little hope of getting
near the throne.

Some evenings, Prince Mohammed
took friends into the Saudi desert,
where staff made up tents and a
campfire. He talked of his plans to be-
come a billionaire like Steve Jobs and
Bill Gates. He also spoke with mount-
ing frustration about Saudi youth. “We
are the ones who can decide the fu-
ture of our generation,” he said one
night, an attendee recalls. “If we don’t
step up, who else will?”

Prince Mohammed focused on
building a fortune, creating compa-
nies and acquiring stakes in others.

In 2008, through intermediaries, he
persuaded Verizon to bring fiber-op-
tic infrastructure to Saudi Arabia.
The deal saw Verizon take a minority
stake in a joint venture whose big-
gest partner was one of Prince Mo-

hammed’s many firms.
Verizon’s legal department was

then headed by William Barr, now
the U.S. attorney general. The deal
helped Prince Mohammed’s stature
at home—“My son made millions for
the family,” Salman boasted to one
visitor after the deal closed—but

Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman ascended with a taste for
opulence, a hunger for money and a drive for power.

Rather than
relying on the
good graces of

whoever was king,
Prince

Mohammed
decided to

become the family
businessman.

Inside the Rise of a
New Saudi Leader

A Strategy
That Keeps
Hiding in
Plain Sight

spelled) as early as 1559—
though that was always a bit of
a misnomer, as it was the
Greeks, not the Trojans, who
were responsible for the horse.

Early on, the “Trojan
horse” was particularly
appealing to anti-Catholic
polemicists. The Anglican
priest John Rawlinson, for

instance, wrote of Catholi-
cism in 1611 that “our only

safe course shall be, never to
think ourselves safe, so long as
this Trojan Horse is among us.”

Over the years, the metaphor
has often stayed true to its mili-
tary roots, with various decep-
tive wartime tactics given the
“Trojan horse” label. In World
War II, the British government
raised the alarm about Ger-
many’s “Trojan horse” tactics
whereby a pro-German “fifth
column” was working to subvert
the war effort from within. The
British also used the term for
their own operation intended to
disguise the Allied invasion of
Sicily. Originally code-named
Trojan Horse (later known as
Operation Mincemeat), the plan
involved dressing up a dead
body like a British officer with
fake documents in his pocket to
make it seem as if the Allies

were planning to invade Greece
and Sardinia rather than Sicily.

“Trojan horse” entered com-
puting circles in the early 1980s
for a seemingly innocuous pro-
gram that contains a harmful vi-
rus. In politics, the phrase has
proved equally durable. David
Stockman, director of the Office
of Management and Budget un-
der President Ronald Reagan, ad-
mitted to the Atlantic in 1981
that Reagan’s proposed tax cut
“was always a Trojan horse to
bring down the top rate.” He also
called the final version of the bill
“a Trojan horse filled full of all
kinds of budget-busting mea-
sures and secondary agendas.”

When Mr. Trump entered the
2016 presidential race, some
pundits half-jokingly suggested
his candidacy was a “Trojan
horse” to undermine the Repub-
licans’ chances and hand the
election to Hillary Clinton. On
the campaign trail, Mr. Trump
embraced the expression, using
it more than 70 times to insinu-
ate that if Syrian refugees were
allowed to settle in the U.S., Is-
lamic State fighters might be
smuggled in too. For threats real
or imagined, “Trojan horse”
keeps sneaking its way into our
discourse. JA
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they have never read a line of
classical poetry. In the Trojan
War, the fabled conflict between
Greece and Troy, the Greek
forces built a massive wooden
horse, presented as a gift to the
Trojans. Greek warriors were
hiding inside and emerged to
open Troy’s gates for more
Greek troops, for a surprise at-
tack that ended the 10-year war.
The Roman poet Virgil, who re-
counted the story in “The Ae-
neid,” provided a famous line ut-
tered by the Trojan priest
Laocoön: “Timeo Danaos et dona
ferentes,” paraphrased in the
proverb, “Beware of Greeks
bearing gifts.”

The epic tradition was well-
known enough in the Elizabeth
era for English writers to make
references to “the Trojan horse”
(or “Troian” as it was then

.
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The Pleasure
And Pain

Of Predictions

WILCZEK’S UNIVERSE

FRANK WILCZEK

The parties had learned that
while contested conventions were
great television, they were likely
portents of disaster in November.
(The last time a genuinely con-
tested convention produced a pres-
ident was 1952, with Dwight Eisen-
hower.) When ABC’s Sam
Donaldson got hold of the Republi-
can convention “script” in 1972,
with its minute-by-minute sched-
ule, it was an embarrassment, if
not a scandal. By 1996, campaign
operatives were coming shame-
lessly to the network every day to
offer their minute-by-minute
schedule.

Some argued that the conven-
tions were a guardrail against a
primary process that could favor a
candidate fundamentally at odds
with a party’s root principles. The
2016 Republican nomination of
Donald Trump provided a power-
ful rebuttal. On the Democratic
side, the hundreds of “superdele-
gates”—elected officials and party
insiders—knew that any attempt
to block the ascension of the win-
ner of the most delegates would
trigger a fatal internecine war.

So for those of us who arrived
just as the players were leaving the
field, is there anything left of the
convention story? Are we to be
tormented by C-SPAN’s sadistic
tradition of running newsreels of
furious convention battles as we
trudge through the painfully pre-
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IN RECENT MONTHS,
two gorgeous experi-
ments have reported con-
vincing evidence for the
existence of anyons, a

new type of particle that can exist
only inside of certain materials.
Their distinctive feature is that they
have a kind of primitive memory,
enabling them to preserve informa-
tion about their past motions. This
feature makes anyons an important
building block for future quantum
computers.

For many years, most physicists
thought that all particles must be
either bosons (a category that in-
cludes photons, the particles of
light) or fermions (which includes
protons and neutrons, located in an
atom’s nucleus). But in the early
1980s, building on work by earlier
researchers, I proposed the exis-
tence of a new type of particle,
which I named anyons as a kind of
joke, derived from “anything goes.”
At the time, I expected the existence
of anyons to be confirmed by obser-
vation within a few months—rather
short of the four decades it actually
took. In science, reality can be slow
to meet our expectations.

Sometimes the wait takes even
longer, or never ends at all. In 1931,
Paul Dirac, one of the founders of
quantum mechanics, predicted the
existence of particles that carry
magnetic charge, which he called
magnetic monopoles. In essence,
they are tiny magnets with only a
north pole.

Dirac was one of the greatest
physicists of all time—among other
things, he introduced the concept of
antimatter. Using new mathematical
ideas, he showed that magnetic
monopoles are consistent with the
principles of quantum mechanics,
despite some serious appearances
to the contrary. Better yet, he
showed that their existence would
explain the profound but otherwise
deeply mysterious fact that protons
and electrons have equal and oppo-
site electric charges that cancel
each other out precisely.

In 1981, at a summer school dedi-
cated to “50 Years of Magnetic
Monopoles,” my wife Betsy Devine

and I frequently shared breakfast
with Dirac and his wife Margit. Paul
was notoriously taciturn, but Margit
told us that he was very disappointed
by the conference. He had hoped to
hear confirmation of a reported dis-
covery of magnetic monopoles, but
instead the experiment was heavily
criticized and its results were dis-
counted. Margit was concerned be-
cause she felt that his hope for the
discovery of monopoles “was keeping
Paul alive.” After the summer school,
Dirac wrote his last words on the
subject, in a letter: “I am inclined
now to believe that monopoles do
not exist.” He died in 1984.

To this day, despite vigorous
searches of many kinds, genuine
magnetic monopoles have never
been observed. Yet the new concepts
Dirac introduced in connection with
monopoles have been enormously
influential. There are very good rea-
sons to think that monopoles really
do exist, but that they are much too
heavy to be produced in particle ac-
celerators or even in cosmic rays.

Albert Camus wrote that “we
need the sweet pain of anticipation
to tell us we are really alive.” In sci-
ence, we make progress by antici-
pating how our ideas might be real-
ized in nature. The process can be
slow, painful and ultimately tragic.
Yet rising to its challenge is an im-
portant discipline of thought, often
leading to creative surprises—and
more rarely, but wonderfully, to Na-
ture’s “Yes.”

Paul Dirac predicted the existence
of magnetic monopoles in 1931.
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dictable? Is our memory bank
filled not with fist fights and last-
minute moves by the power bro-
kers but by Newt Gingrich’s cele-
bration of the rise of beach
volleyball as part of his 1996 con-
vention speech, and by a podium
full of Democratic women that year
performing “The Macarena”?

Will we begin every election cy-
cle with frenetic predictions that
this will be the year of the bro-
kered convention, only to realize

that (a) there are no brokers any-
more, and (b) by mid-spring, the
contest will be over? (This year,
Joe Biden went from pathetic
loser to presumptive nominee in
the few days between the South
Carolina primary and Super Tues-
day.)

Even in our age of choreography
and Covid-19, conventions will still
retain some of their old magic. For
one thing, they can produce memo-

rable rhetoric, sometimes
with important implica-
tions: Ted Kennedy’s 1980
concession speech (“the
work goes on, the cause
endures, the hope still
lives, and the dream shall
never die”) was an im-
portant signal that the
rift between him and
President Jimmy Carter
would not easily heal.
George H.W. Bush’s 1988
acceptance speech re-
framed his image and
provided one line—“Read
my lips: no new taxes”—
that helped elect him,
and then helped defeat
him four years later. Ba-
rack Obama’s keynote in
2004 (“there is not a lib-
eral America and a con-
servative America—there

As it turned
out, I had been

invited to
the party when

the lights
were beginning

to dim.

Mayor Richard Daley
at the 1968 Democratic
convention.

is the United States of Amer-
ica”) put him on the path to
the White House. The first
night of this year’s Democratic
convention brought Michelle
Obama’s evisceration of Presi-
dent Trump: “He cannot meet
this moment. He simply can-
not be who we need him to be
for us. It is what it is.”

In normal years, what’s
more telling is what happens
away from the convention
hall. At the Democratic con-
vention in Cleveland in 2016,
the most important informa-
tion I learned came from a
dinner where former Cuya-

hoga County executive Tim Hagan
brought together some friends
and colleagues, including Jim
Marinelli, an ex-cop who was a
longtime player in local Demo-
cratic politics. This classic, old-
style, working-class Democrat
noted that virtually all of his bud-
dies at his breakfast hangout and
the Ohio veterans’ halls were go-
ing for Donald Trump. “These
people just didn’t like Hillary,” Mr.
Hagan later said.

That kind of serendipity, how-
ever much it may justify a re-
porter’s expense account, won’t
save the traditional convention.
The pandemic that forced the par-
ties out of the crowded arenas
this year may have acted as a
“mercy killing” of sorts in rein-
forcing just how empty some con-
vention rituals had become. In
their socially distanced proceed-
ings, the Democrats demonstrated
that politicians could be held to
short speeches; that the virtual
floor could be opened up to foot
soldiers; and that even the long-
obsolete roll call of state-by-state
delegate counts could be turned
into an entertaining roadshow.
(Who knew that Rhode Island cal-
amari would make a star turn?)

Once this year’s virtual events
are over, will there be any appetite
for a four-day, in-person pageant
in 2024? Will media-company
bean-counters continue to fund
journalists’ jaunts to what has
come to be a blend of college re-
unions and Woodstock?

If conventions seem about to
be marked with a gravestone
reading “1831-2020,” one wrinkle
could suggest that the burial is
premature. What would happen in
2024 if—against all recent history
and all probability—we wound up
with three or more candidates
bidding for a nomination at a bro-
kered convention? Should that
happen, then or any later leap
year, I suspect you will see me and
my contemporaries race from our
nursing homes and assisted-living
facilities to witness firsthand
what we have missed for all these
decades.

Mr. Greenfield is a former senior
political correspondent for CBS
News and analyst for both CNN
and ABC News; he is now a con-
tributor to Politico Magazine and
a special correspondent for PBS
NewsHour Weekend.

F
orty years ago this
summer, I walked
onto the floor of
the Republican
National Conven-

tion in Detroit as an analyst
for CBS News. For someone
who had been mesmerized
since childhood by the drama
of American political conven-
tions, it was like being invited
to pitch the opening game of
the World Series after a cou-
ple of decades of Little
League play.

Like so many who have
been drawn into a lifetime of
politics, the conventions were
the lure for me. In 1952, my
mother commandeered the
only radio in my grandfather’s cot-
tage to listen to the tumultuous
GOP convention battle; at 9 years
old, I had no idea what was hap-
pening, but the chaos told me it
was a Big Deal.

Four years later, in 1956, a 10-
year-old Bill Clinton was “trans-
fixed” by the fight between Sen.
John Kennedy and Sen. Estes Ke-
fauver for the Democratic vice-
presidential nod. In 1964, a young
Joe Klein watched Republican Nel-
son Rockefeller face down jeering
delegates pledged to Barry Goldwa-
ter, who won the nomination; the
author and commentator hasn’t
missed a convention since he came
of age. That same year, 8-year-old
Joe Trippi watched a mournful
Robert Kennedy cheered for 20
minutes by the Democratic dele-
gates, and went on to a lifetime as
a top Democratic operative.

For more than a quarter-cen-
tury, our fascination was rewarded.
Every presidential year brought
with it suspenseful, consequential
convention moments, offering a
Byzantine tangle of rules and par-
liamentary maneuvering with pas-
sions on naked display. Did Chi-
cago Mayor Richard Daley really
shout an obscenity at Abe Ribicoff
in 1968 after the Connecticut sena-
tor denounced “Gestapo tactics in
the streets of Chicago”? Was Dan
Rather of CBS really manhandled
by security guards on live televi-
sion that year? Would
Ronald Reagan’s cam-
paign force a rule change
in 1976 that would re-
quire President Gerald
Ford to name his running
mate before the balloting
for president?

That was the chaotic,
dramatic world I thought
I was entering as I
walked onto the conven-
tion floor in 1980, with
armies of technicians,
camera operators, jour-
nalists and convention of-
ficials swarming through
the Joe Louis Arena. As it
turned out, I had been in-
vited to the party when
the lights were beginning
to dim. That 1976 GOP
fight between Reagan and
Ford was the last genu-
inely contested conven-
tion. Since then, finding a
hint of spontaneity has
been a fool’s errand.

BY JEFF GREENFIELD Ronald Reagan accepts his
nomination at the author’s
first convention, in 1980.

Conflict and chaos once inspired lifetimes
in politics, before the events became too staid.

The Lost
Draw of

Conventions:
TheDrama

.
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likely shift their activities from
drafting to editing. On the plus
side, the biggest barrier to getting
work done, the tyranny of the
blank paper or the blank screen,
may become much rarer. It’s sim-
ple enough just to keep clicking
GPT-3’s “generate” button until
something halfway usable appears.

The tyranny of the blank
screen, though, forces us to think
through a problem in a way that
editing does not. Human nature
probably means that people will
often be more intent on massag-
ing an AI’s output to the point
that it looks acceptable than on
doing their own work to sort
through ambiguous data and con-
flicting arguments. Like GPS navi-
gation, which started as just a tool
but has reduced our engagement
with the act of navigating, AI lan-
guage generators may start by
sparing us labor but soon spare us
thought. (With regard to possible
misuse, a representative of Ope-
nAI told me that it bans uses of
GPT-3 that may cause harm, in-
cluding harassment, spamming,
deception or radicalization.)

If this sounds overstated, it’s
important to consider that AI lan-
guage models are likely to get
still stronger. Creating a more
powerful rival to GPT-3 is within
reach of other tech companies.
The underlying methods of ma-
chine learning are widely known,
and the data OpenAI used for
training is publicly available.
With GPT-3 having shown the po-
tential of very large models, its
175 billion parameters may soon
be surpassed. Indeed, Google re-
searchers announced in June that
they had built a 600-billion-pa-
rameter model for language
translation, and researchers at
Microsoft have said that they
have their sights set on trillion-
parameter models, though not
necessarily for language.

If GPS-3 finds a market, it
won’t be the last word, for better
or worse.

Mr. Price is the author of “The
Pixar Touch: The Making of a
Company.”

BY DAVID A. PRICE

REVIEW

W
ord has been
making its way
out from the
t e c h n o l o g y
commun i t y :

The world changed this summer
with the rollout of an artificial in-
telligence system known as GPT-3.
Its ability to interact in English
and generate coherent writing
have been startling hardened ex-
perts, who speak of “GPT-3
shock.”

Where typical AI systems are
trained for specific tasks—classi-
fying images, playing Go—GPT-3
can handle tasks it was never
specifically trained for. Research
released by its maker, San Fran-
cisco-based OpenAI, has found
that GPT-3 can work out analogy
questions from the old SAT with
better results than the average
college applicant. It can generate
news articles that readers may
have trouble distinguishing from
human-written ones.

And it can do tasks its creators
never thought about. Beta testers
in recent weeks have found that it
can complete a half-written in-
vestment memo, produce stories
and letters written in the style of
famous people, generate business
ideas and even write certain
kinds of software code based on a
plain-English description of the
desired software. OpenAI has an-
nounced that after the test pe-
riod, GPT-3 will be released as a
commercial product.

The name stands for Genera-
tive Pre-trained Transformer,
third generation. Like other AI
systems today, GPT-3 is based on
a large, organized collection of
numeric weights, known as pa-
rameters, that determine its oper-
ation. The builder of the AI trains
it using large digital data sets—in
this case, a filtered version of the
contents of the web, plus Wikipe-
dia and some others. The number
of parameters is a key measure of
an AI model’s capacity; GPT-3 has
175 billion, which is more than
100 times that of its predecessor,
GPT-2, and 10 times that of its
nearest rival, Microsoft’s Turing
NLG.

AI has been through cycles of
hype and bust before. Still, I was
curious. I became a beta tester of
the website simplify.so, which lets
users enter English text for GPT-3
to simplify, and I gave the tech-
nology a trial run.

I copied and pasted the first
paragraph of George Washing-
ton’s 1796 Farewell Address: “The
period for a new election of a cit-
izen to administer the executive
government of the United States
being not far distant, and the
time actually arrived when your
thoughts must be employed in
designating the person who is to
be clothed with that important
trust, it appears to me proper, es-
pecially as it may conduce to a
more distinct expression of the
public voice, that I should now
apprise you of the resolution I
have formed, to decline being
considered among the number of
those out of whom a choice is to
be made.”

GPT-3 gave me its translation:
“I am not going to run for presi-
dent.” Take a bow, HAL 9000.

I got similarly cogent summa-
ries when I entered the First
Amendment and other sources. I
wondered whether GPT-3 was
simply lifting language from web-
sites, but I couldn’t find any evi-
dence of that.W
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Rewards
For Giving to

Charity
Dear Dan,
I often get mailers from
environmental charities
containing items such
as address labels, note

pads and greeting cards, along with
a request for a contribution. Do
these freebies actually increase con-
tributions, or would charities do
just as well with a simple request
for money? —Ted

Charities are usually better off if
they avoid offering incentives like
gifts, premiums and raffles. Such re-
wards encourage us to think about
donating as an exchange, raising the
question of whether a sheet of ad-
dress labels is really worth $50. The
question the environmental charity
should be asking is whether the fu-
ture well-being of the planet is
worth $50. Instead of focusing on
transactions, charities do best when
they connect with people on the
level of identities and values.

Hi Dan,
During a pandemic, wearing a mask
in public places is an easy way to
promote the common good. What
makes some people so vehemently
opposed to masks, despite the scien-
tific evidence in favor of wearing
them? —Wayne

When we justify our own behavior,
we often say that it’s the result of
careful deliberation about values
and benefits. Opponents of wearing
masks might argue that they are de-
fending individual liberty against
government power or that masks
aren’t really necessary to avoid in-
fection. In reality, however, the way
we behave is usually governed by
what people around us are doing,
especially those we perceive as be-
ing in our own social group.

This means that if you belong to
a community where the norm of
mask-wearing hasn’t been estab-
lished, you’re unlikely to buck the
trend by wearing one yourself. But
if the norm shifts and mask-wearing
becomes expected, most people will
change their behavior, regardless of
the principled reasons they once
gave for not wearing a mask.

Dear Dan,
As a teacher in an executive educa-
tion program, I give my students a
lot of advice about how to avoid
bad habits and biased thinking. But
I find that I often fall victim to
these things myself, even though I’m
aware of the dangers. Do you find
that being a behavioral economist
makes it easier to behave ratio-
nally? —Madison

Behavioral biases affect everyone,
including those of us who study
them. Biases are like optical illu-
sions: Even when we know what
we’re seeing isn’t real, we can’t help
seeing it. In my experience, the best
strategy is to recognize that I will
behave in predictably irrational
ways unless I make it easier for my-
self to act the way I want to.

For example, I want to eat more
vegetables, and I know that I’m
more likely to actually do it if I find
them ready to eat when I open the
refrigerator. So I make sure to clean
and prepare vegetables in advance,
in order to not give myself an ex-
cuse to eat something quick and un-
healthy instead. Similarly, I know
that I’m more likely to go for a
morning run if I make an appoint-
ment to run with a friend. Design-
ing the right environment for our-
selves is the best way to control our
own bad tendencies.

ASK ARIELY

DANARIELY

Have a dilemma for Dan?
Email your question to:
AskAriely@wsj.com
Questions may be edited or revised
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IN A NEW BOOK, “VESPA: STYLE AND PASSION” (Motorbooks), au-
thors Valerio Boni and Stefano Cordara tell the story of an icon of
Italian style. The inventor of the popular Vespa scooter, Corradino
d’Ascanio, was a pioneering helicopter engineer. After Italy’s defeat
in World War II, opportunities in aerospace development seemed lim-
ited, so D’Ascanio turned to scooters instead. He created a lightweight
model focused on the driver’s comfort and convenience, with easy-to-
change tires. The unibody design concealed the engine, helping those
chic Italian suits reach their destination without grease stains. The
scooter’s curves reminded its manufacturer, Enrico Piaggio, of a
wasp’s abdomen, so he named it after the Italian word for wasp.

The first Vespas hit the market in 1946, but the machine be-
came world-famous when co-stars Gregory Peck and Audrey Hep-
burn took a Vespa ride in “Roman Holiday” in 1953 (left). The
classic 1955 GS model had an eight-horsepower engine and could
reach 62 mph, rivaling a motorcycle; once sold for about $120, it

can now fetch up to $23,000. As of 2020
Piaggio has made more than 18 million
scooters, including an electric model
whose battery can be recharged in four
hours. —Peter Saenger

EXHIBIT

Vespa Cool

Audrey Hepburn
and Gregory Peck
on a Vespa in 1953’s
‘Roman Holiday.’

Yet when I gave it the famous
first line of Jane Austen’s “Pride
and Prejudice”—“It is a truth uni-
versally acknowledged, that a sin-
gle man in possession of a good
fortune, must be in want of a
wife”—the AI was puzzling to
watch. In the course of my first
four tries, a few of its answers
were sort of in the ballpark with-
out being quite right. (For in-
stance, “A man with a lot of
money must be looking for a
wife.”) Then on my fifth try, it
seemed to crack up: “It is a truth
universally acknowledged, that a
single man with a good fortune
must be in want of a wife, be-
cause men are very vain and they
want to be seen as wealthy, and
women are very greedy and they
want to be seen as beautiful.”

I am anthropomorphizing
GPT-3 here, but I shouldn’t. It’s a
statistical model that doesn’t
have mental states or engage in
reasoning as we think of it. It
isn’t a general AI like HAL 9000,
Tony Stark’s JARVIS or the over-
lords of the Grimes song “We Ap-
preciate Power.”

Shreya Shankar, a machine-
learning engineer at the AI firm
Viaduct, told me that more-ad-
vanced users can teach the sys-
tem to do new tasks by present-
ing it with examples, often just a
few. From there, it generalizes
what the task is. For instance,
when she wanted GPT-3 to trans-
late equations from English into

math symbols, she started by giv-
ing it a few equations in English
and their equivalents written in
symbols.

“At first, I had two or three ex-
amples,” Ms. Shankar said. “And I
was able to get basic things like X
squared plus 2X. But if I wanted
elements like integrals, derivatives
and logs, I needed to have exam-
ples of those. I ended up curating
10 or 11 examples, and GPT-3

ended up generalizing those quite
well.” Once GPT-3 has been
primed with examples, it still
needs a human in the loop to sep-
arate the silver in its output from
the dross, including its occasional
nonsense and the bias it picked up
from its internet training.

If the price is right, there’s a
good chance that GPT-3 will make
major changes in our working
lives. For a range of knowledge
workers—news reporters, lawyers,
coders and others—the introduc-
tion of systems like GPT-3 will

AI language
generators
may start by
sparing us

labor
but soon spare
us thought.

A new system is shocking experts with
its ability to use and understand language

as well as human beings do.

AnAI Breaks
TheWriting

Barrier

.
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At an
empty
stadium
in enemy
territory,
a fan’s
streak
survives
—barely.

FOR A WHILE THERE, it
looked like my 62-year streak
of seeing at least one Phillies
game every year was over. Yes,
baseball was being played
again, but without exuberant
fans—or any fans—in the
stands. So during this weird,
forlorn season, there seemed
to be no chance of me seeing
the Phils pound the old horse-
hide.

Then, while I was visiting
Boston, my daughter Bridget
pointed out that the Phillies
were playing the Red Sox at
Fenway Park, a mere 20-min-
ute drive from her apartment.
No, we couldn’t go inside and
actually see the game. But we
could stand outside Fenway
and shout our support for the
Fightin’ Phils. We could have a
few laughs listening to the
phony crowd noise being

were so far behind enemy
lines there was no sign of
the enemy. Or the beer.

The bar’s TVs had dif-
ferent broadcast feeds, all
running slightly behind
the actual game, which we
could still sort of hear be-
ing played across the
street. Meanwhile, my
daughter was listening to
the Phillies broadcast on
her phone, which came in

faster. So she knew what was
going to happen long before
the action showed up on the
TV screens. It was all quite
postmodern.

We noticed that the crowd
noise piped over the stadium
speakers only went up to full
blast when a Red Sox player
got a big hit or made a great
catch. We sure didn’t hear
much of that.

And when the Phillies sent
12 men to the plate in the sixth
inning and scored seven runs,
we didn’t hear a peep out of
the empty stadium. No scream-
ing. No hissing. No booing. No
crude epithets. No strains of
“Sweet Caroline.”

I could get used to this. PE
TE
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RK
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but Chinese convention is to put the
family name first.)

Mr. Liu’s obsession with outer
space began in childhood. At first, he
hoped to explore it as an astronaut
or astronomer, but he settled for
reading and writing about it instead.
Early exposure to books by Jules
Verne, H.G. Wells and Arthur C.
Clarke—hidden under a bed by his
father during the Cultural Revolu-
tion—tickled Mr. Liu’s imagination
and spurred his pen.

His first book appeared in 1989,

and for years he wrote while work-
ing as an engineer at a state-owned
power plant. The publication of “The
Three-Body Problem,” in 2006, made
him famous, and after a pollution
problem shut the plant down in
2010, he devoted himself to writing
full-time.

Mr. Liu’s renowned trilogy “Re-
membrance of Earth’s Past,” pub-
lished in China between 2006 and
2010, tells the story of a war be-
tween humans on Earth and an alien
civilization called the Trisolarans

who inhabit a planet in decline. The
story begins in the 1960s, in the
years of the Cultural Revolution, and
eventually zooms millions of years
into the future. The aliens’ techno-
logical superiority and aggressive
desire to exploit Earth’s resources
have made some readers see them as
a metaphor for the colonial Western
powers China struggled against for
more than a century. But Mr. Liu
says this is too limited a view of his
intentions. What makes science fic-
tion “so special,” he says, is that itsG
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WEEKEND CONFIDENTIAL | EMILY BOBROW

Liu Cixin
A Chinese science fiction writer looks beyond politics to the stars

S
cience fiction
can be hard to
d i sentang le
from the real
world. Futuris-

tic tales about advanced
technology and clashing
alien civilizations often read
like allegories of present-
day problems. It is tempt-
ing, then, to find some kind
of political message in the
novels of Liu Cixin, 57,
China’s most famous science
fiction writer, whose specu-
lative and often apocalyptic
work has earned the praise
of Barack Obama and Mark
Zuckerberg. The historian
Niall Ferguson recently said
that reading Mr. Liu’s fic-
tion is essential for under-
standing “how China views
America and the world to-
day.”

But Mr. Liu insists that
this is “the biggest misin-
terpretation of my work.”
Speaking through an inter-
preter over Skype from his
home in Shanxi Province, he
says that his books, which
have been translated into
more than 20 languages,
shouldn’t be read as com-
mentaries on China’s his-
tory or aspirations. In his
books, he maintains, “aliens
are aliens, space is space.”
Although he has acknowl-
edged, in an author’s note
to one of his books, that
“every era puts invisible
shackles on those who have
lived through it,” he says
that he writes science fic-
tion because he enjoys
imagining a world beyond
the “narrow” one we live in.
“For me, the essence of sci-
ence fiction is using my
imagination to fill in the
gaps of my dreams,” says
Mr. Liu.

In China, science fiction
has often been inseparable
from ideology. A century
ago, early efforts in the
genre were conspicuously
nationalistic: “Elites used it
as a way of expressing their
hopes for a stronger China,”
says Mr. Liu. But the
1966-76 Cultural Revolution
banned science fiction as
subversive, and critics in
the 1980s argued that it promoted
capitalist ideas. “After that, science
fiction was discouraged,” Mr. Liu re-
members.

In recent years, however, the
genre has been making a comeback.
This is partly because China’s break-
neck pace of modernization “makes
people more future-oriented,” Mr.
Liu says. But the country’s science
fiction revival also has quite a lot to
do with Mr. Liu himself.

In 2015, he became the first Asian
writer to win the Hugo Award, the
most prestigious international sci-
ence fiction prize. A 2019 adaptation
of his short story “The Wandering
Earth” became China’s third-highest-
grossing film of all time, and a movie
version of his bestselling novel “The
Three-Body Problem” is in the works.
His new book, “To Hold Up the Sky,”
a collection of stories, will be pub-
lished in the U.S. in October. (His
American books render his name as
Cixin Liu, with the family name last,

narratives often encourage
us to “look past boundaries
of nations and cultures and
races, and instead really
consider the fate of human-
kind as a whole.”

The English version of
“The Three-Body Problem,”
the first book in the trilogy,
differs from the original in a
small but telling way. In this
2014 translation, the story
begins with an episode from
the Cultural Revolution, in
which a character’s father is
publicly humiliated and
killed for his “reactionary”
views. The translator Ken
Liu (no relation to the au-
thor) moved the scene to
the start of the book from
the middle, where Mr. Liu
admits he had buried it in
the original Chinese because
he was wary of government
censors—particularly since

the book was published on
the 30th anniversary of the
Cultural Revolution. But he
is quick to say that the “en-
vironment is pretty free” for
science fiction writers. “I’ve
never heard of anyone who
couldn’t publish something
because they wrote about a
certain topic,” he says. The
rules are stricter for Chi-
nese films, he concedes, but
here too he believes things
are “loosening up.”

A common criticism of
Mr. Liu’s books is that he is
more interested in science
than in people. Mr. Liu
gamely admits that his
characters are there “to
push the plot.” But he takes
issue with the complaint,
voiced by some critics, that
he depicts female characters

as driven more by emotion than ra-
tionality. He notes that Cheng Xin, a
compassionate female scientist who
plays a central role in “Death’s End,”
the final volume of “Remembrance
of Earth’s Past,” was initially written
as a man, but Mr. Liu’s editor sug-
gested he make her a woman for the
sake of a better “gender balance.”
“Regardless of whether she was a
man or woman, the plot didn’t
change at all,” Mr. Liu says.

Mr. Liu hopes his books give read-
ers a sense of perspective. “Our real-
ity is narrow, confined, and fleeting,”
he says. “Whatever we think is im-
portant right now, in our mundane
lives, will no longer be important
against a grander sense of time and
space.” His goal, he says, is to in-
spire more people to take a moment
“to look up at the sky and cast their
eyes at what’s beyond.” The idea
that someone might gaze at the
stars because of his work is, he says,
“the definition of success.”

‘The essence
of science
fiction is
usingmy

imagination
to fill in

the gaps of
my dreams.’

REVIEW

MOVING
TARGETS

JOE
QUEENAN

A Ferocious
Phillies Fan
At Fenway

pumped through the sta-
dium via loudspeakers. I
even held out some
vague hope of stealing a
peek at the game
through an open gate or
driveway.

Hope was rewarded—
to a point. As locals al-
ready knew, jammed into
the left-field wall at Fen-
way, right underneath
the fabled “Green Mon-
ster,” is a bar called The
Bleacher Club. In the back is a
large cutout of the outfield
wall with a wide window fac-
ing the stadium. This meant
that I could actually go in and
“attend” the game. Sort of.

True, home plate was miles
away, and the sight lines were
terrible, and I couldn’t possibly
see who was at bat. But if this
was the only way I was going
to be able to keep my personal
62-year-streak alive, so be it.
It was like being in a luxury
box. Without the box. Or the
luxury.

Mind you, to do this, I had
to physically enter the dark,
dingy, putatively hostile bar.
Since I am old enough to col-

lect Social Security, this is the
kind of venue I have been told
to avoid. Yes, I like to think of
myself as a die-hard fan. But
not that kind of dying.

Happily, the patrons were
hugely social distancing—
partly because the Red Sox are
so awful that few fans were on
hand. They didn’t seem to
mind that I was rooting for the
visiting team. And I really did
want to keep that six-decade
streak alive.

So I grabbed a table and
stayed for one round of drinks,
a mouthful of chicken tenders,
one trip through each team’s
batting order. Then I got the
hell out of there. Nobody ever
said an attendance streak had

to last the full nine innings.
Surely, the rules-makers

governing streaks would make
an exception. After all, Eisen-
hower was president when my
streak began.

My daughter and I watched
the rest of the game on the ap-
proximately 400 TVs of an-
other bar’s outdoor patio.
More social distancing: There
were only 20 people in a place
that normally handles around
500. But for us, the experience
was unforgettable.

Shocker No. 1, the Phillies
pounded the Red Sox, 13-6.
Shocker No. 2, no one poured
beer all over us when we
started whooping and hollering
and high-fiving each other. We

.
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The Churchill Complex
By Ian Buruma
Penguin Press, 308 pages, $27

BY WALTER RUSSELL MEAD

through a transactional lens: How much
influence do we get in return for the
support we give?

The American perspective, conve-
niently perhaps, is less about quid pro
quo and more about a community of
interest. The countries remain close,
many American policy makers believe,
less because British prime ministers
dance to American tunes than because
British and American interests and val-
ues, though not identical, are broadly
aligned. Britain and the United States
end up on the same side of so many
questions so often that over time their
cooperation has become institutional-
ized at a deep level. The “Five Eyes”
alliance—a U.S.-U.K. intelligence-sharing
agreement that includes Australia, Can-
ada and New Zealand—is only one piece
of a complex partnership that embraces
economic, military, political and legal
cooperation, with members of each
country’s military and civilian services
embedded in the other’s government.

The most important British foreign
policy error since World War II is not
the attempt to maintain a close Anglo-
American relationship, but the failure
to build more effective partnerships
with Canada, Australia and New Zea-
land. If these four English speaking
democracies and important economic
and security allies of the United States
spoke with one voice, that voice would
receive a more attentive and respectful
hearing than any one of the four speak-
ing alone, not only in Washington, but
around the world.

To many Americans observers, the
British debate over the special relation-
ship looks like an exercise in denial.
It is the poor performance of the Brit-
ish economy, not the sentimental fond-
ness of its prime ministers for America
or their addiction to Churchillian rhe-
toric, that leaves Britain with such
unsatisfactory foreign-policy choices.
In 1938, the last peacetime year in
Europe before World War II, GDP per
capita was about 20% higher in Britain
than in Germany and about 40% higher
than in France. Today Britain's per cap-
ita GDP lags Germany’s and is roughly
equal to France’s. If Britain led Germany
and France as it did before the war,
Washington, Paris and Berlin would
all be much more receptive to British
proposals than any of them are now.

There are islands of excellence in
Britain even today—the financial sector,
a handful of top universities and, by
European standards, a robust IT in-
dustry. But the source of British power
in the 19th century was a cutting-edge
economy that outproduced and, for
much of the time, out-innovated its
rivals. Prime Minister Boris Johnson
and his chief adviser Dominic Cum-
mings have talked about making Britain
a world leader in scientific research.
It is on the success of initiatives like
this, not on journeys to either Brussels
or Washington, that Britain’s 21st-
century fate will depend.

Mr. Mead is the Global View columnist
at the Journal.

T
HE SPECIAL relationship
—or, as they write it in
Britain, the Special Re-
lationship—between the
United States and the

United Kingdom is one of those part-
nerships that everyone talks about but
few understand. Ian Buruma’s stimulat-
ing and highly readable “The Churchill
Complex: The Curse of Being Special,
From Winston and FDR to Trump and
Brexit” is a brisk but thorough history
of the relationship under the 13 Ameri-
can presidents and 16 British prime
ministers in the postwar era.

The special relationship as we know
it today, Mr. Buruma argues, was an
emanation from Winston Churchill’s
fertile brain. Faced with the decline of
the empire he loved, Churchill adapted
the hoary idea of a deep bond between

the British and the Americans to new
conditions. Thanks to a unique ability
to influence the United States, Churchill
argued, Britain could continue to shape
world events even as its power de-
cayed.

Churchill did more than establish the
modern framework of Anglo-American
relations, Mr. Buruma shows. In par-
ticular, the example of Churchill’s
courageous stand against appeasement
in 1938-40 haunts both presidents and
prime ministers to this day. Whether
Margaret Thatcher was standing firm
in the Falklands or stiffening George
H.W. Bush’s spine for the First Gulf
War, she was channeling the Chur-
chillian spirit.

The partnership has not always
worked well. Churchill’s immediate suc-
cessor, Anthony Eden, saw Egyptian
president Gamal Nasser as a new Hitler
and denounced any compromise over
the Suez Canal as another Munich.
In the resulting Suez Crisis of 1956,
President Eisenhower forced Eden into
a humiliating retreat.

Even after Suez, the idea of the
special relationship was not something
Britain was willing to discard. Harold
Macmillan, Eden’s courtly successor,
immediately got to work to rebuild the
relationship, shifting his attentions
from Eisenhower to Kennedy in 1961.
Macmillan obtained access to American

nuclear weapons research; from Ken-
nedy, Macmillan’s artful sleeve-tugging
obtained an agreement to give Britain
access to the then-coveted Polaris
missile system.

The discussion in Britain of both
Churchill and the special relationship
has become a battlefront in the debate
over membership in the European
Union—a debate that continues to rage
even with Britain having formally left.
For many in the Remain camp, the idea
that Britain can still play a world role
independent of Europe, and that the
best way to do that is to double down
on its relationship with the United
States, is a Churchillian fantasy that
paved the way to Brexit. Britain, critics
of the Churchill mystique and the spe-
cial relationship insist, must put these
childish dreams behind it and come
to terms with a sober reality in which
the EU is its only real option.

Over and over again, they say, British
prime ministers come hat in hand to
Washington. Over and over again,
they influence Washington debates only

at the margins. Britain’s
loyal support for the
United States often
leaves it looking more
like an American poodle
than a Churchillian lion.
As Mr. Buruma describes
it, a 1965 cartoon on
the cover of the satirical
British magazine Private
Eye showed then Prime
Minister Harold Wilson
pulling down LBJ’s pants
to lick his behind, with
the U.S. president think-
ing, “I’ve heard of a spe-

cial relationship, but this is ridiculous.”
Mr. Buruma comes down, mildly and

moderately, on the Europeanist side.
Despite fiascoes like the George W.
Bush and Tony Blair partnership that
led to the Iraq War, he sees much
to admire in seven decades of Anglo-
American cooperation. And he is far too
honest not to acknowledge that what-
ever can be said in its favor, the EU
is anything but a utopia that will fulfill
Britain’s dreams at a trivial cost.

“The Churchill Complex” is a rich
and rewarding book, the best over-
view that exists of Anglo-American
relations from Churchill-FDR to the
“bromance” between Boris Johnson and
Donald Trump. Mr. Buruma’s per-
sonality sketches of both British and
American leaders are as insightful as
they are sharp. Edward Heath was “a
patriotic Englishman who spoke very
bad French.” Jimmy Carter’s “earnest-
ness and priggish demeanor” made
his worldly British interlocutors feel
queasy, especially when guests at White
House dinners “were asked to hold
hands while Carter said grace.”

One wishes, however, that Mr.
Buruma had looked harder at the
American perspective on a relationship
that, though uncapitalized, carries
more weight in Washington than the
British sometimes understand. The
British tend to see the relationship

Anglo-American Attitudes
Is the ‘special relationship’ between the U.S. and the U.K. a dream from the past—
or, post-Brexit, Britain’s best way forward?

ALLIES Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower in London, 1945.
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A Dominant Character
By Samanth Subramanian
Norton, 384 pages, $40

BY RICHARD DAVENPORT-HINES

‘T
HE LAST MAN
who might know
all there was to be
known,” the philos-
opher A.J. Ayer

supposedly said of Jack Haldane,
although it is likelier that Ayer
actually said, in his exact way, that
Haldane was “the last man to grasp
every scientific discipline.” Certainly
J.B.S. Haldane was a glorious poly-
math. At Oxford before World War I,
he gained first-class honors in mathe-
matics, and two years later first-class
honors in ancient history and philos-
ophy. During World War I, he ran a
bombing school, and was called by
Field Marshal Lord Haig “the bravest
and dirtiest soldier in my army.”
After the war, first at Oxford Univer-
sity and
then at
Cambridge,
he worked
on genetics
and laid the
groundwork
for post-
Darwinian
theories of
evolution.
Haldane
was such a
redoubtably
odd young
man that Aldous Huxley based a
character in his novel “Antic Hay”
(1923) on him.

Samanth Subramanian is a crisp,
elegant writer who has produced a
compelling biography of this dazzling
man. “A Dominant Character” is
perfectly paced, without laborious or
pointless details, but never patron-
izing in its simplifications. Where
Haldane was a volatile, disruptive
and unpredictable force, doing both
great work and some considerable
damage, full of bracing insights but
sometimes ethically purblind, Mr.
Subramanian is just, equable, gener-
ous and reliable in all his judgments.
This is a resolutely truthful book
about a man with a remarkable talent
for evading inconvenient truths. It
can be read with the utmost pleasure
by everyone who likes to admire a
fine intellect in action and to see
respect paid to outstanding intelli-
gence.

Mr. Subramanian, a journalist,
begins his narrative at the deep end.
In summer 1906 a Royal Navy
torpedo gunboat, HMS Spanker, was
steaming off the west coast of Scot-
land. On board was an Oxford physi-
ologist called J.S. Haldane, whose
elder brother happened to be Secre-
tary of State for War. The Admiralty
had asked Haldane to investigate the
“bends,” the agonizing contractions
problem that beset naval divers.
Without much warning, Haldane put
his 13-year-old son Jack—whom he
called by the peremptory name of
“Boy”—into a diving suit weighing a
total of 155 pounds and sent him
down to the loch-bed in the company
of another naval officer. His diving
suit was not a tight-enough fit; water
seeped in and rose slowly, terrify-
ingly, from his ankles to his neck.
When finally he was hauled back on
board the Spanker he was shivering
from cold and fright. The father gave
him dollops of whisky to speed his
recovery.

On another occasion, the elder
Haldane took his young son crawling
on all fours through a tight coal-mine
passage until they reached a small
chamber. Then, crouching on the
chamber floor, he asked his son to
stand up and recite Mark Antony’s
oration on the death of Julius Caesar.
The boy collapsed when he reached
the fifth line. This was the father’s
lesson to show that the methane in
mines rises, and that it’s safer to
keep one’s mouth shut and to breathe
through the nose at floor level when
exposed to toxic gas: a useful bit of
knowledge to have with the advent
of the Great War.

Haldane graduated from Oxford
two months before the outbreak of
war in 1914. He joined the crack Scot-
tish regiment called the Black Watch,
whose troops were known as “the
Ladies from Hell” by the Germans
because they wore kilts and were
pitilessly ferocious. Haldane became

PleaseturntopageC8

J.B.S.Haldane
was brilliant,
volatile and
ethically
purblind, doing
both greatwork
and great
damage.
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The Flowering of New England
By Van Wyck Brooks (1936)

1 Van Wyck Brooks (1886-1963) was a
literary historian who became a bit
too successful for his own good.
“The Flowering of New England,” the

first and best in his “Makers and Finders”
series—five books on the emergence of a
distinctively American literary tradition—
was a runaway bestseller whose success
diminished, in academic quarters, its
author’s standing from powerhouse critic
to middlebrow commentator. Engaging,
stylish and witty, the book remains an
immensely valuable survey of American
literature in the years 1815 to 1865, from
the War of 1812 to the end of the Civil War.
Brooks read more than 800 books for this
pioneering effort, including the works of
Bancroft, Bryant, Channing, Emerson,
Fuller, Hawthorne, Longfellow, Prescott,
Thoreau—not just poets but also novelists,
essayists, historians, theologians, all of
them home-grown, all destined to endure.
“Learning was endemic in the Boston
mind,” Brooks wrote of New England’s
particular readiness for such an upheaval
of literary enterprise, the preparations
for which went back to the earliest
English settlers: “There had been books
on the slope of Beacon Hill when the
wolves still howled on the summit.”

The Civil Wars of
Julia Ward Howe
By Elaine Showalter (2016)

2 Even if she had not scrawled out,
in a single late-night torrent, the
lines to what would become known
as the “Battle-Hymn of the Republic,”

Julia Ward Howe (1819-1910), a hugely
influential suffragist, lecturer and only
sometime poet, would still be remembered
as a woman of consequence. Howe’s first
collection, “Passion-Flowers,” was published
anonymously in 1853 without the knowledge
of her domineering husband, who threat-
ened divorce upon seeing it in print. (A
prominent Boston physician, he demanded
changes in subsequent printings, especially
in poems that suggested the couple’s life
together was anything but idyllic.) Howe’s
marriage, as Elaine Showalter makes clear
in this superb example of biographical
rumination, was at best “problematic.”
But the years following her husband’s death
in 1876 were triumphant, an opportunity
for her to shine with a brightness that is
undimmed by the passage of time.

The Life of Emily Dickinson
By Richard B. Sewall (1974)

3Had the expression “shelter in place”
been in vogue in the 19th century,
it would have perfectly described Emily
Dickinson’s adult life of self-imposed

isolation. Of the 1,800 or so poems that
constitute her oeuvre—she died in 1886,
at the age of 55—fewer than 10 appeared in
print during her lifetime. The posthumous
publication of her complete works—so radi-

cally “modern” in form, perception, sensibility
—established her as the greatest American
poet of her period, while tales of her reclusive-
ness and personal eccentricity made her an
irresistible magnet for novelists, playwrights
and life-writers. The best of her biographers,
Yale professor Richard Sewell, examined not
only all of Dickinson’s 1,000 extant letters but
every pertinent document and piece of corre-
spondence involving every person of signifi-
cance in her circle. His two-volume work, the
capstone to his 40 years of Dickinson scholar-

ship, is essential reading for anyone interested
in the life and works of the Belle of Amherst.

Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe Poe
By Daniel Hoffman (1972)

4 Of the many good books on Edgar
Allan Poe (1809-1849), perhaps the
most appealing is this quirky effort
whose very title—a not-so-subtle

play on the onomatopoeic refrain of Poe’s
posthumously published poem “The Bells”—
suggests an irreverent approach. There is no
law, after all, that says literary biography can’t
be fun, even when the subject himself retains
a well-earned reputation for gloom and tower-
ing self-pity. Poe, though also a great critic
and short-story writer, took special pride in
his poetry, a fact that Daniel Hoffman—him-
self a poet—takes note of here. “I have tried,”
Hoffman writes, “to render the full effect of
the work of this wild, eccentric, audacious,
tortured, horror-haunted, sorrowing, beauty-
loving Edgar Allan Poe, so as to comprehend
and demonstrate the sources of his imagina-
tive power.” Poe was, he writes, “a deeply,
tragically divided man.” Further: “We can’t
get his genius without his fudge, or his
fudge without his genius. Nor is it a fore-
gone conclusion which is which.”

Walt Whitman’s America
By David S. Reynolds (1995)

5 Cultural historian David Reynolds’s
aim in this sweeping biography of
Walt Whitman (1819-1892) is to tell
two stories: one about the way in which

the poet related to his country, the other about
the way in which his country viewed him.
The concept of “country,” as Mr. Reynolds
applies it to 19th-century America, takes in
social, economic, sectional and historical
forces, and is exampled in Whitman’s auto-
biographical body of poetic expression, which
explores rough-and-tumble life in Manhattan,
nursing the wounded at the front in the Civil
War, and dealing uncertainly with Reconstruc-
tion. Obsessively driven to reach the masses,
Whitman revised and expanded his signature
work, “Leaves of Grass,” throughout his life,
publishing nine different editions over five
decades. Perhaps the greatest irony of the so-
called Centennial Edition of 1876, Mr. Reynolds
notes, was that it helped establish Whitman “as
America’s poet at a time when he had virtually
ceased dealing with American life in a compre-
hensive way.” The widespread approbation he
so craved in his lifetime arrived only in suc-
ceeding generations, and continues to this day.

PASSION-POET Julia Ward Howe, author of the ‘Battle-Hymn of the Republic’ (1862).
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‘Eschew the skylark and the nightingale. . . .A national literature ought to be built out of the twigs and straws of one’s native meadows.’ —VAN WYCK BROOKS

an expert in hand-thrown bombing
of German positions: His work as a
saboteur was, the author notes, “just
the most ripping job he could hope
for.” He found the danger “intensely
enjoyable” and felt a primal thrill at
the carnage.

As was customary among re-
searchers of his era, he took various
drugs in controlled trials of self-
experimentation. On one occasion,
he hallucinated that he was reading
a life of Christ written and illus-
trated by Edward Lear, and that
Pontius Pilate had formidable mous-
taches. “You cannot be a good hu-
man physiologist,” he said, “unless
you regard your own body, and that
of your colleagues, with the same
sort of respect with which you re-
gard the starry sky, and yet as some-
thing to be used and, if need be,
used up.” He took large doses of
Benzedrine as a pep-pill for his long,
busy days. Cumulatively this must
have damaged his awareness of
other people and of his own circum-
stances.

“The biologist is the most roman-
tic figure on earth at the present
day,” Haldane said in 1924. He was
increasingly drawn toward the study
of genetics, and in 1933 accepted a
professorship in that subject, spe-
cially created for him at University
College London. His work in genetics
helped link insights of that disci-
pline, which Darwin had not been
aware of, with the processes of
mutation and selection that Darwin
had described. The work involved
him with eugenicists, and he touted
some hypotheses that would get him

ContinuedfrompageC7

no-platformed today. But he declined
to attend eugenics congresses, and
thought the ideal society must be
genetically diverse.

In the 1920s and ’30s, Haldane
published dozens of papers on physi-
ology, biochemistry, genetics, evolu-
tionary biology and such sidelines as
quantum mechanics and cosmology.
In addition to his technical work, he
was a prolific journalist and broad-
caster, who popularized scientific
concepts among the English public
more even than H.G. Wells—in Eng-
land he was as famous as Einstein.
He undertook no laboratory work
himself but interpreted, synthesized
and amplified the experimental re-
sults of other researchers. In doing
so, he burnished Darwinian natural
selection until it outshone other
models of evolution, and urged the
need of a new secular morality to
fit the expanded state of human
knowledge.

Louis Pasteur, rather than Darwin,
though, was Haldane’s supreme ex-
ample of a scientist. Pasteur con-
ducted few experiments, but none of
his results were challengeable. And
he appealed to the deepest human
emotion, self-preservation, by inten-
sifying humanity’s fear of germs and
filth. He cleansed societies whereas
Darwin had only upset the settled
beliefs of the intelligentsia.

During an 18-month posting to
India during World War I Haldane
had developed a strong aversion
to colonialism. The British treated
India as an economic resource, with-
out any interest in its culture or
respect for its people, he felt, and
were thus neutering the talents of
Indians. Back in England, like many
anticolonialists, he drifted into a
lukewarm socialism without much
political commitment, and returned
from a month’s visit to Soviet Russia
in 1928 enraptured by the sight of
state-controlled industries eman-
cipated from the control of share-
holders and financiers. Still, he did

his critics sent to the gulag and
starved to death. Finally, the intel-
lectual outrages of Lysenkoism drove
Haldane to leave the CPGB around
1950.

In the 1950s Haldane left England
to work in a research institute in
Calcutta. Although he had deadening
frustrations with an obtuse, bun-
gling and oppressive state bureau-
cracy, he became an Indian citizen in
1960. But he became increasingly
fractious. The brilliantly original,
daring, impatient and candid young
Haldane became a showy, bombastic
and tetchy older man.

Haldane, like many scientific pro-
gressives of his generation, had
heartbreakingly naive hopes for hu-
manity. “Less than a million years
hence the average man or woman will
realize all the possibilities that hu-
man life has so far shown. He or she
will never know a minute’s illness.
He will be able to think like Newton,
to write like Racine, to paint like the
van Eycks, to compose like Bach. He
will be as incapable of hatred as St.
Francis, and . . . every minute of his
life will be lived with all the passion
of a lover or a discoverer.”

At the end, when Haldane was
riddled with cancer in 1964, he
wrote that he regretted that he had
never walked across the sea floor
from England to France, as he’d have
liked, but as compensation he had
been wounded in a world war, had
known the love of women, had tried
heroin and bhang and had spent 48
hours in a miniature submarine. “I
doubt whether, given my psycho-
logical make-up, I should have found
many greater thrills in a hundred
lives.” He died with dignity and even
nobility, ruing that he could not help
his research students to complete
their courses. “I don’t mind dying,”
he said. “I mind dying with unkept
promises.”

Mr. Davenport-Hines is Fellow-
elect of All Souls College, Oxford.

A Life
Of Radical
Genius

not swerve far or fast to the left for
another five years. When he got his
chair of genetics in 1933, he grum-
bled that University College London
was “full of bloody Communists.”

The rise of Hitler and other reac-
tionary totalitarian regimes spurred
him into Stalinism. He ignored the
cruelty of the Moscow show trials,
and made excuses for those Stalinist
cruelties that he couldn’t deny. He
went to the Spanish Civil War in
1936, tried to protect Republicans
from gas attacks and showed reck-
less bravado at the front. In 1937 he
became a columnist on the commu-
nist newspaper the Daily Worker; he
was named chairman of the editorial
board in 1940. After Britain and
Soviet Russia became allies against
the Nazis in 1941, with Churchill

cozying up to Stalin, Haldane felt
able to join the Communist Party of
Great Britain openly in 1942.

Mr. Subramanian reckons Haldane
to have been the leading intellectual
among the CPGB members, which
meant he was compelled by party
discipline into shamefully evasive,
foggy, muddy, flimsy quasi-defenses
of the charlatan Soviet geneticist
Trofim Lysenko, who held that ac-
quired characteristics were heri-
table. The English botanist Sydney
Harland, who had met Lysenko in
Soviet Russia, said that trying to talk
to him about genetics “was like try-
ing to explain differential calculus to
a man who didn’t know his twelve
times table.” But for some years
Haldane indulged in grotesque apol-
ogetics for this scoundrel, who had

GOING DOWN J.B.S. Haldane entering a deep-sea diving chamber.
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FIVE BEST ON THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE POETS

Nicholas A. Basbanes
Author, most recently, of ‘Cross of Snow: A Life of HenryWadsworth Longfellow’

.
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BY ALEX BEAM

The Habsburgs:
To Rule the World
By Martyn Rady

Basic, 397 pages, $32

BY A. WESS MITCHELL

Z
BIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI
used to tell the story of
how his mother would
bake a cake every year
to mark the birthday of

the Habsburg emperor Franz Joseph.
He marveled at how she maintained
the tradition long after the emperor
had died and the empire over which
he presided was nothing more than a
memory. Her attachment to the Habs-
burgs would have been recognizable
to the residents of 16th-century Peru
who, when told of the death of the
distant monarch Charles V, built
elaborate, 50-foot catafalques and
mourned even after his successor
had taken the throne.

How did a family of inbred Swiss
Germans hold in thrall the imagina-
tions of Poles and Peruvians, 7,000
miles and half a millennium apart?
Unlike the Romanovs or the Otto-
mans, both of whom eventually as-
sumed the identity of their empires’
dominant ethnicities, the Habsburgs
remained, to the end, a dynasty
without a nationality, the ultimate
imperial expression of what is today
called supranationalism.

The riddle of the Habsburg mys-
tique and the ease with which it trav-
eled across centuries and continents

An
Ideal
Empire

the last Habsburg monarch, without
sacrificing essential details or losing
the reader’s attention, is a feat of
both scholarship and storytelling.

His argument is that the Habs-
burgs “achieved greatness by luck
and by force,” backed by an ideal
of civilization that was
about more than terri-
tory or power itself. This
imbued the dynasty with
a special, almost apos-
tolic purpose—which the
Habsburgs put to work
in opposing invading
Ottoman hordes, the
Reformation and, finally,
the excesses of nation-
alist ideology.

“To Rule the World”
also, happily, finds in its
imperial subjects a trea-
sure house of humor.
The emperor Frederick
III, dubbed the “Arch-
Sleepyhead” by the fu-
ture Pope Pius II, “trav-
eled with ten hen coops
to save on the cost of
buying eggs” and “in-
herited the physique of
his mother, the Polish
Cymburga, who was renowned both
for her beauty and for her ability
to drive nails into oak planks with
her bare fists.” The empress Maria
Theresa’s favorite daughter, Maria
Christina, wrote saucy letters to her
sister-in-law, emperor Joseph II’s
wife, with lines like “I love you furi-
ously and yearn to kiss . . . your arch-
angelic little bum.” Nor does the
author ignore the urgent importance
of sex, following the family’s com-
plex jockeying to stave off the ex-
tinction of their often genetically
tenuous line.

There are shortcuts: Mr. Rady
flies through the 20-year struggle

with Napoleon and gives Franz
Joseph’s wars with Italy and Prussia
just a few sentences apiece. But
what Mr. Rady neglects in statecraft
he more than makes up for in color-
ful pen portraits of Habsburg rulers
and the artistic, scientific and

cultural accomplishments of their
reigns.

Still, by the book’s end, readers
are left wondering how exactly the
Habsburgs pulled it all off. Mr. Rady
is surely right about the role of force
and luck, but all too often, the Habs-
burgs possessed neither, finding
themselves, in the words of Maria
Theresa, “without money, without
credit, without army, without ex-
pertise . . . without counsel.” The
puzzle is how the family firm repeat-
edly weathered the storm.

The answer lies partly in the role
that the Catholic faith played in bind-
ing pious Habsburg monarchs with

their subjects—a factor the book dis-
appointingly underplays. It may also
lie in the empire’s very complexity.
Faced with a bewildering jumble of
lands, each with its own constitution
and accustomed liberties, Habsburg
rulers had no choice but to learn the

art of compromise and
forgo the grander ambi-
tions of Bourbons and
Romanovs. They endured
because they could not
“rule the world”—and
mostly didn’t try. Those
Habsburg monarchs who
reconciled the dynasty’s
seemingly universal call-
ing with the local partic-
ularisms of their subjects
seemed to do best; those
who tried to centralize
power on the French
or Russian model tended
to provoke backlash.

It’s not hard to see
current parallels to this
story. Like the Habs-
burg Empire, the United
States relies on a creed
to unite otherwise dis-
parate peoples. Those
factions in U.S. politics

who trumpet the grievances of vari-
ous identity groups without offering
an underlying vision of unity push
the state toward a tribalism from
which there may be no easy return.

In an era of schisms, America
needs a unifying idea of itself as
something greater than the sum of
its parts. If the Habsburgs could
last for a millennium, surely a con-
stitutional republic can.

Mr. Mitchell is a former assistant
secretary of state for European
and Eurasian affairs and the
author, most recently, of “The Grand
Strategy of the Habsburg Empire.”

HOFKAMMERARCHIV Records of Habsburg monarchs.
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is the theme of Martyn Rady’s
“The Habsburgs: To Rule the World.”
A professor of Central European
history at University College London,
Mr. Rady is best known for his pocket
biography of Charles V and writing
on medieval Hungarian legal codes.

With “To Rule the World,” Mr.
Rady adds to a growing body of re-
search challenging the conventional
view of Habsburg rulers as “gaolers
of nations” who suppressed the vi-
tality of the cultures they governed.
Recent biographies of Charles V,
Metternich and Maria Theresa show
Habsburg monarchs and their lieu-
tenants as capable leaders with an
aptitude for pluralistic statecraft,
animated by a “civilizing mission”
as capacious as their empire was at
its height: “bringing enlightenment
and care to subjects” and “making
Europe safe from revolution.”

Within this line, Mr. Rady’s book
can be seen as a kind of family por-
trait of the Habsburgs as rulers,
schemers, dreamers and procreators.

It’s a big task. Habsburgs ruled unin-
terruptedly in one place or another
from the time of the Vikings to the
age of automobiles. Most historians
have chosen to highlight some sliver
of their story, but this volume takes
it all in. That Mr. Rady can, in under
350 pages, cover everything from
the division of the family’s lands in
the Swiss Argau in 990 to the sur-
render of power in 1918 by Charles,

How a dynasty lasted,
against all odds,
for a thousand years—
and shaped Europe
in the bargain.

W
HO ARE the
Freemasons and
why do they in-
cite murderous
hatred, fanatical

devotion and occasional ridicule?
Why on earth would a bestselling
1886 French tract warn: “French
mothers! Lock up your daughters!
Here come the Freemasons!”

In “The Craft: How Free-
masons Made the Modern
World,” John Dickie answers such
questions and many more. Did two
Freemasons ever oppose each other
for U.S. president? (Yes, in 1832.)
How did the Masonic All-Seeing Eye
end up on the dollar bill? (It’s com-
plicated, but the men responsible for
the 1935 currency redesign, President
Franklin Roosevelt and Agriculture
Secretary Henry Wallace, were both
Masons.)

Freemasons saturate post-Enlight-
enment history as the stars bedeck
the sky. Five kings of England, 14
U.S. presidents, Goethe, Casanova,
Duke Ellington and the Duke of
Wellington all belonged to Masonic
lodges. Not only were Andrew Jack-
son and his opponent Henry Clay
both Masons, so were other histori-
cal twins, such as Mozart and his
Lodge-mate Joseph Haydn; and,
more grimly, Medgar Evers and his
assassin, the Ku Klux Klansman
Byron De La Beckwith. In the early
1960s, one in every 12 American
adult males was a member, including
astronaut Buzz Aldrin, who would
establish a Tranquility Lodge on the
moon during the historic 1969
Apollo 11 mission.

Did Freemasons really make the
modern world, as Mr. Dickie’s sub-
title claims? They have been held re-
sponsible for the French Revolution
and have been anathematized by the
Vatican, Adolf Hitler and the Chinese
Communist regime. Are they the
unseen watchmakers who set the
clock of history or just silly men
prancing around in leather aprons
reciting not-so-secret code words like
“Boaz,” the name of one of the en-
trance pillars of Solomon’s Temple?

By the end of this convincingly re-
searched and thoroughly entertaining
book, the discerning reader will con-
clude: a little of one, and some of the
other. Mr. Dickie, a professor at Uni-
versity College London and the grand-
son of a Mason, is admirably even-
handed in his treatment of the secret
society that so many love to hate.

The fraternal organization traces
its roots to 16th-century Scotland,
as a gathering of masons who

BOOKS
‘Lovers of global conspiracy, not all of them Catholic, can count on the Masons for a few good shivers and voids when all else fails.’ —THOMAS PYNCHON

The Craft
By John Dickie

PublicAffairs, 487 pages, $32

cut stones for construction—“free-
masons,” as opposed to “setters,”
who plied the lesser trade of laying
the carved blocks into a wall. The
society embraced the masons’ “sym-
bology”: the compass, the planner’s
T-square and the capital “G” often
displayed in their meeting places.
The G stands for Geometry, viewed
by early Masons as “the most pres-
tigious of all the fields
of human knowl-
edge,” ac-

cording to
Mr. Dickie;
it also stands
for the Great
Architect of
the Universe,
i.e., a deist God.
There is indeed a
secret handshake,
a blindfolded ini-
tiation ritual and
severe, threatened
penalties for reveal-
ing secrets of the
Craft (as the Masons
often refer to their
brotherhood), including
“being cut in two and having your
bowels burned to ashes.”

Bowel-burning notwithstanding,
Masonry has many attractions.
According to an 18th-century Ma-
sonic constitution, the group accepts
“brethren upon the same level,” a
play on words that ideally welcomes
the nobleman and the nobody as
equals. The Craft has been histori-
cally non-denominational and “re-
solv’d against all Politicks,” values
that explain its rapid acceptance in
post-Enlightenment societies where
l’esprit critique was whittling away
at religion and monarchy. Emble-
matically, the free-thinking Frederick

the Great and Voltaire were both
Masons.

In 18th-century America, Mr.
Dickie writes, Freemasonry became
“a religion of state.” Its principles of
“self-betterment, and the brother-
hood of all men,” he notes, “harmon-
ised with the United States of Amer-
ica’s inborn sense that it stood for

something bigger than its own
particular national identity, that it
was the bearer of universal truths
like the ones proclaimed to be self-
evident in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence.”

Masonry had other appeals for
ambitious men like Benjamin Frank-
lin, Paul Revere and Sam Adams.
It was “a way of fitting in, of net-
working far and wide, and of making
influential friends,” Mr. Dickie says.
The message was clear: “If you want
to get ahead, get an apron.”

Brewmaster Adams doubtless
appreciated his brothers’ collective
thirst. Many early lodges gathered

in taverns, because, as Mr. Dickie ex-
plains, “Freemasons loved a drink.”
Others savored the masculine cama-
raderie. Arthur Conan Doyle was a
fervid Mason who loved belonging
“to an inner circle, with secret pass-
words,” Mr. Dickie writes, quoting a
Doyle biographer, “where he could
be safe from the women who fasci-
nated and frightened him, where he

could meet odd people
who would

give him
good copy
but not be a
social embar-
rassment out-
side theLodge.”
The Masons

feature in many
ghoulish con-
spiracy theories
in part because
they fetishize se-
crecy and have
many influential
members but also
because of the Craft’s
incurable addiction to

bushwa and nonsense. When George
Washington laid the cornerstone of the
U.S. Capitol in 1793, he placed a com-
memorative silver plate on the block,
which noted that the building was
rising in the year of Masonry 5793.
Indeed, Masonry has rewritten its
history at least twice, once to trace its
lineage back to 4000 B.C. Cain and
Noah were among the first Masons,
the society’s 1723 constitution de-
clared, and the Israelites “were a
whole Kingdom of Masons, well
instructed, under the Conduct of their
GRAND MASTER MOSES.”

Thirteen years later, the French
Brotherhood, in an attempt to recon-

cile Catholicism and Freemasonry,
ludicrously proclaimed that crusad-
ing knights had discovered the se-
crets of Solomon’s Temple and the
Craft in the Holy Land. “It was not
just any old crusaders,” Mr. Dickie
notes; “it was the Knights Templar.”
The military-monastic Templars
were all too real and stood accused
by the Vatican of “abominable
crimes against God and nature,”
which included worshiping a goat-
headed god named Baphomet. Cue
almost four centuries of anti-

Masonic conspiracy mongering,
including Dan Brown’s “The Da
Vinci Code” (2003), one of a long
list of tomes exploiting Masonry’s
bogus history for boffo book sales.
What’s to invent? The real his-

tory is fascinating enough—for
instance, the enthralling story of the
African-American Prince Hall Ma-
sons, who joined a British Lodge in
Boston in 1775. Prince Hall (1738-
1807), who successfully agitated to
abolish slavery in Massachusetts,
received his charter from London
because the segregationist American
Craft wouldn’t accept him. The
brotherhood of man had its limits.
“The truth is, they are ashamed of
being on equality with blacks,” one
of Hall’s white supporters said.

The works of Prince Hall Masonry
shone through the centuries. They
led the recruitment drive for the all-
black Massachusetts 54th regiment,
featured in the 1989 Civil War film
“Glory,” and the order raised money
for member Thurgood Marshall’s
efforts in the Brown v. Board of Edu-
cation lawsuit. W.E.B. Du Bois, Nat
King Cole and Booker T. Washington
were all Masons, but none of their
pictures appeared at the Craft’s
Masonic Brotherhood Center, the
fraternity’s ambitious showcase at
the 1964-65 New York World’s Fair.
In a coda, Mr. Dickie reports that
“the dream that one day they [black
and white Masons] might form a
single multi-racial Brotherhood, as
Masonic values prescribe, has died.”

Today the Craft seems to be sput-
tering. American membership has
declined from four million in the
mid-1960s to one million in 2017.
Membership in a same-sex club has
little appeal these days, Mr. Dickie
says, and some of the Masons’ tra-
ditional benevolent activities, such
as offering insurance or supporting
orphanages, have been supplanted
by the state or private enterprise.
“Lifelong Freemasons are greying,
and dying, and not being replaced.”

French daughters! It is probably
safe to come out now.

Mr. Beam’s latest book is
“Broken Glass: Mies van der Rohe,
Edith Farnsworth, and the Fight
Over a Modernist Masterpiece.”

On the Level and on the Square
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KEYSTONE The letters of this seal stand for ‘Hiram The Widow’s Son
Sent To King Solomon,’ referring to a figure important to Masonic lore.
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The real-
life tale
of an

itinerant
American
collector
of thrills,
spills
and

sensations.

BY EMILY BOBROW

A
LI SMITH had long hoped to
write a set of novels named for
the seasons. When the Scottish
author pitched the idea to her
U.K. publisher in 2015, she

envisioned a series of poetic meditations on
time and nature. She planned to give herself
four months for each book (she likes to write
quickly, she says) and to deliver them as close
to their publication dates as possible—in a
nod to the Victorian mode of timely story-
telling. What she cannot have predicted was
that her so-called Seasonal Quartet would
span some of the newsiest years in ages.

Ms. Smith was working on the first of the
novels as Britain voted to leave the European
Union. Published four months after the 2016
Brexit referendum, “Autumn” captures the
disorientation of a nation in flux: “All across
the country, people felt legitimized. All
across the country, people felt bereaved
and shocked.” Often unnamed but not unfelt,
Brexit and its fallout provide the backdrop
for the entire series, yet “Winter” (2017) and
“Spring” (2019) also touch on the migrant
crisis, the American president and climate
change. The final novel, “Summer,” which
Ms. Smith began writing in January, includes
Covid-19, Australia’s fires, the Black Lives
Matter protests and the oddities of life in
lockdown. “Things can change fast. They just
do,” observes one character. “The whole
world’s learning that lesson simultaneously
right now, one way or the other.”

In lesser hands, this timeliness could seem
like a stunt. Reading about “Zoombombed”
classes and the unrest over the killing of
George Floyd, it is easy to marvel at the
speed with which Ms. Smith and her publisher
have turned these books around (particularly
during a pandemic). But for all their contem-
porary allusions, these novels promise to
stand the test of time. Each feels at once
dreamy and astute, with characters that
are fleshy, distinctive and compassionately
drawn. Their main concerns also happen to
be timeless—How, Ms. Smith seems to ask,
should people live in the face of injustice?
What can any one person do to change
anything? And what is the role of an artist
when so much of the world is in disarray?

Despite the drama of current events,
Ms. Smith makes it clear that this moment
isn’t as unprecedented as it sometimes feels.
Throughout the quartet, she draws on Dickens
and Shakespeare to highlight what is endur-
ingly human in the headlines: corrupt leaders,
“fake news,” bureaucratic capriciousness,
xenophobia and luckless poverty have always
been with us. Ms. Smith also sets much of
“Summer” during World War II, driving home
historic parallels between moments of civili-
zational uncertainty. Forgoing some subtlety,
she seems to be warning of the perils of
complacency. Yet the agelessness of her dark
themes should also offer some hope. We have
muddled through such nonsense before,
Ms. Smith appears to be saying, and we will

do it again; it’s up to each of us to decide
what this muddling will look like.

“Summer” is peopled by characters from
the earlier novels but also introduces new
ones. Among the newcomers is Grace, a
divorced, 50-something mother and former
actress who pines for the not-quite uncompli-
cated pleasures of youth. Sacha, her 16-year-
old daughter, is so alarmed by the world’s
environmental ineptitude that she already
knows she will never have children: “Why
would you bring a child into a catastrophe?”
Like most daughters in Ms. Smith’s fiction,
Sacha has real love but little patience for her
mother, whom she convincingly believes is
“more freaked out” by menopause “than she
is by real things happening in and to the
world.” Then there is Robert, Sacha’s brainy
13-year-old brother, who takes pleasure in
torturing people in grisly videogames and
who lionizes Albert Einstein for his brilliant
mind and “face like an Eastertime lamb.”
Mercilessly bullied by his peers, Robert has
begun cultivating a sinister appreciation for

Britain’s current government, hailing those
in charge as “geniuses of manipulation.”

The half-German former songwriter
Daniel Gluck dominates “Autumn” and haunts
its successors. He reappears in “Summer,”
bedridden at age 104 and in the loving care
of Elisabeth, a former neighbor now a young
academic. Daniel spends most of his days
inhabiting a dreamscape of memories; his
reveries often return him to 1940 and his time
in an internment camp for “enemy aliens” on
the Isle of Man. He also thinks about his radiant
younger sister, Hannah, who had a mind like a
firecracker and fought in the French Resistance.

Arthur and Charlotte, the 30-something
nature bloggers from “Winter,” also animate
these pages, as does Arthur’s revolutionary
octogenarian aunt, Iris. Unfortunately, little
from “Spring,” the darkest book in the series,
recurs here, ensuring that some of the
quartet’s most distressing narrative threads
remain unresolved. Given the grim and
uncertain state of so much right now,
this seems fair enough.

Summer
By Ali Smith
Pantheon, 384 pages, $27.95

Ms. Smith makes little secret of her
politics. Unexpected connections among
characters across the books highlight the
international porousness of relationships,
regardless of border walls. “Summer” also
includes further references to SA4A, the
menacing fictional contractor that resurfaces
throughout the series, managing everything
from immigration detention centers to enter-
tainment copyrights. For a writer as clever
as Ms. Smith, however, Robert’s aspirational,
adolescent awe of Boris Johnson’s “brilliant
application of lies” feels a bit overdone.

It is no coincidence that the quartet’s most
intriguing characters tend to be immigrants.
“Summer” includes the story of Lorenza
Mazzetti, a real-life Italian filmmaker who
arrived in England in the early 1950s after

most of her family were brutally murdered in
the war. In a chapter that may or may not be
a direct address from Ms. Smith, she writes
that Mazzetti, who died earlier this year,
created work “about the rupture that happens
when innocence and knowledge meet, and
about how to retain that innocence even at
the core of a smashed-up adult psyche.”
Given Ms. Smith’s clear fascination with the
passion and incisiveness of young people,
in contrast with the resignation and feckless-
ness that often come with age, the appeal of
Mazzetti’s work is plain.

Ms. Smith seems to be grappling with the
role of art in a politically fraught time. The
blogger Arthur (he goes by Art) often bumbles
along in privileged haplessness, but feels a
kind of righteousness for stringing together
sentences about the natural world. Charlotte,
stuck with Iris in a cavernous Cornwall
mansion during lockdown, used to believe her
own online writing meant something. Now she
feels cowed by Iris’s can-do spirit in crafting
real-world solutions to real-world problems.

All four novels consider the profound
and enduring value not only of Dickens and
Shakespeare but also of such figures as
Charlie Chaplin and Rainer Maria Rilke. They
also explore the contributions of recent female
artists (Pauline Boty, Barbara Hepworth,
Tacita Dean, Mazzetti) who created work
that addressed and transcended their times.
Grace, after seeing a Hepworth sculpture of
two smooth stones representing a mother
and child, is surprised to find she can’t get
the piece out of her head. “Well, that’s what
art is, maybe,” she says to herself. “Something
that impresses mysteriously on you and you
don’t know why.” With her Seasonal Quartet,

Ms. Smith has crafted something that
speaks to this moment, but the impression
it leaves will similarly unsettle and last.

Ms. Bobrow, a former editor for the Economist,
is a journalist living in New York.
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The conclusion of the Scottish
novelist’s Seasonal Quartet,
fourbreathlessly timelybooks
that capture,with shocking
immediacy, thewaywe livenow.

BOOKS
‘It was a summer’s night and they were talking, in the big room with the windows open to the garden, about the cesspool.’—VIRGINIA WOOLF, ‘BETWEEN THE ACTS’

AS A YOUNG MAN in the early
days of his globe-trotting, Joe
Sanderson, the hero of Héctor
Tobar’s “The Last Great Road

Bum” (MCD, 396 pages, $28),
seeks out the novelist James
Jones at a beach resort in
Jamaica and gleans the follow-
ing advice about becoming a
writer: “Go out and associate
yourself with the hardest, most
foulmouthed people you can
find, Joe. Failing that, seek
out the people who are having
the most sex.”

Whether or not Sanderson
had these guidelines in mind,
his decades of border crossings
brought him in contact with
plenty that was dangerous and
risqué. Mr. Tobar’s novel is
based on Sanderson’s remark-
ably juicy true story, drawing
from letters, diaries and inter-
views to re-create the life of this
“happy wanderer” from central
Illinois, whose restless tramping
took him everywhere in the
world and ultimately to an
untimely, if romantic, death
fighting with the revolutionary
army in El Salvador.

Born in the early 1940s,
Sanderson began to roam the
moment he came of age, aim-
ing at first to supply himself
with the material for a novel.
He wrote incessantly but with-
out discipline (or, it seems—
though Mr. Tobar is too polite
to say it outright—any talent),
and his sprawling manuscripts
were all rejected. But “The
Last Great Road Bum” suggests
that once his traveling gained

momentum, publication was
beside the point: “What he
really wanted was a life as
interesting as a novel.”

A single chapter heading
will give a sense of Sanderson’s
dizzying motion: “Buenos
Aires. Lisbon. Paris. Tangier.
Tripoli. Damascus. Jerusalem.
Baghdad. Kuwait. New Delhi.
Kathmandu. Kabul. Teheran.
Istanbul. London.” The difficulty
is that this is far too much to
cover, and for a long time the
narrative does little more than
tick off destinations. Mr. Tobar
is a prizewinning journalist as
well as a fiction writer, and he’s
been led more by a reporter’s
instinct for thoroughness than
a novelist’s love of distillation.
Along with plentiful excerpts
from Sanderson’s papers are
footnotes pretending to be from
the man himself, sardonically
critiquing Mr. Tobar’s story-
telling inefficiency: “Like me or
not, the Author is sticking with
me, trying to squeeze in every
country, war and massacre,
despite the voice of His Editor
and His Agent.”

It’s a pity those killjoys
weren’t heeded, because
Sanderson’s life takes on real
dramatic shape in the 1980s.
Infected by the “war bug” after
trips to Vietnam and Biafra,
Sanderson goes to El Salvador
to join the nascent left-wing
insurgency. The improvised
nature of guerilla fighting
suits his temperament perfectly,
and he discovers a feeling of
belonging with the over-

matched rebels that his previ-
ous travels had failed to pro-
vide. His death—at age 39—
should be tragic and terrible,
yet in Mr. Tobar’s hands it
reads like a triumphant arrival.

“All my vision-seeking has
only confirmed the paradox of
God hiding, perfectly, in plain
sight,” says the narrator of
Daniel Hornsby’s unorthodox
road-trip novel “Via Negativa”

(Knopf, 245 pages, $22.95),
explaining the meaning of the

title. The nature of the divine
is that it cannot be pictured:
“If we want to see God in the
world, all we have to do is
see the world. If we want to
see God in human form, look
at people.”

These thoughts belong to
a retired priest known to us
as Father Dan, who has been
kicked out of his rectory in
Indiana for undisclosed offenses
and is driving across the coun-
try to see friends in Seattle,
with some sketchily planned
stopovers along the way. Father
Dan belongs to the generation
of vision-questing hippie

priests, so on his backseat are
classics of Christian mysticism
by Thomas Merton and Origen
of Alexandria (the novel’s
non-sainted patron saint).
His fellow traveler is a sedated
coyote with a broken leg that
he rescued from the side of the
highway. And in his glove com-
partment is an old handgun, a
gift from a penitent bartender
that Father Dan is worrisomely
unwilling to dispose of.

In stripped-back, sturdy
prose, Mr. Hornsby taps into
his protagonist’s memories
and meditations as he visits
local attractions across Middle
America. The conundrum of
the “negative way” centers in
his troubles. As a priest he is
both a cipher—someone people
fear and keep distance from—
and a guardian of the most
intimate confessions. And in
his personal conduct he has
never been able to reconcile his
attraction to monkish solitude
with his duties to pastoral care.

Subtly and movingly, the
novel teases out the uneasy
relationship between loneliness
and godliness. But I felt a touch
of anticlimax as it was revealed
that Father Dan’s trip (and
the reason for the gun) is con-
nected to the Catholic Church’s
sex-abuse scandals. Though Mr.
Hornsby handles it sensitively,
the reckoning brings to the fore
themes of guilt, grief, shame
and trauma that are intensely
familiar in the contemporary
novel. “Via Negativa” takes
some wonderfully mysterious

byways, but the road it eventu-
ally chooses has a lot of traffic.

Most of the stories in
Matthew Baker’s collection
“Why Visit America” (Holt,

354 pages, $27.99) proceed
from a simple strategy: take
a cherished progressive ideal,
push it to an outlandish
extreme and dramatize the
consequences. In the future
of “One Big Happy Family,” for
instance, universal healthcare
means that babies are depos-
ited in childcare centers almost
immediately after birth, and
they’re raised to have only a
passing acquaintance with their
biological parents. In “Life
Sentence” prisons have been
abolished—but replaced by
technology that allows the state
to erase convicts’ memories
going back the number of years
of their sentence. Men have
been all but eliminated in “A
Bad Day in Utopia,” set partly
in the “menagerie” where the
last of the gender is locked up,
and in “Rites” septuagenarians
are expected to commit suicide
rather than continue con-
suming the planet’s limited
resources. They’re encouraged
to throw a pills-and-champagne
party when they do it.

Each story is smart and
capably written, and each
strives, with mixed success,
to look beyond the gimmick of
its premise to study the human
cost of ideological perfection.
If the collection were to
carry a warning it would say:
Be careful what you wish for.

A Life as Interesting as a Novel

THIS WEEK

The Last Great Road Bum
By Héctor Tobar

Via Negativa
By Daniel Hornsby

Why Visit America
By Matthew Baker
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R
OBERT CONQUEST
(1917-2015) was
what used to be
called a Renaissance
man. Hewas so good

at everything he did—soldier,
diplomat, historian and poet—that I
wouldn’t be surprised to learn he
also left behind a few sonatas and
paintings in oil. His histories of
the Soviet Union’s failures and
atrocities include “The Great Ter-
ror” (1968) and “The Harvest of
Sorrow” (1986), meticulously re-
searched and humane investigations
of a criminal state, surely among
the major historical achievements
of the 20th century. His television
documentary series “Red Empire”
(1990) distills this work and makes
grimly compelling viewing.

But Conquest first came to read-
ers’ attention as a poet of sophisti-
cation and grace, and as the editor
of two “New Lines” anthologies
(1956 and 1963) that introduced a
group of English poets known as
TheMovement, among them Philip
Larkin, Elizabeth Jennings, Kings-
ley Amis and Thom Gunn. Though
his poetry was pushed aside by
his work as a public intellectual,
we now have the opportunity to
see it whole for the varied, remark-
able accomplishment it is, a poetry
praising “the great impervious
dream / On which the world’s foun-
dations rest.”

In her editor’s note for this
new “Collected Poems,” the poet’s
widow, Elizabeth Conquest, gives
us a glimpse of his character:
“Kingsley Amis, complaining to
Philip Larkin of getting old, wrote:
‘Bob just goes on and on, as if noth-
ing has happened.’ And so he did,
walking amile at light infantry pace
until his 89th year, dying at age 98
in the midst of editing his 34th
book, while also writing a poem.”
Readers tempted to dismiss Con-
quest as a dinosaur for his lyric for-
mality, his OldWorld erudition and
his occasionally patronizing love of
women would be too hasty. This is
a civil voice, a manwho in his poem
“Galatea” praises both “passion
and reserve.” An early poem about
the Velázquez painting known as
“The Rokeby Venus” begins,

Life pours out images, the
accidental

At once deleted when the

purging mind
Detects their resonance as

inessential:
Yet these may leave some

fruitful trace behind.

Conquest positioned himself be-
tween the life lived and its ideal
expression, yet never lost the
realism that chastened ornament.

I am particularly moved by
Conquest’s poems about World
War II. Another early work, “For
the Death of a Poet,” echoes elders
such as Eliot and Auden, while
touching a nerve of its own:

But how shall I answer? I am
like you,

I have only a voice and the
universal zeals

And severities continue to
state loudly

That all is well.
Even the landscape has no

help to offer.
A man dies and the river flows

softly on.
There is no sign of recognition

from the calm
And marvellous sky.

After serving in the British
infantry, in 1944 Conquest was sent
behind enemy lines, first as a
liaison officer to Bulgarian forces
under Soviet command, an episode
reported in poems such as “A
Minor Front”:

We lower our field-glasses,

Conquest’s gendered appreciations
old-fashioned, but if you take him
as a robust man of his time, you
can find his affections charming.
He liked a good laugh, and more
than a hundred pages of Conquest’s
“Collected Poems” comprise light
verse. He excelled at the limerick, a
much-derided and often obscene
poetic form. Here’s one that can be
quoted in an American newspaper:

It’s sad about old Dylan Thomas,
Yes, alcohol’s taken him from us,
We all thought that screwing
Would be his undoing,

But he didn’t live up to
his promise.

Others are trenchantly political:

There was a great Marxist
called Lenin,

Who did two or three million
men in;

That’s a lot to have done in
But where he did one in

That grand Marxist Stalin did
ten in.

These are poems of elegant
irreverence from the same humane
writer of history, the same Renais-
sance man, good with a joke, who
practiced what one of his poems
calls “strong, natural art.”

Mr. Mason lives in Tasmania.
His latest books are “The Sound:
New and Selected Poems” and
“Voices, Places: Essays.”
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And walk back to the far end
of the village,

And pull out our rations and
begin to eat,

As by the failing light we try
to interpret

The gilt inscription on the
public monument

In front of which, their hands
still tied behind them,

The bodies of two gendarmes
lie in the street.

Guerrilla war was Conquest’s
introduction to his major subject as
a historian. His preface to a 40th-
anniversary edition of “The Great
Terror” recalls “direct experience of
Stalinism” in Bulgaria, where, “after
a period of optimism, we saw the
horrible realities of a Stalinist take-
over.” Conquest witnessed what
one poem calls “the filth of power,”
and joined writers such as George
Orwell, who, according to another
poem, “taught us what the actual
meant,” opposing dictatorship in
all its forms.

Censorious readers of the
present moment will find some of

In 1944 Conquest
was sent behind
enemy lines, an
episode recorded
in some of his poems.

Robert Conquest:
Collected Poems
Edited by Elizabeth Conquest

Waywiser, 439 pages, $32.99

BY DAVID MASON

The Impervious Dream

BOOKS
‘Everyone is conservative about what he knows best.’ —ROBERT CONQUEST

‘UNDER PRESSURE’ (Mino-

taur, 437 pages, $26.99),
Robert Pobi’s second
thriller featuring the math-
ematician-astrophysicist
Dr. Lucas Page, starts with
a big bang: an explosion
that kills 702 guests at a
gala at New York’s Guggen-
heim Museum. Could an
unknown terrorist group
be responsible? Or a soli-
tary psychopath?

To answer such ques-
tions, Brett Kehoe, the FBI
special agent in charge of
Manhattan, enlists the
reluctant assistance of the
brilliant Dr. Page: “I need
someone who can see
patterns where there aren’t
any,” Kehoe tells Page.
“Very few people can guess
the number of jelly beans
in a jar like you can.”

The troubles demanding
Page’s attentions soon
multiply: An explosion
blows up an internet hub,
plunging Broadway into
darkness. Another blast
destroys an apartment,
killing the wealthy hedge-
fund manager who lived
there. What connects these
events? “If you see some-
thing that appears to be
random,” warns Page,
“you’re missing data.”

Each of the characters in
Mr. Pobi’s complexly plotted
book is skillfully drawn, but
Lucas Page is one of a kind:
a curmudgeonly veteran of
violent events that have left
him with two prosthetic
limbs and only one working
eye. Inspirational flashes

send him into a mental
world presenting itself
as a numerical hologram,
helping him to see the un-
expected patterns that lead
to the least likely culprit.

Roland Ford, the San
Diego private investigator
and ex-Marine who makes

his latest appearance in
T. Jefferson Parker’s “Then
She Vanished” (Putnam,

338 pages, $27), is haunted
by the ghosts of men he
served with in Iraq and
by the memory of his wife,
who died years ago while
flying her private plane.
All of Roland’s recurring
specters are stirred up
when he takes on the case
of Dalton Strait, a fellow
Iraq vet turned state
assemblyman whose
spouse has disappeared in
the midst of Dalton’s cur-
rent re-election campaign.

Wife Natalie has dropped
from sight before; Dalton,
fearing bad publicity, asks
Roland to find her quickly
and quietly. But when her
car is discovered aban-
doned, with a plea for
“HELP” written in lipstick

on one of the seats, the
story goes public—along
with revelations that
Dalton and Natalie are
deeply in debt.

The assemblyman’s
family members are no
strangers to scandal.
Dalton’s grandfather, an
ex-judge, was convicted of
taking bribes; his brother,
an early rival for Natalie’s
affections, served time for
fraud and tax evasion; their
younger sister now runs a
chain of “almost legal”
marijuana dispensaries.
Might one of these “dire
Straits” be behind Natalie’s
abduction?

Coincident with Dalton’s
travails, a terrorist group
calling itself the Chaos
Committee is sending pipe
bombs to public figures and
urging citizens to engage in
anti-establishment violence.
Roland, as he searches for
Natalie, can’t be sure that
her husband isn’t a target
of these provocateurs. In
“our republic of violence,”
he figures, investigators like
him are “a tougher crew
these days because we have
to be.” And Roland takes
thing personally—especially
the violence inflicted on “my
city . . . my turf . . . my beat.”

Margo Dunlop, the Glas-
gow doctor at the center of
Denise Mina’s gritty “The

Less Dead” (Mulholland,

341 pages, $28), has a lot
to contend with: She has
broken up with her boy-
friend, by whom she is
pregnant. Her best friend is

being harassed by a former
flame, who happens to be
the brother of Margo’s ex.
And Margo’s adoptive
mother has just died. What
better time, then, to take on
the task of learning about
her birth mother, until now
a mystery to Margo?

What she finds out, with
the help of newly met Aunt
Nikki, is a shock. Birth-mom
Susan was a street prosti-
tute, murdered at the age
of 19. Nikki claims that
she knows Susan’s killer—
a disgraced ex-policeman—
and tries to persuade her
niece to track him down.

Margo at first rejects this
scheme, but then she re-
ceives a threatening letter of
the sort that Nikki says she’s
been getting for years. Soon
Margo encounters a veteran
police officer who discounts
Nikki’s theory about who
killed Susan—and a self-
published true-crime author
who is sure that Nikki has
got things right.

Margo, in trying to find
out the truth herself, per-
sists in putting herself in
harm’s way. Eventually her
misadventures turn fatal.
Just as Margo tries the
reader’s patience through
her lack of street smarts,
so her birth family fails to
live up to her conventional
expectations. But as
“The Less Dead” pro-
gresses, Margo learns
things she never expected,
about the persistence of
family traits and her own
capacity for heroism.

Big Bangs in the Big Apple

THIS WEEK

Under Pressure
By Robert Pobi

Then She Vanished
By T. Jefferson Parker

The Less Dead
By Denise Mina

A search
for

patterns
amid
the
chaos
as a
serial
bomber
bedevils
New
York
City.

MYSTERIES
TOMNOLAN

FOR CENTURIES, people
associated celestial phenomena
with events on Earth. Comets
and meteors, in particular, were
thought to presage human
catastrophe. In an unusual and
handsome work of historical
fiction, “A Cloud of Outrageous

Blue” (Knopf, 308 pages,

$19.99), Vesper Stamper conjures a 14th-
century England in which such superstitions
are grounded in reality.

The protagonist, Edyth le Sherman, is 16
when we meet her in the winter of 1348.
Reeling from family tragedy, she has come to
the Priory of Saint Christopher to live and serve
as a lay woman. Edyth had not sought convent
life and still longs for a particular young man,
so she’s surprised to find herself adjusting
rather well. She befriends a studious young
novice who teaches her Latin. And she’s thrilled
to be assigned to the scriptorium, where she
learns to grind pigments for the creation of

exquisite illuminated
manuscripts. It can
be dizzying for
Edyth to work with
such intense hues,
because she has
synesthesia, a
condition that
causes her to
experience sounds
and sensations as
colors. This gives
richness to her
perceptions—a laugh
is “twinkling bright
gemstones, yellow
and sky blue and

bright pink,” while the sting of a lash feels like
“dark, jagged purple lines”—but in a super-
stitious era it also marks her out from others.

It becomes clear that Edyth’s synesthetic
visions are taking the form of a prophecy in
which she seems destined to play a role. And
while she is overjoyed at the arrival of her
particular young man, Edyth also becomes
aware of strange currents stirring at the
priory. When a fiery comet is succeeded by
a devastating plague, the placid life of Saint
Christopher’s degenerates into a kind of
millenarian Grand Guignol. Ms. Stamper’s
own artwork, gray monochromes that are
jolted by shafts of jewel-like color, add
immediacy to this elegant, disturbing book
for readers ages 12 and older.

A year after the killing of its police chief,
the Nigerian town of Kaleria is slipping into
chaos. Flamboyant thieves with names such
as Mama Go-Slow, Bad Market and Never Die
gleefully terrorize the populace and enrich
themselves even as the dead police chief’s
family is struggling to get by. At his father’s
funeral, young Nnamdi Icheteka had sworn to
avenge the murder, but here he is now, at the
age of 12, and he’s made no progress. If only
he were a superhero, Nnamdi thinks at the
start of Nnedi Okorafor’s novel for readers
ages 9-15, “Ikenga” (Viking, 227 pages,

$16.99). Superheroes, the boy knows, “could
be anyone and they could dive into danger
when it was at its worst and win.”

Nnamdi is miserable when he joins the
gathering to mark the anniversary of his
father’s death, but things change when a
shadowy figure lures him away and presents
him with an Ikenga, an “ebony figure with two
long spiral horns, seated on a stool grasping
what look[s] like a machete in its bulbous
right hand.” It is a magical object, and it
confers upon the boy great power—and great
responsibility. Nnamdi is no longer helpless
when he sees criminal cruelty, and one by
one the villains of Kaleria meet a muscular
and alarming new nemesis. But as Nnamdi
channels the might of the Ikenga, it becomes a
struggle for him to tame his own capabilities.
Can he keep control long enough to catch
his father’s killer? Smart, exciting and well
plotted, “Ikenga” offers all the traditional
superhero satisfactions—
colorful baddies, thrilling
fight scenes, a hero with
morality and justice on
his side—in a fresh and
distinctive modern-day
setting where magic
hums just below the
surface.

Children who’d love to
see Amazonia can visit in
a vicarious way with Kate
Messner’s “Over and Under

the Rainforest” (Chronicle, 48 pages, $18.99),
illustrated in muted, stylized fashion by
Christopher Silas Neal. Here we follow an uncle
and child who set off into the damp, sun-
spangled jungle. “Up in the trees is a whole
hidden world—a riot of monkeys and insects
and birds,” the uncle explains. “We’re hiking
under them now.” Soon an elevated footbridge
brings the two up into an arboreal wonderland
of sloths, poison dart frogs and long-nosed
bats, while down below there are crocodiles,
anteaters and emerald basilisks whizzing about
on nimble lizard toes (see above). The excursion
ends safely, with a return to home and dinner,
in this easygoing picture-book excursion for
readers ages 4-8.

THIS WEEK

A Cloud of
Outrageous Blue
By Vesper Stamper

Ikenga
By Nnedi Okorafor

Over and Under
the Rainforest
By Kate Messner
Illustrated by
Christopher Silas Neal

Disturbing
Portents and
Magical Powers

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
MEGHAN COX GURDON
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HardcoverNonfiction
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Live Free or Die 1 1
Sean Hannity/Threshold

TooMuch andNever Enough 2 2
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

Finding Freedom 3 New
Omid Scobie & Carolyn Durand/Dey Street

Caste 4 3
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

How to Be anAntiracist 5 4
IbramX. Kendi/OneWorld

TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Untamed 6 7
Glennon Doyle/Dial

Stamped:Racism,Antiracism,andYou 7 8
JasonReynolds& IbramX.Kendi/Little, BrownYoungReaders

TheGreat Devaluation 8 6
AdamBaratta/Wiley

Magnolia Table, Vol. 2 9 10
Joanna Gaines/Morrow

TheAnswer Is . . . 10 —
Alex Trebek/Simon & Schuster

Hardcover Fiction
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Midnight Sun 1 1
StephenieMeyer/Little, Brown Young Readers

Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome... 2 2
Jeff Kinney/Amulet

Where the Crawdads Sing 3 3
Delia Owens/Putnam

TheBalladofSongbirdsandSnakes 4 4
Suzanne Collins/Scholastic

I Promise 5 New
LeBron James/Harper

TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

TheVanishing Half 6 7
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

1st Case 7 6
James Patterson & Chris Tebbetts/Little, Brown

APrivate Cathedral 8 New
James Lee Burke/Simon & Schuster

ChoppyWater 9 New
StuartWoods/Putnam

TheOrder 10 8
Daniel Silva/Harper

Methodology

NPDBookScangatherspoint-of-salebookdata
frommorethan16,000locationsacrosstheU.S.,
representingabout85%ofthenation’sbooksales.
Print-bookdataprovidersincludeallmajorbooksellers,
webretailersandfoodstores.E-bookdataproviders
includeallmajore-bookretailers.Freee-booksand
thosesellingfor lessthan99centsareexcluded.
Thefictionandnonfictioncombinedlistsinclude
aggregatedsalesforallbookformats(exceptaudio

books,bundles,boxedsetsandforeign
languageeditions)andfeaturea
combinationofadult,youngadultand
juveniletitles.Thehardcoverfiction
andnonfictionlistsalsoencompassa

mixofadult,youngadultandjuveniletitleswhilethe
businesslistfeaturesonlyadulthardcovertitles.
ReferquestionstoTeresa.Vozzo@wsj.com.

Nonfiction E-Books
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Finding Freedom 1 New
Omid Scobie & Carolyn Durand/Dey Street

Caste 2 1
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

DigitalMillionaire Secrets 3 —
DanHenry/Transcendent

TooMuch andNever Enough 4 3
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

Live Free or Die 5 2
Sean Hannity/Threshold

Evil Geniuses 6 New
Kurt Andersen/RandomHouse

UnreportedTruths...Covid-19...Pt. 2 7 5
Alex Berenson/Alex Berenson

If You Tell 8 —
Gregg Olsen/Thomas &Mercer

AnAmerican Bride in Kabul 9 —
Phyllis Chesler/St. Martin’s

Untamed 10 —
Glennon Doyle/Dial

Nonfiction Combined
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Live Free or Die 1 1
Sean Hannity/Threshold

Finding Freedom 2 New
Omid Scobie & Carolyn Durand/Dey Street

TooMuch andNever Enough 3 2
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

Caste 4 3
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

Big PreschoolWorkbook 5 4
School Zone Publishing/School Zone

White Fragility 6 5
Robin DiAngelo/Beacon

Untamed 7 8
Glennon Doyle/Dial

How to Be anAntiracist 8 7
IbramX. Kendi/OneWorld

Everything...AceAmericanHistory... 9 —
Workman Publishing/Workman

Pre-K JumboWorkbook 10 —
Scholastic/Scholastic

Fiction E-Books
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Midnight Sun 1 1
StephenieMeyer/Little, Brown Young Readers

ChoppyWater 2 New
StuartWoods/Putnam

SaveHer Soul 3 New
Lisa Regan/Bookouture

TheMidwifeMurders 4 New
James Patterson & Richard DiLallo/Grand Central

APrivate Cathedral 5 New
James Lee Burke/Simon & Schuster

MagicalMidlife Dating 6 New
K.F. Breene/K.F. Breene

TheGuest List 7 8
Lucy Foley/Morrow

TheVanishing Half 8 9
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

AnyDayNow 9 New
Lani Lynn Vale/Lani Lynn Vale

HowMuch I Feel 10 New
Marie Force/Montlake

Fiction Combined
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Midnight Sun 1 1
StephenieMeyer/Little. Brown Young Readers

Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome... 2 2
Jeff Kinney/Amulet

TheMidwifeMurders 3 New
James Patterson & Richard DiLallo/Grand Central

Where the Crawdads Sing 4 3
Delia Owens/Putnam

ChoppyWater 5 New
StuartWoods/Putnam

APrivate Cathedral 6 New
James Lee Burke/Simon & Schuster

TheVanishing Half 7 6
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

SaveHer Soul 8 New
Lisa Regan/Bookouture

TheBalladofSongbirdsandSnakes 9 7
Suzanne Collins/Scholastic

1st Case 10 10
James Patterson & Chris Tebbetts/Little, Brown

Hardcover Business
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

TheGreat Devaluation 1 1
AdamBaratta/Wiley

Atomic Habits 2 2
James Clear/Avery

StrengthsFinder 2.0 3 3
TomRath/Gallup

DieWith Zero 4 4
Bill Perkins/HoughtonMifflin Harcourt

TotalMoneyMakeover 5 6
Dave Ramsey/Thomas Nelson

Dare to Lead 6 5
Brené Brown/RandomHouse

ExtremeOwnership 7 7
JockoWillink & Leif Babin/St. Martin’s

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team 8 10
PatrickM. Lencioni/Jossey-Bass

Emotional Intelligence 2.0 9 —
Travis Bradberry/TalentSmart

TheDaily Stoic 10 8
Ryan Holiday & Stephen Hanselman/Portfolio

Bestselling Books | Week Ended August 15
With data from NPD BookScan

‘E
VER READ this
book?” Henry
Fonda asks as he
faces the camera
in an unusual

trailer for the 1943 film “The Ox-
Bow Incident.” “A lot of people
have. And they found that it was
one of the most vivid, powerful
stories they have ever come across.”

In this preview, Fonda isn’t
wearing the cowboy costume he
wears in the movie. He’s dressed
in a light-colored 1940s suit with
wide lapels and a pocket hand-
kerchief. He stands next to a book-
shelf and gazes reverently down
at the copy of Walter Van Tilburg
Clark’s novel—published only three
years before but already well-
thumbed—that he holds in his
hands. Fonda quotes the renowned
critic Clifton Fadiman’s assessment
of the book—“What you might call
a masterpiece.”

We might call it that, and I think
we should, but the word “western”
has always tended to get in the
way of fully appreciating American
fiction that is set, broadly speaking,
after the Civil War and beyond
the hundredth meridian. Writers
from the Deep South or from Deep
Brooklyn have never been afflicted
by a similar label, one that assumes
the author is guilty by geographical
association of writing genre fiction.
But as Henry Fonda reminds us as
he sighs with admiration at his copy
of “The Ox-Bow Incident,” and as
a new volume from the Library of
America demonstrates, there are
plenty of western novels that aspire
to loftier literary goals than to
be the next “Gunfight at Rattler
Gulch.”

“The Western: Four Classic Nov-
els of the 1940s & 50s” is edited by
Ron Hansen. (If there are subse-
quent volumes that move forward in
time, it would be a glaring omission
not to include Mr. Hansen’s own
1983 novel “The Assassination of
Jesse James by the Coward Robert
Ford.”) In addition to “The Ox-Bow
Incident” (1940), the book includes
“Shane” (1949) by Jack Schaefer,
“The Searchers” (1954) by Alan
Le May and “Warlock” (1958) by
Oakley Hall. All men, of course.
These novels are far from pulp
western fiction, but in certain ways
they’re all genre-adjacent and
gender specific. (It is safe to say
that a Library of America western
volume containing work by Willa
Cather, Laura Ingalls Wilder, Leslie
Marmon Silko or Louise Erdrich
would not feature quite so many
showdowns and Indian battles and
swinging saloon doors.)

The Western: Four Classic
Novels of the 1940s & 50s
Edited by Ron Hansen
Library of America,
1,094 pages, $39.95
BY STEPHEN HARRIGAN

All four books were made into
movies. In the case of “Shane” and
“The Searchers,” those are iconic
films that have all but swallowed up
and digested their source material.
But movies are frozen in time in
a way that books aren’t, particu-
larly in terms of costumes and
production design. Styles of cowboy
hats, for instance, tell us with far
greater authenticity about the
period when a western movie was
made than when it is set. That’s
one reason there’s still something

fresh and surprising to be found
in these books. They may have
some once-trendy two-bit Faulkner-
izing here and there (“You knew,”
Schaefer writes of the gunslinger
Shane, “that the spirit in him
would sustain him thus alone for
the farthest distance and forever”)
and some cringeworthy racial dia-
lect (“Heem not see me, I theenk,”
says a Speedy Gonzales Mexican
in “The Ox-Bow Incident”). But
these signs of the times aren’t as
consistently distracting as the
outright anachronisms in most
western movies.

As a rule, these novels feel more
textured, more nuanced, more lived-
in than the films that were made
from them. Here’s a small example
from the opening pages of “The
Ox-Bow Incident,” which makes the
standard cowboy-walks-into-a-saloon
scene a feast of specific detail:

Up back of the bar [hung] a big,
grimy oil painting in a ponderous
gilded frame of fruits and musical
instruments showing a woman
who was no girl any longer, but
had a heavy belly and thighs and
breasts, stretched out on a couch
pretending to play with an ugly
bird on her wrist, but really en-
couraging a man who was sneak-
ing up on her from a background
so dark you could see only his
little, white face.

Walter Van Tilburg Clark was
born in Maine to a professor father
and musician mother, spent much of
his boyhood in Nevada and much of
his career in academia. Unlike Jack
Schaefer and Alan Le May, and to
some extent Oakley Hall, he didn’t
specialize in Old West fiction, and
maybe that’s one reason his writing
is so trope-wary and his novel—
about a hastily convened posse de-
termined to condemn and hang
three innocent “rustlers” without
any troublesome due process—is
such a transparent parable of moral
panic in any society.

Even though about a third of
“The Ox-Bow Incident” is taken

up by static arguments about
whether to form a posse in the first
place, the novel is taut and involv-
ing. “Shane” is even more con-
centrated. At less than 115 pages
in this dense words-per-page edi-
tion, it’s closer to novella length.
Like all the novels in this volume,
Schaefer’s work is at its core a
study of untrammeled self-reliance
under pressure from a developing
system of law and society. In this
case the mysterious loner of the
title finds himself drawn into a feud
between the Wyoming cattlemen
who first drove their herds into the
country and the newly arrived
homesteaders who are in their way.
Shane—no first or last name, just
Shane—is so worshipfully described
(his “sharp hidden hardnesses,” his
“slim and dark and dashing figure
coolly passing through perils that
would overcome a lesser man,” his
“flowing brute beauty of line and
power”) that you begin to wonder
if the inevitable showdown that is
to come shouldn’t be a gunfight at
all but some sort of homoerotic
reckoning.

If we’re looking through a 21st-
century lens at Oakley Hall’s
“Warlock” (which we can’t help
doing), we can also detect a faint,
slightly-more-than-best-friends
undercurrent between the hired
gunfighter Clay Blaisedell and the
murderous saloon keeper Tom
Morgan. But there are a whole lot
of undercurrents in “Warlock,” and
a whole lot of pages for them to

be rippling through. (“Warlock”
accounts for almost half of the
1,094 pages in this book.) Though
the story is confined to a narrow
geographical scope—the town of
the title—it’s a sprawling group
character study with an intricately
laid narrative track that leads to—
you guessed it—a showdown.

All of these novels held my
attention—better than that, com-
manded it. But the one that was
most unexpectedly rewarding was
“The Searchers.” I had already read
(and blurbed) Glenn Frankel’s ex-
cellent recent book of the same title
about the making of John Ford’s
movie, but I was still caught off-
guard by the richness and harshness
of Alan Le May’s storytelling. Any-
one who has seen the movie knows
the basic story, which was inspired
by the real-life Comanche abduc-
tion of a young Texas girl named
Cynthia Ann Parker. But Le May’s
novel, while still about a man’s
relentless and pitiless search for
his kidnapped niece, is darker and
more authoritative. “The Searchers”
has no Monument Valley vistas and
none of director Ford’s trademark
high-spirited brawling and horse-
play. Like its main character, and
like what’s best about all of these
works that fully deserve the literary
cred this volume lends them, it
“just keep[s] coming on.”

Mr. Harrigan is the author, most
recently, of “Big Wonderful Thing:
A History of Texas.”

UnderWestern Eyes

These classic novels
feel more textured, more
nuanced, more lived-in
than the famous films
made from them.

BOOKS
‘A gun is just a tool, no better and no worse than any other tool. . . . A gun is as good–and as bad–as the man who carries it.’ —JACK SCHAEFER , ‘SHANE’

ALTERED VISTAS A scene from John Ford’s film adaptation of ‘The Searchers’ (1956).
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Rows Garden | by Patrick Berry
Answers fit into this flower garden
in two ways. Row answers read
horizontally from the lettered
markers; each Row contains two
consecutive answers reading left to
right (except Rows A and L, which
contain one answer reading across
the nine protruding spaces).
Blooms are six-letter answers that
fill the shaded and unshaded
hexagons, reading either clockwise
or counterclockwise. Bloom clues
are divided into three lists: Light,
Medium and Dark. Answers to
Light clues should be placed in
hexagons with white centers;
Medium answers belong in the
hexagons with gray centers; and
Dark answers belong in hexagons
with black centers. All three Bloom
lists are in random order, so you
must use the Row answers to figure
out where to plant each Bloom.

s

Get the solutions to this week’s Journal Weekend Puzzles in next
Saturday’s Wall Street Journal. Solve crosswords and acrostics
online, get pointers on solving cryptic puzzles and discuss all of the
puzzles online atWSJ.com/Puzzles.
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D
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F

G

H
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J

K

L

Rows
A Like interest earned on municipal

bonds (Hyph.)
B Places to watch your step
Motor sport competition where
contestants only rarely reach
the end of the 100-meter track
(2 wds.)

C Entrance to a hidden
passageway (2 wds.)

Reproduction that renders text
difficult to read (2 wds.)

D Shaving cream brand that
celebrated a centennial in 2019

TV game show that sometimes
awarded worthless prizes
known as “zonks” (4 wds.)

E Space race successes (2 wds.)
Modest Italian eatery

F Lightning speed
Lawyerly phrase that’s Latin for
“body of crime” (2 wds.)

G Host of a CBS Sunday night
staple for more than two
decades (2 wds.)

Sports car features that
subsequently became
standard for most cars (2 wds.)

H Deliberately inconspicuous
(Hyph.)

Fail in one’s responsibilities at a
critical moment (3 wds.)

I Of recent design, as an
automobile (Hyph.)

Discuss a shared experience
(2 wds.)

J Team competing in the Iditarod
(2 wds.)

Broadway musical featuring the
song “To Each His Dulcinea”
(4 wds.)

K Appearances that are often
uncredited (2 wds.)

Comedienne who jokingly ran
for president in 1940 on the
Surprise Party ticket (2 wds.)

L Bash where attendees crash
Light Blooms
Draw pictures in margins
Feels one’s way
Warhol’s work (2 wds.)
Like mosaic tiles
Bowl in a can
Bring to light
Dangling incentive for a mule
“You ready to go?” (2 wds.)
Fork projections
Cuts up small
Vague but ominous threat
ending (2 wds.)

Charles de ___

McDonald’s frying medium
before switching to
vegetable oil

Packed to capacity
Medium Blooms
Heavy load
Domesticated animals of the
Sahara

Shot from above, as photos
Fashion house whose logo is
two interlocked C’s

Puts into use
Turn a newspaper into a
fly swatter (2 wds.)

National Railroad Passenger
Corporation, familiarly

Magical automatons of Jewish
lore

Dwell obsessively (on)
Kingdom of Oedipus
Helpful reminder from the wings
iRobot’s flagship product
Beauty treatment
Matt ___, hero of “Gunsmoke”

Dark Blooms
Tiny nation that uses the euro
despite not being in the EU

Look up to
Tooth problem
Turkey preparer’s utensil
Unknown to the general public
(Hyph.)

Was terrible, slangily
Bottle with a nozzle for spraying
houseplants

Headed for certain ruin
Supply the Friskies while the
owners are away (Hyph.)

Left alive

Across
1 Bird sacred to
Thoth

5 Street urchins
10 Flight segment
15 Snare
19 Girl’s name
meaning “ninth”

20 Sunny hotel
areas

21 Banned
22 Tortoise’s rival
23 Wry words of

wisdom...from a
hurdles coach

26 Beehive State
tribe

27 Shout at the end
of a virtuoso
performance

28 Org. for seniors
29 White-furred

weasel
31 Like some
medicines and
stocks: Abbr.

32 ...from a crew
coach

37 Barack gave her
the Presidential
Medal of
Freedom in 2013

39 Happy
housemate

40 Sleep disturbers
41 Org. for retirees
42 ...from a sport

climbing coach
46 Leonidas’s

kingdom
48 Big seller of suits

98 Hip-hop
wordsmiths

101 At some time in
the future

103 Butt
104 “Spirited Away”

genre
105 ...from a hammer

throw coach
109 Flight segment
110 It became a state

in 1864
111 Giant in

electronic goods
112 Follower of

Ignatius of Loyola
115 Driver on movie

sets
116 ...from a water

polo coach
122 Take on
123 In isolation
124 Impertinent
125 Platte River

people
126 Recipe

instruction
127 It became a state

in 1845
128 Character of a

people
129 Firebug
Down
1 “Bus Stop” writer
2 Godsend
3 Where nobody
puts Baby,
according to
Johnny

4 Deliberately
impairs

5 Grand move in
the grandstands

6 Took down
7 Savings option
8 Budgeting
consideration

9 Peace Prize
winner from
Egypt

10 Squash like a bug
11 Scotland’s
longest river

12 Blood type
system

13 + or – particle
14 Kept a check (on)
15 Opposable digit
16 Numerical
comparisons

17 Big event sites
18 Old Spanish
currency

24 Corsage flower
25 “Turn up the

heat!”
30 Fixes a hole in a

tennis racket
32 Banned

insecticide
33 Sound

accompanying
widened eyes

34 Comic-Con
dress-up

35 Laotian money
36 Airport screening

org.
37 Very
38 Mama’s mate
43 Element 102 is

named for him

44 Decays
45 Foil alternative
47 What a mute

button mutes
50 Almamater of

theWNBA’s
Lisa Leslie

52 Lady with 11
Grammys

53 Children’s author
Silverstein

56 Leaves out
57 “Carmen”

composer
59 Decorate
60 Riyadh resident
62 Sites for

C-sections
63 Mother Teresa’s

most blessed
achievement

66 Button on many
remotes

67 “That’s my cue!”
68 Starch-yielding

palm
69 Army groups
70 Ceaseless
72 Morocco’s capital
75 Mine matter
76 Approach
77 Scotch partner
82 Producer of

props
83 Quality of

oracular
answers, often

84 Move about
85 About
87 Topper for a

seasonal worker
89 Singer, of a sort
91 Emulated Ahab
93 Bumped into
94 Lovelace of early

computing
96 Droop
97 Moody genre
98 Talkative birds
99 Share magazine

billing
100 Mena of

“American
Beauty”

102 Impatient
acknowledgment

106 Fortnite fanatic
107 As well
108 Occupied
112 Crows’ cousins
113 Assistant who

had quite a
hunch

114 James of the
“Divergent” films

117 Soccer stadium
cheer

118 Smoked topper
119 It’s twisted in

cells
120 “Well, I didn’t

expect that!”
121 Author Umberto

Coaching Advice From Captain Obvious | by Johanna Fenimore & Jeff Chen

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36

37 38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53

54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65

66 67 68 69 70 71 72

73 74 75 76 77 78

79 80 81 82 83 84 85

86 87 88 89 90 91

92 93 94 95 96 97

98 99 100 101 102 103 104

105 106 107 108 109

110 111 112 113 114

115 116 117 118 119 120 121

122 123 124 125

126 127 128 129

49 Absorb
51 Dispensary fill
54 Crew needs
55 Move up and

down
58 Cars with

Supercharging
credits

61 It became a state
in 1890

63 Late tourney
round

64 Two-time Latin
Pop Grammy
winner Jon

65 River to the Gulf
of Guinea

66 With 71-Across,
...from a soccer
coach

71 See 66-Across
73 Muscat native
74 Jackson Hole

backdrop
78 Abbrs. on old

vitamin bottles
79 Schlep from car

to kitchen
80 Earbuds effect
81 Tip for writers?
82 Wrap for a rani
86 Annie of

“Designing
Women”

88 Check a check,
say

90 “No way, man...”
92 Leader at a

powwow
95 ...from a pole

vault coach

THE JOURNAL WEEKEND PUZZLES edited by MIKE SHENK

PLAY

NUMBER PUZZLES

Answers to News Quiz: 1.B, 2.D, 3.A, 4.C, 5.A, 6.D, 7.C, 8.A, 9.B

NEWS QUIZ DANIEL AKST

Cell Blocks
Divide the grid

into square or

rectangular blocks,

each containing

one digit only.

Every blockmust

contain the number

of cells indicated by

the digit inside it.

Cell Blocks

Killer Sudoku
Level 3 Suko

Killer SudokuLevel 4
Aswith standard

Sudoku, �ill the

grid so that every

column, every row

and every 3x3 box

contains the digits

1 to 9. Each set of

cells joined by

dotted linesmust

add up to the

target number in

its top-left corner.

Within each set

of cells joined by

dotted lines, a digit

cannot be repeated.

Suko
Place the numbers

1 to 9 in the spaces so that

the number in each circle is

equal to the sumof the four

surrounding spaces, and

each color total is correct.
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1. Diageo agreed to
pay up to $610 mil-
lion for which li-
quor brand part-
owned by actor
Ryan Reynolds?

A. Harvey’s Bris-
tol Cream
B. Aviation Gin
C. Zyr Vodka
D. Rittenhouse Rye

2. The Pentagon approved five
small drone-makers to supply
the U.S. government—including
which French firm?

A. Aigle
B. Faucon
C. Oiseau
D. Parrot

3. A song by Cardi B and which
other performer broke the re-
cord for the most streams of a
song in its debut week?

A.Megan Thee Stallion
B.Missy Elliott
C. Lil’ Kim
D. Foxy Brown

4. Democrats at an online con-
vention formally nominated Joe
Biden as their presidential can-
didate. Where had the event
been planned for?

A.Memphis
B.Miami
C.Milwaukee
D.Minneapolis

5. Mali’s president, Ibrahim Bou-
bacar Keita, resigned after sol-
diers staged a coup. Name
Mali’s capital.

A. Bamako
B. Conakry
C. Kumasi
C. Abidjan

6. Former House
speaker Paul Ryan
will serve as chair-
man of what type of
new venture?

A. A policy-ori-
ented magazine
B. A conservative

liberal arts college
C. A Wisconsin-based

think tank
D. A blank-check acquisition

company

7. A federal committee recom-
mended that men limit their al-
cohol intake—to how many
drinks a day?

A. Three
B. Two
C. One
D. Zero

8. In the U.S. last year, 21% of C-
suite executives were women.
What percentage of all execu-
tives in listed South Korean
firms were women?

A. 4.5%
B. 14.5%
C. 24.5%
D. 34.5%

9. What just clocked in at $2
trillion?

A. The price of a next-genera-
tion iPhone
B. Apple’s market value
C. Apple’s annual revenue
D. Apple’s cash hoard
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R O B I N G O O D F E L L O W
A P P S O V A G O E S A M O R A L
G O A L P O S T F E U D A D A M A N T
I L L A S K M O N G O L D Y N A S T Y
T O M B A U B E R R O D I N A I R
A S S T O N E R S L A V E R S
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N O S H O E S M I N D E X P A N D I N G
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From this week’s

Wall Street Journal

Answers are listed below the

crossword solutions at right.

SPINNERS a. A + DJ + U + STING; ASTERS (anag.); STAKES (2 defs.); GR(EAT)APES
b. ARCH + IE; VERONA (hid.); A + STR(ON + A)UT; HONORARIA (anag.) c. BO +
DICE; PE(PP)ER; S + TIFFS; BIOGEN (anag.); ZO(MB + I)E d. FLA + RED (“ALF” rev.);
V + ASS + A + L; MI + X + I + NG (“I’m” rev.); B(ORR)OW; AF + RAID e. ASH + ORE;
sURGING; CHA(LE)T; RISQUE (anag.); S(NOC)AT (“con” rev.)

RADIALS 1. ROTARYg (rev.) 2. REF + IN + E 3. A + RAF(A)T 4. AS + SI(G)N
5. ON(FIR)E 6. I + GLO(O)S (“logs” anag.) 7. TH(R)E + AD 8. JUNE + AUgust 9. S +
HOVEL 10. TO(MAT)O 11. VI(S)I + ON 12. GREASE (“Greece” hom.) 13. RUM + ORS
14. T(ID)IER 15. RAC(IN)E 16. TONERS (anag.) 17. THE + BAN 18. UTOPIA (hid.)
19. EVERS + O (“serve” anag.) 20. C(H)ORES

Spinners

Cardholders

For previous
weeks’ puzzles,
and to discuss
strategies with
other solvers, go
to WSJ.com/
puzzles.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLES

The innermost ring contains
counterrevolutionary going counterclockwise.

.
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Exhibitions at the Jewish Museum Berlin
and the German Historical Museum

offer fresh views of a story that didn’t end
with the Holocaust.

ANewLook
At Germany’s
Jewish Past

BY J.S. MARCUS

AMonument of
Titanic Beauty

THINK A MINUTE, THEN NAME an
outdoor sculpture in Manhattan.
Chances are, you chose the gilded
image of Prometheus at the heart of
Rockefeller Center, in the lower
plaza between the Channel Gardens
and the 70-story central skyscraper,
30 Rockefeller Plaza. Situated in a
gray granite fountain, he presides
over the ice-skating rink in cold
months and an outdoor restaurant
in warm ones. He is visible from
Fifth Avenue a half block away. And
when the towering annual Christmas
tree is placed in the plaza above
him, he seems to light it with his
ball of fire.

Prometheus’ flame, or more pre-
cisely his role as the Greek titan who
stole fire from the gods of Mount
Olympus and gave it to humans, is
partly responsible for his prominent
position there. In conceiving his ur-
ban commercial complex, John D.
Rockefeller Jr. wanted to celebrate
civilization, human achievement and
the promise of the future. From the
start, his architects and designers in-
tended to integrate art heralding
those goals and values throughout
the complex. So when Paul Manship
proposed a sculpture of the god who,
by sharing fire with man, gave us the

means to survive and to progress, the
idea seemed perfect.

Manship (1885-1966), a son of St.
Paul, Minn., was also a natural to
create this central piece of art,
which was completed in 1934. At the
time, he was the country’s most fa-
mous sculptor and by some accounts
among the highest paid artists in
America.

He had started out influenced by
the expressive naturalism of Rodin.
But after spending three years at the
American Academy of Rome and tak-
ing several sojourns in Europe, Man-
ship had developed his own recog-
nizable Art Deco style that drew on
Greek and Roman sculpture, plus In-
dian art. He made artworks that are
fluid, with strong, defined lines and
stylized elements. They are repre-
sentational, and sometimes playful.
He was partial to classical themes
and to animals—like “Day” (1938),
featuring the sun god Helios dashing
into the future, at the Smithsonian
American Art Museum, and his
friendly “Group of Bears” (1932, cast
1963) at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art.

It’s a very serious, and very hand-
some, Prometheus that Manship
fashioned. He chose to depict the
moment after the titan has stolen
the fire and is descending to Earth,

signified in the sculpture by the
summit behind him, and by the sea
as portrayed by the pool beneath
him. Prometheus, eyes wide open,
looks down toward his destination.
His youthful, strong-featured face
betrays not worry exactly, but ac-
knowledgment that he will face con-
sequences from an angry Zeus, who
did not want mankind to rival the
gods in any way. But Prometheus is
determined to give humanity the
flame in his right hand, held above
his head, almost triumphantly. With
his outstretched left arm, he bal-
ances himself—and Manship bal-
ances his heroic sculpture.

Prometheus’ lithe body has just
enough details—visible ribs and bi-
ceps, high cheekbones, a chin
crease, and beautifully stylized hair
arranged in small, ribbed, pointed
patches that echo the flame—to be
a real titan. (Manship modeled him

on Leonardo Nole, a 26-year-old son
of Italian immigrants.) Manship
conveys motion with the curled
draping he swirls around Prome-
theus’ nude body, paralleling his
right leg. He uses the draping to
create a sense of energy in the
sculpture, which was cast in bronze,
covered with more than a pound of
gold leaf, and weighs eight tons.

Manship added to the 18-foot-tall
sculpture’s volume—and presence—
with a third design element: a thick
ring embellished with the signs and
symbols of the zodiac. It represents
the heavens Prometheus traverses
to reach Earth.

Manship’s long career had its ups
and downs. At times, some critics
thought his works were too facile,
too decorative; others saw him as
out of step with the modernism of
abstraction. Prometheus, though,
was made at a peak of his career. In

addition to exemplifying his style
and his unparalleled craftsmanship,
the sculpture perfectly satisfied the
planners’ novel desire to make art
integral to their planned environ-
ment—to which Manship was sensi-
tive. Originally, for example, he
made two smaller figures—Youth
and Maiden—for two ledges in the
red granite wall behind Prometheus.
When he saw them installed, he re-
alized the ensemble didn’t work and
they were removed to other places
(currently, pedestals at the head of
the stairs that descend to the lower
plaza where Prometheus resides).

Manship also added an element
to the whole: He suggested the
quote from Aeschylus that is carved
in bold capital letters on the wall
behind his work, strengthening its
seamless link to its setting: “Prome-
theus, teacher in every art, brought
the fire that hath proved to mortals
a means to mighty ends.”

Manship thus delivered a power-
ful piece of statement art. Even
among all the other public artworks
(more than 100 pieces commis-
sioned from more than 40 artists)
that were incorporated into Rocke-
feller’s model development—other
free-standing sculptures, murals, re-
liefs, mosaics, enamel works,
bronzes plaques, ceramics, carpets,
wall fabric coverings, landscaped
gardens and fountains—Prometheus
stands out. He is a marvel within a
larger urban marvel.

Ms. Dobrzynski writes about art for
the Journal and other publications. A
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down items such as a pri-
vate memorial stone honor-
ing a German-Jewish soldier
killed in World War I.

The exhibit is chrono-
logical, beginning with
central Europe in the Mid-
dle Ages, when Jews first
settled in large numbers in
what is now Germany, and
extending all the way to
2020. But it pauses for the-
matic asides and surprising
additions, such as a fla-
menco gown worn by Syl-
vin Rubinstein, a cross-
dressing performer who
had been a resistance
fighter in Warsaw during
World War II. A trained
dancer, Rubinstein toured
in a flamenco act with his
twin sister, Maria, who was
murdered in the Holocaust.
After the war, he moved to
Hamburg, where he re-
sumed the act in the city’s
red light district, this time
playing his sister’s role.
“Everybody is going to re-
member that flamenco dress,” Ms.
Friedlander adds.

Detlef Weitz—whose Berlin-
based studio, Chezweitz, planned
the new design—says the original
installation didn’t make full use of
the Jewish Museum’s often uncanny
building. “There was no Libeskind
on the inside,” he says. In the sec-
tion dealing with the Nazi period,
Mr. Weitz echoed the titanium-zinc
facade of the building, which itself
can seem like a sculptural media-
tion on the Holocaust, by using me-
tallic walls that dimly reflect the
faces of museumgoers. And he re-
claimed an angular, double-height
stairwell as a gallery space for “Hall
of Fame,” where notable Jews from
Jesus to Hannah Arendt to Amy
Winehouse are portrayed in

printed-glass portraits by Berlin
artist Andree Volkmann.

Arendt, one of the 20th century’s
leading political thinkers, fled her
native Germany when Hitler came
to power in 1933. She eventually
settled in New York City, where she
became a kind of role model for
American intellectuals. In 1964,
around the time of the German pub-
lication of her still-controversial
book “Eichmann in Jerusalem,” Ar-
endt appeared on a West German
talk show. Video of that TV inter-
view, which highlights her wit and
her lifelong affinity for the German
language, is featured in the core ex-
hibit at the Jewish Museum Berlin.

It is also a touchstone for “Hannah
Arendt and the 20th Century,” a new
exhibition about her life and times at FR
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Berlin’s German Historical
Museum through Oct. 18.
(An online tour is available
in English and German.)
The show benefits from a
recent bequest by Edna
Brocke, Arendt’s great-
niece, of some of her per-
sonal effects, including her
cigarette case and her
monogrammed Mark Cross
briefcase.

Despite coronavirus-re-
lated restrictions, the ex-
hibition has been a huge
success, says Swiss histo-

rian Raphael Gross, president of the
German Historical Museum Founda-
tion, who curated the show with
Monika Boll. Only 300 people can
visit a day, he says, and “it has been
fully booked every day for weeks.”
Mr. Weitz, whose studio also de-
signed this exhibition, illustrates
Arendt’s transformation from a pre-
cocious student in Weimar Germany
into a sociable outsider-genius
roaming between continents; im-
ages of her circle of intimates, in-
cluding the philosopher Martin Hei-
degger and the novelist Mary
McCarthy, are displayed on tower-
ing transparent banners. Mr. Weitz
views Arendt’s possessions, which
include a rather ghostly fur cape, as
a sign that “she was a woman, too—
not just a thinker.”

At the Jewish
Museum Berlin, the
new core exhibition
includes work by
contemporary artists,
including the
installation ‘Visual
Prayer’ by Hagit
Hollander-Shimoni
(above) and ‘Hall of
Fame’ by Andree
Volkmann (left).

The Jewish Museum Berlin
opened in 2001 in a metallic, zigzag-
ging structure, crisscrossed with
slashes of windows, by the Polish-
American architect Daniel Libeskind.
The design was ahead of its time,
but the original core exhibition was
installed without apparent regard
for the challenging setting. Design
and architecture buffs balked at the
display, while Jewish scholars had
issues with the collection itself. Su-
san Neiman, a Berlin-based Ameri-
can philosopher known for her work
on German-Jewish subjects, said the
original permanent collection
amounted to “a fairly superficial in-
troduction to Judaism,” adding: “I
used to tell people not to go there.”

Those user-friendly multimedia
exhibits, which might have seemed
more at home in a science museum,
are gone now. Instead, the core exhi-
bition has been broadened to in-
clude works on Jewish themes by
contemporary artists. Anselm
Kiefer’s room-size installation from
the 1990s, “Shevirat Ha-Kelim: The
Breaking of the Vessels,” uses bro-
ken glass and lead to evoke Jewish
mystical ideas about the origin of
disharmony in the world. The Israeli
artist Yael Bartana, who divides her

time between Berlin
and Amsterdam,
offers a series of
color photo-
graphic portraits
in which she por-
trays Theodor
Herzl, modern Zi-

onism’s distinctively
bearded founder.

The museum’s col-
lection of historical ob-
jects has also been
expanded and re-
freshed. Michal
Friedlander, a cul-
tural historian
who serves as
curator of Juda-
ica and ap-
plied arts, has
spent years
t r a c k i n g

W
hen the Covid-19
pandemic shut
down Germany’s
museums in
March, the Jew-

ish Museum Berlin was putting the
finishing touches on a complete re-
design of its core exhibition. The re-
sults will finally go on display this
weekend as the museum reopens
with new social distancing mea-
sures, including limiting the number
of daily visitors to hundreds instead
of the usual thousands. Most of
them will likely be locals, but people
around the world who can’t make it
to Berlin can simulate a visit with
the museum’s new app, available in
German and English.

The new core exhibition, “Jewish
Life in Germany: Past and Present,”
aims to reinterpret the story of
German Jewry using contemporary
art and a range of sacred, historical
and everyday objects, from ancient
prayer-inscribed amulets to kosher
Gummi Bears. German Jewish life
essentially ended with the catastro-
phe of the Holocaust, but the exhi-
bition shows that in recent decades
it has begun again. The conclud-
ing work is a mas-
sive and moving
video installa-
tion featuring
the voices of
Jews who live
in Germany
today.

A flamenco
dress worn
by the Jewish
performer
Sylvin
Rubinstein,
a resistance
fighter during
World War II.

MASTERPIECE | ‘PROMETHEUS’ (1934), BY PAUL MANSHIP

.
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hoodies and issue them to people,” he said.
Grand dame of entertaining Martha Stewart
proposed churning out hand-knit scarfs and
gloves to give visitors upon arrival, though
I’m sure your guests will forgive you for not
actually putting yarn to needle yourself.
“These can keep them warm and double as
PPE items, so it’s a win-win,” she told me.

On the more technical side, design-
minded companies have finally improved
the look of standing patio heaters, which
have historically resembled sci-fi robots.
Belgium-based Heatsail offers graceful over-
head Dome heaters that nod to Castiglioni’s
1962 Arco floor lamp. Galanter & Jones’s
heated seating casts stone into simple, at-
tractive organic shapes. Even in August,
when the average low of 55 degrees can feel
cooler in the fog off the bay, San Francisco
interior designer Kendall Wilkinson is lov-
ing her Helios Metreo sofa: “[Our guests] sit
down, and unexpectedly they’re like ‘Oh my

PleaseturntopageD8

I
N LATE JUNE, months into the murk
of this pandemic, my husband and I
hosted relatives in our Denver back-
yard. As we sat at an antiseptic dis-
tance and swore to get together

again, the couple posed a worrisome ques-
tion: How exactly were we going to spend
time outside when autumn’s chill descends?

I shivered at the thought. I am the in-
doorsiest person in Colorado. I don’t do
“cold.” I cry when I ski. But the news, for
once, is encouraging: It seems that design-
ers and outdoor furniture makers are al-
ready on the Covid-era case, scheming how
homeowners can squeeze every moment
from our outdoor spaces, even once winter
settles in.

Some pros suggest charmingly lo-fi adap-
tations. Atlanta architect Bobby McAlpine
advocates a stash of spare lap blankets. “I’m
not sure you shouldn’t order a few dozen

BY KATHRYN O’SHEA-EVANS

In the Covid-19 era, private
outdoor space offers both safety

and a modicum of freedom.
Here’s how to extend your yard’s
usefulness through the autumn

and even into the holidays.

FANNY-PACKMENTALITY
Covid has made accessorizing a bit risible,

but one bag still makes sense D2

CAN YOU SAFELY IGNORE TIKTOK?
The over-30 crowd might think so. But the

app is aging up fast. D10

PIZZA DE RÉSISTANCE
The masterstroke of this 20-minute
summer pie? Its thin crust D6

Baby,
It’sCozy
Outside

Inside

GIDGET IS REAL
How 16-year-old Kathy Kohner helped
make the MalibuWall a surf mecca D5
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FALL INTO PLACE Some key elements of an autumnized terrace. 1. Patio heaters are more elegant than earlier iterations. 2. Good-old-fashioned fire lends authenticity. 3. Plug-in furniture
warms your bum. 4. Shorter days call for supplemental illumination such as portable lanterns. 5. Outdoor carpets, in autumnal tones, insulate against chilly cement.

OFF DUTY
Opening

Act
This double-duty
tool can handle
oysters…and beer

D7

Corvette
Stunner

A very excitable
Dan Neil on the
best ’Vette yet

D10
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a Los Angeles branding and market-
ing consultant whose phone, keys,
hand sanitizer, son’s mask and wallet
all live in a miniature black Patagonia
hip pack. “The only thing that won’t
fit in there is my water bottle,” said
Ms. Cari, who views her fanny as
“mysterious and magical.”

The term “fanny pack” might
bring up the bad taste of a 1980s
fad, but the phenomenon predates
New Kids on the Block parapherna-
lia by roughly 5,000 years. The ac-
cessory’s first icon would be Ötzi
the Iceman, whose frozen body was
discovered draped over a boulder in
the Alps in 1991, dashingly attired
in a fur coat, a bearskin cap and a

proto-fanny pack. Victorians stored
their essentials in chatelaine bags,
gorgeously decorative pouches that
dangled from a waistband via chain
or cord.

The 1980s influx of fannys in
synthetic materials unleashed
hordes of be-pouched overprotec-
tive moms and shameless American
tourists, prompting Adweek to call
the fanny pack the hottest product
of 1988. Fashion designers including
Chanel began churning out upmar-
ket iterations (tastefully re-chris-
tened as “waist bags”). The trend
has been going strong for years.
Fanny-pack sales quadrupled na-
tionwide between 2017 and 2018,

and doubled the following year, ac-
cording to Beth Goldstein, industry
analyst of fashion footwear and ac-
cessories for market-research firm
NPD Group. Designer Alexander
Wang studded a new model with
rhinestones, while Chanel’s current
offerings include a classic banana
silhouette and a lozenge-shaped
pouch whose strap just happens to
be a belt.

Independent designers are going
hands-free, too. Models on Clare V.’s
website sport the brand’s unbulky
version as crossbody fashion. On-
line boutique Beklina, based in La
Selva Beach, Calif., carries fannies
from Rachel Comey as well as its

BY LAUREN MECHLING
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Is the strappy, sporty fanny pack—once considered inescapably
frumpy—the Covid era’s ideal bag?

Bet Your Fanny

IN THE PANDEMIC era, even those
who once winced at the idea of

wearing sneakers outside the gym

have laced up with a shrug. What

else is one to team with WFH

sweatpants and a T-shirt when

forced outside for a coffee-filter

run? But just because you live in

sneakers doesn’t mean you should

subject yourself or others to the

same dull, creased, faded, fatigued,

flabby, sigh-inducing athletic train-

ers again and again. Now that

we’re a solid five months into semi-

isolation, consider the benefits of a

stylish “sneaker wardrobe.”

If nothing else, upgraded sneak-

ers can make our collective spiral

into athleisure a little more palat-

able. Hanadi Hamzeh, the owner of

Boston consignment store Covet,

has sworn by chic sneakers for

years—long before our going-out

looks devolved into leggings and

tank tops. “I wear sneakers basi-

cally every day,” said Ms. Hamzeh,

33, who favors platform, “Spice

Girls-style” designs electrified by

jolts of color. She pairs them with

everything from vintage jeans to

flowy dresses. At her store, she

said, souped-up fashion sneakers

are currently selling “all day, every

day.” As she puts it, “They’re com-

fort meets style. What else do you

want?” Well, for one thing, an occa-

sion to wear them that’s not an ur-

gent quest for CVS coffee filters.

—Katharine K. Zarrella

History Launched
in 1999 by Shiseido’s

luxury beauty brand

Clé de Peau Beauté,

the creamy con-

cealer—available in 6

shades now, 12 come

September—offers

substantial coverage

that’s barely discern-

ible. While pricier than

the average concealer,

a little goes a long

way. Unless you’re

crazed about conceal-

ment, one tube should

see you through many

months of daily use.

ClaimsMakeup artists
particularly rely on it

for clients with more

mature skin. “It blends

seamlessly, resists

creasing, and sets

beautifully without

ever looking caky,”

said Lucky Bromhead,

personal makeup art-

ist for “Schitt’s Creek”

star Catherine O’Hara.

“Because it’s such a

moisturizing formula,

it glides on straight

from the tube without

pulling or stretching

the delicate eye area.”

Fans Nicole Kidman,
Kim Kardashian,

Kim Gordon

Cult Moment Instead
of hitting the 2019

Grammys, Chrissy

Teigen stayed home

and Instagrammed a

beauty tutorial. After

sipping wine, she

touted Clé de Peau,

advising fans to ”put

it all over your face.”

—Fiorella Valdesolo

Concealer, $70, clede-
peaubeaute.com
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An ‘Investment
Concealer’?
Indeed.

Why the many
fans of Clé de
Peau Beauté
concealer, including
Nicole Kidman and
countless mortals,
consider it a luxury
worth the $73
splurge

CULT FOLLOWING

O
NE STAINED face
mask was all it took
for me to quit my be-
loved lipstick, and
I’ve traded in my

monthly hair-dye appointments for
my natural, Susan Sontag-ish gray
streak. My transformation into a
Covid-era creature did not reach
completion, however, until I
strapped on my new fanny pack.

My obsession kicked in before the
virus. I’d first started thinking about
the bags last January, when a row of
multicolored pouches caught my eye
while I was winter-coat shopping
with my daughter at a sporting
goods store. Patchworked together
from scraps of popsicle-bright recy-
cled nylon, each bag was nothing
short of wearable cheer. There was
only one problem: Becoming a fanny-
pack person was not a commitment I
was ready to make.

My hankeringwould not die down,
however, and fivemonths into quar-
antining, I caved.My Cotopaxi pouch
and I are inseparable now. And as

morewomen succumb to the bright
and easy charms of the around-the-
waist bag, youmight say there’s been
a bum rush. Some fanny converts
snap themon as intended at the hip;
others strap them across the chest for
amakeshift crossbody look. No longer
a flashy accomplice to the ironic ac-
cessorizing that hipsters andHilton
sisters used to perpetrate, the prag-
matic fanny speaks to our current sur-
vivalist spirit.

In these work-from-home and
work-out-from-home times, when
we have nowhere to go and little to
carry, proper handbags have been
placed on hiatus. A near-empty tote
bag flapping at your side feels
vaguely tragic. Ladylike purses
seem too formal. The hands-free
fanny pack offers convenience and
doubles as a pandemic-appropriate
punctuation mark to our relent-
lessly casual outfits. “It’s an accept-
able way to accessorize when we
don’t need accessories,” ventured
Elizabeth Wissinger, a professor of
fashion studies and sociology at the
Graduate Center at the City Univer-
sity of New York.

“My purse is donezo,” said New
York fashion writer and closet-organ-
ization consultant Liana Satenstein,
31, whose only modes of transporta-
tion these days are walking and run-
ning. Averse to cumbersome hand-
bags and uncomfortable shoulder
straps, she keeps her keys and credit
cards in a no-frills Nike pack that she
wears around her waist. “I have a
closet full of fancy bags that I’m not
wearing now,” echoed Nicole Cari, 37,

The fanny serves as a
pandemic-appropriate
punctuationmark
to our relentlessly
casual outfits.

CROSS PURPOSE
A guest at Paris
Fashion Week in
2019 effortlessly
wears a Prada
crossbody bag.

house label, including a sculptural
leather shell-shaped bag on a belt.
“The fanny pack is the only type of
bag that is selling well,” said Ange-
lina Rennell, the company’s founder
and creative director, who has seen
a 60% uptick in fanny sales this
summer over last. When the sus-
tainable athleisure brand Ceres
launched earlier this year, the first
item to sell out was its Obi fanny
pack, an amalgamation of sweatsuit
remnants that resembles a sleep
mask for your hip.

Like so many chic Los Angeles
women, Heather Taylor, founder of an
eponymous home-goods line, first
joined the club as a farmers’-market
fanny wearer. Now she keeps her
gingham Clare V. pack strapped on at
all waking hours—most of which are
spent working from home, alongside
her two young daughters. “It’s one of
those handy things that became even
more handy in the pandemic,” she
said. “My phone, pen and Post-its are
always at hand. And if I look cute, all
the better.”

Strappers’
Delight

Playful, contemporary options

Bag, $2,025,
Chanel,

212-355-5050
�

Bag, $30,
cotopaxi.com

�

Bag, $245,
clarev.com

�

Consider cornflower corduroy Shoes, $90, sperry.com Try an idiosyncratic retro stripe Shoes, $550, celine.com

Radiate floor-level sunshine Shoes, $590, loewe.com Pick neoclassic canvas Shoes, $100, Veja, 646-559-2245

Le Sneak, C’est Chic
You wear them every day, so why not upgrade those comfyWFH trainers?

.
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looks—from the billowy hair down to the
leather jackets of the Black Panthers and
printed polyester shirts of rockers like Mr.
Hendrix and Sly Stone—in a way that priori-
tizes aesthetics and erases politics and history.

This commerce-driven nostalgia made me
ponder whether the Afro had lost its dynamic
iconoclasm. But in late May, when I ended my
quarantine and joined the protests against the
extrajudicial killing of George Floyd, I was con-
fronted with evidence that my adopted hair-
style remained a political symbol. As I hit the
streets with my bushy halo, folks who saw it
as an embodiment of resistance photographed
and saluted me. While I marched, I was also
hit with fear that the space my hair reclaimed
would make me a target for the batons of
overzealous cops.

This concern is nothing new for Karma

Knows, the eclectic 25-year-old hip-hop artist
who has been wearing his signature oversize
Afro with a plastic pick peeking out since mid-
dle school. The rapper, born Kyle Schmoetzer,
maintains his Afro with a wash every seven to
10 days, leave-in conditioner and occasional
coconut oil. He started wearing the style be-
cause, “All the girls loved it.” But today, he
feels it represents being “Black and proud.”

“They know what side I’m on instantly
when they see my hair. I love that. It’s like a
peaceful protest,” he said. Teachers and em-
ployers have rarely approved, however, sin-
gling him out and, he believes, denying him
job opportunities. “They’d be like, ‘Why don’t
you just trim it and make it more neat.’” But
the flack he’s caught has only built up his re-
silience. The experience “just made [me]
stronger. Like, ‘Hell nah, I’m never going to

trim my hair.”
Rachel Johnson, a fashion stylist based in

Englewood, N.J., whose clients include Colin
Kaepernick, knows all about the ways an Afro
can stigmatize a man. After the NFL shunned
Mr. Kaepernick over his protests against rac-
ism and police brutality, the quarterback en-
dured calls from former NFL player Michael
Vick to cut his hair in order to appear less
threatening. But for Ms. Johnson, hiding our
hair is not the answer. “Our natural state has
become politicized and weaponized and de-
monized,” she said. “[But] at this juncture…I
think it behooves us to be exactly who we are.”

I couldn’t agree more. Although folks are
now rushing to the barber to cut their quaran-
tine ’dos, I’m sticking with my lockdown look.
As Mr. Hendrix’s hair once did, my Afro is go-
ing to keep taking up space.

Why
The Afro
Endures
How quarantine restrictions
led one writer to proudly
embrace his ’fro a la rock god
Jimi Hendrix

COPYCAT

COULD THERE BE a garment more
fit for this moment than a terry-
cloth blazer? The material—as
fluffy and tender as a teddy bear’s
belly—squishes as compliantly as
the softest bathrobe. Yet, through
the pixelated box of a Zoom
screen, it appears smart enough to
persuade your co-workers you got
gussied up for the 9 a.m. meeting.
This navy blue chameleon’s com-
fort might make it the ultimate
work-from-home item. But that’s
not how Mr Porter, the e-com-
merce megashop behind the de-
sign, originally intended it.

When this blazer from the com-
pany’s in-house line Mr P. was con-
ceived last year, no one had heard
the term “Covid-19.” As Olie Ar-
nold, Mr Porter’s style director, ex-
plained, it was actually designed
for tropical getaways. His team’s
concept: “You’re on your summer
holiday and you want to go to din-
ner…you can just chuck [the
blazer] over a T-shirt.”

Coastal locales are, of course,
terry cloth’s natural habitat. It
finds purpose in the plush towels

that greet you after a dip in the
deep end and the supple polo shirt
you toss on for a dockside dinner.
As James Bond in 1964’s “Goldfin-
ger,” Sean Connery even wore an
infamous terry “playsuit” (a shock-
ingly short jumpsuit) to outwit a
card shark by the pool. What is
not traditionally made out of terry
is a blazer. The fabric is too indo-
lent for that, signaling beachiness,
not business.

No more. The work-from-home
shift set the stage for this seaside
blazer that masquerades as corpo-
rate—less stiff and more present-
able over a tee than the now-cli-
ched Zoom shirt you quickly
squirrel into before a call.

Mr P.’s sport-coat offerings have
been trending toward the increas-
ingly casual for some time now.
“Men like to have some versatility
[in their tailoring],” said Mr. Arnold
in reference to Mr P.’s often unstruc-
tured, unlined and easy-to-toss-on
sport coats. The robe-like terry
blazer is the brand’s most casual tai-
loring experiment yet. And it arrived
right on time.—Jacob Gallagher

POINTS OF DISTINCTION

T
HE AFRO HAD always been a
transitional style for me—a pit
stop on my way from a high-bald
fade to cornrows or locs. But
when the coronavirus lockdown

made it irresponsible to let someone else cut,
twist or braid my hair, I was forced to embrace
my Afro on its own terms.

To do it right, I looked to the new wave of
men who have proudly been wearing their hair
up and out—from NFL star-turned-activist Co-
lin Kaepernick and his spherical Huey P. New-
ton hair homage to playwright Jeremy O. Har-
ris, whose mane channels the untamed
creative spirit of Jimi Hendrix, pictured at
right with his Afro in 1970. Both approaches
succeed by evoking the history of a hairstyle
that is shorthand for self-love and rebellion.

While the Afro broadcasts Afrocentrism,
most ancestors of Black Americans would not
have worn one. In 17th-century Yorubaland,
the West African cultural region from which
many enslaved Americans descended, men
typically wore tightly shorn hair in a style akin
to a modern-day taper or fade. When Europe-
ans came and captured these men, they used
the captives’ curled hair as a defining trait to
separate them from free society and to justify
the inhumane treatment inflicted upon them.

Some of the earliest accounts of American
Afros are found in 18th-century “slave no-
tices,” penned by white human traffickers
seeking to recapture their runaway chattel.
Referencing a 1995 paper by Shane White and
GrahamWhite, social historian Emma Dabiri,
author of “Don’t Touch My Hair,” proposed
that “violent restrictions on time and tools
people needed to do their hair” led to these
early “bushy” and “remarkably high” styles.
But as enslaved people came to exaggerate
their voluminous looks, big hair became “an
act of defiance.”

In the late 20th century, young people ad-
opted Afros, railing against the norms of chem-
ically straightening or cutting one’s hair in a
bid to look more Eurocentric. Since then, fash-
ion magazines, movies and TV ads have cele-
brated and parodied these ’70s Black Power

BY WILBERT L. COOPER

‘At this juncture, I think it
behooves us to be exactly
whowe are.’

No Lining, Silver
Or Otherwise

In designing the blazer,

the Mr P. team “stripped it

right back,” said Mr. Arnold,

creating an unstructured,

unlined blazer that fits

like a huggable

cardigan.

Cut It Out
By eliminating the

traditional chest pocket,

Mr P. created a laid-back

look. But the blazer’s

notched lapel and three-

button design maintain

a deceptive level of

decorum.

Freshen Up
In the 1970s terry was

heralded as an early

performance fabric. The

mesh-like weave allows for

airflow, which is essential

for socially distanced

gatherings under

the sun.

The Bathrobe Reborn
As a Blazer

This terry-cloth sport coat combines the cozy caress
of a fluffy bathrobe with the formality of a work

jacket. Why Zoom in anything else?
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My All-Day Jacket Mr P.’s terry-cloth blazer is soft enough to sleep in but dapper enough to impress the boss
on that stressful morning Zoom conference. Blazer, $310, mrporter.com

HAIR PLAY Rocker Jimi Hendrix with his mane in an Afro after deplaning at London’s Heathrow Airport in August, 1970.
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hotel uses HEPA filters, which can
eliminate any lingering virus, I still
nervously watched patrons merrily
eating and drinking indoors. (Din-
ing indoors is riskier than out-
doors, where circulating air mini-
mizes the chances of transmission).
Many guests also appeared to be in
their 60s or 70s, despite the CDC’s
explicit warning that older adults
are at increased risk for falling se-
riously ill from Covid-19.

Joy Cooper, 80, wrestled with
some of these issues when she de-
vised a trip to ultra-swanky Ranch
at Rock Creek in Philipsburg Mon-
tana for her children and five
grandchildren. She put off the trip
in June but rescheduled it for July.
”The grandchildren were begging
me,” she said. “We don’t have trips
or plans or jobs.”

The part of the trip that worried
her most was the flight from her
home in Alabama. Once at the
lodge she felt safe. Social distanc-
ing was easy and people wore
masks. Families stayed together
and did not interact over drinks or
after dinner. “Usually you go to the
bar after dinner and chat with the
other guests but there was no bar,”
she said. “That was weird.” When
they wanted to go bowling the re-
sort closed the building with the
bowling alley so the family could

L
AST MONTH Vickie
Cunniff spent a week-
end at Terranea, a cliff-
top resort on the
southern coast of Cali-

fornia with a 102-acre campus. She
drove with her husband up from
her home in Orange County, arrived
at the resort, checked in through a
plastic barrier, walked by a temper-
ature sensor and was given a wel-
come package that included hand
sanitizer, masks and gloves. After
she and her husband carried their
bags to the room, Vickie broke the
seal on its door which certified it
had been left empty for 24 hours
and then cleaned. Before her first
much-earned piña colada and long
look at the sunset, she set to work.
“I brought my own Lysol and wiped
down the obvious stuff—handles,
toilet flushes, bedside tables, light
switches, lamp pulls, the remote
control. I tried not to be too crazy,”
she said. “But I am a nurse.”

Welcome to luxury resorts in
the age of Covid, where the rituals
and assumptions of checking in
have been upended. What passes
for indulgence now: hand sanitizer
at every turn and staff in PPE
scrubbing down deck chairs
around the pool. Luxury is the 6
feet of social distancing that large
resorts make easier and the vision
of fellow guests wearing masks
without complaint. Your ability to
relax relies on your faith that the
resort has both the will and re-
sources to train its staff in health
procedures, keeping them healthy
and by extension, you.

“The best advice, given the dis-
array our country is in, is to stay
put, rather than do recreational
travel.” said Dr. William Gree-
nough, infectious disease expert at
Johns Hopkins. If you are going to
travel, avoid places with large scale
outbreaks. “Perhaps Vermont in-
stead of Texas,” he said. Dr. Davey
Smith, head of Infectious Diseases

BY NINA SOVICH

and Global Public Health at U.C.
San Diego School of Medicine, sug-
gests a hotel with bungalows. “A
place where you don’t have to in-
teract with anyone—that could be
safer than almost anywhere.”

After five months at home with
the children, my husband and I
bolted for the Inn at Perry Cabin
on the shores of Eastern Maryland.

The Inn has golf and tennis and un-
interrupted views of the Miles
River. Equally appealing: The inn,
like many resorts, said it was cap-
ping occupancy to make social dis-
tancing easier (though the resort
recently raised the cap to 70%). Ev-
eryone wore a mask unless they
were eating or drinking. It felt
both rarefied and tinged with guilt.
Guests seemed to be shooting each
other furtive glances that said: “I
know it’s safer to stay home, but I
really need a vacation.”

I also never entirely rid myself
of that nagging feeling of looming
danger. Even though the Inn at
Perry Cabin assured me that the

Velas Resorts requires
staff to take a smell test
every morning.
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At Terranea, a plastic barrier now adorns the check-in desk.

be alone. She even got her own golf
cart to tool around. “They ex-
plained everything. How to get din-
ner, when to wear masks. The more
they explained, the better I felt.”

According to the American Ho-
tel & Lodging Association, resorts
continue to pull in guests during
the pandemic, albeit still far fewer
than they did before Covid. Occu-
pancy rates have crept up to 46%
this summer, much higher than in
March and April though down
about a third from 2019.

Resorts are having to contend
with the increased costs of train-
ing staff, but the virus is also
forcing innovation. Juan Velas,
the vice president of Velas Re-
sorts, with six hotels in Mexico,
requires staff to take a smell test
every morning. They come to
work, have their temperature
taken then are invited to close
their eyes and smell coffee beans,
garlic and lemon laid out on tow-
els. “Having a headache and los-
ing sense of smell are common
signs of Covid,” said Mr. Velas, “if
you can’t smell the coffee you
have to go home.”

Sea Island in Georgia is a
sprawling resort with both year-
round residents and seasonal
guests. Managing Director Vijay
Singh said one of the biggest prob-
lems the staff had to solve was how
to handle guest sheets. Ripping
them off the beds could spread vi-
rus. The resort had to teach staff
how to change sheets safely.

Even outdoor activities can be
fraught. “Shooting was one of
those things we grappled with,”
said Mr. Singh. “How do you give a
shooting lesson with social distanc-
ing?” The resort established new
protocols for disarming guns and
instructors stand 6 feet away. Once
a firearm has been used, it is disin-
fected. All this slows down the nat-
ural rhythm of a resort, but per-
haps the slowing pace is worth it.
After all, the luxury always has and
always will lie in the small things.

Upscale resorts are touting their new virus-busting measures, but when you’re surrounded
by masks and hand sanitizers, does it really feel like an escape?

Forget the Mint. Get Me Lysol.

TERRANEA, CALIF. If social distancing
is the key to staying healthy, Terra-

nea’s a good bet. Set on ocean cliffs

in the Palos Verdes peninsula, it is an

enormous resort with four pools and

five open restaurants. The gym is

sealed shut, but exercise bikes are

set up outside. Staff are sticklers for

making sure everyone wears masks.

Guests can stroll ocean paths, play

golf and go kayaking. In keeping with

California’s strict Covid regulations,

the bars are closed and even the al-

coholic drinks offered poolside must

be served with food—inebriated peo-

ple tend to flout social distancing

guidelines. From $499 a night, terra-
nea.com

RANCH AT ROCK CREEK, MONT. A lux-
ury dude ranch set in Philipsburg,

the Ranch at Rock Creek stretches

across 10 miles of property. Nor-

mally able to accommodate up to

125 guests, the ranch is operating

at 60% capacity. Most activities

like horse riding and fly fishing are

outdoors, but for those who want

to bowl, play shuffleboard or watch

a movie, the ranch will reserve the

Silver Dollar saloon during the day

so guests can isolate. From $1,800
per night per person, including all
meals, theranchatrockcreek.com

MIRROR LAKE INN RESORT AND SPA,
N.Y. On the shores of Lake Placid,
Mirror Lake Inn is known for its

winter and summer activities, in-

cluding fishing, boating and skiing.

Among its Covid-combating mea-

sures, the hotel leaves rooms

empty for 72 hours between guest

stays or disinfects them with Ultra-

violet-C light-emitting units before

the next visitor’s arrival. The resort

also upgraded the HVAC system in

the restaurant and offers check-in

via app to minimize interaction with

the staff. From $449 a night, mir-
rorlakeinn.com

SEA ISLAND, GA. Situated off the
coast of Georgia, Sea Island unfurls

over 1,200 acres and includes six

pools and five restaurants open

even during Covid. Guests are re-

quired to wear masks and can golf,

go on turtle walks and take shoot-

ing lessons. Sheer space affords so-

cial distancing. From $395 a night,
seaisland.com

These four resorts

make it relatively easy

to keep to yourself

Safer Havens

One of the four pools at Terranea.

POSH PODS
Maryland’s Inn at

Perry Cabin offers

guests their own

greenhouses.

New York’s Mirror Lake Inn Resort

and Spa.

1 People who vacation in
hotels right now are reckless

Not really. “I’d go to a hotel,” said
Dr. Davey Smith, head of Infec-
tious Diseases and Global Public
Health at U.C. San Diego School of
Medicine. “But I’d avoid the eleva-
tor and indoor dining and skip
daily housekeeping service so you
don’t risk infecting the staff. Still
leave a big tip because those peo-
ple have to work too.” Dr. William
Greenough, an infectious disease
expert at Johns Hopkins, points
out that hotels have varying de-
grees of commitment to health
and safety protocols. “I don’t think

it’s a bad idea to call a travel agent
and get a sense of which resorts
are really bending over backward
to [take the necessary precau-
tions],” said Dr. Greenough. “And
when you get to the resort keep
your eyes open. Is staff keeping
masks on? Are they trying to dis-
tance from each other? Most of
the time, you can tell right away.”

2 The pool is totally safe
The pool might be one of the

least risky areas to hang out be-
cause UV light, present in sun-
light, kills the virus in about 15
minutes. Chlorine in pools also
kills most viruses. But Dr. Gree-
nough cautions it’s still important
to stay 6 feet away from people.
Make sure you wipe down deck
chairs. Use fresh towels and keep
your mask on as much as possible.

3 Masks are created equal
Wearing a mask even out-

doors is probably a good idea,
but make sure your mask is of

good quality and covers your
face well. “I have seen some very
flimsy masks out there,” said
Dr. Greenough.

4 Gloves help
Washing your hands regu-

larly is considered safer than
wearing gloves since they might
give you a false sense of security.
If you wear gloves, touch a sur-
face with Covid and wipe your
nose, you are susceptible to the
disease. Do you really want to
wear gloves at a resort anyway?

5 No one cares about the
staff’s health

Your health is directly correlated
with how the staff at resorts are
treated. Good establishments try
hard to keep staff safe, partly to
avoid the bad publicity around a
Covid-19 outbreak, but there is a
good economic reason for pru-
dence as well. A healthy staff also
translates into healthy clients who
come back.

Trouble In
The Bubble?
Staying in a hotel during

Covid is neither foolhardy

nor foolproof. Here, the truth

behind five big myths.

.
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THE MALIBUWALL dates back to 1929. It was
erected on a coastal strip just north of Los An-
geles as part of the perimeter of the Adamson
House. The estate—built for the daughter of
Malibu’s last owner, back when the entire area
was a ranch—made liberal use of Spanish Re-
vival design details, right down to the red tile
and turrets that topped its sea-facing gray
brick wall. By the summer of 1957, when 16-
year-old Kathy Kohner, nicknamed Gidget, be-
gan dragging her surfboard across Malibu’s
Surfrider Beach, and leaning it against that
very wall, the beach had become a magnet for
the nascent surfer crowd. They came to ride
First Point, just off shore, one of the world’s
best breaks. Gidget was the rare surfer girl
back then. She kept a diary of her sunny sum-
mer antics and shared entries with her father,
screenwriter Frederick Kohner, a Czech Jew
émigré. In just six weeks, Frederick penned
the book “Gidget: The Little Girl with Big
Ideas.” Soon came Gidget movies and a TV se-
ries, the beach-party film genre, surf music
and a national surf craze.

Gidgetand friendsgravitated to thisoldpileofbricks inMalibu. It’s
still hallowedground for surfers, even if theydrivenicer carsnow.

THEN

TIME CAPSULE

ON THE SURFACE, the Malibu wall looks
like it did back in the Gidget days, a tableau
of boards, boardshorts and sun-scorched
surfers eyeing First Point. Conversation still
revolves around the almighty wave. Graffiti
remains a consistent feature, the wall as
placard. But while the scene used to be a
dudefest, hordes of women have joined the
mix. The biggest game-changer has been
surf forecasting. In the Gidget era, beach
bums had no reliable way to predict swells,
hence their reluctance to leave the beach for
fear of missing good waves. Today, swells
are predicted with surgical precision, shiny
Range Rovers share the parking lot with
dusty old vans and the neighborhood is
posh. But in 2010, Malibu was dedicated as
a World Surfing Reserve—to protect the
surf zone from development. In these Covid
times, the wall draws even more surfers
than usual. Some wear masks; many do not.
It’s less a political thing than a reflection of
the fact that they spend more time in the
water than on the beach. —Jamie Brisick
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BOARD CERTIFIED The wall
at Malibu’s Surfrider Beach

faces First Point, one of the

world’s top surf breaks.

“Malibu. More movie stars.
More pink and blue bathtubs.

More tufted beds. More Chanel

No. 5. More Lincoln Continentals

and Cadillacs. More windblown

hair and sunglasses and pseudo-

refined voices and waterfront

morals.”—Raymond Chandler,
‘The Little Sister’ (1949)

“I was out there for about ten
minutes, slipping in and out of

the waves, diving down to look

around occasionally in some

corridors of kelp.... A wave as

big as a house rose suddenly

out of the smooth surface

feathering with foam on the

top and crashed down on me.

Boy, it sure knocked me silly.”

—Frederick Kohner, ‘Gidget:
The Little Girl with Big Ideas,’

(1957)

“We called one another in

times of wind and fire and

rain, we knew when one an-

other’s septic tanks needed

pumping. We watched for am-

bulances on the highway and

helicopters on the beach

and worried about one an-

other’s dogs and horses and

children and corral gates and

Coastal Commission permits.”

—Joan Didion, ‘The White
Album,’ 1979

“Malibu…is my perfect wave.
...And when it’s right, it’s right in

the palm of my hand. These

waves will never change, only

the people on them…and that’s

what I remember, the waves I

ride, not the crud that floats

around them.” —Miki Dora, as

quoted in ‘All for a Few Perfect

Waves: The Audacious Life and

Legend of Rebel Surfer Miki

Dora’ by David Rensin (2008)

Neighborhood Snapshots

Joan Didion, Quintana Roo

Dunne and John Gregory Dunne

in 1972.

Gidget in

1957.

Dive Deep into
Dandelions
Traditionally, most people

reach the Orkney Islands—a

wild archipelago off Scot-

land’s northern coast—by

plane or ferry, or a combina-

tion thereof. This year, sim-

ply log on to the Foraging
Fortnight festival (Aug. 29-
Sept. 13) to catch daily

glimpses of the craggy

coastline, ancient woodlands

and island kitchens. In part-

nership with the annual

Orkney International Sci-

ence Festival, which draws

Nobel laureates to this re-

mote enclave, the two-week

festival includes a hunt for

wild plants with an ethno-

botanist, a cooking demo

with a local chef, a paper-

making class and a few ses-

sions with traditional Orca-

dian musicians. According to

Howie Firth, the director of

the Orkney International

Science Festival, the events

will educate the audience on

the beauty and perhaps sur-

prising value of plantlife like

dandelions and seaweed.

“About 5,000 years ago, the

Orkney Islands were at the

center of the Neolithic

world; today they are a

leader in marine renewable

energy and tidal power,” he

said. Find the event calen-

dar at foragingfort-

night.co.uk; events are

streamed on the festival’s

YouTube channel.

Virtually Shop for
A Picasso
Rick Friedman, who founded

and ran ArtHamptons for
10 years, launches a virtual

3-D art fair in early Septem-

ber, spanning Labor Day

weekend (Sept. 2-7). More

than 75 global galleries will

display 1,300 pieces of art

and sculptures for sale, in-

cluding works by Claude

Monet, Pablo Picasso and

Norman Rockwell, as well

as contemporary artists Ed

Ruscha and David Hockney.

“The total value of art

displayed is over $100 mil-

lion,” said Mr. Friedman.

Snooping, however, is free.

The event kicks off on

Sept. 2, and while the for-

mer iteration had a very

exclusive opening night,

this year’s is open to all.

“The virtual fair is much

more democratic,” said

Mr. Friedman. hamptonsvir-

tualartfair.com

Revel in the Blues
Three powerhouse jazz festi-

vals also go virtual in Sep-

tember, starting with the

Detroit Jazz Festival (Sept.

4-7, detroitjazzfest.org)

which will stream perfor-

mances from three sound-

stages on Facebook Live and

Instagram. Each day will

bring 12 hours of nonstop

performances by virtuosos

including saxophonist

Pharoah Sanders. From the

nation’s capital comes the

DC Jazz Fest (Sept. 24-28,
dcjazzfest.org), where per-

formances are streamed live

from various neighborhoods.

And though the U.S.-Canada

border is still closed, you can

hop on over to Toronto

thanks to the South Coast
Jazz & Blues (Sept. 18-20,
southcoastjazz.com) with

three evenings of perfor-

mances after 6 p.m. ET daily,

accessible on the festival

website and its social media

channels. Among the head-

liners: blues and gospel

singer Jackie Richardson.

—Charu Suri
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Get Festive in a Recumbent Position
A full slate of music, arts and food festivals scheduled for

September is moving online, bringing top talent—and a

Scottish treasure hunt—directly to couch potatoes

1960 Surfers
exclusively

ride long-

boards. A 10’

Hobie runs

$90 (pictured).

1980 Short-
boards take

off. A 6’4” Con

Allen Sarlo Pro

Model is $160.

2000 Long-
boards come

back in vogue.

A 9’2” Donald

Takayama

Joel Tudor

model costs

$375.

2020 Board de-
sign varies

widely. A 9’4”

Anderson

Brothers Mar-

shall goes for

$1,305 and a

5’10” Channel

Islands Happy

sells for $665.

PEAK PRICING / 60 YEARS OF
SURFBOARD PURCHASE
PATTERNS

TheWall of Fame

READING & RETREATING

Exclusively tailored for us of the
finest 100% cotton, fine wale
corduroy fabric from Italy.

This classic sportcoat features a
soft corduroy for exceptional
comfort and is a definite must

for the well dressed man. In navy,
black, olive, brown or camel.

Reg. price $395, Sale $300

With Promo code $100 Off = $200

Please visit us online:
www.frankstellanyc.com

Pre-season Sale!

Cashmere comfort
from Italy

$197

Use Promo Code HOT100 online
to take an Additional $100 Off

FREE SHIPPING!

Phone Orders AcceptedFind Us on Facebook.com/frankstellanyc Find Us on Instagram.com/frankstellanyc

Get ‘em while it’s hot.
Corduroy Jackets

$200

During our pre-season sale,
and for a limited time only, our
100% pure cashmere sweaters

from Gran Sasso are offered at the
incredible price of $197 each!
Made in Italy from super-soft
pure cashmere, these classic and
vintage wash sweaters are available
as crew neck or V-neck styles.

Choose from dozens of solid colors.

Reg. $495, 40% OFF, Sale $297

With Promo code $100 Off = $197

East Hampton New Store!
51 Newtown Lane

M-Sun. 11-6, (631) 658-9205

NYC LOCATIONS

921 7th Ave. (cor. 58 st.)
M-Fri. 11-6, Sat/Sun. Closed (212) 957-1600

440 Columbus Ave. (cor. 81 st.)
M-Sat. 11-6, Sun.12-6 (212) 877-5566

.
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were far from isolated incidents.
“This happens to people of color all
the time,” she added.

Lia Jones gave herself the middle
name Sommelier on social media af-
ter applying for 76 wine jobs in New
York in 2015-16. She never got the
job, despite her extensive wine edu-
cation, including a year’s study with
the Sommelier Society of America, a
sommelier-level certification from
the Court of Master Sommeliers and
completed level-three course work
with the Wine & Spirit Education
Trust. She also had substantial hos-
pitality experience, including a posi-
tion as captain at a prominent New
York restaurant. When she did score
an in-person interview, she was al-
ways the lone Black woman in the
restaurant, interviewed by a white
man. “It’s a club, it’s a community,”
she said.

Eventually Ms. Jones moved to
Los Angeles and took a job as a
server at the restaurant in the No-
Mad Hotel. She was transferred back
to New York, to sister restaurant
Eleven Madison Park, in 2018. That
year she founded Diversity in Wine
and Spirits, a nonprofit advocacy
group; she serves as executive direc-
tor, currently working from her
home in Belize. Her goal is to create
a more equitable environment than
she found in the restaurant world.
The organization works with institu-
tions including Diageo, one of the
world’s largest spirits and beer pro-
ducers; educational organization the
International Wine Center; and
SommCon, which offers seminars,
internships and scholarships for
wine professionals and those aspir-
ing to careers in wine.

Victoria James, beverage director
and a partner of Cote Korean Steak-
house in New York, is a white
woman who shared tales of misog-
yny and abuse in her searing mem-
oir, “Wine Girl,” published a few
months ago. For all the harrowing
experiences she details, Ms. James
told me she was sure if she were
Black the story would be worse. “I
can’t begin to fathom what Black
women go through,” she said.

For Jahdé Marley, a Black, Brook-
lyn-based sales representative for
importer and distributor Indie Win-
eries, the solution has been to create
a world in which she chooses to
work. “My account run is filled with
women and women of color and LG-
BTQ people,” she said, referring to
the restaurant and retail clients to
whom she sells wine.

She took this route after a job at a
more corporate company where her
(white, male) boss regularly berated
her about the hair products she
used. Ms. Marley wants to work in a
place where enlightenment already
exists, with women and people of
color in positions of power. “I don’t
want to be the first. I don’t want to
be the person in charge of changing
your company,” she said.

I don’t pretend to have answers
on how best to bring about change
in the wine world. But I can share
these stories with readers. We often
idealize the business of hospitality.
For too long that business has been
an often-inhospitable place.

� Email Lettie at wine@wsj.com.
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EATING & DRINKING

Total Time 20 minutes
Serves 4

1/2 yellow summer squash,
sliced very thin

Kosher salt and freshly
ground pepper

3 tablespoons olive oil, plus
more for pan

1/4 cup corn kernels, freshly
cut off the cob

All-purpose flour, for
dusting

1 (8-ounce) pizza dough ball,
room temperature

1/4 cup freshly grated
Parmesan

5 tablespoons ricotta cheese
1/4 cup mixed soft herbs, such
as basil, mint and chives

1. Preheat oven to 500 de-
grees. In a medium bowl, sea-

son squash with salt, pepper

and 1 tablespoon oil, and set

aside. In a small bowl, toss

corn with salt and 1/2 table-

spoon oil.

2. Dust pizza dough and work
surface liberally with flour.

Starting at center of ball,

stretch dough to form a 14-

inch circle, evenly thin across

and a bit thicker at edges.

3. Brush an inverted baking
sheet with olive oil and place

the stretched dough on top.

Drizzle dough with olive oil,

season lightly with salt and

sprinkle liberally with Parme-

san. Distribute ricotta in dol-

lops across dough, then use

the back of a spoon to flatten

and spread dollops. Season

liberally with pepper. Scatter

squash, corn and half the

herbs over the dough, making

sure toppings don’t pile up.

Finish with more Parmesan, a

drizzle of olive oil, salt and

more pepper.

4. Transfer baking sheet with
pizza to bottom rack of oven.

Bake until crust browns, base

crisps and cheese bubbles,

about 7 minutes.

5. Carefully remove hot pizza
from oven and top with more

Parmesan, herbs and a drizzle

of olive oil. Serve immediately

with a crisp summer salad.

EASY AS PIE Not one of those overachievers who spent the quarantine
mastering dough from scratch? Simply buy a ball at your local pizzeria.

SLOW FOOD FAST / SATISFYING AND SEASONAL FOOD IN ABOUT 30 MINUTES

BEFORE THE PANDEMIC threw a wrench
into the plan, Douglass Williams was all set
to open his second restaurant in the Boston
area: APIZZA, an ode to the crisp, thin-crust
style of pizza born one state over. “New Ha-
ven pizza isn’t greasy,” Mr. Williams said.
“Its crust doesn’t get all flippity-floppity.”
Now APIZZA is on track to open, though the
exact date is yet to be determined. In his
third Slow Food Fast recipe, the chef shares
a taste of things to come.

This sauceless pie comes topped with
summer squash, fresh corn, grated Parmesan
and creamy ricotta. “This is how we’ll do

things in terms of toppings,” Mr. Williams
said. “It’s balanced.” It’s also delicious, fin-
ished with generous hits of black pepper and
soft herbs such as basil, mint and chives.

At APIZZA Mr. Williams will make the
dough from scratch. But, at home, he said, “I
don’t want to wait a whole day to have
pizza.” His solution: Buy a ball from a favor-
ite pizza parlor. But will this recipe produce
a true New Haven pie? “It’s pretty much im-
possible to do that without a 650-degree
oven,” he said. “But it’s minimalist and has
rigidity. It’s a summer pizza, with the focus
on the vegetables.”—Kitty Greenwald

Ricotta, Summer Squash and Fresh Corn Pizza
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ON WINE / LETTIE TEAGUE

For Some, Working In Wine
Is More Bitter Than Sweet

THE CONVERSATIONS I’ve had with
women in the wine world in recent
weeks have been unlike any I’ve had
in the course of reporting this col-
umn. As the women, mostly Black
women, I talked with spoke of their
struggles to find a place in restau-
rants, retail or winery tasting rooms,
they described environments rife
with discrimination and abuse.
While for me, wine connotes feelings
of conviviality and warmth, it’s clear
mine is a privileged viewpoint.
When I observed as much to At-
lanta-based sommelier Tahiirah
Habibi, she explained that her expe-
rience as a Black woman in the wine
world has been the opposite. “Wine
wasn’t meant for us,” she said.

Ms. Habibi is among a number of
wine professionals who have
pointed out issues of inequity in a
powerful industry organization, the
Court of Master Sommeliers. Two
months ago she posted an Instagram
video describing a Court of Master
Sommeliers two-day session in New
York. “There are four instructors
and one of them says, ‘In order to
speak, you need to call her ‘master,’”
Ms. Habibi said in her June 16 post.

The word master is widely associ-
ated with the history of slavery in
the U.S. “I kind of thought it was a
joke…and it wasn’t,” she continued.
“They stuck with this rule for two
days and it literally crushed me.”

Members of the Court have criti-
cized the organization’s failure to
commit publicly to fostering equity
and inclusiveness in its programs
and in the hospitality industry in
which it is so influential. Prominent
members Brian McClintic, owner of
Napa-based Viticole Wine Club (and
star of the “SOMM” documentaries),
and Nate Ready, winemaker and an
owner of Hiyu Wine Farm in Oregon,
resigned in letters published on so-
cial media, noting the Court’s long-
standing silence on issues of racial
injustice. (According to Devon Bro-
glie, chairman of the Court of Mas-
ter Sommeliers, Americas, in June,
the organization officially resolved
to stop using “master” alone or in
conjunction with a name.)

Like other women I interviewed,
Ms. Habibi described racist and sex-
ist encounters during her work in
restaurants. “Black people drink
wine?” a customer once actually

asked her. At the Brooklyn shop
Good Wine, owner Heather Johnston
often found she was ignored alto-
gether. When Ms. Johnston, who is
Black, bought the business in 2015,
she kept an existing salesperson, a
white man, on staff. When sales reps
visited they presumed her employee
was in charge. “Fifty percent of the
time they just talked to him. It was
like I wasn’t there,” she recalled.

Five years on, Ms. Johnston has
built a strong business with a loyal,
diverse clientele, but she still experi-
ences what she called microaggres-
sions. “Sometimes you question
what your ears are telling you,” she
said. I heard about plenty of macro-
aggressions as well. Ms. Johnston
once took part in a tasting trip to
Germany for wine retailers, orga-
nized by the marketing organization
Wines of Germany. She was the only
person of color in the group. While
they were all traveling in a van, one
retailer remarked to another, “As
soon as a Black person walks in, I
just break out the Moscato.” (The
wine has been stereotypically asso-
ciated with Black culture after fea-
turing in some hip-hop songs.)

As the lone Black tasting room as-
sociate at two Napa Valley wineries
in 2018-19, J’nai Gaither got ques-
tions from customers none of her
colleagues had to deal with. There
was the guest who asked Ms.
Gaither how she knew about Bur-
gundy because, he noted, “Burgundy
is expensive.” Another derailed a
tour. “I was explaining what [the
winery] looked like in the 19th cen-

tury, and she poked me with her fin-
ger and asked me if there was slav-
ery in Napa,” Ms. Gaither recalled. It
was such a bizarre pivot, Ms.
Gaither asked, “Why are you asking
me about slavery?” The woman kept
repeating the question.

Even when she built a rapport
with customers, some quickly
crossed a line. “They actually felt
comfortable enough to use the ‘N’
word,” said Ms. Gaither. And these

‘I don’t want to be the
person in charge of
changing your company.’

The Chef Douglass
Williams

His Restaurants
MIDA and soon-to-

open APIZZA, in

the Boston area.

What He’s
Known For
Masterful pastas

and pizzas. Fresh

flavor combinations.

Italian dishes as

approachable as

they are elegant.

.
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EATING & DRINKING

POWER TOOL

E
ARLIER THIS MONTH, Moonlynn Tsai, co-owner
and operator of the Malaysian cafe Kopitiam, in
Manhattan’s Chinatown, achieved a major mile-
stone. The Heart of Dinner #LovingChinatown
initiative that she launched with her romantic

partner, Yin Chang, at the beginning of April exceeded its
goal of donating 20,000 meals a week to homebound Chi-
nese seniors across three boroughs of New York City.

Ms. Tsai spends her day off at the organization’s temporary
headquarters. The rest of the week, you’ll find her nearby, at
the restaurant or prepping for clients who hire her as a private
chef. This has become her schedule since the pandemic hit; it’s
kept her busier than ever and leaves her without time to cook
at home every night as she did before. “I’ve actually never or-
dered delivery as much as I do now,” she said when we caught
up with her over the phone. She somehow found the time to
talk about what went on in her kitchen B.C. (Before Covid) and
her stash of ingredients that make everything taste better.

MoonlynnTsai
The New York restaurateur shares favorite
ingredients for flavor and health, and why
her cooking is always about community
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IN MY KITCHEN

My cooking mentors are: my
mom and my grandma. My

mom’s so great about using

the minimum of ingredients to

come up with a very, very aro-

matic, flavorful dish. She

makes her own variations on

a lot of very traditional Tai-

wanese meals. Also she is

very much into traditional Chi-

nese medicine, so I learned a

lot about that from her. Then

my grandma is hands-down

the best cook I’ve ever met.

The market plays a really big

part in her cooking. She lives

across the street from an

open-air market in Taiwan, so

when we used to visit her for

months at a time she would

go to the market for every

single meal and see which

stall had the best pork, best

eggs and whatnot. Each meal

was, like, nine courses, but she

was so fast.

The most important piece of
kitchen wisdom I ever re-
ceived was: from my mom.

She said, “You don’t have to

use 10,000 ingredients for a

dish.” You can let the produce

shine, the meat shine, using

the least amount to make that

happen. It’s really carried on

through my cooking style.

My refrigerator is always
stocked with: natto (Japanese
fermented soybeans). Have

you heard of NYrture New York

Natto? It’s amazing, and I like

that it’s not frozen and it’s

handmade in Brooklyn. I’m ob-

sessed with yuzu too. I have

this yuzu kosho [condiment]

and also a straight-up yuzu

juice I love drizzling in every-

thing. And lotus bulbs: It’s a

very neutral flavor, but this in-

gredient is very good for diabe-

tes and insomnia. The bulbs

usually come dehydrated, so

you just rehydrate them and

sauté with a little bit of garlic.

Right now, in my freezer I have

6 pints of the Oolong Milk Tea

ice cream, my collaboration

with [plant-based ice cream

brand] Eclipse. It’s a fairly new

company, doing a limited-edi-

tion series for charity, and they

heard about Heart of Dinner.

They asked me if I would like

to collaborate with their ice

cream maker in San Francisco.

It’s so good it makes me forget

it’s not real ice cream.

A food I could happily have
every day of my life is: sushi.
But if you‘re asking what kind

of sushi, that’s a little more dif-

ficult. A sashimi bowl over rice,

with avocado on the side? I

could have that every day.

In my pantry, I always have:
items I can use to add depth

to a dish. I’m a granola fiend,

so I always have some type of

granola. Furikake [Japanese

seasoning mix] goes so easy

with everything. I always have

white wood ear fungus. It

makes a really great smoothie

because it’s got a lot of colla-

gen, and it’s really good for

you. If you rehydrate it, there’s

not much flavor to it, so you

can toss it into all sorts of sa-

vory dishes and use it almost

as a noodle, or you can turn it

into dessert. I always have

some goji berries and dried

longan fruit on hand. And a lot

of tea. Yin and I are both tea

fanatics, especially oolong tea.

A typical breakfast for me is:
furikake over rice and some

natto. Another breakfast I do is

a yogurt bowl—like, yogurt,

peanut butter, goji berries and

fruits. It’s so versatile.

On weeknights, it’s usually:
purple multigrain rice in the

pot. Yesterday I got a salmon

steak, and you just lightly salt

it, pan-fry it, put it over the

multigrain rice. Cut up an avo-

cado and some cucumbers, and

it’s a great rice bowl. You’ve got

your protein and your veggies

and everything. I’m also a huge

fan of soups. My personal fa-

vorite is a Taiwanese oxtail

stew that I learned from my

mom. I would liken it to how

every home has a variation on

chicken noodle soup: That is

kind of what the Taiwanese ox-

tail stew is. It’s very simple: ox-

tail, cabbage, tomatoes, carrots,

celery, and you can add in pota-

toes if you like. My mom

makes it like that. And then,

because I love citrus, I’ll add

wedges of lemon, and it gives

it that extra tingle.

On days off: I’m cooking for

the elderly we feed through

Heart of Dinner. When we first

started, it was just Yin and me.

It was very important for us to

make sure the meals were cul-

turally appropriate—something

our grandparents made for us

or what we would have made

for our grandparents. We make

sure that it’s low sodium, low

oil, not fried, low sugar, just be-

cause there can be a lot of

health issues when you’re a lit-

tle older. One of the favorite

meals that we made is tomato

egg [stir-fry], which is very

nostalgic all across the Asian

diaspora, with a side of sau-

téed veggies, over a bed of

multigrain porridge. It was so

good. We went, “Ooh, we’re go-

ing to have some after.” And

we did, and we were so happy.

The music I listen to when
I’m cooking is: silence. When
I’m cooking alone and it’s quiet,

it’s actually the time where I

get to decompress. When Yin

and I are together, we’ll put on

a podcast. It’s kind of like

you’re learning at the same

time, or you’re able to go

somewhere else. Our favorite

podcast, “Terrible, Thanks for

Asking” [in which people share

the truth about how they’re

doing], is really sad, but it’s

also very uplifting. You just feel

like, OK, you belong. “How I

Built This” is another favorite,

because I love entrepreneurial-

type things—that’s where my

brain goes. Listening to these

founders talk about their start-

ups and their journeys and

how they got to where they

got is very inspiring.

If I weren’t a restaurateur I’d
be: a counselor for high school
kids. I really wanted to be one.

And I think that’s why I run my

businesses the way I do—with

a huge focus on mentorship.

When I cook for other people
I like to make: shabu-shabu,
because it's very interactive,

and everyone gets to eat what

they want and still feel like

they’re part of the community

of everyone around them. I

also love making braised pork

ribs. And there’s this Taiwan-

ese omelet dish: It’s eggs, it’s

pickled daikon, it’s scallions,

and it pairs so well with rice.

Everyone gets excited about

the crunchiness—preserved

daikon is an underexplored

food item. I usually take it

back into home cooking when

I’m cooking for friends. Most

of the people I hang out with

are in the industry, and we eat

restaurant food all the time.

We really miss that connec-

tion of a home-cooked meal,

what our parents would make.

—Edited from an interview
by Charlotte Druckman

� Find a recipe for Taiwanese

tomato egg at wsj.com/food.

PACK AT IT Above: Ms. Tsai in the kitchen where she prepares
meals for New York City seniors. Below, left to right: NYrture

New York Natto; dried longan, goji berries and lotus bulbs in her

pantry; Eclipse x Moonlynn Tsai Oolong Milk Tea ice cream.

shimmies

easily into the

hinge of the oyster, and a

strong stainless-steel blade

that pries open the shell with a

firm twist of the wrist. Like a but-

ter knife, the blade is sharp enough to

cut through the oyster’s tendons and muscle

but dull enough to avoid injuring the hands of

the person wielding it. The smooth, oblong

birch-veneer handle is a pleasure to grip. And

a hook-shape cutout at the base of the blade

can pop off a crown cap faster than you can

say “mignonette.” $100, middleton-
madeknives.com —Gabriella Gershenson

Raise Your
Shell Game
Oystersandbeersmakeaneasy

pairing; opening themshouldbe,

too.Enter thisdouble-duty tool

KNIFEMAKER Quintin Middleton designed
the Brew Shucker, an oyster knife that dou-

bles as a bottle opener, after years of watch-

ing relatives open oysters and beers at his

family’s annual oyster roasts in St. Stephen,

S.C. “They would shuck an oyster with a but-

ter knife or a screwdriver. And when they

were getting ready to open a beer, no one

ever had a bottle opener, so they would open

it with their wedding rings or on the edge of

the table,” said Mr. Middleton. “So I decided,

Why can’t I come up with something that

would shuck the oyster and open the bottle

at the same time?” His compact tool features

a faceted tip inspired by the screwdriver thatM
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Never Miss A Story,
Style or Trend.

Get the latest trends in the
worlds of food, travel, business,
fashion, culture and more.

explore more at wsj.com/magazine
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goods site Perigold are up 72%
year over year. Eight of the nine
fire pits that Martha Stewart re-
leased through Wayfair this
spring—in styles from faux field-
stone to black powder-coated
steel—have sold out.

One potential inspiration for
families who have reallocated eat-
ing-out budgets to outfitting their
backyard hangs: the al fresco din-
ing arrangements of high-altitude
restaurateurs. At the outdoor ta-
bles at French Alpine Bistro in As-
pen, Colo., guests sit on chairs
draped with fleecy faux sheep
pelts. On hand: creamy woolen
throws ready to cosset folks enjoy-
ing Gruyere fondue by the light of
hurricane candles. “We actually
seat people there every single
night in the winter unless it’s re-
ally minus 25,” said the bistro’s
Austrian-born owner, Karin Derly.
“Historically speaking,” she added,
outdoor restaurant dining “goes
back to the Spanish flu. They
thought about it in 1918 for the
very same reasons we think about
it now—to extend the space in the
streets of Paris.”

On her 750-square-foot roof deck
in Brooklyn Heights, designer Lau-
rie Blumenfeld-Russo and her hus-
band enjoy socially distant dinners
with friends at their sapele-wood
dining table. The couple plans to
use the deck through winter, rely-
ing on outdoor heaters tucked un-
der their pergola. Though her hus-
band finds them too hot to sit
beneath, Ms. Blumenfeld-Russo de-
scribes her attitude as full-on “fry
me like an egg.”

Approaching cold fronts are in-
spiring designers to layer outdoor
rooms with accessories nearly as
cozily as interior ones. On walls be-

hind main seating areas, Mr. Bull-
ard centers “art” with a hidden
agenda: Custom infrared-heated
wall panels by Art of Heat look like
paintings and take up zero real es-
tate. He’ll roll out an outdoor rug
for underfoot comfort and toss
blankets and performance-fabric
velvet pillows on the furniture. It’s
all part of a “tactile experience,” he
said, that gives the space a more
autumnal feel.

In San Francisco, where the av-
erage December low is 46 degrees,
landscape architect Brian Koch of
Terra Ferma Landscapes recently
erected a 12-feet-by-20-feet pergola
in his own backyard, its galvanized
steel frame clad in clear western
cedar (shown above, top). The

structure is fringed with Pottery
Barn outdoor drapes weighted at
the hem and hung on a cable sys-
tem that can draw the curtains in a
dash. “When you eliminate wind
from any outdoor space it drives
up the warmth,” said Mr. Koch. Lin-
ing one fence: an Italian sandstone
fireplace powered with natural gas.
Because it’s ventless, he said, “heat,
instead of traveling up a chimney,
travels outward toward folks gath-
ering around the fire.”

Mr. Koch also mounted strip LED
lighting under the living area’s
stone platform. An app lets him
dim the lights or change their hue
entirely, which creates “a cozy and
warm room within a larger
yard…especially as evening comes

sooner this time of the year.” Ms.
Parker noted the need to see each
other and move about the yard
freely as the days grow shorter.
“My favorite option for entertain-
ing is portable LED lanterns. Bring
them with you throughout the gar-
den, set them on a table or hang
them in the trees.”

Even swapping out exterior
bulbs for aesthetically “warmer”
versions can make a sitting area
more snug, said Heather Trilling, a
landscape designer in Los Angeles.
She recommends the amber hues of
bulbs with a lower Kelvin rating,
between 2700K and 3000K. The
soft glow, she said, makes it feel
“like you are sitting around a
campfire roasting marshmallows.”

God, this is amazing,’” she said of
the embracing jelly-bean-shaped
settee, which plugs into an outlet
on the patio of her home near the
Sea Cliff neighborhood. “It’s my
saving grace for this outside Covid
living we’re having to do.”

Los Angeles designer Martyn
Lawrence Bullard lays radiant un-
derfloor heating in patio projects,
which “really does give you the
sense of being heated all over.” For
a less-involved solution, Janice
Parker, a landscape architect in
Greenwich, Conn., unfurls plug-in
heat mats made to melt snow and
ice on walkways, then hides them

under outdoor rugs. To apply the
same strategy to your furniture,
she suggests heated stadium cush-
ions. “I know they’re not gorgeous,
but you can put your slipcovers
right back over them,” she said.

The pandemic appears to be
boosting demand for warmth on
the patio, whether at the end of an
electrical cord or a fire poker. Gal-
anter & Jones typically enjoys 20%
year-over-year growth in sales; in
2020, it’s seen a spike of 37% over
2019. Searches for “outdoor fire-
places” and “fire pits” on home-

ContinuedfrompageD1

Hide plug-in mats, made
to melt ice on walkways,
under outdoor rugs.
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DESIGN & DECORATING

WIND BREAKER In his San Francisco garden, landscape architect Brian Koch, owner of Terra Ferma Landscapes, erected a pergola with weighted drapes that can be drawn to block the breeze.
“When you eliminate wind from any outdoor space, it drives up the warmth,” he said. The heat from a ventless natural gas fireplace gets pushed out front instead of escaping up a chimney.

TEDDY BEARS’ PICNIC Fuzzy pelts and a fire feature make for an inviting scene on the frigid deck of a winter
home in Park City, Utah, designed by Oz Architects, out of Scottsdale, Ariz.

See You in
November

MORE THAN DÉCOR / LAYER YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE WITH STYLISH CHILL-CHASERS

Bolleke LED

Indoor/Outdoor

Lantern, $119,

rejuvenation.com

�

Toast Firepit,

$3,950, malibumar-

ketdesign.com

�

�
Gingko Bark

Indoor/Outdoor

Custom Rug, $504

for 5 feet by 7 feet,

annieselke.com

Bianca Indoor/

Outdoor Pillow,

$58, anthropolo-

gie.com

�

Kosmos Chair,

$1,700,

galanterand-

jones.com

�

�
Heatsail Dome,

$6,495, Thayer’s

Hardware &

Patio,

631-537-0077

Howlin’ at the Moon
An apple-y autumnal quaff.

Total Time 3 minutes
Makes 1 drink

11/2 ounces Elijah Craig or your
favorite bourbon

1/2 ounce Laird’s Applejack or
your favorite calvados

1/2 ounce tea such as chai
1 teaspoon maple syrup
Dehydrated apple chip
for garnish

In a mixing glass

with ice, stir bour-

bon, applejack, tea

and maple syrup

for 10 seconds and

strain into an ice-filled rocks or

Old Fashioned glass. Garnish with

dehydrated apple chip.

—Adapted from Mary Allison

Wright of Yacht Club and Door

Prize, Denver

Coffee Cherry
This recipe calls for wet whipped

cream on top, which is cream

aerated enough to float but not

so much that it forms stiff peaks.

Total Time 5 minutes
Makes 1 drink

1 cup demerara sugar
½ cup water
4 ounces hot coffee
3/4 ounce gold rum such as
Banks 7 Golden Age

3/4 ounce kirschwasser such
as Clear Creek

Wet whipped cream for topping
Grated nutmeg for garnish

1. Make simple syrup: In a pot
over medium-high heat, com-

bine demerara

sugar and water.

Simmer, stirring

constantly, until

sugar dissolves

completely, about 4 minutes. Let

cool.

2. In a warmed mug, combine
coffee, rum, kirschwasser and ¼

ounce simple syrup. Top with

wet whipped cream and nutmeg.

—Adapted from ‘The PDT

Cocktail Book,’ by Jim Meehan

� Find a recipe for a rye-whiskey

cocktail, Kentucky’s Harvest, at

wsj.com/food.

Cockle-Kindling Cocktails
World-class bartenders concoct toddies that will

warm you and your guests from the inside out

.
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How to
Camp If
You’re Not
A Pack Rat
Not all ‘essential’

equipment deserves a

permanent spot in

your garage

RENT THIS / BUY THAT

SOMETIMES THOUGH, you want to
be able to answer the call of the wild
on the first ring; for that, it helps to
have equipment that’s still useful
when it’s not out in the woods.

Osprey’s Farpoint Travel Pack 55
($180, osprey.com) combines a 40-
liter backpack with sleeping pad
straps and a removable 15-liter
daypack, compact enough to be
practical for year-round use.

Therm-a-Rest’s new NeoAir Topo
Luxe Sleeping Pad (from $145, ther-
marest.com) clocks in at just under
a pound and a half, but inflates to 4
inches thick—cushy enough to serve
as an air mattress for unexpected
guests, but insulated enough to keep
you cozy outdoors, even when the
ground turns cool. Anyone can eas-
ily carry Big Agnes’s simple, 5-
pound, three-person, three-season

Salt Creek SL3 tent ($350, big-
agnes.com) on short backpacking
treks, while occasional car campers
can set it up without frustration.

And because one can’t live on
campfire toasted marshmallows
alone, consider the GasOne Spyder
($50, gasone.com), an 8,000 BTU
single burner butane stove that
folds down into a thermos-sized
package. Deployed tentside, it

treats you to morning coffee or an
evening pot of chili. And given its
stylish design (it comes in shades of
orange or blue reminiscent of the
classic Ford GT), you won’t hesitate
to break it out back in civilization
when your stove is full come
Thanksgiving and you need a spare
burner. Then you can regale your
pod with tales of your camping ad-
ventures. —Matthew Kronsberg

Buy

FOR FAIRWEATHER campers, buy-
ing—not to mention storing and
maintaining—a suite of camping
gear for those two glorious week-
ends under the stars each year is a
questionable investment. Rather
than hitting up your more outdoorsy
friends for loaner gear, look to
outfitters like Arrive Outdoors
and Xscape Pod, which offer on-
line rentals and express delivery
of high-end, fastidiously maintained
backpacking and car-camping gear.

Arrive Outdoors focuses on dab-
blers “who may be considering a
camping or ski trip for the first time
and not be entirely sure what kind
of gear they’ll need,” said founder
Rachelle Snyder. Along with a la
carte options, Arrive offers complete
camping and backpacking sets for
one, two or four people, delivered

via FedEx. All of the gear in one of
Arrive’s camping setups, including a
Marmot Limestone tent, Nemo
sleeping bags and Yeti cooler would
set you back more than $1,000 re-
tail, but can be had for $130 a day
for four people. When you get home,
shake it out and send it back with
the prepaid shipping label.

Xscape Pod’s model is similar:
$229 gets a pair of backpackers a

three-day rental, including Osprey
65-liter packs, Big Agnes tents and
sleeping bags and MSR cooking
gear. While backpacking-gear rent-
als made up just 10% of Xscape Pod’s
business in 2019, that figure jumped
to more than 50% this year, said
CEO Nick Parrish: “We think this
speaks to the desire to not only get
outside, but to socially distance as
much as possible.”

Rent

GEAR & GADGETS

to fourth-graders. It can also host a
roll of drawing paper or tilt up for a
more ergonomic writing position.

You can improve on the kitchen
chair that left your child’s feet dan-
gling in the spring. Look for an ap-
propriately scaled seat that lets kids
support their posture with their
legs. For 5-year-olds and up, the
Lakeshore Learning Materials Flex-
Space Ergo Bounce Cantilever Chair
(from $119, lakeshorelearning.com)
comes in varied heights with a flexi-
ble frame to let students sit forward,
sideways and even bop up and
down, without destroying the floors.
“There’s a bit of a bounce which may
increase comfort,” said Dr. Felt.

Have a chair that’s the right size,
but too hard for kids to sit in with-
out squirming? The Gaiam Kids Bal-
ance Cushion Jr. ($20, gaiam.com) is
a 13-inch-wide, nubby, inflatable disc
that converts a static seat into an
active one, helping students focus
by creating an outlet for wiggling.

Fidgeting doesn’t have to be neg-
ative. It's been proven that move-
ment helps most kids maintain fo-
cus. Pick up fidget toys a la carte or
buy a pack like the National Autism
Resources Fidget Set ($50; national-
autismresources.com) with 13 differ-
ent kinds of sensory toys.

firm. If your child already nabs your
iPhone to take selfies, working with
a 10.2-inch iPad (from $329; ap-
ple.com)makes the most sense and
most kids find it more intuitive than
a mouse and keyboard. Bundled in
an operating system both you and
your kid already know, its front- and
rear-facing cameras let children in-
teract with teachers and classmates.
If you need a device with multiple
accounts—for sharing among multi-
ple students—the also-intuitive
Google Pixel Slate (from $499,
store.google.com) hosts separate
profiles that you can customize with
apps and parental controls.

Headphones can really help keep
the peace in a shared living/learning
space. For students 10 and younger,
or those who aren’t particularly
tech-savvy, stick with a traditional
plug-in headset—no Bluetooth set-
tings to fuss with. The child-sized
JBL JR300 ($25, jbl.com) is a light-
weight option with clear sound and
a cushioned on-ear design. For stu-
dents more comfortable with over-
the-ear models, try JLab’s Audio
JBuddies Studio kids headphones
($20, jlabaudio.com). Both JBL and
JLabs make Bluetooth versions for
older students who can handle pair-
ing devices, and are sufficiently re-

sponsible to keep them charged.
Skip the urge to paint the walls

surrounding the desk in “stimulat-
ing” colors, said Dr. Schenke. In-
stead, encourage students to deco-
rate with their own artwork and
projects—the sort of decoration
you’d normally see on parent-
teacher night. Another cue to take
from the classroom? Cubbies. They
keep the space tidy and help stu-
dents get into a routine and develop
responsibility when it comes to find-
ing and returning books and blocks.
The 3-foot-tall ECR4Kids 10 Cubby
School Storage Cabinet ($193, sta-
ples.com) is built on rolling casters,
making it easier to move aside dur-
ing dinner. Punch up the color by
filling it with bright bins.

A new school year is liable to
fuel anxiety in the best of times, for
both parents and students. But the
experts agree: Focus on making
sure your children’s social skills
keep developing and worry less
about the academics. “We know so-
cial-emotional skills are foundations
to learning,” said Dr. Schenke. Don’t
kick yourself, or teachers, if it’s dif-
ficult to adjust at first. A little sum-
mer hangover is inevitable, but
soon they’ll be the ones shushing
you while on a video call.

BY SAL VAGLICA

T
HIS SPRING, when
schools were closing
faster than dominoes
toppling, many parents
did their best to cobble

together a makeshift classroom at
the kitchen table. An old laptop.
Hand-me-down headphones. Broken
Crayolas. Now, as many states ex-
tend remote learning into fall, it’s
arguably worth it to invest in better
tech and intact crayons—the tools
your kids need to stay engaged with
classmates and the curriculum.

While you needn’t devote a home
office to remote learning, some sort
of dedicated space within parental
view helps foster the routine a real
classroom provides. “If your student
is prone to distraction they might
need a disciplinary eye cast over
them,” said Laurel Felt, Ph.D.,
founder of Our Powerful Play, which
helps families de-stress through co-
play. Like adults, when kids have an
ergonomic desk setup, they’ll feel
more comfortable and find it easier
to focus. Thanks to the four wing
nuts on the adjustable IKEA Flisati
($80, ikea.com), the desk can grow
as kids do, from 20 7/8 inches to 28
inches, accommodating most first-KA
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IT’S IN THE BAG Above: Xscape Pods come
with all you need in the wild. Right: Arrive

Outdoors offers full kits and a la carte options

OWN IT Clockwise from left: Osprey’s Farpoint

Travel Pack 55; Therm-a-Rest NeoAir Topo Luxe

Sleeping Pad, Agnes Salt Creek SL3 tent.

How to set up your kids—and their ‘classroom’—for a smarter remote-learning experience

Make Your HomeWork

Before Covid-19, the unwritten
rule was to wait until your offspring
reached eighth grade before equip-
ping them with smartphones. Ex-
perts agree, however, that parents
should give older remote learners
greater latitude with text and video
chat—under supervision—to let
them interact with peers. For youn-
ger ones, parents may have to step

in to help set up virtual playdates.
“It can help ward off this sense of
mourning brought on by not seeing
classmates,” said Dr. Felt.

Many districts are supplying tab-
lets or laptops for remote learning,
but that doesn’t mean they’re easy
to use. For elementary-age students,
stick with a more familiar touch-
screen experience, said Katerina
Schenke, Ph.D., founder of Katalyst
Methods, an education research

Like adults, when kids
have an ergonomic desk
setup, they’ll feel more
comfortable and find it
easier to focus.

Curiosity Box These regularly
delivered arts-and-crafts kits

keep little minds and hands ac-

tive as kids learn to use their

natural creative skills. From
$279 for 12-month subscrip-
tion, curiosityboxkids.com

OwlCrate Jr. Each themed
reading box includes

a new novel, a few

shorter reads and

playful add-ons

like bookmarks,

buttons and toys.

$156 plus ship-
ping for 6 months,
owlcrate.com

MORE TO EXPLORE / KITS
FOR AFTER-SCHOOL HOURS

Little Passports With a vari-
ety of age-appropriate sub-

scription boxes, kids can learn

about dinosaurs, be introduced

to STEM skills or discover new

countries. From $191 for 12
months, littlepassports.com

.
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Base Price $58,900
Price, as Tested $82,925
Power and Drivetrain Naturally aspi-
rated 6.2-liter direct-injection OHV
V8; eight-speed twin-clutch transmis-
sion with manual-shift mode and
paddle shifters; rear-wheel drive
Horsepower/Torque 495 hp at 6,450
rpm/470 lb-ft at 5,150 rpm
Length/Width/Height/Wheelbase
182.3/76.1/48.6/107.2 inches
Curb Weight 3,622 pounds
0-60 mph 2.8 seconds
EPA Fuel Economy 15/27/19 mpg
Cargo Volume 4.0/8.6 cu. ft, frunk/
trunk

holeshot acceleration, delta-v is
proportional to the percentage of
vehicle weight that can be slung
over the rear wheels. With the en-
gine up front, the C7 was weight-
transfer limited. It could have had
a million horsepower and it
wouldn’t get any quicker.

Between its short-geared, launch-
perfecting DCT and the chassis’s
squat-thrust under load, the C8 is a
palpable 1.1 seconds quicker to 60
mph on its way to a ¼-mile ticket of
11.2 seconds, according to the brand.

For reference, MotorTrend found
that the Z51’s performance numbers
match those of current Porsche 911
Carrera S almost exactly.

So how is C8 not perfect? The re-
flections of the tan leather interior
on the windshield made our tester
just about hazardous; something
must be done about that. In various
ways the car felt constrained, seem-
ingly in the effort to maintain head-
room for more potent variants. The
engine rev-limiter/fuel cutoff point
seems set artificially low (6,450
rpm). As I whomped through four
muffled, robotic upshifts, the Sting-
ray mechanism sounded like it was
short shifting, a wail interrupted.
While it has a fully adjustable sus-
pension, the Z51 comes out of the
box with some friendly and progres-
sive understeer dialed in.

I suppose the C8 could be accused
of excessive refinement, to the point
of not being recognizably a Cor-
vette. With the V8 behind its occu-
pants, so too is much of the aural
drama. An unprecedented, Lexus-
like sophistication inhabits the
adaptive suspension, the pillowed
upshifts, the muted cabin ambience.

But don’t worry: If you forget it’s
a Corvette, people will remind you.

I couldn’t be more swept
off my feet if GM’s CEO
Mary Barra knocked on
my door, offering to
mowmy lawn.

2020 Corvette Stingray:
America’s Supercar Remade

OMG. The 2020 Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray Z51 is fantastic. I don’t
think I can take many more sur-
prises this year.

The eighth generation of Amer-
ica’s Sports Car since 1953, and the
first to put the engine behind the
driver, the “C8” Stingray ($58,900
base price, $82,925, as tested) is
quick, it’s slick, it looks like my se-
cret anime avatar on the outside
and some impossible, blue-sky con-
cept car on the inside. The hand-
wrapped leather interior included in
the 3LT package ($11,950) rivals
anything in Lambo’s supply chain. I
couldn’t be more taken off my feet
if GM CEO Mary Barra knocked on
my door, offering to mow my lawn.

The C8 is not perfect; later on I’ll
say how. But first let’s celebrate the
W. A grateful nation says, Boo-yah.

It may strain diplomatic rela-
tions with Italy, however. Built on a
spaceframe of aluminum extrusions
and diecast chassis nodes;
shrouded with composite and alu-
minum body panels; poised over
aluminum double-A arms with coil-
over magnetic dampers; and cogged
with a dual-clutch transaxle (DCT),
the Stingray’s anatomy resembles
that of the Ferrari 488 GTB
($330,000). The 488 is more
power-dense and prettier, for sure.
But, taking all things in balance, the
Chevy beats the snot out of it.

Main Street seems to like it. On
Saturday, my neighbor rented an in-
flatable waterslide for his kid’s
birthday. By the time I parked the
Z51—a performance upgrade pack-
age that includes a throatier, two-
stage exhaust system—eight wet lit-
tle kids were dancing on the hot
asphalt around the car, eyes wide.

Throughout my week with the
Stingray—ours enameled in a stun-
ning tobacco-brown metallic with
black-and-tan interior—admirers
have engaged on the ontology of
Corvette-ness. More than a few have
mused that “It doesn’t look like a
Corvette to me,” offered as a compli-
ment or put-down. Dude, I can’t ac-
count for your a priori, but if that
doesn’t look like your idea of a Cor-
vette, it really ought to.

What folks are seeing is the
Stingray’s unfamiliar front-axle-to-
dash distance, i.e., the short hood.
In the C8 the seats, and the glass
canopy along with them, have
been moved forward 16.5 inches,
relative to the wheelbase.

This changes everything. Sitting
in the C7, the driver looks over the
instrument binnacle and past a long
hood. In the C8, one looks down
and out, with the roof pillars al-
most peripheral. The frunk lid falls
away like a waterslide; the pedals
are between the front wheels. The
difference in visibility might be

compared with moving from the pi-
lot’s seat to the nose-gunner posi-
tion in a B-17 Flying Fortress. How-
ever much quicker the C8 is around
a given road course, credit some
part to the driver being able to see
through the corners.

After years of taking grief for
chintzy interiors, the C8’s design
team, and their accountants, seem
out to prove something. It’s like a
leather-upholstered jigsaw puzzle
in there. The cabin gleams with
pewter-like accents framing the
switches, screens, and blade-thin
HVAC vents. The drive selector is
an elegant switchset reminiscent of
the Fisker Karma. The drive-mode
selector lives under its own, hand-
some leather hillock, a palm rest.
The high-rez touch screen and con-
nected digital UX is current, easy
to reach and read. Where has this
GM been all my life?

If you miss the old Corvette, have
a look at the engine bay, under the
transparency. See the red valve cov-
ers? That’s the latest version of the
GM’s smallblock V8, the LT2—a nat-
urally aspirated 6.2 liter, dry-sump
lubricated, pushrod-actuated firebox
with 4-into-1 exhaust manifolds like
a bundle of aluminum snakes. That
Klingon-forehead thing on top is the
capacious intake manifold with
equal-length runners. Because the
engine is now aft, the exhaust runs

are both shorter and straighter, re-
ducing back pressure. Between this
and that, the LT2’s output is
bumped 35 hp, to 495 hp (with the
Z51 exhaust) and 470 lb-ft of torque.

Of course, those few ponies do
not account for the C8’s leap in
quickness over C7, especially con-
sidering the new car weighs about
100 pounds more. What makes the
C8 quicker is its weight distribu-
tion, an ass-heavy 40/60, front/
rear, compared with the previous
ratio of about 50/50.

Here we arrive at the casus belli
of the entire program: 0-60 mph.
In the first critical milliseconds of

2020 CHEVROLET CORVETTE STINGRAY Z51 3LT

The Wall Street Journal is not compensated by retailers listed in its articles as outlets for products. Listed retailers frequently are not the sole retail outlets.
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THAT’S DEBATABLE

TIKTOK, A SKYROCKETING app
favored by Gen Z and designed to
showcase short-form mobile vid-
eos, has amassed 80 million active

users in the U.S. Still, many in the 30-and-over
crowd say they simply don’t have the time or
will for more social media. “That’s stress I
don’t need in my life,” said writer Louis Peitz-
man, 33, who has more than 68,000 Twitter
followers. “Instagram is soul-sucking enough.”

Especially viral TikToks—like pranks,
dance challenges and messy science experi-
ments—migrate to other social platforms
anyway. And earlier this month, Instagram
debuted Reels, a feature that lets you layer
sounds and other TikTok-like effects onto
15-second video snippets.

Emily Schuman, 37, the lifestyle blogger be-
hind Cupcakes and Cashmere, chose not to
move her content to TikTok, sticking with her
half-million Instagram followers. “TikTok feels
ageist,” she said, adding that a meme sealed
the deal for her. “It read, ‘If you’re old enough
to use eye cream, you’re too old for TikTok.’”

Many Boomers cite privacy concerns as rea-
son to shun the app, which was developed in
China and can access personal data—though
no more than other social platforms. Others
see downloading TikTok as a desperate at-
tempt to reclaim one’s youth. “Anyone over 30
dancing like a teenager looks stupid,” said en-
trepreneur Hannah Lockhart, 35. “Do the
world a favor and leave TikTok to the kids.”

The kids tend to agree. This spring, Maya
Lepadatu, 17—the force behind a TikTok mock-
ing millennials who use words like “adulting”
and love avocado toast—saw it go viral. In the
clip, she joked, “I personally do not want to be
associated with people who still think Harry
Potter movies are a personality trait.” Millen-
nials later lobbied a defense—on Twitter.

YES

VETTING PROCESS The long,
iconic hood may be gone, but

the mid-engine Z51 rivals the

speed of much pricier Ferraris.

GEAR & GADGETS

Can the Over-30 Crowd Safely Ignore TikTok?
WITH ITS SIMPLE interface and
algorithm that tailors content to
each user’s tastes, TikTok has be-
come a crucial time-killer for

Americans stuck at home. And, lately, the
app is particularly attracting older genera-
tions, who grew up posting selfies but
weren’t initially ready for the pivot to video.
According to Comscore, this spring TikTok
saw a steep increase among 35- to 44-year-
olds, while use among 18- to 24-year-olds
dropped. And today the #Over30 hashtag
has more than 7 billion views.

“TikTok aged up fast thanks to quarantine,”
said Evan Horowitz, 39, CEO of creative studio
Movers+Shakers, which spearheaded the most
viral U.S. campaign in TikTok’s history for e.l.f.
Cosmetics last year. “What’s also helped is
that it’s trendy to make a TikTok with your
parents or grandparents, so that has brought
them into the TikTok world at a faster rate.”

Dentist Tim McNeely, 47, initially joined the
app on a dare before rising to fame as the
“Dancing Dentist.” He now boasts 1.9 million
followers and said his practice has grown due
to TikTok. “In the beginning, there were com-
ments like, ‘We stan,’ which scared me,” he
said “I deleted the videos until my daughter
informed me that ‘stan’ is a compliment.”

TikTok fans see the app as an alternative
to Instagram’s polished aesthetic, Twitter’s
snark and Facebook’s overly mass sensibil-
ity. They describe the platform as raw and
authentic with something for users of all
ages, from recipes and fitness programs to
makeup tips and even therapy.

“Being a millennial on the app felt strange
at first because I landed just before the COVID
boom,” said TikTok star creator Brian Moller,
32. “But now it just feels like we’re all there
doing weird stuff together.”—Allison Duncan
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